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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates early modern architecture in the Philosophical Transactions, 

the monthly journal of the Royal Society of London. Founded in 1665, the Philosophical 

Transactions is considered the first ‘scientific’ periodical in history as it was primarily 

dedicated to original empirical investigations informed by the Royal Society’s nascent 

culture of experiment. As such, the thesis identifies the Transactions during its first 35 

years of publication as a significant ‘site’ for studying seventeenth century architecture 

as part of the journal’s experimental interest. On one hand, the research examines the 

Transactions’ vast primary material as an original source for architectural history and, on 

the other hand, it identifies the journal as a form of early modern architecture.

The thesis argues that architecture in the journal emerges through forms of ‘trans-

action’, i.e. as systems and networks of relations between authors, objects and places, 

design practices and trade, writing and drawing, travelling and building, copying, edit-

ing and printing. These are examined through the Transactions’ local and international 

modes of production, such as its experimental composition and manufacturing, and in 

the vast amount of written and drawn contents of the journal, such as experimental re-

ports, image-making and travel narratives. Through these aspects, early modern architec-

ture in the Transactions appears as a system of processes through largely lesser-known 

practices and authors (e.g. mechanical practitioner Joseph Moxon, chaplain William 

Halifax and mathematical artist George Sinclair), and expands on existing scholarship 

on late seventeenth-century English architecture and architects (e.g. Wren and Hooke).

The thesis is divided into four chapters, identified as four categories of transactions. 

First, I investigate the journal’s material production and its relation with architectural 

practices in post-1666 London and around the Royal Society. I then examine the strate-

gies for making and composing the journal’s vast visual apparatus, especially in relation 

with optical technologies, mechanisation and drawing techniques. Successively, I study 

the written contents of the journal as a way to present architecture through travel ac-

counts, antiquarian reports, building descriptions and modes of writing and transmitting 

distant information. Finally, I trace the European dimension of the Transactions, espe-

cially in relation to France and the Netherlands, through cross-national forms of archi-

tectural transactions such as correspondences, translations and displacements of people 

and objects.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

This thesis contributes to the historiography of early modern architecture in England 

by investigating a vast collection of primary sources through the Philosophical Trans-

actions’ contents and composition. Concurrently, the thesis examines the journal as an 

object for architecture by studying it through late seveneenth-century modes and archi-

tectural practices. The impact of this thesis therefore lies in a specific examination of 

unknown, overlooked and understudied primary material as significant objects for archi-

tectural history. As a result, the research originally expands on current understandings of 

seventeenth-century English and European architectural practices as a component of the 

Transactions’ modes of production.

The contribution of the thesis has been endorsed by a number of funding bodies. 

The London Arts and Humanities Partnership (LAHP) has supported the research for 

three years of PhD. Additional funding has been provided by the LAHP Study Visit 

and Conference Fund, the Bartlett Research Fund and the Bartlett Student Conference 

Fund. Over the past three years, I have presented my research outcomes to the public in 

academic conferences, workshops and symposiums. I have taken part in the two most 

important conferences in the field of architectural history: the European Architectural 

History Network (EAHN) International Meeting (Tallinn, June 2018) and the Annual 

Conference of Society of Architectural Historians (Providence, April 2019). I have 

also discussed my work in workshops at the Bartlett School of Architecture and ETH 

Zurich, as well as in other international conferences, such as the Annual Architectural 

History Workshop of the Society of Architectural Historians of Great Britain (London 

May 2017), the LAHP-funded conference ‘Cross-disciplinary approaches to the study of 

knowledge-making in the early modern world’ (London, October 2017) and the EAHN 

thematic conference ‘The Tools of The Architect’ (Delft, November 2017). 

Additionally, I consider my research into the Philosophical Transactions as a fruitful 

examination into original sources which can have future academic and public signifi-

cance as the object of scholarly and general publications and pedagogy. I have published 

my research in both international scholarly journals, such as the Notes and Records 

of the Royal Society and conference proceedings, as well as in international magazine 

articles such as LOBBY Magazine. Finally, the knowledge I have developed with my 
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thesis has direct impact over my professional development in higher education. In 2016 

and 2017 I independently designed and taught a site-based course on seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century architecture in London at the Department of History of Art at UCL. 

Additionally, since 2018 I run a purposely-designed course at Syracuse University 

London entitled ‘London’s Built Environment’. In both instances, the subject matter, 

contexts, methods and case studies of my teaching are largely informed by the expertise 

acquired during my PhD.
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FIGURES

Transaction I. From Journal to College

Fig. 1.1. Title page for the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions (henceforth PT), 

March 1665

Fig. 1.2. Spreads from the early years of the PT, illustrating the variety and uses of type, 

such as notes and addendums in and around the main body of text, visual additions 

at the margins, in-text illustrations and full-page charts designed with ad-hoc setting. 

From top left clockwise: vol. 9, n. 109, 1674; vol. 12,  n. 142, 1678; vol. 19, n. 217, 

1695; vol. 13, n. 143, 1683 (Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 1.3. Title pages  from issues 178 and 14 of the PT, showing full-page visual assem-

blages for the entire issues (Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 1.4. Throwout pages from the early PT demonstrating the relation between text and 

images. Left: vol. 8, n. 96, 1673; vol. 8, n. 100, 1673; vol. 8, n. 97, 1673. Above: 

vol. 4, n. 56, 1669; vol. 4, n. 51, 1669 (Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 1.5. Issues 63 (left) and 64 (right) of the PT, showcasing different density of type-

setting and therefore suggesting that the issues were produced in two different print-

ing workshops (Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 1.6. J. Moxon, title page for Mechanick Exercises, London 1683, reprint (RIBA 

Library)

Fig. 1.7. J. Moxon, title page for Vignola. Or the Compleat Architect, London 1655 

(RIBA Library)

Fig. 1.8. Pages from Moxon’s Vignola

Fig. 1.9. Comparison between Moxon’s smaller and Leeke’s larger editions of Vignola 

(RIBA Library)

Fig. 1.10. J. Moxon, title page for Practical Perspective. Or Perspective Made Easie, 

London 1670 and (below) pop-up page from the book, made of paper and mica and 

illustrating the Albertian principles of perspectival view (RIBA Library)

Fig. 1.11. A. Félibien, title page and engraved plates for Des Principes de l’Architecture, 

de la Sculpture, de la Peinture et des Autres Arts qui en Dependent, Paris 1676, il-
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lustrating instruments for drawing and surveying and timber framings for wall and 

roof construction

Fig. 1.12. Engraved plates from Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises showcasing instruments 

for carpentry and plans, elevation and section for a prototypical dwelling

Fig. 1.13. J. Moxon, title page for Regulæ Trium Ordinum Literarum Typographicarum 

or The Rules of the Three Orders of Print Letters, London 1676

Fig. 1.14. First plate from Moxon’s Regulæ Trium Ordinum Literarum Typographicar-

um, illustrating his modular system for designing letters

Fig. 1.15. J. Moxon, title page for Mechanick Exercises applied to the Art of Printing, 

London 1683

Fig. 1.16. T. Schweighardt Constantiens, ‘The Temple of the Rose Cross’, 1618

Fig. 1.17. J. Evelyn, plan and details for a ‘Philosophic Mathematic College’ 1659. Eve-

lyn Papers, vol. CLXXIV, British Library MS 78341

Fig. 1.18. G. Vertue, view of Gresham College, in J. Ward, Lives of the Professors of 

Gresham College, London 1740 (British Library)

Fig. 1.19. R. Hooke, section of the southern block of Gresham College with his in-built 

zenital telescope and detail for its remote opening lid. In R. Hooke, Lectiones Cutle-

riane, London 1674

Fig. 1.20. W. Hollar, view of London (above) after the Great Fire, 1667, detail. Number 

166 on the lower left indicates the imprint of the destroyed Royal Exchange. The 

block numbered 167, around the centre of the map, is Gresham College. Bird’s eye 

view (below) of the City of London, 1660, with a detail of the Arundel House. North 

and south views (right, above and middle) of the courtyard in the Arundel House, 

1646. View of London (bottom right) from the roof of the Arundel House, 1646

Fig. 1.21. I. Jones, Italianate doorway for the Arundel House, 1610s. From J. Summer-

son, Architecture in Britain 1530-1830, Yale University Press, p. 83

Fig. 1.22. N. Tallis, ‘Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel’, 1618. In the painting we 

get a glimpse of Arundel’s collection of sculptures displayed in the Renaissance-

styled southern block of his estate. A paved barrel-vaulted corridor ends with an 

arched balcony overlooking the Thames. On each side, classic statues on quadrangu-

lar pedestals accompany to the end of the block, with natural light coming from the 

west through a row of windows

Fig. 1.23. M. Burghers,  east front of the Ashmolean Museum, 1685
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Fig. 1.24. Plan for the repository of the Royal Society. 1730. Royal Society Manu-

scripts, CMB/63

Fig. 1.25. T. Brahe, painted view and elevation of the main building of Uraniborg, Hven 

1602

Fig. 1.26.  ‘Astro-poecilo-pygrium’ in I. Kepler, Tavolae Rudoplhianae, Ulm 1627

Fig. 1.27. J. Hevelius, views (above left) of the astronomical observatory built over his 

house in Danzig, in Machina Coelestis, vol. 2, Danzig 1679. J. Flamsteed, views 

(below left) of the quadrant installed at the Flamsteed House (now Greenwich Ob-

servatory) in 1675, in Historia Coelestis Britannica, London 1725. W. Charleton, 

front view (above) of R. Hooke’s Anatomy Theatre for the Royal College of Physi-

cians, in New Enquiries into Human Nature, London 1680

Transaction II. ‘Under one View’

Fig. 2.1. J. Sinclair, title page for ‘Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum’, in PT, vol. 8, 

n. 96, 1673

Fig. 2.2. J. Sinclair, illustration of the ‘Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum’, in PT, 

vol. 8, n. 96, 1673

Fig. 2.3. J. Sinclair, reproduction of C. Scheiner’s Stereograph, published next to the 

Parallelogrammum

Fig. 2.4. Schematics for parallel and central projection using light rays. From P. J. 

Brooker, A History of Engineering Drawing, Chatto and Windus, London 1963, p. 

4

Fig. 2.5. I. Kepler, page 19 from Dioptrice, 1611. Problem 53 is illustrated at the bottom 

with a candle with rectified light rays

Fig. 2.6. A. Van Dyck , Triple Portrait of Charles I, 1636

Fig. 2.7. F. D’Aguillon, frontiespiece for the sixth book of Opticorum Libri Sex, 1613. 

The plate, engraved by Rubens, illustrates the geometrical principles of stereograph-

ic projection through shadows cast by an armillary sphere

Fig. 2.8. R. Townley’s schematics for the telescopic micrometer drawn by Hooke, in PT, 

vol. 2, n. 29, 1667

Fig. 2.9. Engraved plate with A. Leeuwenhoek’s microscopic observations of ‘Salts of 

Wine and Vinegar’, in PT, vol. 15, n. 170, 1685
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Fig. 2.10. C. Wren, perspectograph, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45, 1669. By moving the pen ‘I’ 

while following the contours of an object with ‘P’ through the fixed pin-hole ‘A’, a 

faithful perspectival image is traced on the plane ‘oooo’. Wren added a system of 

levers and strings to allow for a weightless movement of the hand along the vertical 

board, hence facilitating the act of drawing

Fig. 2.11. Engraved plate with orthographical views of a Roman Monument found in 

Durham by Martin Lister, in PT, vol. 13, n. 145, 1683

Fig. 2.12. R. Thoresby, engraved views of two Roman Altars found near Leeds, in PT, 

vol. 19, n. 231, 1697

Fig. 2.13. De Gennes, view of an automatic sowing machine, in PT, vol. 12, n. 140, 

1678

Fig. 2.14. J. Geddes, views of the design for a bee-hive (after William Thomson), in PT, 

vol. 8, n. 96, 1673

Fig. 2.15. Throwout page for PT, vol. 19, n.227, 1697. In the centre and sides, Moly-

neux’s scaled horns

Fig. 2.16. J. Wallis, elevation of an arched chimney piece from Northamptonshire, in 

PT, vol. 14, n. 166, 1684

Fig. 2.17. R. Southwel, plan and section of Pen Park Hole, in PT, vol. 13, n. 143, 1683

Fig. 2.18. R. Waller, ‘Catalogue of Simple and Mixt Colours’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 179, 

1686

Fig. 2.19. M. Lister, view of the Multangular Tower in York, engraved by John Savage, 

in PT, vol. 13, n. 149, 1683. Actual size

Fig. 2.20. W. Lodge (possibly F. Place), ink and watercolour sketch of the Multangular 

Tower in York, 1683. RS MS/131/57. Actual size

Fig. 2.21. H. Justel, illustration of the Swiss ‘Icy Mountain’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 100, 1673. 

Actual size

Fig. 2.22. Pen and ink sketch of the Swiss ‘Icy Mountain’, 1673. RS EL/I1/70. Actual 

size

Fig. 2.23. Throwout page  for PT, v. 14, n. 159, 1684, engraved Michael Burghers

Fig. 2.24. Throwout page for PT, v. 15, n. 178, 1685, engraved by Michael Burghers 

Fig. 2.25. S. van de Passe, Frontispiece for Bacon’s Instauratio Magna, London 1620

Fig. 2.26. J. Beaumont, illustration of fossils, in PT vol. 13, n. 150, 1683, engraved by 

Michael Burghers
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Fig. 2.27. Townley’s schematics for the micrometer with folding piece cut and pasted 

(see fig. 2.8)

Fig. 2.28. Drawing (above) of the micrometer attached to a telescope sent to the Royal 

Society and R. Hooke’s own preparatory sketch (below) for Townley’s foldable 

micrometer from 1667. RS CP/2/13

Fig. 2.29. Throwout page for PT, v. 15, n. 173, 1685, illustrating Leeuwenhoek’s obser-

vations of salts and Papin’s pressure pump (right)

Fig. 2.30. Throwout page for PT, v.15, n. 176, 1685, illustrating R. Wallis’ geometrical 

secants (above) and antiquities presented to the Society (below)

Fig. 2.31. Throwout page for PT, vol. 16, n. 186, 1686, illustrating J. W. von Valvasor’s 

method for casting statues (left), Papin’s hydraulic machine (right) and Wallis’ geo-

metrical progression on air resistance (above)

Fig. 2.32. H. Cole, engraving of his view of the Giant’s Causeways in Ireland, in PT, 

vol. 18, n. 212, 1694

Fig. 2.33. E. Sandys, engraving of his ‘True Prospect’ of the Giant’s Causeways accom-

panying William’s Molyneux’s account, in PT, vol. 19, n. 235, 1696

Fig. 2.34. Details of the Causeways’ pillars accompanying Molyneux’s article, in PT, 

vol. 21, n. 241, 1698

Fig. 2.35. N. Witsen, illustration for his account on the shifting fluxes of Batavian rivers, 

for PT, vol. 22, n. 264, 1700

Fig. 2.36. Illustration of Mine caves in Devon, in PT, vol. 6, n. 69, 1671

Fig. 2.37. J. W. von Valvasor, illustration from his account on Lake Cerknika, in PT, vol. 

16, n. 191, 1687

Fig. 2.38. E. Halley, map for the ‘Historical Account’ on the Trade Winds and detail of 

the same, in PT, vol. 16, n. 183, 1686

Fig. 2.39. J. Sturt, map of France after J. Picard and P. La Hire (1682), in PT, vol. 19, n. 

226, 1697

Fig. 2.40. Left: reconstruction of Sinclair’s Parallelogrammum according to his essay. 

Above is the vertical board and parallelogram attached to it, made with wooden 

parts and simple metal joints. Below is the dioptrical viewer, featuring the two suc-

cessive frames. Importantly, Sinclair’s essay did not include measurements to scale 

its instrument. The drawing board has been sized to accommodate reproductions 

of the human figure. Middle: Portrait of female figure using the Parallelogrammum 
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Propographicum. Much of the precision of Sinclair’s method comes from manoeu-

vrability, which as result does not necessarily match the orthographical accuracy so 

strongly presented in his essay. Importantly, the illustration presented here has been 

scaled down from a 1:1 reproduction. Right: Comparison between a model’s photo-

graphic depiction and its representation using the Parallelogrammum, evidencing the 

distinction between a perspectival view and its flat ‘elevation’.

Fig. 2.41. ‘View of the Ruines of Palmyra’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217, 1695. Actual size 

Transaction III. ‘Suitable to Time and Place’

Fig. 3.1. Spreads from W. Halifax’s account on Palmyra, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217, 1695 

(Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 3.2. E. Kaempfer, illustrations after his sketches of Persepolis, PT, vol. 18, n. 210, 

1694

Fig. 3.3. Illustration of an ancient sepulchre in Cocherel in PT, vol. 16, n. 185, 1686

Fig. 3.4. Detail from throwout page illustrating the bridge at St. Esprit from T. Robin-

son’s account, in PT, vol. 13, n. 160, 1685, and engraved by Michael Burghers

Fig. 3.5. J. Wallis (?), design for a timber bridge, in PT, vol. 13, n. 163, 1685

Fig. 3.6. W. Faithorne, map of southern France illustrating the Canal du Midi, in PT, 

vol. 4, n. 56, 1669

Fig. 3.7. Page (above) with Oldenburg’s combinatory system for publishing queries on 

kitchen-gardens, in PT, vo. 3, n. 4, 1668 

Fig. 3.8. T. Brotherton, illustrations on the changing growth of young Scotch-Firr trees 

when partially cut, in PT, v. 9, n. 111, 1674

Fig. 3.9. Right: Evelyn’s automatic ‘Sembrador’ ploughing machine, in PT, vol. 5, n. 

60, 1670. The invention, originally produced in Madrid by Geronimo de Camargo 

in 1664, made use of a rotating cylinder, directly activated by the plough’s wheels, 

which deposited seeds ‘with order and proportion’. Next, W. Jackson, illustration on 

salt-making in Cheshire, in PT, vol. 4, n. 53, 1669. The scheme provided a ‘set’ of 

architectural technologies and mechanical instruments, described in the account, for 

potential replication, from the furnaces for boiling water to the barrows to filter the 

salt
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Fig. 3.10. Spreads from Halifax’s account on Palmyra, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217, 1695 

(Royal Society Archives)

Fig. 3.11. Detail from throwout page illustrating the inscription found by Lufkin under-

neath an ancient Roman window in Colchester, in PT, vol. 21, n. 255, 1699

Fig. 3.12. J. Wallis, illustration of an ancient mantle-tree from Northamptonshire, in PT, 

vol. 13, n. 154, 1683

Fig. 3.13. J. Wilkins, page from his Essay Towards a Universal Character, London 

1668, featuring non-alphabetic typeset cut by J. Moxon

Fig. 3.14. R. Hooke, alphabetical table with Chinese characters, in PT, vol. 16, n. 180, 

1686

Fig. 3.15. Designs for a ‘Speaking Trumpet’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 141, 1677. Using large 

trumpets made of brass, fellows such as S. Moreland, J. Conyers and J. Goddard 

successfully spoke to each other between the gardens at the Arundel House and the 

opposite side of the Thames

Fig. 3.16. A Kircher, Chinese buildings from his China Illustrata, 1664, in PT, vol. 1, n. 

26, 1667

Transaction IV. Philosophical Printing and Continental Building

Fig. 4.1. Two editions of the Acta Philosophica. Above, throwout from Boom’s octo-

decimo edition from 1672. Below, an elongated folded sheet with Townley’s mi-

crometer from a quarto edition published in Lipsia by Johann Hahn in 1675. The 

illustration of the instrument is missing Hooke’s folding piece (see figs. 2.8, 2.28) 

(University of Amsterdam)

Fig. 4.2. N. Witsen, Map of Great Tartary, 1691

Fig. 4.3. J. Moxon, English (left) and Dutch (right) printing presses from the second 

volume of the Mechanick Exercises, 1683

Fig. 4.4. J. Danckerts, frontispiece and page from Architectura Chivilis, Amsterdam 

1660. In the frontispiece, an allegory of architecture sits on a large base, holding 

drawing instruments and a model of Amsterdam’s Town Hall, completed in 1655 

after the designs by Jacob van Campen. On the right, distributive schemes for a two-

floor detached dwelling (University of Amsterdam)

Fig. 4.5. C. Huygens, Hofwijck, Voorburg (author’s pictures)
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Fig. 4.6. C. Huygens, Hofwijck and its grounds, in Hofwijck, 1653

Fig. 4.7. Above: Constantine Huygens jr., ink and wash drawing of the Hofwijck, 1660. 

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RP-T-1885-A-543. Below: Christiaan Huygens, pen and 

wash drawing of the Hofwijck, 1681. Leiden University, ms. HUG 9, fol. 5r.

Fig. 4.8. Chritiaan Huygens, frontispiece for the Cosmotheoros, The Hague 1698

Fig. 4.9. C. Perrault, illustrations with Vitruvian machinery copied from Dix Livres de 

Vitruve, in Journal Des Scavans, 1674

Fig. 4.10. P. Bullet, Pantometre, in Journal des Scavans, 1676

Fig. 4.11. L. Simmonneau, engraved lettering for the Romain du Roy, 1694

Fig. 4.12. J. Jaugeon, construction of capital letters, in Description et Perfection des 

Arts et Métiers, 1704. Bibliothéque Nationale de France, Français 9157

Fig. 4.13. F. Blondel, Porte St. Denis, in Cours d’Architecture, Vol. 1, Paris 1675

Fig. 4.14. S. LeClerc, the King visits the Académie des Sciences, in C. Parrault,  Mé-

moires pour Servir à l’Histoire Naturelle des Animaux, 1671

Fig. 4.15. A. Perelle, south front of the Palais Royal, 1679

Fig. 4.16. C. Lucas, detail of the Louvre under construction, in M.-E- Tourgot Map de 

Paris, 1739. For the map Tourgot chose a parallel view, already known in French as 

‘Perspective Cavaliere’ (see ch. 2)

Fig. 4.17. S. LeClerc, ‘Cabinet Géometrique’, 1711. British Museum 

1917,1208.71.272

Fig. 4.18. S. LeClerc, ‘L’Académie des Sciences et des Beaux-Arts’, 1698
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates late seventeenth-century English architecture. It does so by 

examining the early Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, a schol-

arly periodical publication dedicated to natural investigations and experimental practic-

es founded in London in 1665. The Philosophical Transactions was created within the 

institutional environment of the Royal Society of London, an organisation established in 

1660 and dedicated to the advancement of experimental knowledge. The thesis argues 

that the empirical activities composing the Philosophical Transactions during its first 35 

years of publication constitute a significant source for studying architectural practices in 

late seventeenth-century London. It examines the contents and subject matter, structure 

and method, production and impact of the journal until the end of the seventeenth cen-

tury as ways to locate experiences of early modern architecture within the publication’s 

culture of experiment.

In adopting the Philosophical Transactions as a resource to study architecture, the 

research is situated within current scholarship on early modern architecture in London.1 

Its contribution to such scholarship is twofold. Firstly, the thesis identifies the Transac-

tions as an original source for architectural history by adopting unknown primary cases 

and overlooked authors from the journal and by presenting their relevance for seven-

teenth-century architecture. It therefore expands on histories of early modern English 

architecture by investigating the Transactions as an active part of such histories. Sec-

ondly, the thesis examines the Philosophical Transactions as an object for architectural 

research. It suggests new aspects and historical interpretations of early modern English 

architecture and architects which emerge from the Transactions’ experimental subjects, 

intellectual and physical milieus, authors, composition and influence. The thesis there-

fore presents, on the one hand, original primary material from the Transactions as sig-

1  Scholarship on the topic is vast. While more specific sources will be provided in the following pages, 
references include Kerry Downes, English Baroque Architecture (London: Zwemmer, 1966); Joseph 
Rykwert, The First Moderns: The Architects of the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 
1983); John Summerson, Architecture in Britain, 1530-1830 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993); 
Elizabeth McKellar, The Birth of Modern London: The Development and Design of the City, 1660-1720 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999); Anthony Geraghty, The Architectural Drawings of Sir 
Christopher Wren: At All Souls College, Oxford: A Complete Catalogue (Lund Humphries, 2007); Antho-
ny Gerbino and Stephen Johnston, Compass and Rule: Architecture as Mathematical Practice in England 
1500-1750 (Yale University Press, 2009); Christine Stevenson, The City and the King: Architecture and 
Politics in Restoration London (New Haven: Paul Mellon Centre, 2013); Matthew Walker, Architects and 
Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England (Oxford University Press, 2017).
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nificant sources to study English architecture; on the other hand, through this material it 

proposes original understandings of early modern architects and architectural practices.

In investigating these two aspects, the thesis interrogates the Philosophical Transac-

tions through two major research questions. Firstly, it asks what forms of architecture 

were presented in the journal. As such, it suggests that forms of seventeenth-century 

English architecture, such as methods and modes of design, representation, description 

and practice, could be directly informed by the Transactions and that the journal was 

adopted to reconsider the activities of early modern architects. Secondly, it investigates 

how such architecture originated and was collected in the journal. In doing so, I argue 

that the ways in which content was exposed through the Transactions could constitute 

in itself forms of architectural production. I therefore examine the editorships, modes of 

drawing and writing, places of production, technologies of making, networks of cor-

respondence and the international dimension of the journal as significant aspects for 

architectural history. In the following pages I expand on my arguments by introducing 

the object of study, historiographical and architectural settings, research strategy, contri-

bution and methodology of the thesis.

The Philosophical Transactions 

The primary object of study of this thesis is the Philosophical Transactions, a 

monthly scholarly periodical which started appearing in London in March 1665 and is 

still published to this day. Its establishment was the personal initiative of Henry Olden-

burg, first Secretary of the Royal Society of London, and its composition was situated 

within the milieu of the Royal Society. Created in 1660 and chartered by King Charles 

II in 1662, the Royal Society was meant ‘to shape out a new philosophy or to perfect 

the old [...] by actual experiments’,2 i.e. to engage in forms of intellectual investigation 

by implementing empirical practices, such as laboratorial experiments, collective dis-

cussions and direct observations. As such, the content of the journal similarly consisted 

of essays, reports and accounts reflecting the kind of empirical activities taking place 

around the Royal Society. This vast range of investigative practices, at the time general-

ly known as ‘natural philosophy’, was driven by a fervent experimental method, which 

matured through a cultural process known as the European Scientific Revolution and 

2  So were described the activities of the Royal Society in their First Charter from 1662.
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lead to what today we normally call ‘science’. As such, the Transactions is often consid-

ered the first ‘scientific’ journal in history, as contributions were the result of first-hand 

and original explorative studies into natural and mechanical matters informed by the 

Royal Society’s culture of experiment.3 

In its early years of publication, issues of the Transactions were normally published 

at the beginning of every month as pamphlets in quarto consisting of about a dozen ar-

ticles each. Over the first few decades however, the number of articles per issue started 

varying substantially depending on length and on subject matter, with some issues 

consisting of only one article. Between 1665 and 1700, 276 issues of the Philosophi-

cal Transactions were published, for a total of more than 2000 articles. Issues were 

then regularly collected in yearly volumes, 22 of which appeared in the first 35 years 

of publishing. The number of issues published every year and included in the volumes 

varied frequently and generally depended on the editor’s capacities and the political and 

economic circumstances around the Royal Society. For instance, before 1700 the Trans-

actions’ publication was interrupted multiple times: during the central months of the 

plague in 1665 (as production was moved to Oxford), after the fire in 1666, for about 

three years after Oldenburg’s death in 1677 and between late 1687 and early 1691 dur-

ing the Glorious Revolution.4

As a result of its natural-philosophical interests, content of the Philosophical Trans-

actions during its first decades of publication was composed by a multifarious range of 

experiences. Subject matter included descriptions and results of chemical and mechani-

cal laboratorial experiments; geometrical and arithmetical theories and other mathemati-

cal demonstrations, like early attempts with logarithms; accounts of human and animal 

anatomical dissections, like blood transfusions and examinations of diseases; botanical 

studies of plants and flowers; descriptions of mechanical inventions and designs, such 

as hydraulic machines and telescopes; experiences with handicrafts and trades, such 

as husbandry; narratives of travels and voyages and accounts of foreign countries and 

cities; descriptions of astronomical observations, such as comets and stars, and of the 

3  See for example Marie Boas Hall, ‘Oldenburg and the Art of Scientific Communication’, The British 
Journal for the History of Science 2, no. 4 (1965): 277–90; Harcourt Brown, ‘History and the Learned 
Journal’, Journal of the History of Ideas 33, no. 3 (July 1972): 365–78, https://doi.org/10.2307/2709041.

4  This aspect has been investigated in detail in David A. Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the 
Early “Philosophical Transactions”’; Douglas McKie, ‘The Arrest and Imprisonment of Henry Olden-
burg’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 6, no. 1 (1948): 28–47.
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movement of heavenly bodies; studies on natural phenomena and weather, such as frosts 

and tides; descriptions of natural findings, like fossils and rock formations; reports of 

archaeological and antiquarian discoveries, such as ruins and antiquities; literary lists, 

reviews and abridgments of recently published books; descriptions of organisms and 

substances observed through the microscope. 

In turn, the Transactions’ various subject matter was published in different forms 

of written and drawn content, such as extracts of letters and fragments of diary entries; 

written reports detailing the experiences of laboratory trials; essays with descriptions 

of natural and artificial specimen and findings; summaries of books and transcripts of 

articles from other periodicals; data charts and tables of numbers, e.g. recording the 

movement of planets or meteorological information. The Transactions was also com-

posed by a large amount of visual content, including detailed anatomical and botanical 

visualisations, such as to illustrate results of dissections and floral samples; perspective 

panoramas of cities and landscapes; frontal or perspectival drawings of mechanical ma-

chinery and their various components; reproductions of ancient artefacts and copies of 

inscriptions; geometrical constructions and Cartesian diagrams; geographical maps and 

large-scale bird’s-eye views. A more detailed overview of the types of content specifi-

cally pertaining to architecture and examined in this thesis is presented later on in this 

introduction.

While being generated within the Royal Society’s intellectual circle and experimen-

tal enquiry, a vast amount of articles in the Transactions was authored independently by 

English and foreign contributors, who provided entries either remotely through corre-

spondence or in person at the Society’s meetings.5 As such, contributors to the journal 

were diverse and included college professors of astronomy, geometry, mathematics and 

biology, medical doctors, merchants and travelling chaplains, tradesmen, surveyors, 

antiquaries, mechanical artisans and practitioners. Similarly to such varied authorship, 

the readership of the Transactions, although generally associated with the Royal Soci-

ety, was multiform and its distribution international.6 The journal was consulted largely 

5  On the social protocols and conventions around publications in the Transactions, see for example Mario 
Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, Critical Inquiry 
22, no. 2 (January 1996): 193–238, https://doi.org/10.1086/448789; Steven Shapin, A Social History 
of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1995).

6  Robert Merton has presented a classification of the Transactions’ content through current distinctions 
between the sciences, also suggesting that these constituted their primary categories of readership. See 
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by its own contributors, practitioners and natural philosophers such as Isaac Newton and 

Christiaan Huygens, but was also directed to practitioners and as well as literary and 

other intellectuals.7 

The first editor and founder and of the Transactions was Henry Oldenburg, who 

managed the journal until his death in 1677 and established its structure, arrangement 

and composition. Born in Bremen probably in 1615, Oldenburg was an erudite diplo-

matic agent and educator who came to England in 1653, became a fellow of the Royal 

Society in 1660 and its first Secretary in 1662.8 Oldenburg had what we may call a 

‘journalistic’ interest in the sciences and entertained a vast network of international 

correspondence, thanks to which the Transactions acquired its vast array of contents 

and authors.9 After Oldenburg’s death, the Transactions’ editorial management passed 

through many and diverse hands. In order, the successive editors of the Transactions 

until 1700 were naturalist, antiquarian and keeper of the Ashmolean Museum Robert 

Plot (1682-1684), physician William Musgrave (1685), astronomer Edmund Halley 

(1686-1687), naturalist and illustrator Richard Waller (1691-1694), natural collector and 

physician Hans Sloane (1695-1713).10 Changes in editorial management often resulted 

in transformations to the journal’s identity. For instance, as pointed out by Robert 

Robert K. Merton, ‘Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England’, Osiris, 1938, 
402–10; David A. Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, Li-
braries & Culture 25, no. 2 (1990): 243–68. 

7  See for example Anthony Turner, ‘An Interrupted Story: French Translations from “Philosophical 
Transactions” in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of 
London 62, no. 4 (2008): 341–54.

8  The life and intellectual career of Henry Oldenburg has been investigated at length. See for example R. 
K. Bluhm, ‘Henry Oldenburg, F.R.S. (c. 1615-1677)’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 15, no. 1 (1 
July 1960): 183–97, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.1960.0018; Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, ‘Further 
Notes on Henry Oldenburg’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 23, no. 1 (1968): 33–42; 
Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, ‘Some Hitherto Unknown Facts about the Private Career of Henry Old-
enburg’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 18, no. 2 (1963): 94–103; Marie Boas Hall, 
Henry Oldenburg. Shaping the Royal Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). Additionally, Ru-
pert Hall and Maria Boas Hall have famously edited Oldenburg’s correspondence from the early 1640s in 
the 12-volume The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg (University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1965-
1977).

9  As it will illustrated in the first chapter, the Transactions’ relationship with Oldenburg’s management 
and with the Royal Society was complex. Iordan Avramov, ‘An Apprenticeship in Scientific Communica-
tion: The Early Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg (1656-63)’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 
of London 53, no. 2 (1999): 187–201; Hall, ‘Oldenburg and the Art of Scientific Communication’. 

10  As it will be demonstrated in chapters 2 and 3, these titles hardly encapsulate the full scope the editors’ 
interests and occupations. For more see Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophi-
cal Transactions”’, 259.
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Merton, successions in the Transactions’ editing can be traced through general realign-

ments in the direction of the journal in respect to more or less specific fields of interest.11 

Despite these and other minor shifts in its overall configuration, the first four decades of 

the journal were actually characterised by a significant continuity, an important aspect 

which will be considered more in depth in the following pages.

Lastly, the innovation and originality of the Transactions as a seventeenth-century 

periodical publication needs to be noted. At the time of its first issue in 1665, Old-

enburg’s practice of collecting material from different authors and of selecting and 

composing content into a scholarly periodical, i.e. what today is normally known as 

peer-review, was largely new.12 Similarly to its content, the journal’s original formation 

has been closely associated with the innovative collective culture of experiment exist-

ing around the Royal Society. This was aligned with the seventeenth-century Scientific 

Revolution and has been directly related to other European learned publications born 

during the following years.13 As such, the Transactions constituted a distinct category 

of publication, different from the book, the pamphlet or the newspaper, in that it unified 

both a specialised philosophical content and an intense monthly cadence. 

In this thesis, I identify the Transactions, its multifarious content, various forms 

of contributions, diverse authorship, original processes of composition and editorship, 

as significant objects for architectural history. In doing so, I locate a historiographical 

framework for the journal which firmly pertains to early modern European architecture. 

11  Robert K. Merton, ‘Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England’, Osiris, 1938, 
405–6.

12  See for example Noah Moxham and Aileen Fyfe, ‘The Royal Society and the Prehistory of Peer 
Review, 1665-1965’, The Historical Journal, 16 November 2017, 1–27, https://doi.org/10.1017/
S0018246X17000334. R, Iliffe, ‘Author-mongering. The ‘editor’ between producer and consumer’, in 
Ann Bermingham and John Brewer, The Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800: Image, Object, Text (Lon-
don: Routledge, 1997).

13  Examples include the French Journal des Sçavans published in Paris (1665), the Italian Giornale de’ 
Letterati in Rome (1668), the German Miscellanea Curiosa in Schweinfurt (1670) and the Acta Erudi-
torum in Leipzig (1682). See Brown, ‘History and the Learned Journal’; Charles Bazerman, ‘Reporting 
the Experiments. The Changing Account of Scientific Doings in the Phil. Trans. 1665-1800’, in Shaping 
Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the Experimental Article in Science (Madison: University 
of Wisconsin Press, 2000); Alan G. Gross, Joseph E. Harmon, and Michael S. Reidy, Communicating Sci-
ence: The Scientific Article from the 17th Century to the Present (Oxford University Press, 2002).
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Contributions to the historiography of late seventeenth-century London architecture

By examining the early Philosophical Transactions as an object for architectural 

history, the thesis expands on existing scholarship on seventeenth-century architecture 

in London. Specifically, it builds on the well-established argument that a radical culture 

of experiment, i.e. the Scientific Revolution, developed in Europe throughout the sev-

enteenth century. Especially in France and England, the Scientific Revolution inspired 

drastic shifts in architecture by suggesting epistemic changes in the ways it was theo-

rised, written about, practiced and interpreted historically.14 The Parisian Academies 

under Louis XIV have been identified as an intellectual epicentre for this paradigm. 

From the 1660s onwards, early modern experimental practitioners and architects such 

as Claude Perrault and François Blondel championed a debated critique over the na-

ture of architecture and the notion of modernity, with special reference to the Vitruvian 

tradition.15 In London, the Royal Society has similarly been recognised as an important 

milieu for architectural debate, where the nature of early modern architecture was be-

ing challenged empirically.16 This thesis is framed within the context of early modern 

14  I am referring especially to the ways in which architecture, investigated under the lenses of the evolv-
ing early modern sciences such as anatomy, astronomy and geometry, was determined linguistically 
and in relative terms through different uses of the classical canons. See for example Rykwert, The First 
Moderns; Alberto Perez-Gomez, Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1985); Hanno-Walter Kruft, History of Architectural Theory (Princeton Architectural Press, 1994), 
chaps 14–15; Peter Galison and Emily Thompson, eds., The Architecture of Science (MIT Press, 1999); 
Antoine Picon and Alessandra Ponte, eds., Architecture and the Sciences: Exchanging Metaphors (New 
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2003); Harry Francis Mallgrave, Modern Architectural Theory: A 
Historical Survey, 1673–1968 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).

15  Especially after the appearance of Perrault’s French translation of Vitruvius in 1673, the public debate 
over the historical role of architectural ‘rules’ (e.g. the orders) has been considered one of the most impor-
tant phenomena in the history of European architecture. This, in turn, has been located largely within the 
growing European culture of experiment. In addition to the previous sources, see Antoine Picon, Claude 
Perrault, 1613-1688. Ou la curiosité d’un classique (Paris: Picard, 1988); Wolfgang Herrmann, La théo-
rie de Claude Perrault (Bruxelles: Mardaga, 1995); Anthony Gerbino, François Blondel: Architecture, 
Erudition, and the Scientific Revolution (London: Routledge, 2013).

16  In revaluating the role of English architecture, the Royal Society also drew from the positions and 
ideas of their French counterparts. Manfredo Tafuri has identified the common grounds as well as the dis-
tinct rational and empirical approaches of Perrault and Wren within their respective intellectual contexts. 
See Manfredo Tafuri, ‘“Architectura Artificialis”: Claude Perrault, Sir Christopher Wren e il dibattito sul 
linguaggio architettonico’, in Barocco Europeo, Barocco Italiano, Barocco Salentino. Relazioni e comuni-
cazioni presentate al Congresso internazionale sul Barocco (Lecce, 21-24 settembre 1969), ed. Pier Faus-
to Palumbo (Lecce: Centro Studi Salentini, 1969), 375–98. In addition to the sources already cited, see 
also H. Louw, ‘The “Mechanick Artist” in Late Seventeenth-Century English and French Architecture: 
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Europe, and in particular of the Royal Society, as significant environments in which 

architecture was produced and discussed through the lenses of the early experimental 

sciences.

Within this context, the figures of Sir Christopher Wren, John Evelyn and Robert 

Hooke have generally been considered leading architectural practitioners and think-

ers and scholarship on their production is vast. John Summerson has firstly presented 

the origins, complexity and limits of Wren’s forma mentis vis-à-vis his rich building 

production, resulting from his background as an important personality in the Royal 

Society.17 According to Summerson, the case of Wren suggests that architectural prac-

tices around the Society emerged mostly as efficient, i.e. ‘scientific’, yet unimagina-

tive empirical processes of composition and design.18 Over the years, this paradigm 

has been somewhat reassessed. For example, Jim Bennett has repositioned Wren’s and 

Hooke’s achievements in architecture within their practical research as natural philoso-

phers (especially in astronomy, mathematics and practical mechanics), suggesting deep 

creative connections between the two and moving beyond stylistic categorisation.19 

Along similar lines, Anthony Geraghty has investigated Wren’s design practices and 

architectural production, especially by examining the making and uses of drawings 

The Work of Robert Hooke, Christopher Wren and Claude Perrault Compared as Products of an Interac-
tive Science/Architecture Relationship’, in M. Cooper, M. Hunter (eds.), Robert Hooke: Tercentennial 
Studies (Ashgate 2006), 181-202; Joseph Levine, Between the Ancients and Moderns: Baroque Culture in 
Restoration England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999); Walker, Architects and Intellectual Cul-
ture in Post-Restoration England.

17  John Summerson, ‘Wren. Why Architecture?’, in The Unromantic Castle and Other Essays (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1990), 63–68. ‘The Mind of Wren’, in Heavenly Mansions and Other Essays on Ar-
chitecture (Norton and Company, New York 1998) pp. 51-86. 

18  Especially with ‘The Mind of Wren’, originally published in the RIBA Journal in 1936, Summerson 
was proposing a critical response to the deferential encyclopaedic project Wren Society, composed by Ar-
thur Bolton and published between 1924 and 1943.

19  Jim Bennett, ‘Christopher Wren: The Natural Causes of Beauty’, Architectural History 15 (1972): 
5–22, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568327; Jim Bennett, ‘Wren’s Last Building?’, Notes and Records of the 
Royal Society of London 27, no. 1 (1972): 107–18; Jim Bennett, ‘A Study of Parentalia, with Two Un-
published Letters of Sir Christopher Wren’, Annals of Science 30, no. 2 (June 1973): 129–47, https://doi.
org/10.1080/00033797300200071; Jim Bennett, ‘Hooke and Wren and the System of the World: Some 
Points Towards an Historical Account’, The British Journal for the History of Science 8, no. 1 (1975): 
32–61; Jim Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002; 1st edn 1985); Jim Bennett, ed., London’s Leonardo: The Life and Work of Robert Hooke 
(Oxford ; New York: Oxford University Press, 2003).
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around Wren’s Office of Works.20 Geraghty has illustrated the diverse forces at play in 

establishing the practices, references and representations of Wren’s architecture, such 

as monarchic establishment, Renaissance models and secular traditions, often further 

than the purely empirical. Lisa Jardine has also presented the multifarious researches 

of Wren and Hooke as natural philosophers in post-1666 London, with special focus 

on the cross-breeding between local and international experimental pursuits and within 

Europe’s political milieus.21 Importantly, Lydia Soo has contributed to the recognition 

of Wren’s and of the Royal Society’s multifaceted interests in architectural matters, with 

special attention towards antiquarianism.22 In doing so, she has emphasised a method of 

enquiry into ancient architecture largely based on contingent contributions which, how-

ever, constituted a significant component of the Society’s early empirical agenda. Most 

recently, Matthew Walker has examined the intellectual circle of the Royal Society as 

a fundamental arena for architectural theory and history, tracing a more programmatic 

professional identification of the early modern English architect.23 

As a result of such scholarship, the presence around the early Royal Society of an 

original discourse on architecture, deriving more or less directly from its epistemic 

contributions, is now largely accepted. Furthermore, the impact of such discourse is 

20  Anthony Geraghty, ‘Introducing Thomas Laine: Draughtsman to Sir Christopher Wren’, Architectural 
History 42 (1999): 240–45, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568711; Anthony Geraghty, ‘Edward Woodroofe: Sir 
Christopher Wren’s First Draughtsman’, The Burlington Magazine 143, no. 1181 (2001): 474–79; Antho-
ny Geraghty, ‘Wren’s Preliminary Design for the Sheldonian Theatre’, Architectural History 45 (2002): 
275–88, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568785; Geraghty, The Architectural Drawings of Sir Christopher Wren: 
At All Souls College, Oxford: A Complete Catalogue; Anthony Geraghty, ‘Nicholas Hawksmoor’s Draw-
ing Technique of the 1690s and John Locke’s “Essay Concerning Human Understanding”’, in Rethinking 
the Baroque, ed. Helen Hills (London: Ashgate, 2011), 125–41.

21  Lisa Jardine, Ingenious Pursuits: Building the Scientific Revolution (New York: Anchor, 2000); Lisa 
Jardine, ‘Monuments and Microscopes: Scientific Thinking on a Grand Scale in the Early Royal Society’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 55, no. 2 (2001): 289–308; Lisa Jardine, On a Grander 
Scale: The Outstanding Life of Sir Christopher Wren (New York: Harper, 2003); Lisa Jardine, The Curi-
ous Life of Robert Hooke: The Man Who Measured London (Harper Perennial, 2005); Lisa Jardine, Going 
Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory (London: Harper Collins, 2008); Lisa Jardine, Tempta-
tion in the Archives (UCL Press, 2015), https://doi.org/10.14324/111.9781910634035.

22  Lydia Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity. Wren and His Circle and the Study of Natural History, Anti-
quarianism and Architecture at the Royal Society’ (PhD dissertation, Princeton University, 1989); Soo, 
Wren’s ‘Tracts’ on Architecture.

23  Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England; Matthew Walker, ‘Architec-
ture, Anatomy, and the New Science in Early Modern London: Robert Hooke’s College of Physicians’, 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 72, no. 4 (December 2013): 475–502, https://doi.
org/10.1525/jsah.2013.72.4.475; Matthew Walker, ‘Francis Vernon, the Early Royal Society and the First 
English Encounter with Ancient Greek Architecture’, Architectural History 56 (2013): 29–61.
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now normally understood as largely tangential and yet highly fertile, an aspect further 

detailed by James Campbell.24 That is to say, the Royal Society’s culture of experiment, 

while directly engaged with architecture only marginally and as part of other concerns 

(such as antiquarianism, practical mathematics and trade), was however instrumental in 

establishing a discourse over the linguistic uses of architecture which later matured in 

the Enlightenment.25 In this context however, the attention given to the Philosophical 

Transactions has generally appeared as part of other episodic evidence of the Society’s 

direct outcomes in architecture. For instance, Geraghty has adopted the journal in his 

overview of the Society’s engagement with architectural book production;26 Bennett 

has used the Transactions as a public display of Wren’s multilayered understandings of 

architecture within the mathematical sciences;27 Soo has mentioned the journal as one 

of the stages for the Society’s discussion around antiquarianism;28 along similar lines, 

Walker has selected three case studies from the Transactions to discuss the processes 

of study and use of ancient architecture and buildings.29 As a result, whereas the role of 

the Transactions in understanding architecture around the Royal Society has now been 

globally established, a comprehensive research into the journal’s specific outcomes as 

an early modern periodical is still absent. 

While building on such existing scholarship, this thesis primarily demonstrates that 

the Philosophical Transactions constitutes an overlooked source which expands cur-

rent studies of late seventeenth-century architecture around the Royal Society beyond 

its most notable personalities. In fact, important figures such as Wren and Hooke rarely 

featured in the Transactions. Instead, lesser-known architectural authors are identified. 

Other early modern practitioners such as editor Henry Oldenburg, printer Joseph Mox-

24  James Campbell, ‘Wren, Architectural Research and the History of Trades in the Early Royal Society’, 
in Architecture, Cultural History, Autobiography, vol. 06, Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 
(Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2008), 9–27.

25  See for example Antoine Picon, French Architects and Engineers in the Age of Enlightenment (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Rykwert, The First Moderns; Mallgrave, Modern Architec-
tural Theory. 

26  Anthony Geraghty, ‘Robert Hooke’s Collection of Architectural Books and Prints’, Architectural His-
tory 4 (2004): 113–25.

27  Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren, 36-37, 74-76, 88g.

28  Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, for example pp. 46, 70, 77-78, 80-82, 102-104, 110, 124-129, 162-
164.

29  Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, ch. 3 ‘Discovering Architec-
ture’, pp. 103–149.
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on, mechanical artisan George Sinclair, chaplain and traveller William Halifax, engraver 

John Sturt, are examined and presented in this thesis as significant contributors to the ar-

chitectural culture of the time. In doing so, I present the contribution of the early Philo-

sophical Transactions to architecture as a contingent and largely non-formalised compo-

nent of the journal’s editorial natural-philosophical programme, insisting at the same on 

the impact of such paradigm upon early modern architectural debates. As such, I adopt 

an understanding of architecture as an intrinsic extension of the fundamental hands-on 

culture around the Royal Society, along the lines of enquiry already proposed by Ben-

nett, Soo and Campbell (this aspect will be detailed in the following pages). As a result 

of this focus, the stylistic preoccupations of late seventeenth-century English architects 

(e.g. Wren’s empirical approaches towards the Baroque as investigated by Summerson 

or Downes) are not the primary focus of this thesis.30

Concurrently, in employing the Transactions as its chief object of study, the thesis 

locates early modern architecture beyond such current scholarship and within the inter-

connected editorial, urban, political and scientific historiographies of London. Firstly, 

the thesis locates the early life of the Philosophical Transactions within the larger urban 

and intellectual context of post-Restoration London as a stage which challenged the 

nature of architecture through practices of building and book-making.31 Existing litera-

ture on the built environment of early modern London emerges as an important source 

to construct the architectural significance of the Philosophical Transactions. Elisabeth 

McKellar’s seminal research on the urban development of seventeenth and eighteenth-

century London provides an important basis for investigating the multiform practices 

30  John Summerson, Architecture in Britain, 1530-1830 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993); 
Kerry Downes, English Baroque Architecture (London: Zwemmer, 1966).

31  In this sense, the thesis has taken advantage of substantial existing literature on the relationship 
between building and printing. This includes Meeks Carroll, ‘Books and Buildings, 1449 - 1949. 
One Hundred Great Architectural Books Most Influential in Shaping the Architecture of the Western 
World’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 8, no. 1/2 (January 1949): 55–67, https://doi.
org/10.2307/987482; Thomas A. Markus, Buildings & Power: Freedom and Control in the Origin of 
Modern Building Types (Psychology Press, 1993); Mario Carpo, Architecture in the Age of Printing: 
Orality, Writing, Typography, and Printed Images in the History of Architectural Theory (London; New 
York: MIT Press, 2001); Andre Tavares, The Anatomy of the Architectural Book (Zurich, Switzerland: 
Lars Muller Publishers, 2015); Richard Wittman, ‘Print Culture and French Architecture in the Eigh-
teenth and Nineteenth Centuries: A Survey of Recent Scholarship’, Perspective. Actualité En Histoire de 
l’art, no. 1 (31 July 2015): 113–32, https://doi.org/10.4000/perspective.5806; Mari Hvattum and Anne 
Hultzsch, The Printed and the Built: Architecture, Print Culture, and Public Debate in the Nineteenth 
Century (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018).
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of architecture in the capital.32 In turn, the work of Adrian Johns is adopted to frame 

the urban realm of periodical and book production.33 Christine Stevenson’s examina-

tion of the political, social and symbolic meanings of architecture after 1660 constitutes 

a significant basis for identifying the Transactions’ public dimension.34 Li Shiqiao and 

Olivia Horsfall Turner have further illuminated questions of patronage, national image 

and political stance for late seventeenth-century architecture in Britain.35 Matthew C. 

Hunter has presented the architectural interests of the early Royal Society, especially 

through Hooke, within a culture of visual production largely informed by the publishing 

world.36 To these existing studies, the thesis contributes by locating the Philosophical 

Transactions’ architectural relevance as a printed medium within design and building 

practices in London (e.g. Royal Society’s collegiate places and printing milieus). Fur-

thermore, it expands its impact and interest beyond London’s built environment and 

traces it on a European scale. The cases of France and the Netherlands are adopted as 

primary instances where the Transactions contributed to a conflicted and fertile network 

of architectural production.37

The relations between architecture and the sites of experiment in early modern Lon-

don and Europe constitute an additional important component of the thesis, as the Philo-

sophical Transactions was founded within the collective culture of empirical trial-and-

error around the Royal Society. As such, I draw from notable scholarship on the topic, 

especially from Steven Shapin’s detailed investigation into the experimental protocols, 

32  McKellar, The Birth of Modern London.

33  Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998).

34  Stevenson, The City and the King; Christine Stevenson, Medicine and Magnificence: British Hospital 
and Asylum Architecture, 1660-1815 (New Haven: Paul Mellon Centre, 2001); Christine Stevenson, ‘Oc-
casional Architecture in Seventeenth-Century London’, Architectural History 4 (2006): 35–74.

35  Li Shiqiao, Power and Virtue: Architecture and Intellectual Change in England 1660–1730 (New 
York: Routledge, 2006); Olivia Horsfall Turner, ed., The Mirror of Great Britain: National Identity in 
Seventeenth-Century British Architecture (Reading: Spire Books, 2012).

36  Matthew C. Hunter, Wicked Intelligence: Visual Art and the Science of Experiment in Restoration Lon-
don (University of Chicago Press, 2013); Matthew C. Hunter, ‘“Mr. Hooke’s Reflecting Box”: Modeling 
the Projected Image in the Early Royal Society’, Huntington Library Quarterly 78, no. 2 (2015): 301–28; 
Matthew C. Hunter, ‘Picture, Object, Puzzle, Prompter: Devilish Cleverness in Restoration London’, Art 
History 36, no. 3 (June 2013): 546–67, https://doi.org/10.1111/1467-8365.12018.

37  See for example Jardine, Going Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory; Rykwert, The First 
Moderns; Wouter Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture. A Survey of Dutch Architecture, Gardens and 
Anglo-Dutch Architectural Relations from 1625 to 1700 (Delft: Delft University Press, 1980).
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settings and conventions around the early Royal Society’s physical and contextual sci-

entific practices.38 The seventeenth-century raise of a culture of applied mechanical arts 

has been examined by Paolo Rossi, with special focus on the European dimension of 

the phenomenon and on the figure of Francis Bacon.39 Anthony Gerbino has illuminated 

the larger milieu of mathematical practices for the development of architecture within 

the French Academies, especially through the figure of François Blondel, reflecting a 

growing importance of mechanical sciences.40 Within this context, the thesis originally 

illustrates that the Transactions actively related architecture to the experimental life of 

seventeenth-century London by presenting its significance as design practices informed 

by both mechanical artistry and mathematical sciences.

Finally, the thesis proposes an architectural investigation into specific content of the 

Philosophical Transactions which builds upon existing scholarship for the history of 

scientific publishing. Most recently, in 2015 the Royal Society celebrated the anniver-

sary of the Transactions’ nearly continuous 350 years of editorial life with a conference 

and a thematic publication.41 A great deal of attention has also been given over the years 

to the first three decades of the journal’s publication, especially to establish a history 

38  Steven Shapin, ‘“The Mind Is Its Own Place”: Science and Solitude in Seventeenth-Century England’, 
Science in Context 4, no. 01 (March 1991), https://doi.org/10.1017/S026988970000020X; Steven Shapin, 
‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’, Isis 79, no. 3 (September 1988): 373–404, 
https://doi.org/10.1086/354773; Steven Shapin, ‘Pump and Circumstance: Robert Boyle’s Literary Tech-
nology’, Social Studies of Science 14, no. 4 (1984): 481–520; Shapin, A Social History of Truth; Steven 
Shapin, Never Pure: Historical Studies of Science as If It Was Produced by People with Bodies, Situated 
in Time, Space, Culture, and Society, and Struggling for Credibility and Authority (Baltimore, Md: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010); Steven Shapin, ‘A Scholar and a Gentleman. The Problematic Identity 
of the Scientific Practitioner in Early Modern England’, History of Science 29, no. 3 (1991): 279–327; 
Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental 
Life (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 2011).

39  Paolo Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700 (Milano: Feltrinelli, 2002); Paolo Rossi, Francesco 
Bacone. Dalla magia alla scienza (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2004).  In this sense see also the analysis by J. 
A. Bennett, ‘The Mechanics’ Philosophy and the Mechanical Philosophy’, History of Science 24 (1986): 
1–28.

40  Anthony Gerbino, ‘The Library of Francois Blondel 1618-1686’, Architectural History 45 (2002): 
289–324, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568786; Anthony Gerbino, ‘François Blondel and the “Résolution Des 
Quatre Principaux Problèmes d’architecture” (1673)’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 
64, no. 4 (December 2005): 498–521, https://doi.org/10.2307/25068202; Gerbino and Johnston, Compass 
and Rule; Gerbino, François Blondel.

41  ‘Publish or Perish? The past, present and future of the scientific journal’, 19-21 Mach 2015, London. 
See also Philosophical Transactions vol. 69, n.3, March 2015, special issue ‘350 years of scientific peri-
odicals’ edited by A. Fyfe, J. McDougall-Waters, N. Moxham.
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of early scientific publishing, editorial protocols and printing in London.42 However, as 

mentioned before, specific investigations into the content of the journal for a history 

of early modern architecture is virtually non-existent. Exceptions mostly consist of 

instances where specific case studies in the Transactions have contributed to a conversa-

tion with the history of science, such as strategies of representation, musical theory or 

environmental concerns within the realms of the trades.43 As presented earlier, I sug-

gest that, aside from the part it played in the Royal Society’s fragmentary architectural 

contributions, rather scarce attention has been given to the journal’s specific impact on 

architectural history. 

This thesis expands on such existing scholarship on the Transactions by examin-

ing a vast body of primary material, never before investigated for its architectural 

significance, and by framing such material within its own architectural legitimacy, i.e. 

by identifying the early Transactions as a substantial site for late seventeenth-century 

architectural practices in London.

42  For example Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, ‘The Birth and Early Days of the Philosophical Trans-
actions’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 20, no. 1 (1965): 9–27; Brown, ‘History and 
the Learned Journal’; Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’; 
Douglas McKie, ‘The Origins and Foundation of the Royal Society of London’, Notes and Records of 
the Royal Society of London 15 (1960): 1–37; Charles A. Rivington, ‘Early Printers to the Royal Soci-
ety 1663-1708’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, no. 1 (1984): 1–27; Charles A. 
Rivington, ‘Addendum: Early Printers to the Royal Society 1663-1708’, Notes and Records of the Royal 
Society of London 40, no. 2 (1986): 219–20; Noah Moxham, ‘Fit for Print: Developing an Institutional 
Model of Scientific Periodical Publishing in England, 1665– ca . 1714’, Notes and Records: The Royal 
Society Journal of the History of Science 69, no. 3 (20 September 2015): 241–60, https://doi.org/10.1098/
rsnr.2015.0035; Moxham and Fyfe, ‘The Royal Society and the Prehistory of Peer Review, 1665-1965’; 
Merton, ‘Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England’.

43  See for instance Alasdair Kennedy, ‘In Search of the “True Prospect”: Making and Knowing the Gi-
ant’s Causeway as a Field Site in the Seventeenth Century’, The British Journal for the History of Science 
41, no. 1 (2008): 19–41; Lorraine Daston, ‘Super-Vision: Weather Watching and Table Reading in the 
Early Modern Royal Society and Académie Royale Des Sciences’, Huntington Library Quarterly 78, no. 
2 (2015): 187–215, https://doi.org/10.1353/hlq.2015.0032; Llewelyn S. Lloyd, ‘Musical Theory in the 
Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 3 (1941): 149–57; 
D. J. Bryden, ‘John Gedde’s Bee-House and the Royal Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 
of London 48, no. 2 (1994): 193–213. See also Gregorio Astengo, ‘The Rediscovery of Palmyra and Its 
Dissemination in Philosophical Transactions’, Notes and Records: The Royal Society Journal of the His-
tory of Science 70, no. 3 (20 September 2016): 209–30, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2015.0059.
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Architectural Transactions

In investigating the Philosophical Transactions as a source for architectural study, 

I adopt the title of the journal to outline its contributions to architecture as forms of 

‘transaction’. I therefore identify its content and modes of production as ‘architectural 

transactions’. With this term I express the multiform and varied collection of methods, 

subjects, practices, networks and authors that constitute the Transactions’ architectural 

significance. These include the editorial strategies for designing, composing and print-

ing the journal; places and spaces surrounding its making; remote contributions, such as 

travel narratives and their authorships; theories and inventions presented in the journal 

such as optical technologies, mechanical equipment for observation, survey and meas-

urement and experiences with trades and husbandries; modes of drawing and illustration 

and techniques for representation and visual production; practices of copying, translat-

ing, reproducing and reprinting; reviews, transcripts and abridgments from books; pub-

lished fragments of manuscripts and inscriptions and their origins as networks of corre-

spondence; reports of laboratory experiments and collections of natural data; antiquarian 

findings and their accounts and descriptions. I present these various aspects of the 

journal as architectural transactions, i.e. as relational, active and multiform exchanges 

between authors, places, forms of design and drawings, editorial structures and physical 

sites. 

In tracing the significance of late seventeenth-century architecture as a transaction, I 

adopt Henry Oldenburg’s own definitions and vocabulary for presenting architecture in 

the journal.44 In early 1667, Oldenburg declared that in the Philosophical Transactions 

‘Architects do require some variety and store of Materials for the further satisfaction of 

their Judgement in the Choice’.45 While adopting a rather generic position towards the 

44  Between 1665 and 1677, Oldenburg wrote several prefaces to accompany the Transactions’ yearly 
volumes. In them, he both presented the contents of the volumes and addressed methodological attributes 
and current criticisms related to the journal (see especially the first part of ch. 3). In the years follow-
ing Oldenburg’s death in 1677, successive editors of the Transactions put less emphasis on these yearly 
prefaces which, as a result, slowly disappeared. In the following chapters, Oldenburg’s prefaces will be 
quoted extensively as a public mirror into his own intellectual and practical concerns with the journal.

45  Henry Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the third Year’, in Philosophical Transactions (henceforth PT) vol. 2, n. 
23 (1666), 410. The Preface is dated 6 March 1666. However, it refers to the Old Style, where the legal 
year started on 25 March. In 1752, the New Style introduced 1 January as the beginning of the year. Ac-
cording to the New Style then, 6 March 1666 reads 6 March 1667.
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making of architecture as a collection of diverse ‘material’, it is probable that Olden-

burg was actually making a quite literal reference to Vitruvius’ words, to which he was 

probably familiar.46 The first sentence of De Architectura introduced the knowledge of 

the architect as composed of multiple disciplines and a variety of studies (‘pluribus dis-

ciplinis et variis eruditionibus ornata’) as a way to best determine the architect’s judg-

ment (‘cuius judicio’), a phrasing which cannot but evoke Oldenburg’s brief statement. 

However, rather than aiming at producing a consolidated body of Vitruvian theory, 

Oldenburg was pointing at collecting a dispersed ‘variety’ of architecture. To ‘Store’ 

certain ideas, materials and products was for Oldenburg a way to foster further work, 

rather than demonstrate or impart decisive knowledge. Indeed, for Oldenburg the Trans-

actions’ ‘Monthly Advices’ were supposed ‘chiefly, to sollicite in all parts mutuall Ayds 

and Collegiate Endeavours’.47 The journal’s ‘United Correspondencies’ had the broad 

intention of ‘Cementing Philosophical Spirits, and of assembling together Ingenuities, 

Observations, Experiments and Inventions, scattered up and down in the World’.48 This 

collective nature was understood as a set of ‘Relations’, specimen of ephemeral ‘Col-

lections’, ‘Tracts’ and ‘Fragments’. In other words, the empirical innovation of the 

Transactions laid in its nature as a collection of articles deriving from diverse, spontane-

ous and original experiences. It is precisely Oldenburg’s ‘variety’ of architecture which 

prompts Matthew C. Hunter to argue that:

The visual practices, organisational concerns, and evolving philosophical 

methods that had brought experimentalists to ideas of architecture […] 

can uniquely—can vitally—illuminate how the Royal Society Fellows 

not only conceptualised relations between mental life and the built 

environment, but they made and understood their architecture.49

46  The Royal Society possessed numerous editions of Vitruvius to which Oldenburg could refer. By 
1681, when the catalogue Bibliotheca Norflociana was published, their library at Gresham College in-
cluded several of Barbaro’s editions, as well as other classic texts, such as Palladio, Vignola and Alberti. 
See William Perry (?), Bibliotheca Norfolciana, Sive Catalogus Libb. Manuscriptorum & Impressorum in 
Omni Arte & Lingua (London, 1681); Campbell, ‘Wren, Architectural Research and the History of Trades 
in the Early Royal Society’, 20–21; Geraghty, ‘Robert Hooke’s Collection of Architectural Books and 
Prints’.

47  Oldenburg, ‘Observations continued…’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 10 (1666), 163.

48  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the third Year’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1666), 414.

49  Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 191.
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The intellectual, spatial, material and investigational relations that these transactions 

could inspire was for Oldenburg the core of the journal.50 Through the diversity of the 

Transactions’ content, from the description of an ancient Roman altar to the invention 

of a new drawing instrument, from the long account of a voyage to north America to the 

reproduction of a modern map of France, Oldenburg was otherwise building a pansoph-

ic network of architectural connections. Each of the hundreds of ‘Promiscuous Experi-

ments’ presented in the journal was for Oldenburg an exchange and an interaction, in 

fact a transaction in a world-wide ‘Philosophical Commerce’. 

The etymology of the term ‘transaction’ further clarifies the architectural concern 

of this thesis. In the Oxford English Dictionary, transaction is defined as ‘an exchange 

or interaction between people’, with reference to the late sixteenth-century use of the 

word transact, meaning ‘to pass through’ or ‘to lead through’. The word however finds 

its roots in the Latin verb transigere, indicating either ‘trespassing’ or ‘agreeing’. In this 

latter duality lays the essence of the word as a conflictual interaction, a confrontation 

with open ends. I consider the notion of ‘conducting’ and ‘pushing through’, of ‘going 

beyond’, as a reflection of the ‘variety and store of Materials’ that Oldenburg was col-

lecting and presenting through his journal. 

In his 1974 essay ‘Transactions in Architectural Design’ James Ackerman simi-

larly identified architecture as a ‘transactional field’, a ‘system in which architectural 

decisions are made through an unlimited number of transactions between a variety of 

people’.51 Through this wide classification, Ackerman’s definition insisted on redefining 

aspects of the built environment as ‘a social artefact arising’ from such transactions, on 

the transfer of certain architectural notions rather than on the more cohesive nature of 

the notions themselves. Architecture had a contractual and conflictual essence made of 

‘aesthetic and associational values’. Ackerman’s use of the term transaction is relevant 

as it points at architecture as a open-ended procedure rather than only an outcome. 

Oldenburg’s ‘further satisfaction’ of the architect similarly suggests that, through 

the journal’s original modes of production, such as writing, drawing, correspondences, 

reproductions and remote contributions, his publication acted as an instrument to-

wards, rather than the outcome of, original architectural research. As such, I argue that 

50  See for example Frans De Bruyn, ‘The Classical Silva and the Generic Development of Scientific 
Writing in Seventeenth-Century England’, New Literary History 32, no. 2 (2001): 367, https://doi.
org/10.1353/nlh.2001.0016.

51  James S. Ackerman, ‘Transactions in Architectural Design’, Critical Inquiry 1, no. 2 (1974): 229–43.
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the Transactions’ ‘store of Materials’ worked as an active system which could serve 

the architect thanks to its ‘variety’, to its multiform and diverse ways, to the benefit of 

his ‘Judgement in the Choice’. In other words, the journal’s transactions were located 

before the architectural project, in that they were meant to initiate, expand, spread and 

contribute to architectural practices. This transactional reading adopted to study the 

Philosophical Transactions therefore engages with architectural production as directly 

originating from the scope of the journal. As such, the notion of architecture is adopted 

not only as subject matter but also, more broadly, as processes.

Multiple meanings of architecture

The transactional character of architecture is construed through an examination of 

the Philosophical Transactions’ contents, contexts and practices of making. The journal 

is recognised a ‘site’, i.e. as an original source to advance interpretations of early mod-

ern architecture. As such, architecture acquires various meanings as a reflection of the 

different significations that the notion of transaction entails, such as artefacts, sites, prac-

tices and processes, social entities and metaphorical associations. Firstly, the journal’s 

contents direct an understanding of architecture through instances where this is explic-

itly treated. This relates more or less directly to what Oldenburg identified as the ‘store 

of Materials’, that is, as a repository of subject matter collectively assembled thanks 

to the medium of the learned periodical. Architecture therefore emerges directly from 

the articles produced and published in the Transactions and as a mirror of the Royal 

Society’s interests and interpretations on this subject. For instance, relations on ancient 

buildings, treatises and modern infrastructures contributed to assembling a collection 

of ‘Materials’ which may serve in forms and practices of design. A prominent example 

of this are the important travel accounts on Palmyra published in the Transactions in 

1695. These actively introduced a wide public to the ruins of the ancient Syrian city and 

started a tradition of travel, study and use in building design which continued through-

out the eighteenth century (see chapter three of this thesis). This aspect of the research 

will be further detailed later on in this introduction, with special attention to the kinds of 

architectural contents presented in the journal. 

Additionally however, this thesis also invites for a broader formulation of archi-

tecture as a term with procedural, instrumental and investigative significance, i.e. as a 
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process for articulating practices pertaining to the production, description, understand-

ing and occupation of human and built environments.52 As presented earlier, I primarily 

discuss architecture in the Transactions as part of a method of enquiry associated with a 

culture of experiment. This interpretation is grounded on the English tradition of math-

ematical sciences and their direct application in mechanical practices. On one hand, 

architecture was intended as a way to conceptualise a problem, a procedure directly 

informed by the methodologies of other fields of research such as geometry and astrono-

my.53 On the other hand, an approach towards architecture also came from the realms 

of the mechanical arts, such as trades and instrumentation, with new emphasis put on 

material evidence and originating from practical making.54 Drawing from both these 

approaches, this thesis examines architecture as a way of thinking and doing, a process 

directly unfolded by adopting the Transactions as a realm of investigation. That is to 

say, an understanding of architecture emerges from the journal’s articles as an epistemic 

instrument, as an opportunity and an expedient to produce knowledge. In the case of 

Palmyra for example, it was not only the rich and original subject matter of the arti-

cles, but the tentative yet highly fertile investigative approach adopted in collecting and 

presenting such material which established a tradition in architecture.55 Another instance 

is the use of geometrical projections for the display of images in the Transactions. In 

this case, architecture is evidenced as a methodological reference for the visual con-

ventions associated with early modern science, such as traditions in optics and graphic 

instrumentation (this aspect will be investigated in chapter two).56 As a result, the term 

architecture evidences a transaction with processes of empirical investigation, a meth-

odological class of operations visible in the explorations of early modern sciences and 

practices.

52  See for example Gerbino and Johnston, Compass and Rule, 10–12.

53  Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren, 87–117.

54  Soo, Wren’s ‘Tracts’ on Architecture, 7–8.

55  This aspect is well presented in Edward N. Kaufman, ‘Architecture and Travel in the Age of British 
Eclecticism’, in Architecture and Its Image. Four Centuries of Architectural Representation. Works from 
the Collection of the Canadian Centre for Architecture, ed. Eve Blau and Edward N. Kaufman (Montreal: 
Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1989), 58–85.

56  See for instance Martin Kemp, The Science of Art: Optical Themes in Western Art from Brunelleschi 
to Seurat (London: Yale University Press, 1992), especially pt. 2.
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A further layer of meaning through which architecture is construed in this thesis 

originates from more metaphorical and speculative associations, often emerging around 

the empirical circles of the Royal Society. That is to say, the words ‘architecture’ and 

‘architect’ could be employed evocatively as ways to mobilize creative practices and 

authorial expertises often identified with design and building. Oldenburg’s statement on 

the role of the Transactions for the architect, for instance, while significant in its more 

explicit meaning, also suggests a figurative understanding of architecture as a fragmen-

tary assemblage of diverse materials.57 This is also the case of printer Joseph Moxon, 

whose use of the printing press is investigated as a sort of ‘architectural’ instrument 

informing the profession’s legitimization. Architecture as a transaction arises here as a 

narrative catalyst, a system to convey meanings pertaining to other, more or less close-

by realms of enquiry, such as printing and husbandry.

Finally, the term architecture is employed to identify the locus of the Transactions’ 

physical and intellectual making. In other words, architecture is adopted as the funda-

mental interpretative material context through which the journal, as well as other printed 

objects like books and maps, should be examined and understood, such as printing 

houses and collegiate and academic milieus. Architecture therefore acts both as setting 

and as agency, i.e. as an environment enabling and informing the production of par-

ticular knowledge. For instance, the ruinous stones of Palmyra acted in themselves as a 

material trigger for the generation and formulation of new scientific facts about ancient 

civilisations. This is also the case of institutionalised settings, such as Gresham Col-

lege and the Arundel House in London, the Palais Royal and the Louvre in Paris and the 

Hofwijck near The Hague. In these as in other instances, places operate as the condition 

through which original empirical contributions could be generated and negotiated.58 Ar-

chitecture is adopted to embody such negotiation and, as such, establishes connections 

between individuals and collectives, between hypotheses and demonstrations and be-

tween built and printed, substantial components of the thesis’ investigative approach.59

57  See for example Vittoria Di Palma, ‘Fragmentation, Multiplication, Permutation: Natural Histories 
and Sylvan Aesthetics from Bacon to Evelyn’, in Fragments: Architecture and the Unfinished. Essays 
Presented to Robin Middleton, ed. Barry Bergdoll and Werner Oechslin (London: Thames and Hudson, 
2006), 233–44.

58  Shapin, ‘Pump and Circumstance’; ‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’.

59  This aspect has already been illustrated earlier. For more see especially Carpo, Architecture in the Age 
of Printing; Hvattum and Hultzsch, The Printed and the Built.
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These different understandings of architecture build up the transactional interpreta-

tion of the term presented earlier. As such, multiple connotations of architecture are 

often adopted concurrently, as demonstrated by the case of Palmyra. Hence in delineat-

ing the four chapters of the thesis, I research the Transactions’ architectural ‘variety’ by 

identifying four interconnected categories of transaction, with reference to one or more 

of the interpretations of architecture illustrated above. Firstly, I consider the connections 

between the journal’s editorial production and uses of architectural design processes 

within London’s built environment. Secondly, I investigate the relation of the journal’s 

visual production and industries of image-making with methods for early modern ar-

chitectural drawing. Thirdly, I examine the journal’s vast body of writing and its strate-

gies of reporting as an expression of architectural interests between authors, times and 

places. Lastly, I study the Transactions’ European dissemination, especially in France 

and the Netherlands, its influence on other publications and international relevance for 

architecture. These four categories originally illuminate the meaning of the Philosophi-

cal Transactions for late seventeenth-century English architecture as transactions by 

presenting a network of exchanges and a compilation of modes and ways of producing 

and understanding a vast collection of architecture.

Architecture, art and science in early modern London 

In locating architecture as transaction and within the interpretative frameworks 

illustrated above, the thesis expands on current studies and interpretations on seven-

teenth-century architectural practices. Specifically, it presents architecture within the 

experimental life, investigative practices, artistic operations, manual labours and hands-

on activities which characterised the Transactions’ structure and content. I argue that, 

through the Transactions, architecture can be reconsidered as a vital component of early 

modern explorations and experiences constituting the journal’s original ‘variety’.

In doing so, the thesis adopts the well-accepted argumentation that the figure of 

the architect and the architectural profession of late seventeenth-century London were 

objects of substantial dispute.60 As Colvin argues, ‘In 1660 there were designers of 

60  See for example Andrew Saint, The Image of the Architect (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983); 
Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England; Spiro Kostof and Dana Cuff, 
The Architect: Chapters in the History of the Profession (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000); 
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buildings and builders of architecture, but there were no architects in the sense in which 

we use the word today’.61 Indeed, whereas there were individuals who called them-

selves architects, and debates around what architecture could or should be were present, 

an effective system of professional relationships identifying what an architect did was 

largely contingent and often based on informal exchanges (for instance with clients or 

craftsmen).62 Walker has insisted on the ‘legal precariousness’ of the architect’s profes-

sion, arguing that if, on the one hand, architects were known to exist as professional 

figures insofar as they made money and earned a living through their work, on the 

other hand the limits of this work were blurred and to some extent totally uncharted.63 

Craftsmanship and other artistic experiences, intellectual and social status, literary 

background, autodidactic education and religious life, all contributed in some ways to 

the making of the seventeenth-century London architect.64 In his ‘Notes on Building’ 

from 1698, Roger North pointed at this looseness, critically associating the figure of the 

builder to a mutant creature: ‘as a camelion is participant of the colours neer her, so all 

sorts of spirits give a tincture to the actions that come from them’.65

The core premises of this thesis are intrinsic to the different meanings of architecture 

established within its transactional characterisation. On the one hand, the contextual 

nature of architects and architecture in late seventeenth-century London promotes a 

multidirectional, argumentative and transactional adoption of these terms. On the other 

Howard Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects, 1600-1840 (Yale University Press, 
1998).

61  Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of English Architects, 1600-1840, 1. See also J. Wilton-Ely, ‘The 
Rise of the Professional Architect in England’, in Kostof and Cuff, The Architect, 180–90.

62  See for instance McKellar, The Birth of Modern London, chaps 1.4, 1.5. For example, in 1664 John 
Evelyn identified different sides of the architectus: Ingenio, Sumptuarius and Manuarius, responsible re-
spectively for supervising construction and design, for building procedures (the patron) and for the actual 
building itself (the builder). J. Evelyn, ‘An Account of Architects and Architecture’, in A Parallel of the 
Ancient Architecture with the Modern (London 1664) p. 115-118.

63  For instance, the term ‘architect’ and ‘surveyor’ could be used almost interchangeably. See Walker, 
Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, 20. Walker actually suggests that the fig-
ure of the architect, despite some obvious differences, constituted an archaic but recognisable form of the 
current architect: ‘[…] there was, at least, an identifiable figure in society, present in theoretical writings 
as well as more quotidian documentation, who was called ‘architect’ and who seemed to fulfil many of the 
same duties as architects do today.’ Walker, 20.

64  See Frank Jenkins, Architect and Patron. A Survey of professional relations and practice in England 
from the sixteenth century to the present day (Oxford University Press, London 1961), chap. 4.

65  Roger North, in Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, 31.
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hand, I consider attempts at defining architecture as fundamental contributions of the 

time. Since the end of the sixteenth century architecture in England was searching for 

intellectual legitimacy, as exemplified by the writings of John Shute and more impor-

tantly John Dee. Largely drawing from a Renaissance and more specifically an Albertian 

understanding of architecture, as early as 1570 Dee had insisted on the ‘Immateriali-

tie of Perfect Architecture’, stating that ‘the hand of the Carpenter is the Architectes 

Instrument’.66 Such Renaissance ethos was soon personified by Inigo Jones who, prob-

ably educated in the building trades, instead invested his life in reshaping the persona 

of the architect as a distinguished intellectual.67 At the same time however, thanks to the 

potency of the experimental methodologies championed through the Scientific Revolu-

tion, the seventeenth century saw the re-evaluation of the crafts and of more manual 

approaches towards architecture. In England, this was illustrated in its most lucid form 

through the writings of Francis Bacon (1561-1626) who, heralding an experimental phi-

losophy founded on empiricist practices, in turn directly inspired the foundation of the 

Royal Society.68 For example, just as Inigo Jones was building his Banqueting House, 

Bacon famously wrote that ‘Houses are built to live in, not to look on. Therefore let use 

be preferred before uniformity, except where both may be had’.69 Almost contemporary 

66  Dee, Mathematicall Preface, in H. Billingsley, The elements of Geometrie of the Most Ancient Philoso-
pher Euclide, (London 1570) sig diiijr. Earlier in the century, John Shute’s 1563 Fist and Chief Groundes 
of Architecture drew from Alberti and Vitruvius to advocate the architect as a sort of universal man. 
Shute’s book however did not have the intellectual impact of John Dee throughout the following century. 
See Carpo, Architecture in the Age of Printing: Orality, Writing, Typography, and Printed Images in the 
History of Architectural Theory; Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algorithm (The MIT Press, 2011). 
As suggested by Kostof, Christopher Wren was a famous exception in that he represented, ‘as perhaps 
never again, the universal competence envisaged by Shute a century earlier’ Kostof and Cuff, The Archi-
tect, 185.

67  For instance, Jones was the first English architect to have a biography, published in 1655, two years 
after his death, in his treatise on Stonehenge. See John Newman, ‘Inigo Jones and the Politics of Archi-
tecture’ in Kevin Sharpe, Culture and Politics in Early Stuart England (Stanford University Press, 1993), 
229–56; Christy Anderson, Inigo Jones and the Classical Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006), 26; John Newman, ‘Inigo Jones’s Architectural Education before 1614’, Architectural His-
tory 35 (1992): 18–50, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568570. Late seventeenth-century English architecture 
has been investigated as an intellectual frontier in Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-
Restoration England.

68  Thomas Sprat described ‘Lord Bacon’ as being the ‘great man who had the True Imagination of the 
whole extent of this Enterprize, as it is now set on foot’. Thomas Sprat, History of the Royal Society (Lon-
don 1667) p. 35. For this topic I’m referring chiefly to Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700; Rossi, 
Francesco Bacone. Dalla magia alla scienza; Steven Shapin, The Scientific Revolution (University of 
Chicago Press, 1998). 

69  Francis Bacon, ‘On Building’, in Essays (London 1625).
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to Henry Wotton’s Elements of Architecture, Bacon favoured a more nuanced and practi-

cal approach towards building, one in which the craftsman still retained an important 

status for architecture.

In this context, the thesis investigates seventeenth-century architecture in the Philo-

sophical Transactions as both an intellectual product and as the result of manual practic-

es.70 Indeed, the Transactions drew directly from Bacon’s practical philosophy through 

what Oldenburg himself defined as an ‘operative ferment’, a research based on hands-

on, artisanal and experimental acts such as building, printing, writing and travelling, 

working together with scholarly modes of thinking, such as mathematics and geom-

etry.71 Especially in the Novum Organum (1620), Bacon promoted a shared environment 

of experiential and pragmatic investigations informed both by a scholarly and erudite 

approach, or ‘science’, and by a culture of applied crafts, or ‘art’. It was ultimately in 

the realignment and dialogue between the arts and the sciences that Bacon envisioned 

modern progress. A distinction between the two had existed since the Middle-Ages, 

when ‘the medieval philosopher [writes again Ackerman] would regard scientia as a 

higher learning to which the arts might lead a gifted mind’.72 ‘Science’ traditionally 

indicated some kind of learned knowledge, a highly intellectual thought upon which an 

understanding of the world could be structured. Conversely, the ‘arts’ were essentially 

manual skills, learnable through training.73 The so-called ‘mechanical arts’, then, which 

included agriculture, mechanics, as well as sculpture and building, were located oppo-

site to the traditional trivium and quadrivium, the ‘mathematical sciences’ of geometry, 

rhetoric, astronomy and so on. In other words, the mathematical sciences would occupy 

the higher section of a pyramid of learning of which the mechanical arts would consti-

tute the large base. 

70  Along similar lines, Evelyn defined the architect as ‘a person skilful in the art of building’ while at the 
same time distinguishing the practice from ‘Operae or Labourers’ and the ‘illiterate Mechanick’. Evelyn 
also criticized the lack of interest in the necessary ‘arts’ of architecture from gentlemen who still consid-
ered the practice a ‘diminution to the rest of their Education’, suggesting that architects were in fact ‘art-
ists’ and still somewhat devalued by pure ‘scientists’. See A Parallel of the Ancient Architecture with the 
Modern, 120. See also Gerbino and Johnston, Compass and Rule.

71  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the sixth Year’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 57 (1670), 1150.

72  James S. Ackerman, ‘On Scientia’, Daedalus 94, no. 1, (1965): 14.

73  Suzanne B. Butters, ‘From Skill to Wisdom: Making, Knowing, and the Arts’, in Pamela Smith, Amy 
Meyers and Harold Cook, eds., Ways of Making and Knowing, The Material Culture of Empirical Knowl-
edge. Ann Arbour: University of Michigan Press (2014) 49-50.
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The Scientific Revolution famously brought about a substantial change in the under-

standing of the notions of art and science. Whereas their meanings remained in many 

ways intact until the eighteenth century, their relationship shifted dramatically. In Eng-

land, Bacon recast the mechanical arts alongside the mathematical sciences as equally 

important components for the advancement of learning. For Bacon, the scientist owed 

a historical debt towards the artisan. This was demonstrated by material factors, such 

as the invention of printing press, and therefore firmly pertained to the modern age. A 

substantial cultural shift was hence necessary from rhetorical to technical, from literary 

to factual.74 In the Novum Organum, Bacon again wrote that ‘the empire of man over 

things depends wholly on the arts and sciences’ and that both ‘arts and sciences should 

be like mines, where the noise of new works and further advances is heard on every 

side’.

The Royal Society embraced Bacon’s empirical philosophy and championed his 

campaign to bring together the artist and the scientist. According to its first Charter 

in 1662, the Royal Society was founded to investigate and ‘extend [...] the very arts 

and sciences’.75 Similarly, for Oldenburg the Philosophical Transactions was meant to 

contribute to the ‘Grand design of [...] perfecting all Philosophical Arts, and Sciences.’76 

Oldenburg wanted to unite astronomers, mathematicians, biologists, instrument-makers, 

antiquarian collectors, traders and travellers, writers and builders, diplomats and foreign 

correspondents, engravers and draughtsmen, constituting the ‘Philosophical Arts, and 

Sciences’ which made his ‘grand Design’ to be advanced and perfected in the Transac-

tions. 

In considering architectural practices through the Philosophical Transactions, this 

thesis expands on the conditions of both seventeenth-century English architecture and 

its architects. Firstly, architecture is traced through a dual nature, existing as both a 

science, i.e. a distinctly intellectual and erudite profession present mostly in writing 

and drawing, and an art, i.e. a more practical and circumstantial craft, made of practi-

74  See Rossi, Francesco Bacone. Dalla magia alla scienza, chap. 1.

75  Another example is Fellow Joseph Glanvill, who in the mid-1660s wrote a ‘Ballad for Gresham Col-
lege’, narrating the multifarious ventures of the Society as a fresh conversation between arts and sciences: 
‘Of all the Arts Mechanicall / Printed shal be a perfe[ct] Scheme, / And every Science Liberall / Shall be 
likewise a Colledge Theame.’ See Dorothy Stimson, ‘Ballad of Gresham Colledge’, Isis 18, no. 1 (July 
1932): 117, https://doi.org/10.1086/346689.

76  Oldenburg, ‘Introduction’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 1 (1665), 1-2.
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cal experiences and their accounts. In other words, I regard architectural practice as a 

composite activity and a transaction between the traditional canons of science and art.77 

Secondly, I suggest that architectural contributions to the ‘variety and store of Materials’ 

coming from the Philosophical Transactions were the product of a multifarious ensem-

ble of practitioners, such as printers, traders and mechanical artists, merchants and trav-

elling chaplains, mathematical instrument-makers, antiquarian collectors and naturalists, 

operating in conjunction between the arts and the sciences.78

‘Plague, Wars, and the Terrible Conflagration’: London 1665-1700

The thesis locates the Transactions’ significance for early modern English architec-

ture within the conditions of London towards the end of the century. When the Philo-

sophical Transactions first appeared in March 1665, London was on the verge of some 

the most dramatic years of its history. Over the following months, the city was hit by 

plague, fire and war which directly marked its architectural scene over the following 

decades. The thesis argues that the journal’s architectural transactions were mediated 

by London’s complex political, economic, social and urban circumstances, such as the 

77  In the sense, I also tend to refrain from using the modern term ‘discipline’ to distinguish architecture 
as a ‘branch of knowledge’ (OED). Instead, I insist on the more nuanced and undifferentiated understand-
ing of practices through the new science-art paradigm outlined above as directly observable in the Trans-
actions. 

78  For example, I will consider only tangentially the important figure of the virtuoso, traditionally the 
embodiment of a broad understanding of a mind interested in both sciences and arts. The primary reason 
for this is, quite simply, that the virtuoso culture was generally an aesthetic and contemplative one, rather 
than hands-on. In his 1676 satirical play The Virtuoso, Thomas Shadwell famously adopted the term de-
rogatorily to deride the Royal Society. This denomination was a double-edge sword, at once sophisticated 
and curious but at the same time often perceived as preposterous and pretentious. See Claude Lloyd, 
‘Shadwell and the Virtuosi’, PMLA 44, no. 2 (June 1929): 472, https://doi.org/10.2307/457476. Impor-
tantly, Virtuosi were often anti-Baconians, more interested in the sense of wonder that inventions, experi-
ments and rarities may inspire rather than in the practical examination of their natural principles. As pro-
posed by Houghton, the term virtuoso, itself a product of the seventeenth century, was used to describe an 
intellectual figure of high social reputation, a traveller and collector, connoisseur and at times practitioner 
of the arts as well as of the sciences. This of course does have a relevance for architecture (for instance, 
an informal ‘Society of Virtuosi’ was founded in 1689, made of ‘Gentlemen, Painters, Sculptors, Archi-
tects’). The interest was however often distinguished from the hands-on approach of Royal Society fel-
lows. Houghton points out that ‘Bacon was attracted to the “natural”, the virtuosi to the “magic”’. Walter 
E. Houghton, ‘The English Virtuoso in the Seventeenth Century: Part I’, Journal of the History of Ideas 
3, no. 1 (January 1942): 51–73, https://doi.org/10.2307/2707461; Walter E. Houghton, ‘The English Vir-
tuoso in the Seventeenth Century: Part II’, Journal of the History of Ideas 3, no. 2 (April 1942): 190–219, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/2707177.
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city’s physical state during the last decades of the seventeenth century and its position 

within the European political climate. While more specific aspects of these conditions 

will be examined especially in the first chapter, some general context on the urban and 

social context of the city is needed.

In the spring 1665, a series of suspicious deaths around St. Giles became the first 

signs of an outbreak of bubonic plague. Soon named the Great Plague, the pandemic 

quickly grew to a metropolitan scale which over the summer 1665 killed more than 

7,000 people per week. It wasn’t until early 1666 that London was considered secure 

again. The total number of deaths is uncertain but it is safe to assume that around 

100,000 citizens, about a quarter of London’s population, perished during the plague.79 

Then, just as the epidemic reduced and urban life became normalised again, London 

was hit by a major fire, started on 2 September 1666, which blazed for four consecutive 

days. Known as the Great Fire, the conflagration spread with unexpected speed and was 

controlled only by establishing a safe perimeter of purposely demolished buildings. By 

6 September, around 13,200 houses had been destroyed, about 60% of the City, includ-

ing St. Paul’s Cathedral, 87 parish churches and the Royal Exchange.80 

Both plague and fire, while not being new to London, however were significant for 

their intensity and for the coincidence of their occurrence.81 At the time England was 

still recovering from a long period of political unsteadiness, which included a Civil War 

during the 1640s, culminating with the public execution of King Charles I in 1649, and 

a decade-long period of republican Commonwealth during the 1650s. Even after King 

Charles II’s Restoration of a seemingly stable and illuminated monarchy in 1660, Eng-

land was still busy with the second of a series of colonial wars against the Dutch Repub-

lic, started in 1652 and concluded in a defeat in 1674 and constituting a major blow to 

79  The literature on the Great Plague is vast. See for instance Walter George Bell, The Great Plague in 
London in 1665 (John Lane, 1924); A. Lloyd Moote and Dorothy C. Moote, The Great Plague: The Story 
of London’s Most Deadly Year (JHU Press, 2008); Stephen Porter, The Great Plague (Amberley Publish-
ing, 2009); Charles F. Mullett, ‘Sir William Petty on the Plague’, Isis 28, no. 1 (1938): 18–25.

80  For a full account see Adrian Tinniswood, By Permission of Heaven: The True Story of the Great Fire 
of London (New York: Riverhead Books, 2004).

81  Early in the century London saw an outbreak of black plague which killed about 40,000 people. Simi-
larly, fires were common events in a dense city made mostly of timber. In fact, one of the reasons why the 
city government hesitated when first heard news the fire on 2 September 1666 was that it was expected to 
be easily put out in a reasonably short time and through usual means. By the time it became apparent that 
the fire was spreading with unique violence, it was already out of control. One of the first Acts of Parlia-
ment after the Fire was a regulation for the rebuilding prescribing new widths for the streets and new ma-
terials, namely stone and brick, for the buildings.
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the State’s finances.82 Finally, shortly after Charles II’ death in 1685, the controversial 

reign of his pro-Catholic brother James II was abruptly interrupted in 1688 by the land-

ing of William of Orange during the so-called Glorious Revolution, thus bringing about 

yet another shift in the political and religious frame of the country, all before the end of 

the century.

In examining the architectural significance of the Philosophical Transactions as a 

transactional process, I illustrate how the early life of the journal, born between plague, 

fire and war, directly reflected the urban and political conditions of the city, how the 

repopulation and rebuilding of the city played a role in the Transactions’ conception, 

manufacturing and management and how it reflected the nation’s uncertain political 

frame. In fact, in the late 1660s Oldenburg explicitly reminded readers that the journal’s 

publication directly mirrored London’s dramatic events. At the time writers, editors and 

printers ‘were fairly interrupted by the Plague, Wars, and the terrible Conflagration of 

our Metropolis’.83 In addition, by exploring the Transactions within London’s com-

plex conditions during the last decades of the seventeenth century, I further establish 

an understanding of architecture as a transactional system. London’s dramatic events 

towards the turn of the century coincided with the maturity of an experimental culture 

which, as mentioned earlier, offered a unique opportunity to rethink the city’s architec-

ture and its architects.84 I argue that the Transactions manifested empirical practices and 

negotiations between individuals, institutions, ideas and their urban environments which 

left space to reconsider the components and nature of architectural practice: the survey, 

design and rebuilding of the city, of which the Royal Society was famously an impor-

tant intellectual milieu; complex geopolitical relations, especially with Paris and the 

Hague; the search for architectural models outside London, like ancient buildings or the 

Baroque and Classical of other modern European capitals; diplomacy and other forms 

82  The Anglo-Dutch Wars in the seventeenth century unfolded in three major conflicts over control of 
North American colonies, known as the first (1652-54), second (1665-67) and third (1672-74) wars. They 
were fought at sea and therefore constituted a major financial investment in shipbuilding, against arguably 
the most powerful naval power in Europe. 

83  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the fifth Year’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45 (1669), 893-894. As mentioned before, pro-
duction of the journal was interrupted soon after 1665 during the months of the plague and after the fire.

84  This aspect has been investigated by McKellar, The Birth of Modern London. See also Jardine, ‘Monu-
ments and Microscopes’; Priscilla Metcalf, ‘Living over the Shop in the City of London’, Architectural 
History 27 (1984): 96–103, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568454.
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of international correspondence and travel, such as between the Royal Society and the 

Parisian Academies.

Ultimately, this thesis’ examination of the Transactions’ early years between 1665-

1700 is significant for the multiplicity of its architectural potential: from London’s 

tumultuous urban conditions to England’s international relations, impacting the journal’s 

complex early life and ‘variety’. As suggested by Walker, London’s architectural envi-

ronment at this time should indeed be understood as ‘one of the most important intellec-

tual frontiers of the period’.85

Architectural content in the Philosophical Transactions

In this thesis, I investigate contributions to architecture produced through the ex-

periences published in the Philosophical Transactions. I examine this diverse range 

of content as a fertile territory for debating and considering early modern architecture. 

Such content can be identified as a fluid and often partial and fragmentary component of 

the journal’s highly diversified subject matter introduced earlier. As such, it falls under 

a number of different kinds of contributions. While I do not attempt at a taxonomical 

classification of architecture in the Philosophical Transactions, it is instead important to 

provide here an overview of the ways in which this is pinpointed in the journal, as both 

indicative of what is meant with architecture and as part of its nature as transactions. 

In this perspective, a full chronological list of the Transactions’ articles discussed in 

this thesis can be found in the appendix compiled at the end of the thesis. This process, 

inevitably a selective one, also calls for a brief elucidation of the sort of content located 

and adopted throughout the thesis. In doing so, I partly refer to the broad categorization 

proposed by James Campbell in respect to the early Royal Society’s areas of architec-

tural interest.86 When it comes to the Transactions’ published material, these interests 

can be incorporated into four comprehensive and permeable categories: buildings and 

building materials; antiquities; literary reviews; mechanical instruments.

Descriptions of buildings and enquiries on materials broadly consisted of analytic 

accounts of existing structures and reports on materials and techniques for building. 

85  Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, 105–6.

86  Campbell, ‘Wren, Architectural Research and the History of Trades’.
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This is the case, for example, of Oldenburg’s questionnaire on building materials pub-

lished in 1673; of a detailed description of the aqueducts of Versailles appeared in 1685; 

or of descriptive fragments on specific buildings included in larger and more general 

contributions to ‘histories of countries’, such as Japanese or native American houses 

(these cases are examined primarily in the second part of chapter three in this thesis). 

The origins of these articles were various, but they generally came from correspond-

ence, frequently of a tertiary degree, and from travel diaries and personal investigative 

records. Editors of the Transactions would feature portions of letters and excerpts of 

manuscripts forwarded by correspondents based around London, and/or received from 

personal foreign contacts. As they became available, these were then read at the Socie-

ty’s meetings, recorded in the minutes and at times included in the Transactions’ up-

coming issues. The initial period of Oldenburg’s editorship was particularly rich of these 

sort of architectural contributions, as they directly responded to the Royal Society’s 

famous ‘history of trades’ project, in which he was directly involved.87

A large group of articles dedicated to antiquities constitute the most abundant 

evidence of architectural material in the early Philosophical Transactions. This was 

composed of descriptive and at times interpretative accounts on ancient artefacts, such 

as Roman shields and altars or Egyptian pillars, as well as places and ruinous build-

ings. This is the case of the rich travel accounts and diary entries relating a journey to 

the ruins of Palmyra published in 1695, or a narrative through upper Egypt published in 

1671 (see especially the second part of chapter two and the first part of chapter three in 

this thesis). Similarly to the accounts on buildings and materials, ancient artefacts and 

architectures were recorded both as their own pieces of descriptive reports, as in the 

case of the prolific contributions by Martin Lister, or as parts of travel diaries of a more 

or less contingent nature. In terms of cadence, antiquarian contributions also appeared 

to be extremely fluctuating. While almost at all absent during the 1660s and 1670s, they 

became much more frequent during the 1680s and 1690s. As already illustrated earlier, 

a shift in the interests of the Transactions’ editors can in part explain this trend. For in-

stance, editors Richard Waller, Hans Sloane and even Edmund Halley are all known for 

their curiosity towards the cultural and anthropological sciences.88

87  Kathleen H. Ochs, ‘The Royal Society of London’s History of Trades Programme: An Early Episode 
in Applied Science’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, no. 2 (1985): 129–58.

88  Merton, ‘Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England’, 404-409.
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A third category is made of reviews of books on architecture, featured frequently 

in the Transactions and reflecting the literary interests of the Royal Society towards 

architectural discourse.89 The opportunity to include book reviews in fact came from 

a generalised attention towards new architectural publications, both foreign, such as 

Claude Perrault’s Dix Livres de Vitruve reviewed in 1675, and domestic, such as Joseph 

Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises reviewed in 1678 (see page 194 in this thesis). These 

were generally acquired for the Royal Society’s book collection, or made available 

more informally through personal channels.90 Commentaries on these publications were 

normally unsigned, but they were probably produced by the editors themselves. They 

normally consisted of short and often selective abridgments and summaries made with 

the intention of praising specific aspects of the publication. In this thesis, I adopt a vast 

amount of these reviews, appearing haphazardly at the end of the journal’s issues, from 

treatises on optics to books on antiquities and building manuals, as ways to exemplify 

and trace how this material could contribute to understandings of architecture.

The final group includes descriptions of instruments, mechanical devices and other 

objects pertaining to technology and presented in the Transactions as an ephemeral but 

important component of the experimental project of the Royal Society. The architec-

tural interest of this category is difficult to synthesize, as many examples are presented 

in this thesis for the ‘transactional’ contribution they could provide to a discussion 

around architecture through the realms of applied mechanics and mathematics.91 This 

is the case, for example, of optical instruments and drawing devices, such as Wren’s 

famous ‘Perspectograph’, published in 1669, or George Sinclair’s ‘Parallelogrammum 

Prosopographicum’, published 1673. Other cases include experiments with modelling, 

such as a wax technique for map-making presented by Evelyn in 1665, or with colour-

ing and sculpture, such as a method for casting statues published in 1686 (see chapter 

two of this thesis). Such content came, perhaps more programmatically than other types 

of material presented before, from the Society’s direct network of natural philosophers, 

mechanical practitioners and experimenters, who would produce, either in person or 

89  See for example Geraghty, ‘Robert Hooke’s Collection of Architectural Books and Prints’; Campbell, 
‘Wren, Architectural Research and the History of Trades’, 20–21.

90  See for example Geraghty, 119–20.

91  The process of accessing architectural discourses through mathematical instrumentation is well illus-
trated by Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren, 71–76; Gerbino and Johnston, Com-
pass and Rule, 111–30. 



remotely, physical specimen and/or their illustrated descriptions for discussion, publica-

tion and collection. As a result, managing these contributions often included practical 

aspects, such as written descriptions, material reproductions and archiving. This in turn 

was well reflected in the Transactions, for example in the ways these instruments were 

represented, and as such is taken into account in this thesis.

It should be noted at this point that the categorisation presented so far, while useful 

to clarify the different ways in which architecture can be directly identified in the jour-

nal, does not constitute a method for examining it. Distinctions like the ones proposed 

here were never really made explicit in the Transactions and it would therefore be mis-

leading to impose them.92 Furthermore, the four categories presented before constitute 

a permeable assemblage, and in reality contributions could easily be examined through 

more than one vantage point. This is the case of building descriptions, which are pre-

sented in the third chapter of this thesis with a reference not only to content, but to the 

discursive attitude of the journal towards ancient and modern architecture and as part of 

the Royal Society’s attention to trades. Likewise, references to literary reviews are to be 

found throughout the thesis, as they reflected a vast spectrum of architectural interests, 

from the solely historical to the theoretical and the mechanical. It should also be further 

pointed out that architectural design, i.e. building projects and new constructions, was 

essentially absent from the Philosophical Transactions. As already outlined by Camp-

bell, this was a topic rarely discussed at the Royal Society and, also as a result of this, 

never made it into the pages of the Transactions.93 The journal was then the receptacle 

of a vast array of material laying around, or as I mentioned earlier before, the architec-

tural project. The journal was meant to provide ideas, investigative pieces and usable 

92  The only case where a categorisation was attempted was the abridged collection for the Philosophi-
cal Transactions edited in 1707 by John Lowthorpe, which was however composed posthumously. In it, 
Lowthorpe listed architecture in one of the shortest sections of his volume, entitled ‘Architecture, Ship-
Building’, under the general heading of ‘Mathematicks’. This included a total of 13 articles, focussing 
primarily, as the title suggests, on the practices of building ships and edifices. For example, it included 
descriptions of a bridge in southern France and the aqueduct of Versailles, and accounts on building ma-
terials such stone and timber. However, other aspects of architecture were to be found elsewhere. For ex-
ample, uses, techniques and experiments with drawing were placed in their own category of ‘Perspective, 
Sculpture and Painting’; travel reports were included in an ad-hoc section named ‘Voyages and Travels’; 
antiquarian accounts were to be found under ‘Chronology, History and Antiquities’. See J. Lowthorpe, 
The Philosophical Transactions and Collections to the end of the year 1700 abridg’d and dispos’d under 
general heads (London 1707).

93  The only exception to this consists in the design of a wooden bridge, published in 1685 and generally 
attributed to John Wallis. See pp. 168-170 in this thesis.
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subject matter to initiate a discussion on architecture and is therefore investigated for its 

transactional potential.

As a consequence of this, there are further aspects of the Transactions’ content 

which I examine as contributions to early modern architecture. I suggest that both the 

practitioners authoring this material, as well as its forms of editorial production, physi-

cal making and presentation, are ways to catalyse architectural relevance. I explore the 

Transactions’ modes of drawing and writing, of composing, producing and reproducing 

the journal, its images and texts, as well as their conception, context and authorship, as 

settings for early modern architectural practices, such as drawing techniques and tech-

nologies for image-making, writing and printing strategies and the practitioners au-

thoring them. For instance, in chapter three I adopt a number of cases pertaining to the 

physical sciences, such as microscopical observations and depictions of fossils, in order 

to illustrate the processes of image making and the diverse strategies of representation 

deployed in the journal. As already illustrated before, this evidences an interpretation of 

architecture as a collection not only of content but of diverse processes, in turn consti-

tuting forms of transactions.

Methodology

The core methodological strategy for the thesis is based on a close reading and 

examination of the Philosophical Transactions between 1665 and 1700, with focus on 

its composition, context, structure and articles. I locate such study within a history of 

early modern English architecture in order to discern aspects of the journal and of its 

contents as architectural transactions. I firstly examine the original articles published 

in the Transactions as they are currently collected in yearly volumes composed by its 

editors. I adopt the volumes currently held in the Royal Society archives in London. I 

also take advantage of the multiple digitised versions of the Philosophical Transactions 

freely available online.94 Additionally, further research is conducted into primary docu-

ments directly informing the Transactions’ published content, such as correspondences, 

original drawings, drafts of articles, lecture papers and proceedings, contained in the 

Early Letters (EL), Journal Books (JBO) and Classified Papers (CP) of the Royal Soci-

94  For example JStor (jstor.org/journal/philtran1665167, jstor.org/journal/philtran1683177) and the Royal 
Society (royalsocietypublishing.org/loi/rsta).
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ety. Furthermore, extensive archival study has been carried out to expand the authorial 

origins, intellectual contexts, geographical movements and international dimension of 

the journal’s architectural transactions. This investigation includes collections both in 

England, such as the RIBA Library and the National Archives in London, and abroad, 

especially at the Nationaal Archief in The Hague, the archives of the University of Am-

sterdam, the Bibliothèque de l’Académie des Sciences and the Bibliothèque Nationale 

de France in Paris. 

In conducting archival research pertaining to the Philosophical Transactions’ early 

life, I adopt a historical interpretation of primary material which points at its relevance 

for late seventeenth-century architecture in London. Specifically, architectural transac-

tions are identified through two core aspects of the journal. Firstly, the Transactions 

emerges as a result of design processes informed by early modern architectural practice. 

In this respect, I investigate, on the one hand, the Transactions’ structure and edito-

rial strategies, its methods for locating, collecting and printing primary content and its 

organisation and distribution, in relation to seventeenth-century architectural cultures of 

publishing, such as the production and use of periodicals, books and treatises. I especial-

ly relate the intellectual conception and practical making of the Transactions to archi-

tecture as a system and method of design, especially regarding its physical composition 

and layout, the efficacy of its content and the roles of the editor and of the printer. On 

the other hand, I relate the planning and physical making of the journal within urban set-

tings and places around London (e.g. the Royal Society colleges) and with the broader 

intellectual milieus of continental Europe (e.g. Amsterdam and the Parisian Academies). 

As such, the thesis proposes a reading of the Transactions in relation to early modern 

built worlds and architectural design practices. Architectural transactions are ultimately 

researched in the journal’s multilayered structure, contexts and outcomes in both printed 

and built form.

Secondly, the thesis centres around a detailed historical study of the subject matter 

of the journal listed above and identifies its architectural significance through two chief 

outcomes of the publication, namely drawing and writing. Seventeenth-century architec-

tural drawing strategies and technologies are investigated in relation with early experi-

mental practices, especially pertaining to the properties, agencies and mechanics of 

direct observation and optics, the geometries of its visual representation and to the ways 

in which images were manufactured, reproduced and composed in the journal. This 
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identifies architectural transactions as explorative modes for understanding, enhancing 

and experimenting with early modern architectural representation and its expediency. 

Next, the large body of writing in the journal is studied for both its architectural content 

and for the specific ways in which such content is treated. Specifically, these cases take 

the form chiefly of travelogues and portions of diaries, antiquarian correspondences 

and accounts from distant places, essays and descriptions of both ruinous and modern 

buildings and cities and reviews and commentaries on books and manuscripts. These 

are investigated as openly significant for architecture for both the originality of their 

substance, i.e. in the architecture that is explicitly discussed, and as the result of rela-

tions between objects, authors and recipients, i.e. in the ways in which architecture is 

discussed. Transactional modes are hence identified in a geography of diverse writings 

and writing techniques, composed and transmitted through time, space and by different 

subjects.

Finally, the thesis’ layout contributes to demonstrating the Transactions’ original 

modes of written and visual production. It makes use of single pages (A4) in combina-

tion with double-size foldable sheets (A3), the latter accommodating larger illustrations 

or displaying multiple images at once. In a few cases images are also presented in their 

original dimension, i.e. the ad-hoc sizes in which they were printed and mounted on the 

pages of the Philosophical Transactions. This further details the processes of composi-

tion which took place in the journal and hopefully provides some idea of the unique 

ingenuity adopted to build the journal’s architectural ‘variety’.

Chapter Layout

The thesis is divided into four chapters, which I identify as four categories of ar-

chitectural transactions. While the two central transactions focus on a close analysis of 

core drawings and writings from the Transactions, the other two investigate the struc-

ture, compositional mechanisms and broader local and international conditions of the 

publication. These four parts therefore constitute interconnected groups of architectural 

transactions related through scale, authors, places, form and time.

The first transaction presents the Philosophical Transactions as an object of archi-

tectural study by investigating its essence through London’s cultures of editing, printing 

and building. I firstly introduce the journal as an object mediated by architecture in its 
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design and composition, its production and material character and its relation to Lon-

don’s urban scene. Secondly, these aspects are illuminated as transactions by discuss-

ing the case of mechanical artist and printer Joseph Moxon and his contribution to the 

building trades, to architecture and to the culture of book-making in London. I examine 

Moxon’s career, his relationship with the Royal Society and with the Transactions and 

his adoption of building practices to understand architecture as a component of the jour-

nal. Thirdly, the architectural designs and built spaces for the Royal Society colleges are 

presented as settings for the Transactions’ intellectual and physical making, i.e. as trans-

actions between printed and built. Finally, I explore architectural transactions between 

the cultures of printing and building by further examining how the Royal Society, the 

Transactions and their intellectual milieus adopted the practical and intellectual signifi-

cance of early modern places for experiment as expressions of architecture. This first 

chapter of the thesis presents the Transactions as architecture by locating its material 

fabric, composition, design and production as transactions between early modern modes 

of design, experiment, building, editing and printing.

The second transaction explores the journal’s illustrated content in order to estab-

lish its relation to early modern architectural drawing. It starts by exploring the ‘Paral-

lelogrammum Prosopographicum’, an instrument for drawing from life with parallel 

lines designed by mechanical artist George Sinclair and presented in the Transactions 

in 1673. I investigate the origins and working principles of the device and its relation 

to architectural projectivity as explained in the Transactions. Successively, the meaning 

of this case study is contextualised by exploring a collection of articles from the journal 

relating to visual experiences and their graphic representation. I investigate architec-

tural transactions especially via questions of optics, geometry and mechanisation, i.e. 

microscopic observation, telescopes and other drawing devices, and through accounts of 

experiments, book reviews, inventions and their various forms of visualisation. Thirdly, 

I investigate the dynamic processes of image-making in the journal as transactions be-

tween the origins, design, technologies and authors of the illustrations and their uses and 

agencies in the Transactions. Finally, experimental modes of representation and draw-

ing techniques are adopted to illustrate various visual content in the Transactions, such 

as maps, perspectives and other types of projection, like the panoramas of the Giant’s 

Causeway. In this second chapter of the thesis, architecture fundamentally emerges as a 
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transaction between optical perceptions, geometrical compositions, visual productions, 

manufacture and explorative techniques of representation. 

The third transaction is dedicated to exploring architecture through the journal’s vast 

body of written material. It begins by examining the accounts composed by chaplain 

William Halifax during his journey to the ruinous city of Palmyra in 1691 and published 

in the Transactions in 1695. I explore Halifax’s narrative, his description of the city and 

writing strategies as forms of transaction between times and places. Consecutively, the 

Transactions’ multiform antiquarian content, such as accounts on antiquities and ruins 

like Persepolis, present the journal’s relevance for ancient architecture. They illuminate 

the transactional nature of these accounts by projecting architecture through time and 

feeding directly into the Royal Society’s experimental interests. Thirdly, I collect ac-

counts from the Transactions which discuss, describe and present architecture as a result 

of cultures of travel and trade. Descriptions of buildings, such as dwellings from the 

Americas and the Orient, European infrastructures and experiences of husbandry and 

agriculture are proposed as transactions between functions and places. Finally, I explore 

experimental attitudes expressed through essays and articles which explore modes of 

writing in the Transactions’ large body of literary reviews (e.g. Perrault and Blondel), 

experiments with new forms of lettering (e.g. John Wilkins’s ‘Universal Character’), 

philology and communication strategies. This chapter ultimately presents the Transac-

tions as a repository of accounts, reports, descriptions and analyses of architecture as 

transactions between distant times, places, authors and readers.

The fourth transaction traces the journal’s international dimension by interrogating 

the relationships and mutual influences of the Transactions’ architectural significance 

in the Netherlands and France. Firstly, it presents the Acta Philosophica, the unofficial 

Dutch reprint of the Transactions produced in Amsterdam during the 1670s. It explores 

the nature of the publication within the architectural printing culture of the Netherlands 

and its relation to London (e.g. the Dankerts and Moxon) as forms of editorial transac-

tions informed by architecture. I then focus on the Huygens’ family as contributors to 

the Transactions and to its architecture. I consider the transactional relation between the 

Huygens’ own editorial ventures (especially with Cosmotheoros) and the Hofwijck, the 

family’s Vitruvian estate used for experimental contemplation. Successively, the chap-

ter moves to the Parisian milieu by presenting the Journal des Sçavans, the periodical 

publication appeared just weeks before the Transactions and its intellectual architectural 
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interests in relation to London. Finally, I explore the Parisian experimental environment 

by mapping the locations occupied by the Academies (especially the Académie des Sci-

ences and d’Architecture) in order to establish transactions between philosophical print-

ing under Louis XIV and experimental building in Paris. This last chapter relates back 

to the first chapter’s explorations of architecture and book making by establishing these 

as forms of transaction with an international scope, of which the Philosophical Transac-

tions constitutes the fulcrum.
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TRANSACTION I

From Journal to College

Introduction 

The main focus of this chapter is the Transactions’ material qualities, mechanisms 

of composition and production in relation to London’s urban context. In particular, the 

chapter examines the design methods, physical and intellectual dynamics and practices 

generating the journal, its layout and contents as transactions. It also argues that the ma-

terial composition and printed format of the journal established transactional processes 

with the architectural culture, design and built places of London. As such, the chapter 

suggests that the original editorship and publishing of the Transactions was encouraged, 

stimulated and triggered by early modern forms of architectural practices. The editorial 

strategies, design and printing technologies of the journal therefore established transac-

tions between the ‘site’ of the publication and places in London, between printed and 

built.

I start by illustrating the physical qualities and material performance of the early 

Transactions as an object originating from innovative forms of design, collective com-

position and protocols, technologies and manufacture, as transactions initiated by Henry 

Oldenburg and negotiated through London’s urban context.1 Next, I investigate the 

career and production of printer and tradesman Joseph Moxon (1627-1691) as a sig-

nificant case where architectural methodologies were explicitly presented and adopted 

through practices of editing and printing. With Moxon a comprehensive reconsideration 

of the building and printing trades was put forth through a transactional process between 

architecture, editorship and book making. Then, the meeting places and the collegiate 

designs for the Royal Society are investigated as crucial milieus informing the mate-

rial circumstances of the Transactions’ intellectual production. The significance of the 

projects and realities of the Society’s houses of experiment is analysed for its specific 

architectural quality, actively contributing to the making of the Transactions. Finally, I 

1  Alongside the literature on the architectural relevance of printing illustrated in the introduction, Adrian 
Johns’ work will be referenced hereinafter especially for the purpose of discussing the urban and spatial 
conditions of London’s uncharted realms of book production, with reference to both the Transactions and 
the Royal Society. I refer in particular to Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in 
the Making (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998).



trace additional aspects of the exchanges between early modern architecture and visual 

and textual authority, empiricism and literacy. These aspects, I ultimately argue, illumi-

nate an understanding of the Philosophical Transactions as resulting from architectural 

transactions between the formation of a periodical publication, across actors, places and 

technologies, and its intellectual origins, places and practices of making.

Making the Philosophical Transactions 

In early March 1665, stacks of the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions 

appeared in the shelves of The Bell, a popular bookshop at St. Paul’s Churchyard, in 

central London. The journal consisted of a compact bound pamphlet of 16 thin sheets of 

paper cut in quarto format. Dated ‘Monday 6 March 1664/5’, the first page included the 

title on the top and a dense list of contents, immediately followed by the founder and 

editor Henry Oldenburg’s brief introduction (fig. 1.1).2 Ten articles were then arranged 

sequentially until the final page, which featured at the very bottom the official imprint 

of both the printers and of the Royal Society. The first issue of the Transactions was a 

collection of varied contents of a substantially international scope. Articles included an 

investigation sent from Italy into the making of optical lenses, observations from Paris 

on a predicted comet, the description of a particular kind of German lead, the presenta-

tion of successful uses of the pendulum-watch for navigation and a commemoration 

of the recently deceased mathematician Pierre de Fermat. Authors for this first issue 

included Robert Hooke, Robert Boyle as well as French astronomer Adrien Auzout and 

Italian optician Giuseppe Campani. 

In the following months, the Transactions quickly acquired a reputation among 

philosophical scholars and curious readers of natural enquiries, with issues quickly 

growing thicker with more numerous and longer articles showcasing Oldenburg’s 

‘variety’ through diverse artistic experiences, scientific practices and designs. Over the 

following decades, the Transactions’ original contents included essays on the making of 

lenses, papers on the construction of the Canal du Midi in southern France, new ways 

of breaking rocks and of building mine-shafts, enquiries on Turkey and Japan, general 

2  As already mentioned, before the adoption of the Gregorian calendar in 1752, in England the Legal 
Year began on 25 March, known as Lady Day. Until then, between January and March dates were often 
written baring both the previous and following year.
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Fig. 1.1 Title page for the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions 
(henceforth PT), March 1665 
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Fig. 1.2 Spreads from the early years of the PT, illustrating the variety and 
uses of type, such as notes and addendums in and around the main body of 
text, visual additions at the margins, in-text illustrations and full-page charts 
designed with ad-hoc setting. From top left clockwise: vol. 9, n. 109, 1674; 
vol. 12,  n. 142, 1678; vol. 19, n. 217, 1695; vol. 13, n. 143, 1683 (Royal 

Society Archives)

directions for travel, instructions on how to make wax maps in relief, dozens of book 

reviews, such as Hooke’s Micrographia, Perrault’s Dix Livres de Vitruve and Blondel’s 

Cours d’Architecture, proposals for surveying, magnifying and drawing instruments, 

collections of microscopic specimen, designs for modular beehives, ‘speaking’ trum-

pets and automatic ploughing machines, accounts on Roman altars, bridges and walls, 

Gothic chimney pieces and Egyptian pillars. Indeed, Oldenburg’s paradigm of ‘Variety 

and Store of Materials’ imagined for the contemporary architect reflected the Transac-

tions’ broad and collectivistic scope.

Reading through each of the Transactions’ multifarious ‘variety’ of contents was a 

continuous process of intellectual uncovering of diverse collections of subjects, objects, 

writing styles and composition. This was presented through the sober layout the jour-

nal’s pages, which adopted a classic roman typeface with no cartouche, fleuron or other 

ornamentations throughout. The only decorative element in the layout of each issue was 

the initial at the beginning of the introduction, obtained from a standardised woodblock 

arranged next to the movable type, and which however eventually disappeared alto-

gether during the 1670s. Each quarto page, a squat leaf of thin paper measuring around 

17x22.5cm, was paginated with dense blocks of text and thick lower and right margins.3 

The layout and pagination of the Transactions, which remained more or less constant 

for several decades, was however recurrently adapted and reprogrammed to better fit the 

necessities of its ‘variety’, often presenting material which required their own specific 

modes of presentation. Side numbering and images, imprinted marginalia and com-

mentaries, addendums and corollaries, charts and schematics were frequently featured 

through ad hoc design solutions, different arrangements of movable type and purposly-

made woodblock lettering (fig. 1.2).

Concurrently, nearly each of the hundreds of issues of the Transactions published 

over its first decades was accompanied by both in-text or full-page images from both 

copperplates and woodblocks. Full-page illustrations were mounted in various ways 

to optimize the economies of publishing and often featured densely illustrated spreads 

(fig. 1.3). Even more common, however, were larger folded sheets of different sizes 

and proportions, accommodating collections of engraved plates for the issue’s illustra-

tions and added before each title page (fig. 1.4). These included panoramas of cities 

3  From the sizes of a sample of volumes, the original folio was probably a large foolscap, measuring 43.2 
by 34.3 cm, although actual dimensions varied slightly.



and architectural ruins from the near-East, large maps and bird’s eye views, charts of 

meteorological data and colours, collections of microscopic organisms, antiquities and 

fossils, scaled and perspectival reproductions of natural formations, dissected body parts 

and animals, components  of mechanical instruments. Also known as ‘throwout’ pages, 

these large sheets constituted their own universe of contributions, as visual apparatuses 

folded many times over to fit the quarto format of the Transactions and appearing by the 

careful act of unfolding.4 In fact, the experience of reading through the densely writ-

ten and visual content of the Transactions entailed processes of display and discovery 

primarily through practices of browsing, unfolding, ‘throwing out’, leafing through, 

recomposing and in some cases tearing, cutting and pasting its pages and parts (see ch. 

2). Thanks to the dense composition and complex montage of the Transactions’ layout, 

texts and images invited their own reading strategies, for instance in complete unison 

by opening the large foldouts while reading their corresponding articles. The relatively 

small, even ephemeral nature of the thin softbound leaflets of the Transactions’ issues 

was accompanied by the vastness and ‘variety’ of its content, density of its textual and 

visual composition and by the practical, even performative necessities of its reading. 

This quality further contributed to the material impact of the journal as a complex and 

diverse visual ensemble and a transaction, from the continuous negotiation of the lay-

out’s design between standardisation and singularity and its uses as active processes of 

physical utilisation and consumption.

Although Oldenburg had discussed, since the summer 1664, the possibility of 

distributing periodical ‘intelligence’ with Boyle, the making of the first and subsequent 

issues of the Philosophical Transactions was officially initiated during a Royal Society 

council meeting held at Gresham College, north London, on 1 March 1665. 5 Here in the 

presence of the President Thomas Broucker and eight other members, 

It was ordered [...] that the Philosophical Transactions, to be composed 

by Mr. Oldenburg, be printed the first Monday of every month, [...] 

4  Roger Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’, The Book Collector 
53, no. 2 (2004): 213–34.

5  While mentions of a publishing project for the Society’s activities was already discussed in the early 
1660s, this was firstly mentioned by Oldenburg in a letter to Boyle dated 25 August 1664. See Rupert Hall 
and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1663-1665, vol. 2 (Madison: Univ. 
of Wisconsin Press, 1966), 209–11; David A. Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philo-
sophical Transactions”’, Libraries & Culture 25, no. 2 (1990): 244.
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Fig. 1.3 Title pages  from issues 178 and 14 of the PT, showing full-page 
visual assemblages for the entire issues (Royal Society Archives)
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Fig. 1.4 Throwout pages from the early PT demonstrating the relation 
between text and images. Left: vol. 8, n. 96, 1673; vol. 8, n. 100, 1673; vol. 
8, n. 97, 1673. Above: vol. 4, n. 56, 1669; vol. 4, n. 51, 1669 (Royal Society 

Archives)

licensed by the council of the Society, being first reviewed [...], written 

in four sheets in folio, to be printed by JOHN MARTYN and JAMES 

ALLESTRY, printers of the Society.6 

Martyn and Allestry, booksellers and owners of The Bell, started printing the jour-

nal according to the Society’s announcement, but in quarto instead of the larger and far 

more expansive folio layout. This was obtained via a standard process of folding and 

cutting the imprint space of four folio leafs into 16 quarto sheets. As a result, both the 

intellectual performance and the visual and written manufacturing of the Transactions 

were mediated by the compromising economies of paper production and the physical 

treatment of a journal, an indication of its artistic response to a scientific project.

In September 1666 then, following Oldenburg’s request, Martyn also started collect-

ing copies of the Transactions and reprinting them into yearly volumes. Beginning on 

each consecutive March, the volumes were bound with the addition of a simple title-

page, a short ‘Epistle Dedicatory’ to the Royal Society or to its Presidents for providing 

the imprimatur, an additional index at the end and an ad hoc preface written each time 

by Oldenburg.7 Between 1665 and 1700, 22 volumes of the Transactions were edited, 

each containing around ten issues. Somehow defying the journal’s intense and short-

term periodicity, these thick books quickly became popularised and are now the most re-

current bibliographical source for the Transactions’ contents. The process of re-editing 

and reprinting the journal into more traditional volumes at once challenges and cements 

its loose and variously produced pamphlet format, re-fashioning the clearly new and 

at times uneasy practical manipulation of the Transactions’ transient arrangement and 

richly varied contents into a more comprehensive instrument of study and a collectible.8

6  Thomas Birch, History of the Royal Society, vol. II (London 1757), 18. In the Royal Charter of 1662, 
the King gave to the Society the right to ‘elect, nominate, and appoint one or more Typographers or Print-
ers, and Chalcographers or Engravers’, and ‘by letters or epistles […] to enjoy mutual intelligence and 
knowledge with all and all manner of strangers and foreigners, whether private or collegiate, corporate or 
politic’.

7  After the first issue, Oldenburg’s subsequent introductions were written retrospectively at the end of 
each year and were then essentially discontinued after his death in 1677.

8  It should also be noted that these volumes were reprinted several times, often with a different pagina-
tion and look. For more on this see Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical 
Transactions”’, 248–50. Alongside Lowthorpe’s 1707 indexed volume mentioned in the introduction, in 
1756-57 by Thomas Birch proposed a ‘supplement to the Philosophical Transactions’ as part of his four-
volume History of the Royal Society, where he also transcribed minutes of meetings of the Society up to 
1687.
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If, on one hand, yearly volumes were evidently easier to both store and consult, they 

also reflected the exploratory nature of a learned periodical and the need for a substan-

tial statement for its legitimization. In fact, as an entirely new type of publication, the 

Transactions very much reflected the conflicted dynamics of early modern editing and 

printing. Oldenburg was a fervent believer in the power of the press, as testified by the 

very first words he wrote for the introduction to the first issue: 

Whereas there is nothing more necessary for promoting the improvement 

of Philosophical Matters, than the communicating of such […] things as 

they are discovered or put in practice by others; it is therefore thought 

fit to employ the Press, as the most proper way to gratifie those, whose 

engagement in such studies […] doth entitle them to the knowledge of 

what this Kingdom […] affords.9

Oldenburg, himself a Baconian, championed the modernity of the press advocated 

in the Advancement of Learning and envisioned his editorial pursuit so that ‘solid and 

usefull knowledge’ could be ‘clearly and truly communicated’.10 As testified by both the 

Transactions’ leaflet format, its diverse contents, visual composition and layout varia-

tion and their more institutional yearly volumes, the form in which this knowledge was 

disseminated was for Oldenburg a key aspect. Whereas forms of periodical publication 

such as newspapers were not unheard of,11 the negotiation between sophisticated con-

tent, both textual and visual, and a rapid and constant production process was in many 

ways uncharted territory.12 Oldenburg’s incipit in praise of a Baconian way of printing 

should then be understood as a statement of purpose in favour of an experimental at-

titude towards the material and urban dynamics of publishing. 

Indeed, the agency of the Transactions’ pages laid largely within their physical 

impact, being at once the result of often one-off or more or less impromptu printing 

strategies, the mirror of innovative channels of international communication, a prod-

9  Oldenburg, ‘Introduction’, in PT, vol. 1, n.1 (1665), 1-2.

10  Paolo Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700 (Milano: Feltrinelli, 2002), 95–97; Kathleen H. Ochs, 
‘The Royal Society of London’s History of Trades Programme: An Early Episode in Applied Science’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, no. 2 (1985): 129–58.

11  Examples from the time include the Athenian Mercury (1690-1697) or the London Gazette, also 
founded in 1665.

12  This point has been also stressed in Johns, The Nature of the Book, chap. 3.
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uct chiefly meant to be consumed with ease and, of course, the outcome of a private 

venture initiated by the editor. Oldenburg should then be regarded as the chief enabler 

of such agency. From the first issue until his death in 1677 he collected and assembled 

the journal in many ways independently.13 Oldenburg gathered research papers through 

private correspondence and selected contributions presented at the Royal Society and 

wrote many articles himself, including the majority of literary reviews.14 It is notable for 

instance that the Transactions was published under the Royal Society’s imprimatur but 

almost entirely through Oldenburg’s own funding. As such, his goal with the publication 

was also to make a profit, an objective which in reality was never really fulfilled.15 

From Oldenburg’s initiative, the Transactions was the product of complex negotia-

tions and a system of transactions between a constellation of both actors and places. 

For example, although Martyn and Allestry had been nominated ‘printers to the Royal 

Society’ two years earlier, they did not actually carry out any printing themselves. 

Instead Martyn, ‘master printer’ of The Bell, fulfilled the duties which today would be 

more closely associated with a publisher, namely a number of management tasks re-

lated to developing, producing, printing and distributing Royal Society’s publications. 

Seventeenth-century book-making was in fact a large-scale endeavour, rarely accom-

plished by less than two or three workshops working in collaboration. Type-set printing, 

copperplate printing, book binding, publishing and distributing could be carried out by 

different subjects in various forms of partnership.16 For the production of the Transac-

13  The journal was carried out as ‘the single act of the respective Secretaries’ until 1750, when respon-
sibility was officially taken by the Society. See for example R. K. Bluhm, ‘Henry Oldenburg, F.R.S. 
(c. 1615-1677)’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 15, no. 1 (1 July 1960): 191–92, https://doi.
org/10.1098/rsnr.1960.0018.

14  It should be noted that the intellectual dynamics directing Oldenburg’s editorial agenda were led 
by both ‘scientific’ objectives as well as social protocols, in line with the established paradigms of 
post-Restoration politics, gentility and civility. Aspects of these mechanisms have been investigated in 
Steven Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1995); Mario Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociabil-
ity in Seventeenth-Century Science’, Critical Inquiry 22, no. 2 (January 1996): 193–238, https://doi.
org/10.1086/448789.

15  At times Oldenburg also tried to raise the price of the journal and to collect subscriptions, but the 
lack of finances always disappointed his plans. Instead of an ideal £150 per year, he was able to raise just 
about £40, not even enough, he wrote to Boyle, to pay for his rent. See Edward Neville da Costa Andrade, 
‘The Birth and Early Days of the Philosophical Transactions’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 
of London 20, no. 1 (1965): 13–17; Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical 
Transactions”’, 247–48.

16  Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, 246.
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tions, John Martyn acted largely as an intermediary between these subjects on behalf of 

the editor. He worked with Oldenburg to finalise the Transactions’ page setting based 

on manuscripts, after which he provided the pages and final printing material to several 

associated presses, in a sort of subcontract agreement. For instance, type-sets and illus-

trative engravings from copperplates were made in separate workshops on independent 

sheets and by specialised teams, often remaining unsigned.17 

The Transactions was distributed in various ways, both through booksellers and 

other traditional book trade channels as well as, given their manageable size and weight, 

through correspondence, diplomatic couriers or other indirect relaying.18 Martyn for 

example oversaw the various printing processes for both texts and illustrations, as-

sembled each issue and often took care of distribution through his own as well as other 

bookshops in and outside London.19 The Bell, where the Transactions first appeared, 

was itself an important point of contact for scholars and curious readers. John Martyn 

(ca. 1619-1680) was often portrayed as an intellectual, ‘thinking’ bookseller and was 

in contact with the international world of printing.20 By the 1670s his shop had become 

a place of informed discussion for the London élite.21 Hooke, for example, visited The 

Bell regularly and often regarded it as a library, borrowing books or simply reading 

them there.22

This dynamics of the journal’s physical making and movement also suggest that the 

complex arrangement of Transactions’ written and visual apparatuses and its distribu-

tion resulted from design choices and compromises between editors and printers (see 

ch. 2). The relationship between the pages of the Transactions and its generative print-

ing technologies was then largely dependent on people, practices and places around 

London. The making of the Transactions entailed a great deal of regular supervision, 

17  See Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’.

18  Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, 252–54.

19  Until 1680, The Bell sold 16 books with the Royal Society’s imprimatur, including Evelyn’s Sylva 
(1664), Hooke’s Micrographia (1665) and Sprat’s History of the Royal Society (1667). See Leona Rosten-
berg, ‘John Martyn, “Printer to the Royal Society”’, The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 
46, no. 1 (March 1952): 7–8, https://doi.org/10.1086/pbsa.46.1.24298625.

20  Martyn probably met with famous Dutch printer Louis Elzevier when he came to London in the early 
1670s.

21  Adrian Johns, ‘Martyn, John (1617/18–1680)’, in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2004, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/37741. 

22  Rostenberg, ‘John Martyn, “Printer to the Royal Society”’, 29.



intense interaction between printers, engravers, carriers, type-setters and stationers and 

much movement of people and paper around a bustling city in fast reconstruction. The 

early modern design and architecture of the journal should therefore be understood as a 

significant system of urban, personal and compositional transactions. 

The established accords between actors involved in the making of the Transactions, 

it should also be noted, were part of a non-standardised network of often changing 

social contracts. For instance, printers like Martyn normally worked with a number of 

workshops for both type-set and copperplate printing, with partnership depending large-

ly on availability, vicinity and local economies. Early issues of the Transactions were 

printed in the presses of Thomas Newcomb, already printer of the London Gazette for 

the King’s printing office. The printing workshop where the journal was stamped how-

ever changed constantly over time.23 The Transactions even featured evidence of con-

current printing by different workshops. Discontinuous and distinguishable pagination 

indicates that successive issues were sent by Martyn to different printing houses (fig. 

1.5).24 During the early years of the Transactions the agreements established between 

Martyn and Oldenburg were themselves unsteady and often conflicted.25 Additionally, 

during the months of the plague printing was outsourced to Richard Davis in Oxford 

and after the fire the very life of the Transactions was at stake as The Bell was destroyed 

together with many unsold copies of the journal. ‘I shall find it very difficult [Oldenburg 

feared in the autumn 1666] to continue ye printing of yr Transactions. Martyn and Al-

lestry being undone with ye rest of ye Stationers at St. Paul’s Churchyard [...] yt ye Citty 

lying desolate now, it will be very hard to vend them at ye present’.26

In fact, during the second half the of the 1660s, printing and book selling in London 

was a complicated task. As mentioned in the introduction, the city had suffered human 

and material destruction from plague and fire over the years 1665-1666. By the end of 

September 1666 the city had to be surveyed and fully rebuilt almost from scratch, with 

23  William C. Miller, ‘“In the Savoy”: A Study in Post-Restoration Imprints’, Papers of the Bibliographi-
cal Society, University of Virginia 1 (1948): 42, https://doi.org/10.2307/40368920.

24  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 100–101.

25  Charles A. Rivington, ‘Early Printers to the Royal Society 1663-1708’, Notes and Records of the 
Royal Society of London 39, no. 1 (1984): 1–27; Charles A. Rivington, ‘Addendum: Early Printers to the 
Royal Society 1663-1708’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 40, no. 2 (1986): 219–20.

26  Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1666-1667, vol. 3 
(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1966), 226.
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Fig. 1.5 Issues 63 (left) and 64 (right) of the PT, showcasing different density 
of type-setting and therefore suggesting that the issues were produced in two 

different printing workshops (Royal Society Archives)



hundreds of businesses going bankrupt and being entirely restarted. Printing workshops 

and stationers’ offices were arguably the ones who suffered the most, as complete col-

lections of books and manuscripts, many of which were hid in St. Paul’s crypts, had 

been lost in the conflagration and presses around the Churchyard, the centre of London’s 

book trade, were similarly reduced to ashes.27 For Thomas Sprat, if the plague ‘devour’d 

[...] many men’, the fire ‘[devour’d] many Books’.28 As a result, in the fall 1666 any 

sort of continuous editorial errand was difficult to entertain. The material production of 

a journal then, which relied on human and spatial interactions for collecting, editing, 

printing and selling on a regular basis, was tentative and intricate. Unlike the printing of 

a book, the Transactions required constant control and dependability over long periods 

of time, right when London offered the most unstable of urban stages. The vast amount 

of components in the mechanisms for printing a learned periodical entailed firm chan-

nels for physical movement and communication for smooth continuity, which the city 

hardly offered. 

Even in the difficult conditions of post-1666 London however, the city’s printing 

industry resumed with surprising speed and readiness and by 1700 London counted 

nearly 200 bookshops, more than before the fire.29 Printing, it may be argued, in some 

instances even contributed to the reestablishment of some form of urban order. Hall has 

suggested that during the dramatic years following the plague and the fire Oldenburg’s 

‘continuance of correspondence, and his foundation of the Philosophical Transactions 

all helped to prevent the dissolution of the Royal Society’.30 Indeed, Martyn restarted 

printing the Transactions in late 1666 and continued tirelessly until his death in 1680. 

Afterwards, new printers and distributors were appointed, but apparently with less 

continuity than Martyn and Allestry.31 Additionally, it should be noted that over the 

27  Adrian Tinniswood, By Permission of Heaven: The True Story of the Great Fire of London (New York: 
Riverhead Books, 2004), 126.

28  Thomas Sprat, History of the Royal Society (London 1667), 120.

29  Don-John Dugas, ‘The London Book Trade in 1709 (Part One)’, The Papers of the Bibliographical 
Society of America 95, no. 1 (March 2001): 31–58, https://doi.org/10.1086/pbsa.95.1.24304719; Don-
John Dugas, ‘The London Book Trade in 1709 (Part Two)’, The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of 
America 95, no. 2 (June 2001): 157–72, https://doi.org/10.1086/pbsa.95.2.24304513.

30  Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1663-1665, 2:xv.

31  The issue of a new appointed printer to the Royal Society was solved but with no continuity and print-
ers and publishers kept changing until into the eighteenth century. See Rivington, ‘Early Printers to the 
Royal Society 1663-1708’, 13–16; Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical 
Transactions”’, 259–60.
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first decades the printing stock for the journal was itself fluctuating, with the number of 

copies varying from about 500 to 1.200.32 As a result, the early decades of the Transac-

tions were characterised by an unsteady variety of printers and distribution channels and 

could be found, at times erratically, in a number of bookshops around London.33 These 

aspects constitute additional elements in a network of practical, dynamic, unsteady and 

explorative architectural transactions between design methods, negotiated compositional 

choices, technology and material making, local and international distribution and physi-

cal movement, intellectual production and collection, constituting the journal’s crucial 

empirical character.

These channels, it should also be added, were supposed to be regulated by the 

Licensing of the Press Act, introduced in 1662. The law, which lasted until 1695, was 

meant ‘for regulating of Printing and Printing Presses’ and restricted these activities to 

London, Oxford or Cambridge. Raids and arrests could be carried out towards printers 

working outside the control of the Stationers’ Company, the guild in charge of the print-

ing industry, of which Martyn was an active member. However, as we will see hereinaf-

ter, the Licensing of the Press Act mirrored an already decadent corporate mechanism at 

a time when unlicensed printing was diffused and to some extent tolerated.34 In the case 

of innovative publications such as the Transactions, their producers and distributors 

were often portrayed as modern thinkers, enlightened by forward ideas beyond regi-

mented corporative systems. John Dunton, founder of the Athenian Society and editor of 

the Athenian Mercury, thought that booksellers should ‘prefer Galileo’s Tube to Ptolo-

my’s Spectacles, and the Discoveries of our English Royal Society, to the blind Conjec-

tures of the Peripateticks’.35 In other words, the Licensing of the Press Act, largely the 

footprint of a secular mind-set, embodied its own regulatory obsolescence.

The Transactions was born and pursued through largely fluctuating, forward-looking 

and shifting urban realms of seventeenth-century London. Far from fixating the printed 

32  Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, 252–54.

33  As already mentioned in the introduction, the journal was briefly interrupted in 1667 when Oldenburg 
was imprisoned in the Tower of London, apparently because of his suspicious correspondence with the 
Continent, then after Oldenburg’s death in 1678 until 1682 and between 1687 and 1691, when the journal 
was interrupted altogether after the landing of William of Orange.

34  See for example Johns, The Nature of the Book, 72–73; John R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and 
Corporation Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trade in London’, The Economic History Review 10, 
no. 3 (1958): 381–94.

35  See Johns, The Nature of the Book, 144.
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page as a certified, regulated realm, books, almanacs, journals and other periodicals 

were part of a loose, often conflicted world of adjusting, copying, pirating, pasting, 

reprinting and abridging, a system of transactions often initiated in personal, even 

unlicensed ways.36 Similarly to its printing, Oldenburg’s responsibilities as editor were 

largely unheard of and as such subjected to change and rearrangement.37 As mentioned 

in earlier, his successors notably covered the role of editor of the Transactions as best 

suited their professional interests and practical economies, which in turn invited general 

realignments in the direction of the journal in respect to more or less specific fields of 

interest.38

Furthermore, shortly after Oldenburg’s death in 1677 and the Transactions’ tempo-

rary discontinuation, projects for a renewed periodical publication arose. While Wren 

was pushing to become President of the Royal Society, Robert Hooke, appointed acting 

Secretary weeks after Oldenburg’s death, suggested to circulate cheaper ‘philosophi-

cal gazettes’ and even an internal pamphlet for the attention of the fellows.39 In the end, 

Hooke produced his own Transactions-inspired journal, called Philosophical Collec-

tions, at the same time attempting to undertake the burden of Oldenburg’s vast secretar-

ial correspondence.40 Only seven issues of the Collections were published between 1679 

and 1682 and the Transactions was resumed soon after. As argued by Matthew Hunter, 

Hooke’s Collections tended to be an exclusive research-driven project, meant to pursue 

philosophical legitimization and to establish a network-based experimental collective.41 

Similarly to Oldenburg’ Transactions however, with whom Hooke famously had a com-

36  See Johns, 499; Adam Smyth, ‘“Rend and Teare in Peeces”: Textual Fragmentation in Seventeenth-
Century England’, The Seventeenth Century 19, no. 1 (2013): 36–52.

37  Ann Bermingham and John Brewer, The Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800: Image, Object, Text 
(London: Routledge, 1997), chap. 10.

38  Robert K. Merton, ‘Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England’, Osiris, 1938, 
405–6. As it will be further demonstrated in chapters 2 and 3, the variety of the editors’ interests and oc-
cupations should not be underestimated. For more see Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the 
Early “Philosophical Transactions”’, 259. 

39  Thomas Birch, History of the Royal Society, vol. III, pp. 450-451; Michael Hunter and Paul B. Wood, 
‘Towards Solomon’s House: Rival Strategies for Reforming the Early Royal Society’, History of Science 
24, no. 1 (March 1986): 59–60, https://doi.org/10.1177/007327538602400103. For more on Hooke’s 
‘campaign’ to reinstate the periodical see also Johns, The Nature of the Book, 531–40.

40  Lisa Jardine, The Curious Life of Robert Hooke: The Man Who Measured London (Harper Perennial, 
2005), 211–12.

41  Matthew C. Hunter, Wicked Intelligence: Visual Art and the Science of Experiment in Restoration Lon-
don (University of Chicago Press, 2013), 146–58.
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plicated personal relationship, the Collections acted as a gateway into the multilayered 

urban industry of personal and material connections and transactions between writers 

and printers, booksellers and chiselers constituting London’s publishing world.42

Oldenburg’s project with the Transactions, it should be ultimately acknowledged, 

was ground-breaking because of its position in respect to the subjects and technologies 

of journal-making. The compositional outlook of the journal’s monthly issues, their 

material qualities originating from the traditions of book-making and the original neces-

sities of a textual and visual periodicity, constitute the journal’s unique transactional 

framework. Furthermore, Oldenburg initiated a negotiation between writers, printers, 

etchers and book-sellers whose authority was far from being established outside the 

boundaries of their technicians’ communities.43 Within London’s localised and largely 

problematic urban environment, Oldenburg’s journal was the result of intellectual, 

material and technological relations and transactions spanning from the Royal Society’s 

didactic rooms to the city’s printing workshops and bookshops.44 In other words, the 

architecture of London constituted an active stage for the compositional assembly of the 

Transactions and the practical compromises between individuals and places, especially 

intellectual stationers and printing workshops. As illustrated in the next section, the 

architect emerging from such a stage could even become an explicit reference for the 

printer as an emblematic model of professional authority.

Joseph Moxon and the Architecture of Printing

In January 1678, just in the middle of the Transactions’ editorial sede vacante after 

Oldenburg’s death in September 1677, a short booklet appeared at Sign of Atlas, a book-

shop in Ludgate Hill, entitled Mechanick Exercises, Or the Doctrine of Handy-Works 

(fig. 1.6).45 The pamphlet, consisting of 38 pages in quarto, was reminiscent in form and 

quality of the Transactions’ periodical format and continued appearing in 14 successive 

42  See Hunter, 130; Rob Iliffe, ‘Material Doubts: Hooke, Artisan Culture and the Exchange of Informa-
tion in 1670s London’, The British Journal for the History of Science 28, no. 3 (1995): 285–318.

43  Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimen-
tal Life (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 2011), 69–72; Steven Shapin, ‘The Invisible Techni-
cian’, American Scientist 77, no. 6 (1989): 11; Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700. 

44  For more on London’s literary geography, see Johns, The Nature of the Book, 62–65.

45  The date is January 1677 as per pre-Gregorian calendar.
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issues, of about the same length, for the following two years. The contents of the Exer-

cises offered detailed instructions on the instruments, techniques and skills necessary for 

various forms of construction work, specifically smithing, joinery, carpentry, turning and 

bricklaying. Each part was richly illustrated and included a detailed glossary of techni-

cal terms to specify the basic rules of the building trades. The revolutionary character of 

the Mechanick Exercises can be hardly overemphasised. The publication was the first in 

British history to disseminate through the press the knowledge on construction practices 

to a general public. Until then, the trades were for the most part performed and therefore 

solely owned by guilds and corporations, passed on from masters to apprentices and 

protected by statutes—of which the Licensing of the Press Act was the latest iteration.46 

Publishing the practical rules of these trades could therefore potentially put in jeopardy 

the legitimacy of corporations.47 Additionally, this was being done serially through a 

periodical book, a strategy until then essentially unheard of. 

The author of the Mechanick Exercises was Yorkshire-born printer, map-maker and 

globe-maker Joseph Moxon (1627-1691). Son of printer James Moxon, Joseph spent the 

majority of his youth between Delft and Rotterdam assisting his father in the printing 

business and learning the skills of the Dutch press. In 1654 he established a printing ac-

tivity in London at Cornhill, in a bookshop which he named the Sign of Atlas. By 1666 

Moxon had established a successful business producing books, maps and globes and 

was using his own printing presses, probably inherited from his father. As anticipated 

in the previous section, this was an extremely rare circumstance, as book-making was 

normally a largely multifarious enterprise often involving dozens of hands. As such, the 

implications of Moxon’s solo activity should not be overlooked. After the Great Fire, 

which destroyed most of his establishment, he reopened the Sign of Atlas in Ludgate 

Hill and there continued his activities more or less continuously with his son James, 

who undertook the business after Joseph’s death.48 

46  See for instance Caroline Van Eck and Christy Anderson, British Architectural Theory, 1540-1750: An 
Anthology of Texts (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 89.

47  Pevsner has pointed out how the rebuilding of London, which proceeded with surprising rapidity since 
the Fire, was only possible by opening up the City to builders and craftsmen outside of the guilds. See 
Nikolaus Pevsner, The Buildings of England (Yale University Press 1997) vol. I ‘The City of London’ p. 
69. Douglas Knoop and Gwilym Peredur Jones, The London Mason in the Seventeenth Century (Man-
chester University Press, 1935).

48  See Derek A. Long, At the Sign of Atlas: The Life Work of Joseph Moxon, a Restoration Polymath 
(Donington, Lincolnshire: Paul Watkins Publishing, 2013), xv–xviii.
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Fig. 1.6 J. Moxon, title page for Mechanick Exercises, London 1683, reprint 
(RIBA Library)



With the Mechanick Exercises, Moxon wanted to ‘have the Secrets of all Trades 

lay open’.49 Taking an explicitly Baconian stance, not unlike Oldenburg’s own publica-

tion project, Moxon was using his printing presses to disseminate practical knowledge 

hitherto relegated to craftsmen, to the point of being ‘by some, accounted Ignoble and 

Scandalous’. Moxon wanted the skills of building both to be openly available and as 

such recognised for their intellectual value. Such ground-breaking position adopted 

in the Mechanick Exercises can be identified as something of a life-long mission for 

Moxon, who over three decades of activity as printer produced numerous books dedicat-

ed to perfecting and disseminating the mechanical sciences.50 At the same time, Moxon 

made a life-long career as a mathematical practitioner himself, namely a map-maker 

and globe-builder, actively contributing to the early modern philosophical recognition 

of hands-on experimentation and the mechanical arts, a trend already presented in the 

introduction of this thesis. Furthermore, Moxon’s insistence on the relationship between 

printing and the building trades emerges as a form of architectural transaction, as a set 

of related and mutually fertile exploratory practices.51

Moxon’s first book published with his sole signature already demonstrates his early 

interests in architecture. Appeared at the Sign of Atlas in 1655, it was entitled Vignola. 

Or the Compleat Architect (fig. 1.7). As the title suggests, the book was an English 

translation of Vignola’s Regola delli Cinque Ordini, first published in Rome in 1562. 

Presented in small octodecimo format, the book was the first English edition of Vigno-

la52 and was entirely produced by Moxon: he translated the text, engraved all the plates, 

printed all the pages in his presses, published the book and sold it in his shop. In trans-

lating Vignola Moxon, shortly returned from the Netherlands, was not only offering to 

49  Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises. Or, The Doctrine of Handy-Works ; Applied to the Arts of Smith-
ing, Joinery, Carpentry, Turning, Bricklayery (London, 1678), Preface.

50  For a list of Moxon’s publications see Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises on the Whole Art of Print-
ing, ed. Herbert Davis and Harry Carter (New York: Dover Publications, 1978), 409–41.

51  On the relationship between the culture of trades and instrument-making and the crisis of corporate 
systems see for example Larry Stewart, ‘Science, Instruments, and Guilds in Early-Modern Britain’, 
Early Science and Medicine 10, no. 3, (2005): 392–410.

52  Moxon actually admitted that ‘the book was formerly translated [into English] by another hand’ prob-
ably referring to the English part of a multilanguage folio edition published in Amsterdam in 1640. An 
earlier edition in four languages was also published in Utrecht in 1629 which included an English transla-
tion. Both editions were, however, largely imprecise. See Frédérique Lemerle, ‘Vitruve, Vignole, Palladio 
au XVIIe siècle : traductions, abrégés et augmentations’, in Jean-Philippe Garric, Frédérique Lemerle et 
Yves Pauwels eds., Architecture et théorie. L’héritage de la Renaissance (2001).
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the English reader a hitherto unpublished text, but he was also signalling a reassessment 

of the trades in light of the same intellectual apprehension initiated by Bacon. On one 

hand, Moxon clearly possessed the skills and technologies to etch, set up type-faces and 

operate a press in order to produce an illustrated architectural book. On the other hand, 

he also had the intellectual initiative to fill what he considered a gap in British architec-

tural culture, due to the ‘carelessness’ of his compatriots in such ‘commendable studies’. 

Vignola’s mid-sixteenth century book in fact re-normalised architectural composition by 

promoting an algorithmic system of proportions for the orders based on an arithmetic 

‘modulo’. As such, Vignola had distanced himself from other contemporary understand-

ings of the orders, such as John Shute’s First and Chief Grounds of Architecture (1563), 

the first classical treatise in English which however still operated along Serlio’s older 

geometrical system.53 Because Vignola’s method was based on numerical relationships 

and not geometric ones, it did not require expensive engravings to be visually described. 

Instead, modular ratios could be explained through sequences of numbers or small sche-

matic drawings. Almost a century later such direct, quick and clearly cheap method for 

architectural regulation evidently matched Moxon’s ideal for ‘the whole Art of Architec-

ture to be very easie’.

With the Compleat Architect, Moxon prioritised practicality and manoeuvrabil-

ity over erudition and fancy. The book itself was not a literal translation of Vignola’s 

Regola but was based on the 1632 French abridgment by Pierre Le Muet, reprinted in 

Amsterdam in 1646. Moxon re-translated this Dutch re-edition, altering several engrav-

ings and including additional drawings from Dietterlin, Michelangelo and Le Muet 

and admittedly keeping the translation ‘a little more large [...] to better instruct the 

young Practitioner’.54 Moxon reworked Vignola’s scholarly book, originally printed 

with unique custom-made copperplates including both text and images, into a builder’s 

53  Mario Carpo, Architecture in the Age of Printing: Orality, Writing, Typography, and Printed Images in 
the History of Architectural Theory (London; New York: MIT Press, 2001), 103–9; John Coolidge, ‘Vi-
gnola’s Character and Achievement’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 9, no. 4 (Decem-
ber 1950): 10–14, https://doi.org/10.2307/987470.

54  For example, Vignola’s term ‘Modulo’, the unit and core of his mathematical system, was turned from 
Le Muet’s accurate French ‘Module’ into the far more ambiguous ‘Model’, which at the time could indi-
cate either a standard or a design, an architectural drawing and in some cases even a three-dimensional 
object. Elizabeth McKellar, The Birth of Modern London: The Development and Design of the City, 
1660-1720 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999), 121. McKellar also indicated that Moxon’s 
Vignola was the first instance where ‘model’ was used in an architectural context. Evidently however, 
Moxon, was not interested in the philological application of Vignola’s vocabulary.
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Fig. 1.7 J. Moxon, title page for Vignola. Or the Compleat Architect, 
London 1655 (RIBA Library)



manual, simply printed in a small format, with thin pages and blocks of dense text in 

the standard roman type-face (fig. 1.8).55 The book was a success and was reedited five 

times, in 1665, 1673, 1692, 1694 and 1703.56 

The fifth edition deserves a mention. Printed more than ten years after Moxon’s 

death, it was entitled The Theory and Practice of Architecture and was presented as a 

‘Pocket-Book’, containing both Moxon’s Vignola and Abel Boyer’s first official English 

translation of Claude Perrault’s Vitruvius.57 The book presented Moxon’s Vignola as 

one of the two essential sides of architecture, offering together with Perrault’s erudite 

discourse ‘all that belongs both to the Theory and Practice of the noble art [of architec-

ture]’. This episode further suggests that Moxon’s contrived book stayed as the most 

successful translation of Vignola’s practical rules, even after more accurate editions 

appeared. In fact, as soon as 1669 a more expensive edition was produced in London, 

probably as an alternative to Moxon’s cheap and academically inexact book. Published 

in folio with a translation directly from the Italian, the volume was written by math-

ematician John Leeke (or Leake) and illustrated with elaborate engravings by William 

Sherwin.58 The expensive book, entitled The Regular Architect and republished in 1675, 

1682 and 1699, was meant as an exact copy of Vignola’s original, all the way to the 

pagination, type and complex Italianate vocabulary.59 Still, Moxon’s Compleat Architect 

55  Kimberley Skelton, The Paradox of Body, Building and Motion in Seventeenth-Century England, Re-
thinking Art’s Histories (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2015), 58–63.

56  D. J. Bryden, ‘Capital in the London Publishing Trade: James Moxon’s Stock Disposal of 1698, 
a “Mathematical Lottery”’, The Library 19, no. 4 (1997): 304–5, https://doi.org/10.1093/library/s6-
19.4.293.

57  The first translation into English of Perrault’s Vitruvius appeared in 1692 by an unknown translator 
and was not well received. Abel Boyer’s revised edition used the same plates―which had been acquired 
by bookseller Richard Wellington―and the same reviewed and ‘epitomized’ text. Wellington, having also 
come in possession of Moxon’s plates for his Vignola, decided to publish them together into one volume. 
See Eileen Harris, British Architectural Books and Writers 1556-1785 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1990), 462–63.

58  As argued by David Watkin, Leeke’s Vignola was meant as a compositional compendium for the re-
building of London after the fire, a circumstance in which Leeke was directly involved as one of the six 
surveyors employed by Robert Hooke to map the ruinous city. Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola and John 
Leeke, Canon of the Five Orders of Architecture, ed. David Watkin (New York: Dover Publications, 
2011), vi–xi; Eva Germaine Rimington Taylor, The Mathematical Practitioners of Tudor & Stuart Eng-
land (Cambridge: Institute of Navigation at the University Press, 1970), 236–37.

59  Leeke and Moxon knew each other. For example, in 1659 Moxon published Leeke’s translation of 
Isaac de Caus’ treatise of fountains as New and Rare Inventions of Water-Works. See Long, At the Sign of 
Atlas, 20.
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Fig. 1.8 Pages from Moxon's Vignola
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Fig. 1.9 Comparison between Moxon's smaller and Leeke's larger editions 
of Vignola (RIBA Library)

spoke more convincingly the language of trades, making it at once less literate and more 

readable (fig. 1.9).

The Compleat Architect, which Moxon produced when he was 28 years old, was 

published in the midst of the Commonwealth interregnum and in pre-Restoration condi-

tions. In the following decades however, Moxon’s puritan sympathies faded and he was 

able to continue his business, embracing both royalist positions and the philosophical 

ideals of what at the time of his translation of Vignola was still informally becoming 

the Royal Society. In early 1662, as a successful globe-maker and instrument-maker, 

Moxon was nominated Hydrographer for King Charles II and over the next two decades 

kept producing by his own initiative original books with ‘practical’ qualities, such as 

Mechanick Dialling (1668), Use of the [...] Quadrant (1670) and Mathemathics made 

Easie (1679), the first dictionary on mathematics ever published in English. In 1670 he 

published Practical Perspective, or Perspective Made Easie, a large book in folio with 

43 engravings and other pop-up pages by William Faithorne (fig. 1.10). Remarkably, 

this was the first original English publication on perspective representation.60 Moxon, 

drawing from a number of other notable sources on the topic, namely Dürer, Niceron, 

Serlio and Hondius, here again acted as writer, printer, publisher and seller.61

Thanks to his successful skills as a mathematical practitioner and his keen eye for 

the international state of the publishing world, over the 1660s Moxon also became well-

known to the Royal Society. Hooke, Evelyn and Wren admired his globes and regularly 

frequented the Sign of Atlas. Others, like Elias Ashmole, John Collins, Jonas Moore and 

Lawrence Rooke supported his election as Hydrographer.62 In turn, Moxon seemed to be 

looking for the Society’s approval, as the institution clearly reflected his own intellectu-

al and industrial agenda. The Mechanick Exercises were presented to the Society in late 

1677 and Moxon even asked for the Society’s imprimatur—it is unclear whether he ob-

tained it. When John Martyn died in 1680, Moxon also unsuccessfully tried to take over 

60  The only other book of this kind existing in English at the time was A Book on Perspective and 
Geometry, translated in 1657 from the Dutch edition of Sebastiano Serlio’s Book II of Tutte l’Opere 
d’Architettura et Prospetiva. See Kirsti Andersen, The Geometry of an Art: The History of the Mathemati-
cal Theory of Perspective from Alberti to Monge (New York: Springer, 2007), 490.

61  See Martin Kemp, The Science of Art: Optical Themes in Western Art from Brunelleschi to Seurat 
(London: Yale University Press, 1992), 111.

62  Graham Jagger, ‘Joseph Moxon, F.R.S., and the Royal Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Soci-
ety of London 49, no. 2 (1995): 195–98.



his premises at The Bell and to succeed him as the official printer to the Royal Society.63 

His relation with the Society grew stronger over the 1670s and in December 1678 he 

was nominated Fellow, the same day as Edmund Halley and just a few months after the 

first issue of the Exercises appeared. This is particularly relevant because Moxon was 

the first, and remained essentially the only, tradesman to become a Fellow of the Royal 

Society.64 The publication of his Mechanick Exercises should then be understood as the 

probable trigger sponsoring his election which, although not unanimous, nevertheless 

meaningfully signalled a tendency towards the promotion around the Royal Society of 

Oldenburg’s ‘solid and usefull knowledge’. 

The Mechanick Exercises championed the kind of collective potential which, once 

applied to the trades, could successfully modernise philosophical learning. 

‘To what purpose would Geometry serve [states Moxon in the Preface to 

the Exercises] were it not to contrive the rules for Handy-Work? Or how 

could Astronomy be known to any perfection, but by instruments made 

by hand? What Perspective should we have to delight our sights? What 

Architecture to defend us from the Inconveniences of different Weather, 

without Manual Operations?’ 

This introduction, which very much reflects Oldenburg’s appeal to the practical 

translation of intellectual endeavours through the printing press, also seems to be refer-

ring to Moxon’s many editorial interests. The Mechanick Exercises in fact explicitly 

reflected Moxon’s architectural curiosity. The publication was largely inspired by Des 

Principes de l’Architecture published in 1676 in Paris by André Félibien.65 The popu-

lar book, which quickly reached London after publication through Boyle and Hooke, 

included sections on carpentry, roof-making and plumbing (fig. 1.11).66 Similarly, in 

Moxon’s book 18 copperplates illustrated in detail the different kinds of building tools, 

together with diagrams of mouldings, layouts for arches and plans and sections of a 

63  Rostenberg, ‘John Martyn, “Printer to the Royal Society”’, 30; Jagger, ‘Joseph Moxon, F.R.S., and the 
Royal Society’, 201–2.

64  Moxon was expelled, together with 22 other fellows, four years later for missing payment for his 
membership, but kept printing books as ‘Fellow of the Royal Society’. 

65  Long, At the Sign of Atlas, 80–81.

66  Long, 52–53.
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Fig. 1.10  J. Moxon, title page for Practical Perspective. Or Perspective 
Made Easie, London 1670 and (below) pop-up page from the book, made of 
paper and mica and illustrating the Albertian principles of perspectival view 

(RIBA Library)



Fig. 1.11  A. Félibien, title page and engraved plates for Des 
Principes de l'Architecture, de la Sculpture, de la Peinture 
et des Autres Arts qui en Dependent, Paris 1676, illustrating 
instruments for drawing and surveying and timber framings for 

wall and roof construction

Fig. 1.12 Engraved plates from Moxon's Mechanick Exercises 
showcasing instruments for carpentry and plans, elevation and 

section for a prototypical dwelling



‘self-buildable’ house (fig. 1.12).67 Moxon’s detailed and reliable canons were in line 

with the building regulations introduced after the Fire of London, a knowledge that 

Moxon, albeit not a mason himself, was close to thanks to his reading material and per-

sonal associations.

For Moxon, architecture as a mechanical trade and an art was best magnified 

through printing as its most efficient counterpart. Two more publications need to be 

mentioned which effectively mirror such representative attitude towards the trades 

through an architectural mind-set. In 1676, shortly prior to compiling his Mechanical 

Exercises, Moxon published the Regulæ Trium Ordinum Literarum Typographicarum 

or The Rules of the Three Orders of Print Letters. This short book, published in quarto, 

presented the three main typographic types, Roman, Italick and English, as the composi-

tional basis for modern lettering (fig. 1.13).68 The book, this time dedicated to the design 

and manufacturing of letters, made extensive use of architectural modes of thinking to 

pursue its legitimacy. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the book was dedicated to Christopher 

Wren, ‘lover of Rule and Proportion’. Indeed, as the title already suggests, Moxon drew 

from architectural knowledge in order to produce compositional rules for letters. The 

three categories of type-face mirror, rather explicitly, the three architectural orders, 

interpreted in a modular, ‘Vignolan’ way. Each letter resulted from a square grid of 42 

equal parts, through which all forms and shapes could be obtained (fig. 1.14). Draw-

ing directly from The Rules of the Five Orders, Moxon was doing with his letters ‘As 

Vitruvius did by his Collumns’, adding that ‘Every Carpenter can build a great Fabrick; 

but if he have not consulted the Rules of Architecture, it is very likely his Building may 

be preposterous’. The need for rules controlling orders was intimated as a necessary 

construct for everyone who wanted to contribute to art, either architecture, printing or 

else. For Moxon, proportions and geometry were to guide the design of typographic 

letters, just as those same principles were the alphabet of architectural composition. In 

other words, the modern printer was to act as an architect.69 

67  Moxon also included a list of fundamental architectural books ‘necessary for a Builder’, which surely 
enough included both Leeke’s and his own edition of Vignola. See Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, p. 119.

68  In 1669 Moxon had already published a sort of primer for his letter-types. Entitled Proves of Several 
Sorts of Letters cast by Joseph Moxon, this was a single folio sheet printed on one side and displaying a 
list of examples for his types, including his Double Pica and the English. See Long, At the Sign of Atlas, 
35–36.

69  In his campaign for the promotion of the master-printer, Moxon was aware of the printing companies 
at Oxford University, whose successful secular business must have been well-known in the less stable 
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Fig. 1.13  J. Moxon, title page for Regulæ Trium Ordinum Literarum 
Typographicarum or The Rules of the Three Orders of Print Letters, London 

1676



Moxon was a strong advocate of the printer’s and type-cutter’s legitimisation and 

of the recognition of these practices as ‘scientific’ arts. It should not surprise then if, 

despite being a successful printer and member of the Weaver’s Company, he was never 

a member of the Stationer’s Company and, as a result of the Licensing of the Press Act, 

his presses were targeted at least twice.70 After London’s troubled economy forced him 

to suspend publication of the Mechanick Exercises, in 1683 Moxon resumed the peri-

odical thanks to subscriptions, which was now entitled Mechanick Exercises. Applied 

to Art of Printing. The series was composed of 24 parts and dedicated to his own busi-

ness of printing. The book not only included detailed typographic instructions, but it 

also proposed a new type of printing press inspired by a Dutch model, as well as guide-

lines on how to design, arrange and organise the space of the printing-house (fig. 1.15). 

Again, architecture was here not only part of the author’s concerns, but it took centre 

stage as the ultimate drive for the printer’s work: ‘For my own part [Moxon wrote in the 

Preface] I weighted it well in my thoughts, and find all the accomplishments, and some 

more of an Architect necessary in a Typographer’. Moxon wanted to reconsider the 

practice of the Master Printer, whose seventeenth-century status was being challenged 

by legal restrictions and creative subjugation, by reallocating its values alongside the ar-

chitect, both a scientist and an artist drawing from exact knowledge and with consider-

able space to interpret the choices of building and to ingeniously compose his designs.71 

Indeed, for Moxon the Master Printer was an architect, acting as the sole designer and 

ultimate philosopher of the printed page. Furthermore, Moxon attempted at codifying 

the printing-house as a proper architectural typology, rationally proportionate to the size 

of the enterprise and carefully designed and built to accommodate all necessary machin-

eries, regulate natural light and organise the movement of workers and materials. This 

second instalment of the Exercises, although not nearly as successful as the first, had 

workshops of London. For instance the title of Architypographus, the post of printing supervisor estab-
lished at Oxford in the 1630s, recalls Moxon’s architectural influences. See Ian Gadd, ed., The History 
of Oxford University Press: Volume I: Beginnings to 1780 (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 
2013), 6–7.

70  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 79.

71  As Johns stressed: ‘Such rhetoric signalled Moxon’s elevation of printing to the status of a “Science.” 
What constituted a “Science” he defined by reference to architecture, and in particular the architecture of 
Vitruvius. Letters must be Vitruvian, presses must be architectural, and masters must be architects.’ Johns, 
106–7.
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Fig. 1.14  First plate from Moxon's Regulæ Trium Ordinum Literarum 
Typographicarum, illustrating his modular system for designing letters



nevertheless an immense impact on the practice of printing and was still being quoted, 

almost word-by-word, more than 200 years later.72

Moxon’s close relationship to the Royal Society, peaking with his nomination as a 

fellow, navigated the important conversation between scholars and craftsmen, between 

scientists and artists, that Bacon so vehemently wished for.73 This conversation, a rare 

one in the end, was propagated through a common belief in the power of the press. Ar-

chitecture, as both a mathematical science and a mechanical art, spoke to both erudites 

and traders through the printed pages of Moxon’s rule-books, reflecting in many ways 

Evelyn’s insistence on the fundamental role of the Architectus Manuarius, the building 

workman translating a design into substance.74 Oldenburg, for his part, firmly believed 

in the mediation of the printing press for such cross-breeding to improve the industries. 

Both the Transactions and the Exercises shared the mission of travelling through a wide 

geography of readerships thanks to their experimental periodicity. As argued by Johns, 

during the Transactions’ uncertain hiatus Moxon’s successful Exercises, which appeared 

just a few months after Oldenburg’s death, immediately became a candidate to replace 

the journal.75 The fluid, cheap and far-reaching frequency of both publications and their 

essence as at once product and vehicle for a learned approach towards the crafts make 

this argument fully plausible. The lengthy advertisements for Moxon’s Exercises which 

appeared in the Transactions in 1678 could then similarly be read as steps towards a 

public recognition of his enterprise for the Society’s future acquisition. The Exercises 

were briefly reviewed and advertised in two consecutive issues in 1678 together with 

Moxon’s new ‘English Globe’ designed by Roger Palmer (1634–1705), Earl of Cas-

tlemaine (see ch. 3). Moxon needs therefore to be considered an important representa-

tive for the Transactions’ editorial model. His insistence on an architectural mind-set 

towards the trades, as well as of course his revolutionary periodical strategy, mirrored 

quite directly Oldenburg’s ideals for a modern use of the press to ‘Store’ the ‘Variety’ of 

the architect’s ‘materials’. For Moxon, an association with the architect could turn the 

art of printing into an authorial process of design. Architecture then acted as a figurative 

72  See Carole S. Bliss, Some Aspects of Seventeenth Century English Printing with Special Reference to 
Joseph Moxon (University of California, 1965) 25.

73  Ochs, ‘The Royal Society of London’s History of Trades Programme’, 148.

74  See the lengthy analysis of Evelyn’s definition by Matthew Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture 
in Post-Restoration England (Oxford University Press, 2017), 43–50.

75  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 81.
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Fig. 1.15  J. Moxon, title page for Mechanick Exercises applied to the Art of 
Printing, London 1683



catalyst, suggesting processes of making in which cultivating scholarship and mastering 

the crafts should not be distinguished activities.

So far, the chapter has investigated the material and intellectual settings for the 

making of the Transactions’ tangible form, as a journal, an assemblage of printed pages 

and the outcome of London’s complex world of printing. A closer examination is now 

presented into the milieus where the Transactions’ editorship originated and developed 

during the last decades of the seventeenth century, specifically through the physical 

environments around which the Royal Society were constructing their collegiate meth-

odologies.

The plans and realities of the College

Moxon drew from his own experience as printer and book-maker for the compiling 

of the second volume of the Exercises, as well as for his books on lettering, in order to 

recast the premises of the printing offices as a legitimate place for knowledge-making. 

Similarly, the Transactions’ contents relied on physical and urban relations not only for 

collection, printing and distribution, but also for their effective production, discussion 

and recording. Both the Transactions and the Exercises drew from the modernity of a 

Baconian printing press in order to bring arts and sciences to a concurrent periodical 

realm as collective forms of transaction. In fact, if Moxon’s mission with the second 

volume of Exercises was to develop a critical appraisal of the printing workshop as a 

proper architectural typology, at the same time a similar project was being undertaken 

by early fellows of the Royal Society for building a legitimate house of experiment. 

This was a place where empirical trial-and-error could acquire a collegiate dimension by 

devising a physical ‘space’ where specific kinds of interactions would facilitate empiri-

cal learning.76 Solomon’s House, notably presented earlier in the century in Bacon’s 

76  The notion of architectural ‘space’ is a modern one. As pointed out by Adrian Forty, it was through 
late nineteenth-century German philosophy that the construct of space acquired the meaning that we 
today adopt in architectural discourse. On the other hand, historian of science Stephen Shapin has used 
the term in an investigative sense and especially to discuss the search for and use of physical premises 
where the early Royal Society was establishing their empiricism. See Adrian Forty, Words and Buildings: 
A Vocabulary of Modern Architecture (London: Thames and Hudson, 2004); Steven Shapin, ‘The House 
of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’, Isis 79, no. 3 (September 1988): 373–404, https://doi.
org/10.1086/354773; Shapin, A Social History of Truth. I use the term in brackets to clarify its modern 
nature in respect to an early modern historical context, while at the same time stressing my architectural 
reading of seventeenth-century places for experiment.
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New Atlantis (1627), was the ideal institution which most forcefully inspired the Royal 

Society’s intellectual making through the search for a College. As argued by Joseph 

Glanvill shortly after the foundation of the Society, ‘Salomon’s House in the NEW 

ATLANTIS was a Prophetick Scheam of the ROYAL SOCIETY’.77 Inspired by the 

Judaic myth of King Solomon, Bacon pictured a fabled institution governing the island 

of Bensalem and inhabited by great intellectuals. Solomon’s House was to be a beacon 

for improving ‘the knowledge of causes, and secret motions of things; and the enlarg-

ing of the bounds of human empire’. As such, the institution was equipped with specific 

architectural elements and ‘spatial’ apparatuses to facilitate empirical learning: towers 

for observing the heavens; deep wells and laboratories for chemical experiments; ‘en-

gine-houses’, ‘sound-houses’ and ‘perspective-houses’ to study and reproduce natural 

phenomena; gardens and parks for botany; furnaces for ‘mechanical arts’ and of course, 

libraries and printing presses.78

Solomon’s House was only the most notable of a series of utopian institutions which 

occupied much literature over the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. Oth-

ers, like Thomas Moore’s Utopia (1516), Valentin Andreae’s Christianopolis (1619) 

or more recently Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667), share in some ways Bacon’s mythi-

cal characters for ideal architectures.79 Envisioning an institution to host the Society’s 

experimental activities was nothing less than the architectural materialisation of their 

scientific agenda and methodology. It is important to remember at this point that until 

the mid-seventeenth-century places to produce forms of experimental knowledge were 

generally private enclosures and inaccessible domestic premises, echoing the traditions 

of hermetic secrecy.80 As collectiveness became one of the pillars of empiricism, natural 

77  Joseph Glanvill, Scepsis Scientifica (London 1665) IXV.

78  See New Atlantis, published in Francis Bacon, Silva Silvarum (London 1627).

79  See for example Joseph Rykwert, The First Moderns: The Architects of the Eighteenth Century (Cam-
bridge: The MIT Press, 1983), 132–34; Gregory Claeys, Utopias of the British Enlightenment (Cambridge 
University Press, 1994); Chloe Houston, Renaissance Utopia : Dialogue, Travel and the Ideal Society 
(London: Routledge, 2014); Jeffrey Theis, ‘Milton’s Principles of Architecture’, English Literary Renais-
sance 35, no. 1 (2005): 102–22; Maarten Delbeke, ‘An Unstable Sublime’, Lias, no. 2 (2016): 281–296, 
https://doi.org/10.2143/LIAS.43.2.3197380; Joseph Lyle, ‘Architecture and Idolatry in “Paradise Lost”’, 
Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 40, no. 1 (2000): 139–55, https://doi.org/10.2307/1556158; 
James C. Davis, Utopia and the Ideal Society: A Study of English Utopian Writing 1516-1700 (Cambridge 
University Press, 1983). See also John Aubrey’s description of Bacon’s own apartments in London. John 
Aubrey, ‘Brief Lives’, Chiefly of Contemporaries, ed. Andrew Clark (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1898).

80  For more see for example Steven Shapin, ‘“The Mind Is Its Own Place”: Science and Solitude in 
Seventeenth-Century England’, Science in Context 4, no. 01 (March 1991), https://doi.org/10.1017/
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philosophers heralded a shift in the physical configuration of the experiment by reas-

sessing its typology. Over the course of the seventeenth century private homes, printing 

houses and apothecary shops started offering settings for informal, even impromptu col-

legiate conversations on physical sciences, mechanics and instrument-making, all in the 

name of transparency and enhanced visibility.81 

Indeed, the production of matters of fact relied heavily on the transferral of infor-

mation, such as experiments, objects and events, which only existed in the context of a 

specific place and a specific time. Shapin argues that ‘the transformation of mere belief 

into proper knowledge was considered to consist of the transit from the perceptions and 

cognitions of the individual to culture of the collective’.82 The production of reliable 

knowledge laid in its successful transferral between individuals and collectives within 

a specific physical environment. These places, providing a subtle yet increasing public 

dimension to the notion of experiment, rose during the latter part of the century as in-

novative stages for the advancement of knowledge. From the College of Physicians to 

the Society of Apothecaries and the Barber-Surgeons, institutionalisation and patronage 

found their best embodiment in architecture.83 Even before its official foundation, the 

Royal Society was looking for a durable statement, a resourceful environment and an 

effective symbol to host, promote and ultimately embody their upcoming experimental 

agenda. 

Meaningfully, the unofficial name for the Society’s collective precursor was ‘Invis-

ible College’. An allegorical image from 1618 belonging to the Rosicrucian tradition 

has been notably associated by Frances Yates with this ‘Invisible College’, establishing 

S026988970000020X.

81  See for instance Shapin, ‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’; Patrick Wallis, 
‘Consumption, Retailing, and Medicine in Early-Modern London’, The Economic History Review, New 
Series 61, no. 1 (2008): 26–53; Priscilla Metcalf, ‘Living over the Shop in the City of London’, Architec-
tural History 27 (1984): 96–103, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568454; H. E. Bell, ‘The Savilian Professors’ 
Houses and Halley’s Observatory at Oxford’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 16, no. 2 
(1961): 179–86.

82  Shapin, ‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’, 375.

83  See for example Matthew Walker, ‘Architecture, Anatomy, and the New Science in Early Modern 
London: Robert Hooke’s College of Physicians’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 72, 
no. 4 (December 2013): 475–502, https://doi.org/10.1525/jsah.2013.72.4.475; Bill Hillier and Alan Penn, 
‘Visible Colleges: Structure and Randomness in the Place of Discovery’, Science in Context 4, no. 1 
(March 1991): 23–50, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0269889700000144; Christine Stevenson, Medicine and 
Magnificence: British Hospital and Asylum Architecture, 1660-1815 (New Haven: Paul Mellon Centre, 
2001).
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a thread between Hermeticism and the early Royal Society (fig. 1.16).84 A ‘brotherly’ 

pursue of knowledge was embodied in a cubic building, resting on four wheels, topped 

with four circular turrets and a dome and lantern in the middle. Inside, a figure sitting 

at a table could be seen carrying out experiments with the aid of instruments. This case, 

as speculative as it may be, provides a clear impression of the kind of institutionalisa-

tion that the group was interested in earlier in the century. As soon as the project for the 

Royal Society started gaining momentum around mid-century, designs started turning 

the ‘Invisible College’ into a proper ‘visible’ place through the architecture of a col-

legiate establishment.85 So Thomas Sprat described the unofficial years between the 

Society’s beginnings in 1660 and its official foundation in 1662: ‘what was perform’d in 

this interval, may be rather styl’d the Temporary Scaffold about the building, rather than 

the Frame itself’.86 The metaphorical essence of Sprat’s building imagery was mirrored 

in design proposals which, over the second half of the century, had the goal of mate-

rialising just such architectural positivism. If the Society’s method could be described 

figuratively with the erection of a building, its programme was to be hosted in a real, 

ad hoc construction. Indeed, a house was an essential component for the formulation of 

early modern experiment. 

Early ideas for an institution were proposed as soon as the 1640s, although mem-

bers started actively promoting actual building construction from the 1650s onwards.87 

The first concrete plan came from John Evelyn who, in a letter to Robert Boyle dated 6 

May 1657, commented on Henry Wilkinson’s design for a ‘Mathematico-Chymico-Me-

chanical Schoole’.88 In 1659 Evelyn wrote again to Boyle about his ‘little foundation’, 

including not only a precise account of the organisational structure of the institution, 

84  Frances Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment (London: Routledge, 1972), chap. 4.

85  Dorothy Stimson, ‘Comenius and the Invisible College’, Isis 23, no. 2 (September 1935): 373–88, 
https://doi.org/10.1086/346969.

86  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 60.

87  See H. M. Knox, ‘William Petty’s Advice to Samuel Hartlib’, British Journal of Educational Studies 
1, no. 2 (May 1953): 131–42, https://doi.org/10.1080/00071005.1953.9972895; Hunter, Wicked Intelli-
gence, 164–65.

88  Letter from J. Evelyn to R. Boyle, 9 May 1657, in Diary and Correspondence of J. Evelyn (London 
1871) p. 605. See also Jackson I. Cope, ‘Evelyn, Boyle, and Dr. Wilkinson’s “Mathematico-Chymico-
Mechanical School”’, Isis 50, no. 1 (March 1959): 30–32, https://doi.org/10.1086/348724.
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Fig. 1.16 T. Schweighardt Constantiens, 'The Temple of the Rose Cross',  
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but also an accurate description of its architectural layout (fig. 1.17).89 His ‘Philosophic 

Mathematic College’ was a Renaissance-style ensemble located outside of London and 

organised around a central rectangular court, about 40x25metres with a fountain in the 

middle. A main two-storey pavilion on the south front, decorated with a broken pedi-

ment, statues and columns would host all the main spaces for the Society, including the 

refectory, library, drawing room and lodging. A chapel faced the pavilion from the north, 

its colonnaded façade decorated with volutes, a clock and a small dome. Four smaller 

barrel-vaulted buildings would house the professors and all around pastures, woods and 

orchards would enclose this idyllic, self-reliant, secluded and autonomous institution.90 

Evelyn’s vision for a physical manifestation of experimental life was mirrored in 

other contemporary accounts, such as Abraham Cowley’s A proposition for the Ad-

vancement of Experimental Philosophy (1661), likely inspired more or less directly by 

Evelyn’s designs.91 Similarly to Evelyn, Cowley’s plans consisted in three enclosed 

quadrangles with lodgings and laboratories, a chapel, a library, a public school, kitch-

ens, botanical gardens and astronomical observatories.92 Cowley’s proposal, not unlike 

Evelyn’s designs, was ambitious but realistic. The author curiously insisted that ‘we 

do not design this after the Model of Solomons House in my Lord Bacon’. That, in the 

ironic words of Cowley, ‘is a Project for Experiments that can never be Experimented’. 

Instead, Cowley’s design lied ‘within such bounds of Expence as have often been 

89  See Diary of John Evelyn, 1 September 1659; Evelyn Papers, vol. CLXXIV, British Library MS 
78341. For more on Evelyn’s designs see also Michael Hunter, ‘A “College” for the Royal Society: The 
Abortive Plan of 1667-1668’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 38, no. 2 (1984): 160; 
Michael Hunter, Establishing the New Science: The Experience of the Early Royal Society (London: Boy-
dell, 1989), 180–84; Charles Webster, The Great Instauration: Science, Medicine, and Reform, 1626-1660 
(Oxford: Peter Lang, 2002), 98; Cope, ‘Evelyn, Boyle, and Dr. Wilkinson’s “Mathematico-Chymico-Me-
chanical School”’, 32; Friedman, Alice T. ‘John Evelyn and English Architecture’, in Therese O’Malley 
and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, eds., John Evelyn’s ‘Elysium Britannicum’ and European Gardening 
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1998), 153-170. Whereas these well-
known designs have been mentioned many times, no one has apparently focused on the level of architec-
tural awareness that Evelyn dedicates to his design.

90  A great part of Evelyn’s account was dedicated to the organisation of the institution itself. This in-
cluded members and employees, salaries, a strict code of conduct, a detailed calendar and rigid daily 
programmes. Members of the College were in fact supposed to live a highly regulated and profoundly 
dedicated life, ‘like Carthusians’. Among the employees was also ‘an Artist’ to help in the laboratory.

91  Cowley was a great admirer of Evelyn and of the Royal Society. He dedicated his essay ‘The Garden’ 
to Evelyn and he even wrote an ode to the Royal Society, under Evelyn’s suggestion, greatly inspired by 
Bacon’s Novum Organum. This poem was printed at the beginning of Sprat’s History of the Royal Society.

92  Abraham Cowley, A proposition for the Advancement of Experimental Philosophy (London 1661), pp. 
22-28.
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Fig. 1.17  J. Evelyn, plan and details for a 'Philosophic Mathematic College’ 
1659. Evelyn Papers, vol. CLXXIV, British Library MS 78341



exceeded by the Buildings of private Citizens’.93 Sprat later confirmed that Cowley’s 

proposal ‘of erecting a Philosophical College [...] was in every way practicable’.94

Both Evelyn’s and Cowley’s ideas say a lot about the material value, practical effi-

ciency and consequential prestige that an architectural setting could entail. In his Char-

ter from 1662, the King had granted to Society 

full power and authority to erect, build, and construct, or to make or 

cause to be erected, built, and constructed, within our City of London, or 

ten miles of the same, one or more College or Colleges, of whatsoever 

kind or quality, for the habitation, assembly, and meeting of the aforesaid 

President, Council, and Fellows of the aforesaid Royal Society.

Despite the interest of early fellows in specific designs and the royal permission 

to move forward with them, actual architectural schemes for a Royal Society College 

failed to materialise. Given the dramatic circumstances surrounding London’s urban, 

social and political environment, a profound lack of patronage accompanied the Soci-

ety’s early life, which in turn shaped the role played by architecture in defining their 

experimental authority. In 1660 the Royal Society officially started meeting at Gresham 

College, a late-sixteenth century block founded by Thomas Gresham as his private es-

tate and later fully converted in a higher education institute.95 The building was located 

between Broad Street and Bishopsgate Street, about 120metres south of the London 

Wall (fig 1.18).96 The old quadrangular building was organised around a courtyard of 

about 20x20m and included lodgings for the professors, laboratories, a repository, a 

library and a reading hall with an amphitheatre on the east side, where the Society met 

on a regular basis. The west gate opened into a stable yard, south of the main courtyard. 

Gresham College acted not only as the physical space that hosted the Society’s early 

meetings, but it was a major drive in establishing membership and associations—for 

93  Cowley, 28.

94  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 59.

95  For more see Francis Ames-Lewis, Sir Thomas Gresham and Gresham College: Studies in the Intel-
lectual History of London in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Ashgate, 1999).

96  Francis R. Johnson, ‘Gresham College: Precursor of the Royal Society’, Journal of the History of 
Ideas 1, no. 4 (October 1940): 413, https://doi.org/10.2307/2707123; Ian Adamson, ‘The Royal Society 
and Gresham College 1660-1711’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 33, no. 1 (1978): 
1–21.
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Fig. 1.18  G. Vertue, view of Gresham College, in J. Ward, Lives of the 
Professors of Gresham College, London 1740 (British Library)



instance many of the Society’s founding members were also Gresham Professors. The 

courtyard at Gresham also came to be associated with the practices of the early modern 

scientist. When visiting the place, satirist Ned Ward noted the importance of the court-

yard for the intellectual performance of scientific thinking: 

We [...] came into a Spacious Quadrangle, where, in a Melancholy 

Cloister, we saw a Peripatetick walking, ruminating [...] his steps he 

measur’d out with that exactness and deliberation, that, I believe, had just 

such a Number fail’d by bringing him to the end of the Cloister, he would 

have been in a great Passion with his Legs.97 

In actuality, alongside the solitary, reflective contemplation of individual fellows, the 

Society held regular collective meetings in the rooms of Gresham College. Alongside a 

larger meeting hall for more official events and other spaces for lodgings and deposits, 

fellows gathered more or less regularly on a weekly basis in a smaller meeting room ‘22 

foot long and 18 foot broad’.98 The contents of each session were recorded in the Soci-

ety’s council book.99 Here experiments were performed and discussed, papers were read, 

instruments and inventions presented, findings displayed for shared attention. It was 

also here that Oldenburg, as editor of the Transactions, suggested possible content for 

his journal, often in the form of letters, drawings or other objects sent to him by con-

tributors and publicly read and exhibited for collective approval. When visiting London 

in 1663 Samuel Sorbière admired the Society’s meeting room: 

The Room where the Society meets is large, and Wainscotted; there is 

a large Table before the Chimney, with Seven or Eight Chairs covered 

with Green-cloth about it, and Two Rows of Wooden and Naked 

Benches to lean on, the First being higher than the other, in form like an 

Amphitheatre.100 

97  Ned Ward, The London Spy, Part III, (London 1699) p. 8-9.

98  C. Martin David, ‘Former Homes of the Royal Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of 
London 22, no. 1/2 (1967): 13, http://www.jstor.org/stable/531183.

99  For the original Council Minutes (CMO) see CMO/1 (1663-1682) and CMO/2/1-144 (1682-1700).

100  Samuel de Sorbière, A Voyage to England (London 1709) p. 36.
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It was through a system of architectural transactions, between the design of an 

empirical method and the limited performances of physical place, between the ideal of 

collective house of experiment and the practice of publication, that the Royal Society 

was negotiating its establishment. In fact, despite soon becoming the Society’s physi-

cal reference point, the meeting rooms at Gresham College were never really satisfac-

tory and even became the object of architectural initiatives. For instance in 1674 Hooke 

pierced a hole through the first floor and roof of his room in order to build a vertical 

telescope to study the earth’s parallax, with a remote lid and an observation deck on the 

roof (fig. 1.19).101 

Such transactional conditions became even more problematic after 1666, as Gresh-

am College was spared by the fire but the Society had to relocate, as their building was 

temporarily used as the Royal Exchange. Thankfully, Henry Howard, later 6th Duke of 

Norfolk, offered the Royal Society some rooms in his Arundel House, an estate in west 

London. The group ended up staying there until 1673, when they were able to move 

back to Gresham College. Arundel House was a place of some artistic prestige: Thomas 

Howard, Henry’s father, was a traveller and art collector. He was patron of Inigo Jones 

and went to Italy with him in 1613, also acquiring a great collection of marble statues, 

today known as the Arundel Marbles.102 However the house was actually a rather unas-

sertive establishment, as illustrated in the etchings by engraver Wenceslaus Hollar, an-

other of Howard’s protégés (fig. 1.20). The estate consisted of a central courtyard with 

stables and lodgings and an oblong medieval block in the east where the Society met.103 

In the south, Italian-style gardens opened up towards the river, with a water tower and 

a private dock. The main access was granted through a narrow passage on the Strand 

decorated with a doorway designed by Jones in the 1610s (fig. 1.21).104 

101  A similar apparatus would then be built next to the Greenwich Observatory, inside the Monument 
to Great Fire and an attempt would even be made to insert it in the south tower of St. Paul’s Cathedral. 
Drawings of this were then published in his Attempt to Prove the Motion of the Earth (London 1670). See 
also Lisa Jardine, ‘Monuments and Microscopes: Scientific Thinking on a Grand Scale in the Early Royal 
Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 55, no. 2 (2001): 289–308.

102  Elisabeth Angelicoussis, ‘The Collection of Classical Sculptures of the Earl of Arundel, “Father of 
Vertu in England”’, Journal of the History of Collections 16, no. 2 (1 November 2004): 143–59, https://
doi.org/10.1093/jhc/16.2.143.

103  David, ‘Former Homes of the Royal Society’, 12–19.

104  John Summerson, Architecture in Britain, 1530-1830 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 83.
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Fig. 1.19  R. Hooke, section of the southern block of Gresham College 
with his in-built zenital telescope and detail for its remote opening lid. 

In R. Hooke, Lectiones Cutleriane, London 1674



At the time of the fire, the Arundel House had visibly deteriorated and was ulti-

mately demolished in the 1680s, despite Christopher Wren’s proposals to renovate it.105 

Still, during this time the Society made use of the rooms of the Arundel House and of its 

antiquities. As argued by Hanson, ‘the Arundelian marbles were important not only for 

their inscriptions but because of the physical connection they provided to the ancients’ 

(fig. 1.22).106 Sprat praised such temporal transaction that the premises at Arundel House 

seemed to facilitate: ‘now methinks in Arundel house, there is a perfect representation, 

what the real Philosophy ought to be: As there we behold new inventions to flourish 

among the Marbles, and Images of the Dead’.107 Similarly to Sorbière, when Lorenzo 

Magalotti visited London in 1668 he provided a description of the Society’s meeting 

room at the Arundel House, which evidently mirrored the same patterns arranged at 

Gresham:  

The meeting place is a room in the house of the Earl of Arundel, in the 

midst of which is a large round table surrounded by two rows of seats, 

and closer in, by a circle of plush-covered stools for strangers. [...] In a 

corner of the room there is a table where the experiments are prepared 

each by its own inventor.108

Despite the role that these premises played for the benefit of the Society’s immedi-

ate needs, fellows were never really satisfied by neither Gresham College nor Arundel 

House and longed for an ad hoc place. Evelyn’s plans from the 1650s became the first of 

a series of unsuccessful designs proposed over the following decades but never real-

ised. Henry Oldenburg, at the time busy in secretarial and editorial duties, became the 

strongest supporter of this architectural initiative. In 1667, when the Society had just 

moved to the Arundel House, he and other fellows officially put Robert Hooke and later 

Christopher Wren in charge of laying out new designs.109 A lengthy letter from Wren to 

105  See Anthony Geraghty, The Architectural Drawings of Sir Christopher Wren: At All Souls College, 
Oxford: A Complete Catalogue (Lund Humphries, 2007), 205.

106  Craig Hanson, The English Virtuoso: Art, Medicine, and Antiquarianism in the Age of Empiricism 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 67.

107  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 253.

108  R. D. Waller, ‘Lorenzo Magalotti in England 1668-1669’, Italian Studies 1, no. 2 (January 1937): 54, 
https://doi.org/10.1179/its.1937.1.2.49.

109  Hunter, ‘A “College” for the Royal Society: The Abortive Plan of 1667-1668’.
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Fig. 1.20 W. Hollar, view of London (above) after the Great Fire, 1667, detail. 
Number 166 on the lower left indicates the imprint of the destroyed Royal 
Exchange. The block numbered 167, around the centre of the map, is Gresham 
College. Bird's eye view (below) of the City of London, 1660, with a detail of the 
Arundel House. North and south views (right, above and middle) of the courtyard 
in the Arundel House, 1646. View of London (bottom right) from the roof of the 

Arundel House, 1646



Oldenburg dated June 1668 describes a building proposal in detail.110 Indeed, Olden-

burg’s involvement in these designs was substantial and he followed their development 

closely both architecturally and financially.111 Oldenburg was constantly concerned with 

the physical availability of the Arundel House and as Secretary also oversaw many of 

the collegiate discussions for a ‘perpetual establishment’.112 Wren’s project was more 

compact and urban than Evelyn’s earlier vision and gained Oldenburg’s approval: a sin-

gle building block measuring around 30x10metres, four stories high. It included labora-

tories, a library, a repository and a cupola for the anatomy theatre and the observatory. 

A large meeting room, two stories high with a gallery, was fitted with moving screens 

to accommodate bigger crowds.113 This efficient plan was abandoned in 1669, when the 

King granted the Society the use of the lands around Chelsea College, but which again 

did not lead to a definitive design. 

Importantly, all these initiatives were supported by the fellows themselves and 

financed with their own money, which Oldenburg was responsible for collecting. This 

was also the main reason why none of these attempts ever became a reality. Charles II 

was supporting his Royal Society by granting them the right to act as an official division 

of the state, but otherwise did not get involved in the practical matters of their experi-

mental methodology. Both Sorbière and Magalotti noted the King’s detachment towards 

the Society’s daily activities, in turn characterised by a ‘rustic’ spirit.114 It should not 

be surprising then if Charles II, after having granted permission to build a college, es-

sentially left the Society to its own devices. Oldenburg was so desperate that in 1668 

considered ‘begging for the Society’s establishment’.115 Fellows may have looked with 

significant admiration at the successful case of the new Royal College of Physicians, de-

signed by Robert Hooke and completed in 1679. The building, with its modern octago-

nal anatomy theatre, was in fact visited regularly by fellows of the Society.116

110  Andrew T. Bolton, ed., Wren’s Society, Vol. 2 (Oxford University Press: 1925) 48-49.

111  See especially Hunter, ‘A “College” for the Royal Society: The Abortive Plan of 1667-1668’. 

112  Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-1668, vol. 4 
(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1967), 224.

113  Bolton, Wren Society, 48-49.

114  Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, 230–32.

115  Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-1668, 4:117.

116  Walker, ‘Architecture, Anatomy, and the New Science in Early Modern London’, 481–82.
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Fig. 1.21  I. Jones, Italianate doorway for the Arundel House, 1610s. From J. 
Summerson, Architecture in Britain 1530-1830 (Yale University Press) 83

Fig. 1.22  N. Tallis, 'Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel', 1618 (detail). In 
the painting we get a glimpse of Arundel’s collection of sculptures displayed 
in the Renaissance-styled southern block of his estate. A paved barrel-
vaulted corridor ends with an arched balcony overlooking the Thames. On 
each side, classic statues on quadrangular pedestals accompany to the end of 
the block, with natural light coming from the west through a row of windows



During the late 1670s, Oxford became the stage of what has been considered a close, 

albeit partial, materialisation of Bacon’s earlier vision for Solomon’s House. Thanks to 

Elias Ashmole’s donation of his collection of rarities in 1677, a building was erected 

between 1679 and 1683 to accommodate his collection, in part inherited from the 

Tradescant family, and the first to be opened to the public.117 Known today as the Old 

Ashmolean Museum, the building was possibly designed by Robert Wood or even Wren 

himself and held an important chemical laboratory, the ‘Officina Chimica’, which owed 

much to Bacon’s original vision and to Boyle’s initiatives (fig. 1.23).118

In 1704, Christopher Wren went to work once more on the designs for a Royal 

Society building, this time pressured by an imminent forced removal of the group from 

Gresham College after Hooke’s death in 1703. The design was ‘comprised in a space of 

ground 40 foot in front and 60 foot deep’, smaller than the previous version but which 

still included almost all the same settings, and which again remained on paper.119 The 

only room that was actually built, almost a decade later and possibly after these same 

designs, was a repository.120 The room, erected between 1711 and 1712, was a two-

storey rectangular volume, 12 metres by seven with each floor of about three metres 

high. A gallery, one-half metres wide, would run around the perimeter of the second 

floor, leaving the majority of the building as a double height volume with a skylight 

(fig. 1.24). The repository constitutes an important place of the early Royal Society and 

as such it has been investigated at length.121 Alongside its practical role for storage, the 

repository in fact also had a crucial representational function as the only publicly ac-

cessible room of the Society, therefore working as a sort of physical and architectural 

117  Jim Bennett, Stephen Johnston, and Anthony Simcock, Solomon’s House In Oxford: New Finds From 
The First Museum (Oxford: Museum of the History of Science, 2000).

118  Marcos Martinón-Torres, ‘Inside Solomon’s House: An Archaeological Study of the Old Ashmolean 
Chymical Laboratory in Oxford’, Ambix 59, no. 1 (March 2012): 22–48, https://doi.org/10.1179/1745823
12X13296104891436; Hunter, Establishing the New Science, 176–77.

119  Royal Society Register Books, RBO/9/57.

120  Jim Bennett, ‘Wren’s Last Building?’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 27, no. 1 
(1972): 107–18. Royal Society Manuscripts, CMB/63.

121  See for example Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 159–87; Jennifer M. Thomas, ‘A “Philosophical Store-
house”: The Life and Afterlife of the Royal Society’s Repository’ (Queen Mary, University of London, 
2009); Allen D. Simpson, ‘Newton’s Telescope and the Cataloguing of the Royal Society’s Repository’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 38, no. 2 (1984): 187–214; Hunter, Establishing the 
New Science, 123–55.
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Fig. 1.23 M. Burghers,  east front of the Ashmolean Museum, 1685



manifesto of its accomplishments.122 It was considered a landmark for anyone visiting 

the country, or even a freakish attraction, with Ned Ward commenting that its contents 

‘look’d as Ghostly as the Picture of Michel Angelo’s Resurrection’.123

The architectural concerns of natural philosophers, being as they were autonomous 

and largely independent from the State, ended up suffering similar urban insecurities as 

the Transactions’ printing concerns. Proposed designs for a purpose-built college, span-

ning over half a century, testify the unassertiveness of an architecturally empirical effi-

cacy. For Oldenburg, a generic setting was not enough: just as he was developing a new 

form of publishing to suit the needs of modern experimentation, he was also desperately 

looking for a site-specific solution to the empirical and ‘operative ferment’ of an ex-

perimental methodology. In other words, both the contribution of a publication and of a 

building to meet the needs of English natural philosophy were typological. This search, 

mirroring Moxon’s appraisal of the printer’s workshop, took the shape of an ongoing 

conversation, a transaction between built and un-built, between the inspirational utopias 

of Bacon’s Solomon’s House, the compromises of Gresham College and Arundel House 

and the quadrangular enclosures, compact blocks and galleries constituting the Society’s 

ideal meeting places. ‘What the Society tried to develop [Biagioli has argued] was not 

increased independence but new modes of dense interdependence’.124 Sprat recognised 

such transactional continuity as a sort of architectural design process between the exist-

ing places of Gresham and the projects by the Society’s architects: ‘when I consider the 

place it self; me thinks it bears some likeness to their Design’.125 As it will be investi-

gated in the following section, the relation between printed, designed, built and un-built 

was indeed a transactional one, involving book making, laboratories and the design 

modes typical of Oldenburg’s journal.

122  See Hunter, Establishing the New Science, chap. ‘Between cabinet of Curiosities and Research Col-
lection: The History of the Royal Society’s “Repository”’.. 

123  Ward, The London Spy, Part III, 9.

124  Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, 210.

125  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 93.
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Fig. 1.24  Plan for the repository of the Royal Society. 1730. Royal Society 
Manuscripts, CMB/63



Printing the (Un)Built

It has been argued so far that, when it came to the material production of uncharted 

realms of learning, both printed and built realities around the early Royal Society can 

be read as transactions and shared experimentations within London’s urban uncertainty. 

The Philosophical Transactions, with the material qualities constituting its periodical 

format and the physical circumstances surrounding its conception, is presented as a 

gateway into such complexities. The transactional processes between printed and built, 

investigated in relation to journal making, architectural modes of printing and intel-

lectual building searches, will be further examined by arguing that such realities were 

intertwined through common transactional modes of thinking and doing rooted within 

perceptions of the printed and their built counterparts.

As Johns has pointed out, late seventeenth-century printing in London was often a 

domestic enterprise, one in which printing house and living quarter were normally found 

in the same premises and as such could be regulated by informal social and professional 

dynamics.126 Concurrently, the very threshold between home and workshop, between 

private and public, was contested and often unclassified. The bookshop was ‘a cultural 

frontier between street and home’ where the acquisition of printed works was often the 

occasion for social interaction.127 Both The Bell and The Sign of Atlas were examples 

of just such ‘spatial’ ephemerality where reading, speaking and ultimately buying a 

book were occasions for expanding notions of collectiveness. Hence the fluid premises 

of book making were themselves an entry point into enclosed worlds of intellectual 

stimuli. As Bennett has observed, the informal organisation of early modern philosophi-

cal practitioners meant that ‘Groups of like-minded-men formed and dispersed; ideas 

were exchanged; instruments were copied and designs disseminated; authors were 

plagiarized’.128 Advocating for an architectural approach towards the business of print-

ing, Moxon was hoping to reverse parts of this paradigm by reallocating to the master 

printer the intellectual authorship of the architect and by reidentifying the very premises 

of the workshop. By enabling the typological specificity of a place, Moxon contended, 

126  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 75–79.

127  Johns, 120.

128  Jim Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002; 1st edn 1985), 9.
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the industry of what was performed in that place could be implemented. In fact, the ur-

ban realm where Moxon lived and worked acted as a great arsenal in the epistemologi-

cal geography of printing. Around St. Paul’s, Johns argues, ‘every building had a role 

to play in the making and moving of words’, with the cathedral itself, first derelict, then 

burnt to the ground, entirely demolished and finally rebuilt, being a pivotal reference 

point in the architecture of London’s printing trade, as well as the tragic resting place for 

many of London’s books.129 Similarly, Moxon’s knowledge on construction, masonry 

and building informing his first series of Exercises was cultivated both through special-

ised architectural books, such as Fréart’s Principes, but also through acquaintances and 

informal conversations around the streets of London, in coffeehouses, pubs and book-

shops like his own Sign of Atlas.130 London’s urbanity was itself a place for learning, 

often located somewhere between the private and the public.

Not unlike the metropolitan realms informing Moxon’s Exercises, the Royal Society 

was similarly trying to overcome the transient experimental milieus of private homes, 

street shops, workshops and other types of ‘industries in which new processes had been 

introduced’.131 The informal and fragmented urban domain of seventeenth-century Lon-

don book-retailers, pubs, ale-houses and coffeehouses has already been recognised as a 

potent intellectual drive for political upheaval but also for the kind of collective con-

versation at the basis of an informed and progressive mentality.132 ‘Throughout central 

London [Johns again argues] [...] the coffeehouse and the bookshop were to be found in 

close proximity’.133 Similarly to Moxon then, the ad hoc spaces for collegiate laboratory 

life, whose typology Oldenburg was trying to establish for the Royal Society, reflected 

129  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 68. Another local example are the printing presses at Oxford Uni-
versity. Originally located in the basement of the Sheldonian Theatre, the two printing workshops were 
later moved into the much more adapt University Pronging House, now Clarendon Building, designed by 
Nicholas Hawksmoor and completed in 1715 right next to the Theatre. The schemes for the symmetrical 
building, housing rooms for the two printing companies at Oxford, may have resulted from Hawksmoor’s 
knowledge of Moxon’s Exercises. See Gadd, The History of Oxford University Press, chap. 3.

130  Long, At the Sign of Atlas, 88–90.

131  Christopher Hill, Intellectual Origins of the English Revolution: Revisited (Oxford University Press, 
2001), 66–67.

132  The literature of early modern London’s coffee houses is vast. See for example  Brian William 
Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee: The Emergence of the British Coffeehouse (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 2005); Lawrence E. Klein, ‘Coffeehouse Civility, 1660-1714: An Aspect of Post-Courtly 
Culture in England’, Huntington Library Quarterly 59, no. 1 (January 1996): 31–51, https://doi.
org/10.2307/3817904.

133  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 112.
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its own institutional drive towards legitimacy by reassessing a balance between private 

and public, such as between the old alchemist’s apartment and the new coffeehouse. 

Such balance was largely uncharted territory, as the notion of a collective ‘space’ for 

knowledge-making at once typologically defined and open to the public was in itself 

essentially new. The same word laboratory (or elaboratory) was still not in common 

use around the mid-seventeenth-century and constituted in effect an original category.134 

If, on one hand, ‘the culture of the collective’ was the crucial touchstone to evaluate the 

‘cognitions of the individual’, on the other hand notions of legitimacy were still reliant 

on a certain level of appropriation and ownership. As a result, the premises of Gresham 

College and the Arundel House, already insufficient for the Society’s experimental pro-

gramme, were often the grounds for disputes over their accessibility. 

When Evelyn commented on Wilkinson’s proposal for a school during the 1640s, he 

insisted that it be made ‘publique as should from tyme to tyme be judged convenient’.135 

For Cowley, modern knowledge could never be obtained by ‘the solitary and unactive 

Contemplation of Nature, by the most ingenious Persons living, in their own private 

studies’.136 Similarly, Sprat insisted that the task of the experimenters was to ‘carry the 

eyes, and the imaginations of the whole company into the Laboratory with them’.137 

However, despite this insistence on openness, the reality of the Society’s life, both at 

Gresham College and at the Arundel House, was more problematic. 

As I have already shown earlier in this chapter, the Society was forced to rent its 

premises with a certain level of compromise, epitomised perhaps best by the case of 

Hooke’s personal observatory built at Gresham. Additionally, the practicalities relat-

ing to public involvement were contested. Thomas Hobbes openly criticised the un-

equivocal gap between the Royal Society’s mission towards public dissemination as 

announced ‘on paper’ and the actual state of their agenda. Hobbes claimed that Gresham 

fellows were not occupying a public place and therefore access to their activities was 

highly restricted and monetised. ‘Those Fellows at Gresham [wrote Hobbes] […] dis-

134  Shapin, ‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’, 377.

135  Letter from J. Evelyn to R. Boyle, 9 May 1657, in Diary and Correspondence of J. Evelyn (London 
1871), p. 605. The public aspect of the proto-scientific institution imagined by Evelyn seemed in fact to 
be the main element missing from Wilkinson’s earlier educational plan. See Cope, ‘Evelyn, Boyle, and 
Dr. Wilkinson’s “Mathematico-Chymico-Mechanical School”’, 31–32.

136  Cowley, A proposition for the advancement of experimental philosophy, Preface.

137  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 99.
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play new machines, […] which are not to be seen without payment. All of them are my 

enemies’.138 Similarly, Lorenzo Magalotti lamented that entering the premises of the 

Society at the Arundel House, again a private estate, as a passer-by was not allowed.139 

The College was neither open nor public, neither freely accessible nor truly a scene for 

social debate. This contradictory nature can perhaps be better understood once more by 

the case of Robert Hooke.  His improvised vertical telescope and observatory were de 

facto a private place, built within his own lodgings for his own astronomical experienc-

es. For Shapin, Hooke’s apartments were both ‘the most important site for experimental 

trials of Restoration England’ and ‘in practice a private place’.140

The Philosophical Transactions similarly lived between the private and the public.141 

The hundreds of copies of the Transactions, appearing monthly in several of London’s 

bookshops, densely written and illustrated, featuring the most varied philosophical 

content for a curious public, established in themselves an informal network of writers, 

printers and readers informing their own physical interactions and architectural transac-

tions. Oldenburg never hid the fact that the journal, albeit printed under the approval 

and imprimatur of the Royal Society, was his own initiative, financially, logistically 

and substantially. Oldenburg, editor of the journal, occupied a professional and intel-

lectual realm caught between the authority of a collegiate institution and his own ‘pri-

vate diversions in broken hours’. Both the job of editor and that of secretary were titles 

whose form and limits Oldenburg himself helped shaping. His responsibilities in both 

these instances were hence fluid and largely still in the making.142 This was evidently 

reflected in the material production of the journal investigated earlier in this chapter. 

Oldenburg was able to singlehandedly manage the Transactions’ manufacture in ways 

which were unheard of, by a dynamic conversation between individuals, institutions and 

workshops which remained part of the Transactions’ editorial mechanisms over the fol-

138  See Shapin and Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump, 112–15.

139  ‘l’entrarvi a semplice titolo d’un passaggiere curioso non è permesso’. Waller, ‘Lorenzo Magalotti in 
England 1668-1669’, 52.

140  Shapin, ‘The House of Experiment in Seventeenth-Century England’, 387.

141  Marie Boas Hall, ‘The Royal Society’s Role in the Diffusion of Information in the Seventeenth 
Century (1)’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 29, no. 2 (1975), http://www.jstor.org/
stable/531464.

142  See Rob Iliffe, ’Author-mongering: the ‘editor’ between producer and consumer’, in Bermingham 
and Brewer, The Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800, 166-192. 
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lowing decades. For the journal’s re-launch in 1682, Oldenburg’s successor Robert Plot 

insisted that ‘the Writing of these Transactions is not be looked upon as the Business of 

the Royal Society’. Yet, Plot clarified, the Society ‘thought fit to take care for the revival 

hereof’.143 If the institutional line establishing boundaries of authorship was blurred, 

its practical reflection on the physical matters of ‘space’ was evident. Shortly after Plot 

added that:

Letters for this purpose, may be directed thus, For the Secretary of the 

Royal Society. To be left with Mr. Hunt at his House in Whale-bone 

Court, in Bell-Alley in Coleman Street; Or, at the Repository in Gresham 

College, London.144

Henry Hunt (d. 1713), former assistant to Robert Hooke and a skilled painter and 

engraver, was engaged in a number of material labours and administrative tasks at the 

Royal Society: Operator in 1676, Keeper of the Library and Repository and House-

keeper from 1696 after Hooke himself.145 From 1682, Hunt also became the fundamen-

tal point of contact for the Transactions’ publishing system. Hunt was undertaking that 

laborious task, initiated by Oldenburg, of materially collecting manuscripts of articles, 

drawings, reports, letters for publication in the journal. Evidently, his own private apart-

ments near St. Paul’s and the more openly recognised Repository at Gresham College 

constituted equally valuable references for the Transactions’ practical aspects, again 

locating the journal’s essence between an intimate initiative and a public venture, a 

transaction between individual and collective places.

In this sense, the Transactions is a manifest example of how the disconnectedness 

between the ideal of an openly visible experimental company and the reality of Lon-

don’s more unidentified urban realms establish more than a contextual backdrop for 

understanding both the journal’s physical qualities and the larger culture of printing 

investigated in this chapter. For Oldenburg, building a house of experiment for Royal 

Society actually seemed to mirror many of his editorial preoccupations. Not unlike 

the Transactions’ mission to publicise ‘solid and usefull knowledge’, a College was ‘a 

143  ‘The Preface’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 143 (1683), 2. At the time, Plot was also Professor of Chemistry at 
Oxford and in 1683, while editor of the Transactions, became first keeper of the Ashmolean Museum.

144  ‘The Preface’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 143 (1683), 2. 

145  See Henry W. Robinson, ‘The Administrative Staff of the Royal Society, 1663-1861’, Notes and Re-
cords of the Royal Society of London 4, no. 2 (1946): 193–205; Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 120–21. 
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publick and usefull work’ and would ‘fixe us (who are now lookt upon but as Wander-

ers, using precariously thee lodgings of other Men) in a certain place’.146 The innova-

tive, even idealistic mission of a learned journal to sponsor and manifest the designs 

of an experimental collective reflected similar interests for a proper, built statement to 

empirical knowledge. The relation between these two aspects needs to be understood as 

a significant architectural transaction between the designs for a journal and a house of 

experiment, both reflecting the explorative concerns and the ingenuity of architectural 

research. One may even suggest that, given the experimental nature of both printing and 

building for a collective and the shared objectives to legitimise collegiate endeavours, 

the editing and printing of a journal and the designing and building of a laboratory were 

actually attempts to answer a similar necessity.

Indeed, if buildings were largely recognised as statements of power, intellectual 

fertility, organisational efficiency and monetary success, publications were similarly the 

terrain for a debated negotiation between partiality and completeness, authorship and 

ephemerality.147 Concurrently, modern uses of books were mediated by their ‘spatial’ 

arrangement, for the promotion of a disenchanted scholarly culture unattached from 

secular traditions.148 Technical lexicons and encyclopaedias like Moxon’s Exercises 

were, in Israel’s words, ‘the most striking manifestation of the intellectual revolution of 

the time’.149 John Harris’ richly illustrated Lexicon Technicum from 1704, for instance, 

was a milestone in the search for a standardised, universal vocabulary, anticipating in 

many ways the enlightened ethos of Diderot. Praised in the Transactions, the design 

146  Letter from Oldenburg to Boyle, in Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-
1668, 4:116–17.

147  For more on the early modern cultures of reading, see for example Ann Blair, ‘Reading Strategies 
for Coping with Information Overload ca. 1550-1700’, Journal of the History of Ideas 64, no. 1 (January 
2003): 11, https://doi.org/10.2307/3654293; Adrian Johns, ‘The physiology of reading in restoration Eng-
land’, in James Raven, Helen Small, and Naomi Tadmor, eds, The Practice and Representation of Read-
ing in England (Cambridge University Press, 2007), 138-161; Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions. The 
Politics of Reading in Early Modern England (Yale University Press, 2000); Kevin Sharpe and Steven N. 
Zwicker, Reading, Society and Politics in Early Modern England (Cambridge University Press, 2003); 
Adam Smyth, ‘Profit and Delight’: Printed Miscellanies in England, 1640-1682 (Wayne State University 
Press, 2004); Richard Yeo, Notebooks, English Virtuosi, and Early Modern Science (University of Chi-
cago Press, 2014).

148  See for instance Kimberley Skelton, ‘Reading as a Gentleman and an Architect: Sir Roger Pratt’s Li-
brary’, Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society 53 (2009): 15–50; Skelton, The Paradox of Body, 
Building and Motion in Seventeenth-Century England.

149 Jonathan Israel, Radical Enlightenment. Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 1650-1750 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 134.
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for the Lexicon was presented as ‘different from that of most others’ in its explanatory 

nature and was fully endorsed by the Society’s modern ideas of literacy.150 Indeed, the 

seventeenth-century crisis of universities and the shift of scholarly learning into more 

universal knowledge depended heavily on the open-mindedness behind innovative 

book-design as well as on a typological reconfiguration of their reading, not just in the 

bookshop but especially in the library. The Bodleian in Oxford, for instance, already 

praised by Bacon for its organisational rigour, was considered a gem of England’s 

learned community precisely for its accessibility and its physical organisation facilitat-

ing innovative forms of reading.151 Evelyn’s Instructions concerning the erecting of a li-

brary from 1661, a translation of libertine Gabriel Naudé’s 1627 Advis pour dresser une 

bibliothèque, are in turn the most evident indication of the Society’s own concerns with 

a time-appropriate understanding of the book. For Evelyn modern learning, embodied 

by the Royal Society’s programme, necessitated practical guidelines on the physical 

conditions for reading and the management of books. In turn, initiatives like Harris’ and 

Evelyn’s were framed by the wider seventeenth-century debate known as the querelle 

des anciens et des modernes, a literary fervour between ancient and modern learning, 

first spurred in Paris and especially known in England from the 1690s as the ‘battle of 

the books’.152 The term, epitomised in Jonathan Swift’s homonymous satire from 1704, 

narrated a literary battle between ancient and modern books, coming to life in St. James’ 

Library to embody their authors. The Royal Society was one of the inevitable centres 

of this debate around the alleged superiority of ancients authors against contemporary 

thinkers and was often targeted for its grandiose yet trivial agenda.153 

150  Hans Sloane, ‘Account of a Book’, in PT, vol. 24, n. 292 (1704), 1699. The second edition of the 
Lexicon, published in 1710, was meant a continuation of the first book ‘without any Repetition’. The 
voice ‘Architecture’ appeared as a short list of the main publications on the topic thus far, including 
Moxon’s Vignola and Evelyn’s Parallel. The second volume also included a long section on ‘Building’ 
inspired by Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises.

151  Kimberley Skelton, ‘The Malleable Early Modern Reader: Display and Discipline in the Open Read-
ing Room’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 73, no. 2 (June 2014): 188–91, https://doi.
org/10.1525/jsah.2014.73.2.183; Israel, Radical Enlightenment. Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 
1650-1750, 129–30; Skelton, ‘Reading as a Gentleman and an Architect: Sir Roger Pratt’s Library’.

152  see especially Joseph Levine, Between the Ancients and Moderns: Baroque Culture in Restoration 
England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999).

153  For example, the fantastic flying island of Laputa from Swift’s Gulliver Travels (1726) was a colle-
giate institution of contemplative sky-gazers hovering above the earth’s surface. This was an open critique 
to the Society’s alleged detachment from worldly issues through a satire of Solomon’s House. Curiously, 
Swift’s narrative technique, adopting an external narrator to add a layer of substantiation to his stories, 
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The appropriation and uses of architectural settings for conveying problematic no-

tions of authority as well as the practical needs of a new philosophical method can be 

effectively unfolded through the perception of images and texts. In fact, it can be argued 

that the value of the printed in the transferral of architectural identities to the benefit of 

epistemic authority was typical to the seventeenth century. Generated from both the rise 

of more sophisticated book-making and the increasing significance attributed to notions 

of place for the making of modern learning, through the 1600s publications became reli-

ant on visualising the where as well as the what. For instance, astronomer Tycho Brahe 

made his home and Palladian-styled observatory of Uraniborg into a symbol of his own 

accomplishments, including plans, sections and elevations in his seminal 1602 publica-

tion Astronomiae Instauratae Mechanica (fig. 1.25).154 Brahe famously also installed an 

expensive in-built printing workshop within the premises of his laboratory and turned 

book-making into an integral component of his astronomical activity.155 A few decades 

later, Kepler sealed Brahe’s modernity through the decorative refinement of a Corinthi-

an column in his Astro-poecilo-pygrium (‘tower of the stars’ or ‘temple of astronomy’) 

illustrating his Tavolae Rudophinae (1627). Kelper used a fascinating architectural 

metaphor where the evolutionary nature of the orders was recast to express scientific 

progress (fig. 1.26).156 Architecture remained a powerful signal to convey prowess in 

well-known seventeenth-century publications such as Johannes Hevelius’ Machina Coe-

lestis (1679), John Flamsteed’s Historia Coelestis Britannica (published posthumously 

in 1725) or Walter Charleton‘s New Enquiries into Human Nature (1680) (fig. 1.27).157 

Astronomical observatories and anatomy theatres were the typological embodiment of a 

was largely inspired by the literary production of matters of fact such as those put in place in the Transac-
tions. See for example Steven Shapin, ‘Pump and Circumstance: Robert Boyle’s Literary Technology’, 
Social Studies of Science 14, no. 4 (1984): 481–520; Bermingham and Brewer, The Consumption of Cul-
ture, 1600-1800, chap. Rob Iliffe, ’Author-mongering: the ‘editor’ between producer and consumer’, pp. 
169–170.

154  Jole Shackelford, ‘Tycho Brahe, Laboratory Design, and the Aim of Science: Reading Plans in Con-
text’, Isis 84, no. 2 (1993): 211–30; Owen Hannaway, ‘Laboratory Design and the Aim of Science: An-
dreas Libavius versus Tycho Brahe’, Isis 77, no. 4 (1986): 584–610.

155  For more see Johns, The Nature of the Book, 6–20.

156  Mikael Rågstedt, ‘About the Cover: Kepler and the Rudolphine Tables’, Bulletin of the American 
Mathematical Society 50, no. 4 (10 June 2013): 629–39, https://doi.org/10.1090/S0273-0979-2013-01416-
2; Stefano Gattei, ‘The Engraved Frontispice of Kepler’s Tabulae Rudolphine - a Preliminary Study’, 
Nuncius 24, no. 2 (2009): 341–65.

157  Flamsteed House, as the Greenwich Observatory was originally known, was itself the object of a fer-
vent debate over the accessibility and spatial significance of its premises. See Bernard Lovell, ‘The Royal 
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modern system of knowledge. As such, publications could acquire realism, materiality 

and credibility by literally ‘printing the built’.158

Within such culture of the book, the Transactions similarly contributed by offering 

their readers around Europe a specific picture of the Royal Society’s laboratorial habits. 

As mentioned before, bookshops and printing workshops, as well as private lodgings 

around London and the collective rooms at Gresham were all stages for the journal’s 

complex production system. Given both the intense output that the journal evidently 

proposed and the uncharted dynamics of its making, what the Transactions seemed to 

anticipate about the Society’s protocols rarely lived up to the expectations. When Ger-

man bibliophile Zacharis Conrad von Uffenbach visited London in 1710, he was fairly 

disappointed by the state of the Society’s premises and especially by the repository. 

He described the room as ‘two long narrow chambers’, where objects were randomly 

placed, many of them being broken, dirty or ruined and where ‘Hardly a thing is to be 

recognised’.159 Uffenbach had an exalted idea of the Society from reading publications 

coming from its printers, as they gave a seemingly eternal life to findings and events of 

Gresham College. Alongside the Transactions, of which he was an avid reader, Uffen-

bach also relied on the purpose-published catalogue of the Society’s repository, the 

Musaeum Regalis Societatis compiled by Nehemia Grew in 1681. From July 1678, a 

few months after having succeeded Oldenburg as secretary of the Society and editor of 

the Transactions (and seemingly as part of his secretarial duties),160 Grew started com-

piling a raw index of the rarities, specimen and inventions contained at the time in the 

repository. Two years later the large volume in folio was published, offering the inter-

national reader an ordered, and as it turned out largely glorified, image of the Society’s 

repository. The steady life of printed images evidently clashed with the finite and lim-

ited existence of real objects, often simply victims of the inevitable passage of time and 

turning, in the words of Ned Ward, into ‘memorandums of mortality’.161 As argued by 

Society, the Royal Greenwich Observatory and the Astronomer Royal’, Notes and Records of the Royal 
Society of London 48, no. 2 (1994): 283–97.

158  See also Stevenson, Medicine and Magnificence.

159  Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 168–69.

160  Grew was Secretary between January 1678 and February 1679.

161  The repository in fact, much like the other rooms around Gresham College and the Arundel House, 
was moved several times during the late 1600s, first from Hooke’s own apartments at Gresham to the 
Arundel House, then back to the first floor of the west gallery of the College in 1675 until the new space 
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Thomas, far from being a preservative collection, the repository was in fact actively 

accessed, virtually and actually, through the printed pages of the Transactions and the 

Musaeum.162 This ‘agency internal to the repository’ was crucial for the establishment 

of the Society as a body both existing on a physical, architectural level as well as on a 

methodological and printed realm.163

The Transactions, therefore, was part of a conflicted world of printing and building, 

both instrumental in cementing the still uncertain milieus of early modern epistemology. 

The composition of a periodical and its physical production and consumption existed 

through a ‘spatial’ system of transactions, established only by questioning the current 

transient uses of books and places.

Conclusions

This chapter has illustrated the transactional network of material, intellectual, physi-

cal and technological relations regulating the Transactions’ modes of production. It has 

argued that the journal’s original character laid in its unique composition, design and 

manufacture in relation to London’s urban conditions. The journal hence lied on a fron-

tier between seventeenth-century realms of printing and building and actively contrib-

uted in establishing material, figurative and procedural connections between the two.

Through an examination of the journal’s material essence, layout and modes of mak-

ing, I have started by presenting its unique character and the fluid connections existing 

with the uncertain urban reality of London. These have emerged as transactions between 

actors, such as editors, printers and readers, practices of collecting, assembling con-

tent, manufacturing and distributing and their printed outcomes. Successively, the case 

of Joseph Moxon has presented explicit relations between a discourse on architecture, 

practices of book making and printed distribution, fostering a conversation between 

early modern sciences and arts and mirroring Oldenburg’s editorial concerns with the 

Transactions. Next, I explored the various projects for a Royal Society College and the 

was ready in 1712. On the other hand, Grew’s Museum potentially had an impact on the space itself. In 
December 1682 he was made praefectus Musaei Regalis Societatis and was ordered to further systematise 
the collection. Birch, History of the Royal Society, IV, 171.

162  Thomas, ‘A “Philosophical Storehouse”: The Life and Afterlife of the Royal Society’s Repository’, 
118–19.

163  Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 177.
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house in Danzig, in Machina Coelestis, vol. 2, Danzig 1679. J. Flamsteed, views (below 
left) of the quadrant installed at the Flamsteed House (now Greenwich Observatory) in 
1675, in Historia Coelestis Britannica, London 1725. W. Charleton, front view (above) 
of R. Hooke's Anatomy Theatre for the Royal College of Physicians, in New Enquiries 

into Human Nature, London 1680



contrasting realities of their meeting places between Gresham College and the Arundel 

House. These have emerged as crucial settings where the search for experimental col-

lectiveness and early modern notions of ‘space’ for empirical practices established trans-

actions with Oldenburg’s editorship. Finally, I have further illustrated these transactions 

by examining the practical circumstances of the journal’s life in relation to early modern 

experimental concerns to questions of place, emphasising the significance of architec-

ture for the legitimisation of experimental content. Ultimately, this chapter has presented 

architecture both as a mobile contextual system to understand the Transactions’ material 

character, and as an evocative epistemic instrument to mobilize and inform practices of 

printing and journal making.
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TRANSACTION II

‘Under one View’

Introduction

Towards the end of his editorial career, Oldenburg insisted on the Transactions’ 

publishing purposes, ‘namely to collect and digest in one series, and to bring as into 

Methodical Volumes, or under one view, the shapes, features, statures, and all outward 

appearances, and also the intrinsick mentals and intellectuals of Mankind’.1 As this 

passage suggests, for Oldenburg an empirical accumulation of facts was mediated by 

their perception, by impressing on our senses ‘the shapes, features, statures, and all out-

ward appearances’ of natural things. This chapter is dedicated to unfolding the strategies 

adopted to visualize these appearances, in order to ‘bring [...] under on view’ external 

notions and to effectively reproduce them in the journal through practices of drawing. 

Such outcome, I argue, was the result of a multifarious system of actors, technologies 

and techniques adopted to optimize, enhance and ultimately manipulate the visual po-

tential of the journal’s illustrated pages.2 This chapter ultimately investigates multifac-

eted transactions between architectural processes of representation and techniques in the 

journal’s networked system of visual operations.

I start by introducing the ‘Parallelogrammum Proposographicum’ (prosopographic 

parallelogram), a drawing instrument presented in the journal in 1673 as a way to au-

tomate projective picturing from life. By illustrating the origins and unique features of 

this early modern instrument, I draw from architectural representations as experimental 

modes of natural-philosophical reproduction. I continue by investigating the optical 

interests of the Transactions, e.g. astronomical technologies, microscopy, geometrical 

1  Henry Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the twelfth Year’, in PT, vol. 11, n. 123 (1676), 554.

2  For a concise account of classic and recent historiography on the role played by images in shaping early 
modern scientific thought, see in particular Renzo Baldasso, ‘The Role of Visual Representation in the 
Scientific Revolution: A Historiographic Inquiry’, Centaurus 48, no. 2 (April 2006): 69–88, https://doi.
org/10.1111/j.1600-0498.2006.00042.x. Whereas this chapter will dwell only tangentially on the complex 
positioning of images in early modern natural philosophy, it is grounded on the recognition of the funda-
mental role played by both the production of non-verbal material to convey scientific ideas and their re-
production through uses of the press. Mostly within such context, I will in turn consider the fundamental 
and largely recognized importance of printed images for the history of architectural theory and practice. 
In particular, see Mario Carpo, Architecture in the Age of Printing: Orality, Writing, Typography, and 
Printed Images in the History of Architectural Theory (London; New York: MIT Press, 2001); Andre Ta-
vares, The Anatomy of the Architectural Book (Zurich, Switzerland: Lars Muller Publishers, 2015).
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projectivity, as searches into mechanized drawing processes. I argue that these constitute 

major forms of architectural transactions through examples from the journal’s extensive 

visual apparatus. Consequently, the complexities and compromises of early modern 

periodical image-making are investigated through an in-depth analysis into the material, 

authorial and relational aspects of drawing, engraving and printing within the journal. 

Finally, I explore the techniques and modes of representation adopted, suggested or ex-

perimented within the journal as ways to produce innovative illustrated content tailored 

to the empirical specificities of natural philosophy. This chapter ultimately points at the 

exploratory interests of the Transactions’ images as architectural transactions, induced 

through the journal’s investigative visual pursuits.

Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum

In 1673, Oldenburg published a seven-page essay in Latin entitled ‘Parallelogram-

mum Prosopographicum’ for issue 96 of the Philosophical Transactions. Its subtitle 

read ‘Sive Modus Novus Delineandi per Radios Parallelos ad Aequalitatem Orthograph-

icam, Gestus, Situs, Habitusque Quoscunque Humani Corporis, Servata Symmetria,& 

Proportione Partium’ (fig 2.1).3 The essay presented a mechanical device for drawing 

from life (ad vivum) using parallel lines (radios sparallelos) and therefore respecting the 

proportions of the model with orthographical accuracy (ad Aequalitatem Orthographi-

cam). The instrument, illustrated at the end of the essay (fig. 2.2), consisted of a vertical 

board, indicated with the letters QYXT, mounted on a tripod, with a pantograph at-

tached to it, indicated with ABCD. A pointer, indicated with the letters KA, was attached 

to one end of the pantograph, while on the opposite end a pencil L would draw on the 

board. By moving the pointer around the contours of the model a projected, inverted im-

age would be automatically outlined on the board as its 1:1-scaled ‘elevation’.

At the time of its publication, the prosopographical parallelogram was one of the 

very few of its kind. It operated through the principles of what today is commonly 

known as parallel projection, as a way to trace the features and contours of objects and 

human figures. As such, it was a distinct category of mechanical instruments coming 

3  Ioanne de Sancto-Claro Scoto-Lothiano, ‘Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 96 
(1673), 6079-6085. In the index of the volume, the title was translated into English: ‘a new way of ortho-
graphically delineating by parallel visual rays the posture and actions of an Humane body, exactly pre-
serving the symmetry and proportion of the parts; by Mr. John Saint-Clare’.
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from the family of projecting devices to assist drawing, such as the camera obscura, or 

perspective machines like Dürer’s grid or Ludovico Cigoli’s sighting device.4 While 

these instruments worked through the well-known principles of linear perspective, the 

parallelogram attempted at projecting a perfectly proportionate image onto paper using 

parallel lines. This, it should already be noted, was a technique traditionally associated 

with architectural representation rather than figurative art. More than two centuries 

earlier, Leon Battista Alberti had publicly advised that straight parallel lines in the form 

of plans and elevations were of better use in architecture than perspective, as the results 

were always ‘certain and determinate measures’.5 Raphael famously recast this same 

statement in 1519 in his letter to Leone X, stressing that ‘to the drawing of the architect 

belong measures always taken through parallel lines’.6 Rather than taking a picture of 

the world, the parallelogrammum attempted at carefully scanning it and at producing 

a perfectly measurable, architectural drawing of it. As such, it constitutes an epitome 

of the early Transactions’ exploratory visual potential. By experimenting with the ‘ad 

vivum’ paradigm within the realm of exact proportions, the device also carried with it 

epistemic conflicts between real and observed, image and projection, painterly and lin-

ear as well as more evidently persectiva naturalis and perspectiva artificialis. As it will 

be advocated in this chapter, the parallelogrammum can powerfully illuminate the early 

modern attitudes of the Transactions’ visual apparatuses as probes into the journal’s 

conflicting world of early modern representation.

The inventor of the parallelogrammum and author of the essay was George Sinclair, 

a Scottish mathematical practitioner close to the circle of the Royal Society.7 Sinclair 

was a protégé of James Gregory and assistant to John Collins, both mathematicians at 

4  See for instance Martin Kemp, The Science of Art: Optical Themes in Western Art from Brunelleschi to 
Seurat (London: Yale University Press, 1992), 170–200.

5  ‘Tra il dissegno del pittore e de l’Architetto gli e’ cotale differenza, che quello le elevature con combre 
e linee, e con cantoni spezzati si ingegna di porre mostra. L’Architetto, sprezzate le ombre, le elevature 
del disegnato fondamento ti mette innanzi. Et i spacij e figure di ciascuna facciata, e de lati con certe linee 
e veri cantoni dimostra, come colui che vuole l’opera sua, non con apparenti linee, ma con certe e deter-
minate misure esser notata’. De L’Architettura di Leon Battista Alberti (Venice 1541) II, I, 27v. See also 
Robin Evans, ‘Translations from Drawing to Building’, AA Files, no. 12 (1986): 3–18.

6  ‘al disegno dell’architetto s’appartengono le misure tirate sempre con linee parallele per ogni verso’.

7  The name of the author as presented in the journal is John St. Clare (Ioanne de Sancto Claro). Accord-
ing to Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, his name was actually George. See Rupert Hall and Marie Boas 
Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1673 - 1674, vol. 10 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin 
Press, 1975), 139.
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the Society, during the 1670s.8 Sinclair also had connections with St. Andrew’s Uni-

versity and may have been teaching mathematics and geography in London during the 

early eighteenth century.9 As explicated by Sinclair himself, his parallelogram for paral-

lel drawing was adapted from the stereograph, a drawing instrument designed by Jesuit 

German astronomer Christoph Scheiner and at the time one of the most recent iterations 

of a perspective machine.10 Originally designed in the early years of the seventeenth 

century, the stereograph first appeared in 1631 in Scheiner’s book Pantographice. The 

device was itself an ‘ad vivum’ adaptation of the epipedograph, a pantograph devised to 

rescale two-dimensional images.11 Scheiner’s stereograph was presented at the end of 

Sinclair’s essay and next to his own version, in a typical Transactions’ throwout page 

likely meant to be kept open while reading the essay (fig. 1.4). The stereograph similarly 

consisted of a parallelogram fixed on a board (fig. 2.3). While looking through a pinhole 

K, one could follow the shape of the model by moving the tracing arm P onto a window-

pane VXMH. The image would then be drawn by the opposite end of the pantograph R 

onto the adjacent drawing board. Much like its many ancestors, and as the name sug-

gests, the stereograph operated on the principles of single point perspective and was 

therefore intrinsically subjected to the rules of foreshortening. The extent of this effect 

then depended on the relative position of observer and model.12 

8  Herbert Turnbull, James Gregory: Tercentenary Memorial Volume (London: Bell, 1939).

9  Eva Germaine Rimington Taylor, The Mathematical Practitioners of Tudor & Stuart England (Cam-
bridge: Institute of Navigation at the University Press, 1970), 263..

10  Scheiner became well-known for his treatise Rosa Ursina in 1630, dedicated to the astronomical ob-
servation of the sun, but where Scheiner also explained his technique for grinding lenses and his use for 
the camera obscura. Scheiner also published Disquisitiones Mathematicae in 1614 and a book on optics, 
Oculus, in 1620. See Gordon Campbell ‘Scheiner, Christoph’, in Oxford Dictionary of the Renaissance 
(2005).

11  The epipedograph consisted of a movable pantograph which, through the adjustment of three of its 
vertexes, could trace and rescale an image. 

12  See also Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form (New York: Zone Books, 1991), 31–32. In a 
later Italian edition of Scheiner’s book, the editor Giulio Troili suggested to use this device to ‘Draw in 
plain anything as seen from afar, either Village, Mountain, Sea, Island, Fortress, City, Villa, Square, Ham-
let, House, Man, Beast, Stars (‘Disegnare in piano ogni cosa da noi veduta da lontano, sia Paese, Monte, 
Mare, Isola, Fortezza, Città, Villa, Piazza, Borgo, Casa, Huomo, Fiera, Stelle’). Giulio Troili, Prattica del 
Parallelogrammo (Bologna 1653), 18. Scheiner had equipped his machine with a series of hinges, allow-
ing the picture plane to be rotated at will. This however simply allowed the readjustment of the drawing 
board and did not reduce the effects of foreshortening. See also Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algo-
rithm (The MIT Press, 2011), 142, n. 71. 
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Fig. 2.3 J. Sinclair, reproduction of C. Scheiner's Stereograph, published 
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After buying a pantograph and testing it himself in 167213, Sinclair tried to rectify 

what he considered the stereograph’s limitations in order to maintain total proportion-

ality in portrait drawing: ‘I myself [he commented on the stereograph] have experi-

mented […] that there is no equal proportion between the parts of the copy [ectypi] 

and the same parts of the model [prototypi]’.14 In Sinclair’s rationale, the key issue was 

the distinction between the appearance of an object to the eye and its projection onto 

a plane. To illustrate this further, he used the example of a book, shown in his drawing 

in two guises: first in its ‘real’ appearance and then subjected to the laws of perspective 

representation.15 ‘From this [Sinclair argued] it is possible to perfectly distinguish the 

difference between the appearance of things and their projection.’ In order to visually 

problematize the distinction between appearance and projection, Sinclair then used the 

classic strategy of shadows: ‘in fact [Sinclair wrote] the closer candles are during the 

night, the bigger the hand, the foot or the other parts of the body will project shadows 

on the opposite wall.’ Scheiner’s stereograph acted similarly: ‘As the plane of the Paral-

lelogram is to the image of the body to be represented, so the wall is to the shadow.’ The 

practice of using shadows as projective systems, or skiagraphía, was not uncommon 

in the seventeenth century. It had been known since antiquity, carrying both notional 

and allegorical meanings of exactitude and truth. Myths around this theme include The 

Origin of Painting as well as Plato’s allegory of the cave. Cultivating the difference be-

tween sunlight and candlelight hence also promoted the very distinction between stereo-

graphic and orthographic projection (fig. 2.4).16 

Sinclair’s problem for rectifying the conic light of a candle was solved with none 

other than Kepler’s celebrated Dioptrice, the complex treatise on optics, published in 

1611, which laid out the formal bases and understanding for modern lens-grinding, tel-

escope-building, as well as focal magnification and reduction. Sinclair used Problem 53 

from the Dioptrice, involving the ‘casting of light through a convex lens through a long 

13  In a letter to Gregory from July 1672, Collins mentioned Sinclair’s parallelogram made ‘so as to 
designe an Object at a distance’. Sinclair had seen a similar instrument designed by instrument maker 
Hilkiah Bedford ‘after the common mode’, but which apparently he did not like. Later that year, Sinclair 
purchased a similar ‘very good ordinary Parallelogram’ for the bargain price of 40 shillings, which was 
supposed to be sent to Gregory at St. Andrews. Turnbull, James Gregory, 239–40.

14  Passages from Sinclair’s essay quoted hereinafter have been translated from the Latin by the author.

15  Of course, in the drawing both versions of the book appear as different kinds of projection.

16  See for example Evans, ‘Translations from Drawing to Building’; Peter J. Booker, History of Engi-
neering Drawing (London: Chatto and Windus, 1963), 1–7, 12.
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Fig. 2.4 Schematics for parallel and central projection using light rays. 
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distance in the dark’.17 The solution was the transformation of diverging candlelight rays 

into parallel rays through a convex lens. The result was a unidirectional beam of light, 

focused and therefore more intense (fig. 2.5). Sinclair pointed at the fact that a beam of 

organized light rays with no diffused illumination moved for a much longer distance 

than a conic one. And again, this was also the essential difference between candlelight 

and sunlight: 

another example [wrote Sinclair] of parallel images relating to shadows, 

[…] are those visible with a rising or a setting sun, with rays on a wall 

at right angles, […] [whose shadows] are geometrically identical to the 

bodies from which they are produced. 

The notion of sun-cast shadow was then applied directly to the case of drawing by 

assuming 

that parallel rays are emanated from every point of the model, and 

that they fall onto the plane of the pantograph with angles that are 

as perpendicular as possible; if we can do that, all that remains to be 

investigated is how the visual ray can trace at least all the main points of 

the model.

And this was the crucial, practical aspect of the problem, solved by turning the fixed 

pinhole on Scheiner’s stereograph into a moving pointer. This would then leave the eye 

‘free to move and without constraints’. Sinclair designed this diopter sight, which he 

called ‘diottre’, so that it could move on two dimensions while always maintaining the 

same angular ratios with the pantograph and drawing board. By looking through two 

parallel frames, indicated with S and P, the eye of the draughtsman would then acquire 

the image always perpendicularly to the board. Accordingly, the windowpane mediating 

between the model and its reproduction, indicated with βγδε, was described as ‘true’, 

rational’ and ‘mathematical’ (vero mere rationale, sive mathematicum), stressing the 

crucial fact that the projected elevation always faithfully reflected the geometrical pro-

portions of the model, independently from distance and without marginal distortions.

17  ‘Lente convexa lumen de nocte longissime ejaculari’, in Ioannes Kepler, Dioptrice (Augusta 1611), p. 
19.
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Fig. 2.5 I. Kepler, page 19 from Dioptrice, 1611. Problem 53 is illustrated 
at the bottom with a candle with rectified light rays



Sinclair’s parallelogram was designed to produce faithful drawings through the use 

of an early deployment of parallel projection. The arguments, examples and analogies 

in his essay suggest a deeply empirical approach, largely made by direct observation 

and hands-on trials and culminating with the devising of the original optical mechanism 

of his viewfinder. Visual measurability, truthfulness and precision were researched by 

thinking about natural phenomena such as sunlight and shadows, by reproducing Ke-

pler’s optical experiments and by designing and building new instruments and compo-

nents. The use of parallel lines was intended as a matter of practical application, rather 

than a theoretical problem. Indeed, until the late eighteenth century parallel drawing 

itself acted largely as a practice without a theory.18 Whether we do have forms of archi-

tectural plans dating as far back as 2000 BC,19 the epistemic foundations of orthographic 

drawing, based on the concept of infinite space, would need centuries to be clearly 

exposed, namely thanks to Johann Lambert and later Gaspard Monge.20 Sinclair’s paral-

lelogram was never meant to tackle the theory behind the use of parallel drawing, but 

rather to experimentally borrow its properties for a practical act.21 The instrument was 

born as an analytical tool for understanding the tangible natural realm, rather than the 

vehicle for exploring an imaginary geometrical one. 

18  See for instance Mario Carpo, Frédérique Lemerle, ed., Perspective, Projections and Design. Tech-
nologies of Architectural Representation (London 2008), 1-4. This kind of projection did not even have 
name: for centuries it was often known as ‘soldierly’ perspective, stressing its nature as particular case of 
perspectival representation and insisting on its uses rather than its geometrical features. The term prospet-
tiva soldatesca, first appeared in Della Fortificazione delle Città in 1564, became common to identify 
parallel drawings. See Miguel Ángel Alonso-Rodríguez and José Calvo-López, ‘Prospettiva Soldatesca: 
An Empirical Approach to the Representation of Military Architecture in the Early Modern Period’, 
Nexus Network Journal 16, no. 3 (December 2014): 543–67, https://doi.org/10.1007/s00004-014-0216-6.; 
Émilie D’Orgeix, ‘Fortification and Military Architecture in Seventeenth century France’, in Carpo, Per-
spective, Projections and Design, 130-131. Attempts at defining this kind of projection were also made. 
Pierre Ango described it in his 1679 treatise on fortification as ‘a kind of perspective where […] lines that 
are parallel to the horizon will not lead to [the viewpoint] as in ordinary perspective’. Carpo, 130.

19  One notable example is the Mesopotamian statue of Gudea, also known as ‘the architect with a plan’, 
2350-2000 BC, now at the Louvre.

20  Scolari has demonstrated that forms of parallel drawing had been in use for millennia, but he has also 
insisted on the multifarious ways in which such technique was adopted and recast for different purposes 
and how the legitimization of parallel drawing took centuries to be fully accepted. See Massimo Scolari, 
Oblique Drawing: A History of Anti-Perspective (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 2015).

21  Sinclair’s treatise expectedly lacks any conscious concern with the word ‘infinity’, which at the time 
was still problematic. The concept of continuous infinity had been geometrically turned by Descartes and 
later by Leibniz from the indeterminate, cosmological Apeiron into a philosophically positive concept. At 
the same time, Desargues was making it into his operative projective setting, to which, however, Sinclair 
was essentially alien.
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Furthermore, the prime objective of Sinclair’s invention was exact and reproducible 

representability. In this sense, his search for prosopographical mechanised exactness ‘ad 

Aequalitatem Orthogrophicam’ pointed at the expediency of an architectural mind-set in 

order to quantify the human figure. In other words, what parallel lines could do for the 

Albertian architect, they could similarly do for the early modern natural philosopher.22 

With Sinclair’s mechanical device, images from life could acquire additional, precious 

properties of exactness and measurability, channelling architectural information for the 

research of the early modern experimenter. Indeed, Sinclair’s architectural strategies for 

parallel immediateness seem to fit within a culture of aesthetic technology belonging to 

the evolving mechanical sciences. As argued by Harbison, this fragmentary view of the 

universe can bridge early modern Baconianism and visual culture.23 When Anthony Van 

Dyck composed his famous triple portrait for Charles I in 1636, he seemed to be apply-

ing a similar visual strategy that Sinclair tried to mechanise nearly 40 years later (fig. 

2.6). Depicting the bust of the Monarch in three different views, profile, front and three-

quarters, the painting suggests an accurate study of the King’s physical features rather 

than a classic royal portrait. In fact, the work was not made for the King but for the 

attention of Gianlorenzo Bernini who, while in Rome, used it to remotely sculpt a bust 

for the King. Collapsing two distinct epistemic realms, Baroque science became here a 

technical art, one made of interdependent parts and composed for the practical benefit 

of a third party. The partial views composing the royal portrait hence fulfilled the same 

duties as Sinclair’s parallel technologies. ‘It is a world [Harbison notes] fragmented into 

egotistical atoms, where all kinds of new entity are claiming their own separate identity, 

lines, flourishes, briefest application of the brush’.24 

22  The difference between Alberti’s and Sinclair’s uses of parallel lines evidently lies in the fact that 
the former intended it as a an instrument to communicate a non-existent design, e.g. to produce an idea, 
while for the latter drawing constituted an analytical form of investigation into tangible, existing realms 
of nature. The point however still remains that for both representablity was best acquired through parallel 
proportionality. Additionally, Raphael’s letter mentioned earlier does in fact introduce parallel drawing as 
primarily applicable to surveying ancient buildings through the use of modern instruments. 

23  See for example the argument raised by Geraghty on Hawksmoor’s early drawings as actively laying 
on the threshold of painterly and linear and relatable to Locke’s philosophy on sensory acquisition of ex-
periential knowledge. Anthony Geraghty, ‘Nicholas Hawksmoor’s Drawing Technique of the 1690s and 
John Locke’s “Essay Concerning Human Understanding”’, in Rethinking the Baroque, ed. Helen Hills 
(London: Ashgate, 2011), 125–41.

24  Robert Harbison, Reflections on Baroque (London: Reaktion Books, 2000), 42.
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Fig. 2.6 A. Van Dyck , Triple Portrait of Charles I, 1636



For Sinclair, proportionate images were the ultimate locus of natural truth and the 

very search for proportionality could be automated, infinitely reproduced and public. 

The experimental collections of the Philosophical Transactions were the ideal theatre 

for an exploratory investigation into the multiple meanings of image-making. As it will 

be argued hereinafter, this search was mediated by modes of thinking and doing, such as 

optics, surveying, mechanical design and physical modelling, intertwined with architec-

tural representation, painting and landscape drawing, making for a complex system of 

visual ‘variety’, at once fragmented and existing ‘under one view’. 

Drawing with Lenses

In the Great Didactic (1641), Comenius stated that ‘Seeing is believing’.25 Borrow-

ing largely from Baconian philosophy, for Comenius one’s education was produced pri-

marily through the act of directly observing and appreciating natural facts.26 Knowledge 

was visual and the eye was the crucial organ facilitating any learning process. Promot-

ing a continuous, uninterrupted view through the visor of his parallelogram, Sinclair’s 

research took this visual premise to a further level by adopting an early modern archi-

tectural framework. For him an image of nature could not only be recorded, but imple-

mented and enhanced by changing its visual strategy and by mechanising it. Technology 

and the mechanical arts informed by architecture could add complex layers of informa-

tion and meaning to the production of scientific natural facts. ‘Ut varias usus meditando 

extunderet artes’, a quote pulled from Virgil’s Georgics to open Sinclair’s essay, further 

expresses a positivistic, Baconian approach towards a culture informed by the advance-

ment of the arts (fig. 2.1). Literally ‘That use by gradual dint of thought on thought 

might forge the various arts’, the passage suggests that the Prosopographical Parallelo-

gram was in fact meant to contribute to a cumulative and always improvable scientific 

understanding thanks to the continuous experimental advancement of applied arts.27

25  John Amos Comenius, The Great Didactic, Translated into English and edited by M. W. Keatinge 
(New York: Russell & Russell, 1967) 186.

26  See for instance Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing. Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 93–94.

27  See for example Jim Bennett, ‘The Mechanics’ Philosophy and the Mechanical Philosophy’, History 
of Science 24 (1986): 1–28.
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Indeed, Sinclair’s intentions were rooted within the analytical world of applied 

natural philosophy. John Locke for one was familiar with Sinclair’s ‘short way of take-

ing Lanscapes or copys of pictures by his parallelogram’.28 When trying to describe the 

behaviour of his projective plane, Sinclair even wrote: ‘since the Astronomers speak of 

a Parallel Sphere, why can’t I speak of a Parallel image?’29 His intellectual references 

for parallel representation were astronomers and mathematicians like Kepler, Euclid and 

Scheiner. The latter had famously been involved in an astronomical dispute with Galileo 

Galilei, who almost single-handedly triggered modern experimental thinking when he 

depicted the moon using a sort of painterly parallel projection.30 Similarly, Sinclair’s 

key issue was the distinction between image and projection, between an object and 

its representation. To illustrate this further, he quoted in his essay mathematician and 

architect François D’Aguillon in the preliminary notes of the sixth book of his Opti-

corum Libri Sex, ‘On Projections’: ‘In fact [paraphrased Sinclair] the appearance only 

depends on two things, the position of the object and the view of the observer; on the 

other hand, the projection also requires a plane […] on which the visual rays fall in dif-

ferent ways.’31 D’Aguillon’s compendium on optics, published in 1613, was well-known 

and included a long section on orthographic drawing and its application for representing 

buildings (fig. 2.7).32 Sinclair must have been familiar with the book, of which refer-

ences were also made in the works of Scheiner.33 As mentioned before, Sinclair was also 

assistant to both John Collins and James Gregory, both distinguished members of the 

Royal Society: the former was interested in applied mathematics, especially navigation 

28  Locke seems to have been referring here to the traditional pantograph rather than Sinclair’s version. 
See Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1673 - 1674, 10:2298–99.

29  A parallel sphere indicates the celestial sphere seen from either the north or the south pole of the earth, 
where all the celestial bodies seem to move in small circles parallel to the horizon. See for example Jean 
Blaeu, Institutio Atronomica (Amsterdam 1668) 40-41.

30  See M. G. Winkler, Mary G. Winkler and Albert Van Helden, ‘Representing the Heavens: Galileo and 
Visual Astronomy’, Isis 83, no. 2 (1992): 209–11. F. Camerota, ‘The eye of the Sun. Galileo and Pietro 
Accolti on orthographic projection’, in Carpo, Lemerle, Perspective, Projections and Design. Technolo-
gies of Architectural Representation, 121-125.

31  See ‘Quid inter rei apparentiam, & proiectionem intersit’, in François D’Aguillon, Opticorum Libri 
Sex (Antwerp 1613) p. 494.

32  The section also included a short discursive part on how to describe orthographically the façade of a 
building (‘Aedificii frontem adverso spectatam orthographice in plano describere’).

33  August Ziggelaar, ‘The Impact of the Opticorum Libri Sex’, Strabismus, 20, 3 (2012) 133-138.
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Fig. 2.7 F. D'Aguillon, frontiespiece for the sixth book of Opticorum 
Libri Sex, 1613. The plate, engraved by Rubens, illustrates the geometrical 
principles of stereographic projection through shadows cast by an armillary 

sphere



and cartography; the latter, a fervent astronomer, had recently presented in his Optica 

Promota (1663) a new type of reflecting telescope. 

If visual observation was the gateway to exact knowledge, optics was the crucial key 

to unlock its most hidden doors. This, in turn, could inform understandings of architec-

tural representation. Sinclair’s whole inspiration seems in fact to stem out of early mod-

ern optical technology, one of the major interests of the Royal Society in its early life. 

It’s no coincidence that the first article of the first issue of the Transactions mentioned in 

the previous chapter was a short paper on optical glasses, inspired by Giuseppe Cam-

pani’s pamphlet Ragguaglio di Nuove Osservazioni, published in Rome a few months 

earlier.34 The next issue included a review of Robert Hooke’s celebrated Micrographia, 

highly praised for having improved all ‘the New Discoveries in Nature, and the New 

Inventions of Art’. Hooke’s book was rich with detailed illustrations, all coming from 

his revolutionary use of the microscope and especially through the perfecting of indirect 

illumination.35 Then, the fourth issue featured a whole series of observations on optics 

with Hooke, Adrien Auzout and Campani himself discussing the features of optical 

glasses.36 Successive issues of the journal featured dozens of these debates, especially 

until the early 1670s, with authors such as Henry Justel, Newton and Leeuwenhoek.37 

34 ‘An Accompt on the Improvement of Optick Glasses’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 1 (1665), 2-3. A review of Cam-
pani’s book had appeared a few months earlier in French Journal des Scavans. Campani was an Italian 
mathematician and inventor who made considerable technical improvements on the design and produc-
tion of telescopes and microscopes during the second half of the century. He started working in Rome but 
then moved to the Royal Observatory in Paris. From there his work was noticed by the Royal Society. 
Silvio A. Bedini, ‘The Optical Workshop Equipment of Giuseppe Campani’, in Journal of the History of 
Medicine, Vol. 16, No. 1 (1961), 18-38. 

35  Making microscopic observations also raised a problem of lighting the magnified object without alter-
ing its colours or compromising visibility. Hooke’s microscope solved this problem by producing indirect 
light with lenses and covers. Lisa Jardine, ‘Monuments and Microscopes: Scientific Thinking on a Grand 
Scale in the Early Royal Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 55, no. 2 (2001): 
298. See also Allan A. Mills, ‘Vermeer and the Camera Obscura: Some Practical Considerations’, Leon-
ardo 31, no. 3 (1998): 213, https://doi.org/10.2307/1576575. 

36  See PT, vol.1, n. 4 (1665), 55-77. These are six consecutive papers that constitute a conversational 
narrative, each article dealing more or less directly with the previous contributions.

37  Newton was famously involved in these debates for his development of the reflecting telescope in the 
late 1660s and early 1670s. Anthony van Leeuwenhoek was also author of many observational papers. 
Dozens his ‘microscopical observations’ appeared regularly in the Transactions from the early 1670s and 
with particular intensity until the late 1680s. As a result of the success of his letters, Leeuwenhoek was 
made a foreign member of the Royal Society in 1680. Articles which more specifically dealt with the sub-
ject of optics are also extremely popular between 1665 and 1673 (I counted more than 30), ranging from 
discussions on vision, to illumination and telescope-making. Occasional papers on these matters appear 
in later issues, but in considerably smaller number. Book reviews also seem to follow this pattern (see be-
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Wren also famously contributed in 1669 with his ‘Engin’, a device for grinding hyper-

bolical glasses ‘promised’ by the author in a previous article.38 In 1696 the journal pre-

sented a ‘Water Microscope’, designed by Stephen Gray (1666-1736) and inspired by 

those made by Huygens.39 This portable brass instrument made use of a drop of water, 

encapsulated in a small hole, to magnify tiny objects by use of the drop’s double con-

vexity. By deforming the drop of water into a sphere with an adjustable pin, the image 

of an object could be magnified and its proportions rectified. Similarly, Richard Town-

ley’s micrometer was introduced in 1667 in issue 29 as ‘An Instrument for dividing a 

foot into many thousand parts’. This was in fact the iteration of an earlier astronomical 

instrument designed by William Gascoigne as a way to optimise focal magnification 

and measurability. A description of the instrument was presented at Gresham College on 

early April 1667, purposely rebuilt by Hooke together with his own version and drawn 

in detail by for the Transactions in the fall of that year (fig. 2.8).40

Oldenburg’s Transactions was successful in advertising experimental instrumenta-

tion to observe and measure, as well as books on the subject of optics, often with the in-

tention of reproducing nature with mechanical precision. The Synopsis Optica by Hon-

oré Fabri was reviewed in 1667, the Lectiones Opticae by Isaac Barrow and the Physico 

Mathesis de Lumine, Coloribus & Iride by Francesco M. Grimaldi in 1671. That same 

year, Oldenburg reviewed the Dioptrique Oculaire by Cherubin d’Orleans, pointing out 

that the author ‘Teaches a New and peculiar use of Telescopes, for drawing to the life in 

low). The first abridgement of the Transactions, published in 1705 under Newton’s imprimatur, includes 
an independent section on Opticks (Ch. III), as well as one on Perspective, Sculpture and Painting (Ch. 
IX).

38  ‘A Description of Dr. Christopher Wren’s Engin...’, in PT, Vol. 4, n. 53 (1669), 898-899. See also 
‘Generatio Corporis Cylindroidis Hyperbolici...’, in PT,  vol. 4, n. 48 (1669), 961-962. Jim Bennett, The 
Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002; 1st edn 
1985), 35–38.

39  ‘Several Microscopical Observations and Experiments, Made by Mr. Stephen Gray’, in PT, vol. 19, 
n. 221 (1696), 280-287; ‘A Letter from Mr. Stephen Gray, Giving a Further Account of His Water Micro-
scope’, in PT, Vol. 19, n. 228 (1696), 353-356. Gray was a passionate instrument maker and was inspired 
by Scheiner, was a protégé of John Flamsteed at the Greenwich Observatory and knew Henry Hunt at the 
Royal Society. See Michael Ben-Chaim, ‘Gray, Stephen’, in Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(henceforth ONDB) (2004). 

40  See Thomas Birch, History of the Royal Society, vol. II (London 1757) pp. 164, 188-189, 198-199. 
See also Matthew C. Hunter, Wicked Intelligence: Visual Art and the Science of Experiment in Restora-
tion London (University of Chicago Press, 2013), 69–79.
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Fig. 2.8 R. Townley's schematics for the telescopic micrometer drawn by 
Hooke, in PT, vol. 2, n. 29, 1667



proportion, from a great to a small volume, any terrestrial objects, that are a competent 

distance to be well seen; without the necessity of having any skill in drawing’.41

The mechanical advancement of optics as a recognised branch of early-modern 

scientific thinking could easily translate into a search for more and more sophisticated 

techniques for drawing and detailed representations of natural phenomena. The afore-

mentioned Leeuwenhoek, although not an exceptional draughtsman, was able to make 

a name for himself thanks to his drawings of minuscule observations, many of which 

made it into the Transactions as big throwout pages filled  with collections of detailed 

and often schematic representations of minute objects and organisms originated from 

his modern microscope (fig. 2.9).42 Hooke, who might have even been one of the inspi-

rations for Leeuwenhoek’s work,43 famously wrote that ‘no Description, by Words, can 

give us so full a Representation of the true Form of the Thing describ’d, as a Draught, 

or Delineation of the same upon Paper’.44 Microscopes, telescopes, picture-boxes and 

such devices often worked in bridging a gap between geometrical thinking and the act 

of drawing by reaching for what was considered the ‘true Form’ of things. Exposing 

Sinclair’s parallelogram, its working principles and operational system was meant to 

illuminate the very conditions of picture-making, turning its momentary contingencies 

into an object of epistemological debate. As such, it also had the crucial objective of 

giving authority to what essentially remained a subjective, hidden action.45 In order to 

disclose its functioning, the eye itself was often described as a mechanical apparatus. In 

41  Oldenburg, ‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 78 (1671), 3048-3049. The book, dedi-
cated to Colbert, was supposed to help with the proportional tracing of long distance views, from starts 
and planets to landscapes and ancient architectures. It included a description of the functioning of the eye 
as well as designs for a number of devices for drawing, scaling and reproducing images, such a version of 
the pantograph, telescopes and machines for grinding lenses.

42  Leeuwenhoek was also the executor of Vermeer’s will in 1667. On the relationship between the two 
and in particular the latter’s influence upon the former, see especially Philip Steadman, Vermeer’s Cam-
era: Uncovering the Truth Behind the Masterpieces (Oxford University Press, 2002), chap. 3. 

43  Brian J. Ford, ‘The van Leeuwenhoek Specimens’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 
36, no. 1 (1981): 50. Clifford Dobell, Anthony van Leeuwenhoek and his ‘Little Animals’ (New York: Har-
court, 1932).

44  Robert Hooke, Philosophical Experiments and Observations (London 1721) 293.

45  For example, van Helden argues that ‘No matter how public the occasion, the actual observing re-
mains an individual, private act’. Albert Van Helden, ‘Telescopes and Authority from Galileo to Cassini’, 
Osiris 9 (1994): 13, https://doi.org/10.1086/368727.
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Fig. 2.9 Engraved plate with A. Leeuwenhoek's microscopic observations 
of 'Salts of Wine and Vinegar', in PT, vol. 15, n. 170, 1685



1661 physicist Henry Power, himself a founding member of the Royal Society, wrote a 

poem dedicated to the microscope, describing it as a ‘paire of new & Artificiall eyes’.46 

Traditionally, the eye was in fact most famously associated to a camera obscura, 

which in the seventeenth century became the object of a sort of mass experimental con-

sumption.47 Descartes, Scheiner and Cherubin d’Orlean all made similar associations, 

understanding the optical physiology of the eye as mechanically reproducible through 

lenses and light.48 For instance, Kepler had built such an optical device for himself, in 

the form of a rotating telescopic tube set inside a portable tent, for the purpose of as-

tronomical observations, but which could also be used for painting landscapes.49 Henry 

Wotton had witnessed it in 1620 and reported its precision, as well as the somewhat 

unsentimental nature of Kepler’s painted scenes.50 In 1668 Robert Hooke took on a 

similar ‘Optical Experiment’, presenting in the Transactions a ‘Contrivance to make the 

46  See Thomas Cowles, ‘Dr. Henry Power’s Poem on the Microscope’, Isis 21, no. 1 (1934): 71.

47  See John H. Hammond, The Camera Obscura, A Chronicle (Bristol: CRC Press, 1981).

48  Cherubin d’Orlean, Dioptrique Oculaire (Paris 1671) pp. 16-20; Scheiner, Rosa Ursina, 106-112. 
Descartes even wrote that ‘On ne peut douter non plus que les images qu’on fait paroitre sur un ligne 
blanc dans une chambre obscure, ne s’y forment tout de mesme, & pour la mesme raison qu’au fonds de 
l’œil, mesmes à couse que’elles y sont ordinairement beaucoup plus grandes, & s’y forment en plus de 
façon, on peut plus commodement remarquer diverses peculiarité’. Renée Descartes, Discours de la Mé-
thode (Leyde 1637) 46. The epistemological doubts over the power of the senses suggested by Descartes 
diverged from British empiricist approaches. It is however a fact that Cartesian discussions on optics had 
an international impact and indubitably informed, whether by contrast or affinity, British natural philoso-
phers.

49  In his book Optrice Kepler was also the first to propose the use of lenses for reversing the image pro-
jected in the camera obscura. Lisa Jardine, Ingenious Pursuits: Building the Scientific Revolution (New 
York: Anchor, 2000), 104; Massimo Bucciantini, Michele Camerota, and Franco Giudice, Galileo’s Tele-
scope: A European Story (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015); Samuel Y. Edgerton, The Mirror, 
the Window, and the Telescope: How Renaissance Linear Perspective Changed Our Vision of the Uni-
verse (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2009), chap. 15; Erwin Panofsky, ‘Galileo as a Critic of the 
Arts: Aesthetic Attitude and Scientific Thought’, Isis 47, no. 1 (1956): 3–15; Kemp, The Science of Art, 
94–95. Galileo’s book was available to British readers through an indirect edition printed in London in 
1653, which also included an edition of Kepler’s Dioptrice. Galileo was well aware of the power of geo-
metric rules of perspective and shadowing. He had always been interested in the power of drawing and in 
1588 he famously applied to a position as teacher of perspective to the newly established Accademia del 
Disegno, founded by Giorgio Vasari in 1563. Galileo was well known by members of the Royal Society, 
including Wren, who in the late 1650s called him’incomparable’. See Albert Van Helden, ‘Christopher 
Wren’s “De Corpore Saturni”’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 23, no. 2 (1968): 219..

50  See for instance the detailed accounts by Alpers, The Art of Describing, 49–51; Claudia Swan, ‘Ad 
Vivum, Naer Het Leven , from the Life: Defining a Mode of Representation’, Word & Image 11, no. 4 (Oc-
tober 1995): 353–55, https://doi.org/10.1080/02666286.1995.10435926. 
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picture of anything appear on a wall’.51 Hooke’s use of the camera obscura was ‘New, 

though easy and obvious’. A small hole, ‘of about a foot in diameter’, was to be carved 

onto one of the walls ‘inside a Light room in the day-time; or in the Night-time in any 

room that is enlightend with a considerable amount of Candles’. The picture or object to 

be projected was then to be placed outside the hole and lighted ‘by means of Looking-

glasses’, mirroring natural or artificial light from behind it. For Hooke, ‘any one, that 

hath any insight in the Optics, may easily direct [it]’. The image was then going to be 

projected onto the wall, ‘which will not only be very pleasant, but of great use in paint-

ing’, specifically in the representation of ‘the Prospect of Countryes, Cities, Houses, 

Navies, Armies, […] natural Landskip, & c’.52 On 2 January 1694 Hooke similarly 

‘produced his portable Camera Obscura’ to the Royal Society, a ‘picture-box’ useful for 

‘curious Navigators and Travellers’ that may need to draw pictures of what they see dur-

ing their travels.53 This was a simplified version of more complex device that Oldenburg 

had collected in the repository of Gresham College and which included a second eye-

piece and a rotating vertical parallelogram to rescale the image.54

Instruments for recording the experiences of nature, it appears, were also key for 

solidifying the Royal Society’s empirical mission. Acquiring visual information with 

accuracy and measurability was best obtained by enhancing the acts of vision and 

representation through instrumentation. In the Transactions’ fourth preface from 1669 

Oldenburg praised these ‘Artificial engines and instruments, which may be helpful for 

the further Discoveries of Nature, or for the greater performances of Art’.55 At the time 

he was probably thinking of the perspectograph, invented by Christopher Wren in the 

51  Robert Hooke, ‘A Contrivance to Make the Picture of Any Thing Appear on a Wall, Cub-Board, or 
within a Picture-Frame, &c...’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 38 (1668), 741-743.

52  See also Matthew C. Hunter, ‘“Mr. Hooke’s Reflecting Box”: Modeling the Projected Image in the 
Early Royal Society’, Huntington Library Quarterly 78, no. 2 (2015): 301–28. Hooke’s account in the 
Transactions is extremely similar to Giovanni Battista della Porta’s section ‘On Strange Glasses’ from 
chapter 17 of his 1589 edition of Natural Magic, where he presented dramatic shows for entertainment. 
My thanks to Professor Philip Steadman for bringing this to my attention.

53  JBO/9. This device was also described in his Philosophical Experiments later that same year: Hooke, 
Philosophical Experiments and Observations, 292.

54  In June 1663 Oldenburg presented the device to Balthazar de Monconys during his journey to London 
and even shipped the machine to him in Paris the following year. See Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, 
eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1663-1665, vol. 2 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 
1966), 285–91. See also Voyages de Balthazar de Monconys, Seconde Partie (Paris 1666) 62.

55  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the fifth Year’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45 (1669), 894.
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1650s and presented in the Transactions in 1669 in an article most likely written by 

Oldenburg himself.56 The device, a vertical board with a pen attached to a tracer again 

probably inspired by Scheiner, allowed anyone to draw in perspective by following the 

contours of an object through a pinhole (fig. 2.10).57 

Importantly, both Hooke’s and Wren’s drawing instruments were presented as ways 

to ease the act of drawing and to make it into a universally reproducible experience, not 

unlike Sinclair’s essay on the functioning of his projective device or Moxon’s Perspec-

tive made Easie. In all these instances, the translation of observation into drawing could 

be bettered by an accessible divulgation of mechanisation. When it came to questions of 

representation, drawing and description, these architectural filters appeared to be effec-

tively articulated mechanically. The aim was to open up a realm of natural knowledge 

through its methodologies, of which Oldenburg’s journal was catering a dispersed col-

lection of tracts. In his Novum Organum, Francis Bacon used the metaphor of drawing 

to express the very notion of mechanisation and instrument making as the gateway to 

universal progress:

as in the drawing of straight line, or accurate circle by hand, much 

depends on its steadiness and practice, but if a ruler or compass be 

employed there is little occasion for either; so it is with our method.58

For Bacon, instead of the unsteady attempts of a single hand, instruments and 

technology were put in place to allow a collective kind of progress. Half a century later, 

Oldenburg expressed this same idea in his journal, stating that 

any vulgar hand may draw a Circle more perfectly by a compass, than the 

most perfect Penman can do by hand alone. [...] we may find [Oldenburg 

again insisted] how to draw in Perspective any Object both accurately 

and dispatchingly, by an instrument.59

56  Oldenburg (?), ‘The Description of an Instrument Invented Divers Years Ago by Dr. Christopher 
Wren, for Drawing the Out-Lines of Any Object in Perspective’, in PT, Vol. 4, n. 45 (1669), 898-899.

57  See Bennett, The Mathematical Science of Christopher Wren, 74–75; Kemp, The Science of Art, 
180–83. 

58  Francis Bacon, Novum Organum (London 1620) I, LXI.

59  Oldenburg, ‘A Preface to the Sixth year of these Tracts’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 57 (1670), 1148.
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Fig. 2.10  C. Wren, perspectograph, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45, 1669. By moving the 
pen 'I' while following the contours of an object with 'P' through the fixed 
pin-hole 'A', a faithful perspectival image is traced on the plane 'oooo'. Wren 
added a system of levers and strings to allow for a weightless movement of 

the hand along the vertical board, hence facilitating the act of drawing



Associations with architecture, then, in their multifaceted forms of representation, 

automation and measure found their place in the pages of the Transactions as a form of 

early modern documentation. ‘Sometimes [Oldenburg added at the end of the Transac-

tions’ first volume] one Engin or Instrument may minister Aid to discover a large branch 

of Philosophy. [...] And sometimes in one of the Discourses herein mention’d [...] there 

are almost as many Artificial Inventions as Experiments’.60 Strategies to produce accu-

rate representations of the world were in themselves objects of experimental investiga-

tion and key elements in the journal’s mission. This was a path towards a humanly situ-

ated naturalistic analysis, mediated by fabrication and by the production of intellectual 

and instrumental apparatuses on which innovative paradigms of truth could be verified.61 

This trajectory, described by Martin Kemp as a ‘marriage between geometry, optics and 

precise instrumentation’, was located at the threshold of an early modern architectural 

milieu.62 As already mentioned, Sinclair’s crucial study of projectivity was an ancient 

one, intellectually close to the Albertian tradition. In fact, Sinclair appeared to have 

come close to an architectural mode of thinking precisely through his empirical search 

into optical precision. This was a common thread among seventeenth-century geom-

etricians, astronomers and early modern scientific practitioners.63 For instance, Booker 

has observed how seventeenth-century sun-dialling shared geometrical and intellectual 

principles with stone-cutting, thanks to the geometrical achievements of Abraham Bosse 

and Gerard Desargues.64 Jonas Moore, who prefaced the 1659 English translation of 

Desargues’ treatise on sundials, insisted on the projective link between shadows and 

drawing, arguing that ‘Dyalling I accompt one kind of Perspective’.65 Stonecutting, mili-

tary building, surveying and mapmaking could all use the intellectual tools of optical 

60  Oldenburg, ‘Note’, in PT, Vol. 1, n. 22 (1666), 406-407.

61  See Manlio Brusatin, ‘Arte Pantografica. Osservazioni sugli organi riproduttivi delle forme’, in Rasse-
gna, n. 9 ‘Rappresentazioni’, IV (1982) 39-41.

62  Kemp, The Science of Art, 182.

63  Michele Sbacchi argues that ‘There are, then, enough reasons to think that at that time, especially 
through Desargues’s synthesis, the idea of ‘projectivity’ acted as a common channel linking different 
disciplines, all more or less on the periphery of architecture’. Michele Sbacchi, ‘Projective Architecture’, 
Nexus Network Journal 11, no. 3 (2009): 448, https://doi.org/0.1007/s00004-009-00011-y.

64  Booker, History of Engineering Drawing, chaps 6 ‘Construction Drawings: Sun-dialling and Stone-
cutting’.

65  Daniel King, Mr. De Sargues Universal way of dyaling  (London 1649) ‘Preface’. See also Judith V. 
Field and Jeremy J. Gray, The Geometrical Work of Girard Desargues (New York, NY: Springer, 1987), 
170. 
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Fig. 2.11  Engraved plate with orthographical views of a Roman Monument 
found in Durham by Martin Lister, in PT, vol. 13, n. 145, 1683



projection, shadow casting and applied geometry. At their crossroads was seventeenth-

century architecture, weighty with ideas of projectivity and accuracy thanks to the early 

teachings of such architects as Guarini and Delorme.66 Sinclair’s mechanical investiga-

tion into the distinction between object and projection similarly echoes the Albertian 

divergence between perspectiva naturalis and perspectiva artificialis,67 the former refer-

ring to the realm of applied optics (the observable world), while the latter advocating its 

projected reproduction. 

As a way to ease mechanical reproducibility, Sinclair’s promotion of parallel views 

were directed towards exact dissections of all sorts of philosophical specimen. In 1683, 

when Martin Lister submitted to the journal a report on a Roman altar he found in Dur-

ham, he seemed to embrace a similar search into architectural representability: ‘I have 

carefully designed it [Lister stated] in all its sides, and have given a Plane of the Top 

also’. The altar was presented at the beginning of issue 145 as a compact assemblage 

of its faces and a view from above (fig. 2.11).68 Foreshortened views of its top were 

included in three of the four elevations, hence locating each correct side. The textual de-

scription itself followed this architectural drawing, with every component sequentially 

numbered and surveyed. Proportionality, measurability and order were Lister’s main 

concerns when reproducing his ancient finding, in line with Sinclair’s understanding 

of the primary objective of philosophical drawings.69 As Wragge-Morley has argued, 

‘The plan and its sister drawings [...] could exceed its source material (ruins or words), 

generating new information about its design’.70 Concurrently, other forms of parallel 

drawing could be deployed to propose different aesthetic qualities for similar objects. 

In 1697, when Yorkshire-born antiquarian collector Ralph Thoresby presented to Lister 

two inscribed Roman altars he had found near Leeds with comments by his colleague 

Thomas Gale, he proposed for both a full painterly shadowed depiction, close to what 

66  See for instance Robin Evans, The Projective Cast. Architecture and its Three Geometries (Boston: 
MIT Press 1995) xxxiv.

67  Sbacchi, ‘Projective Architecture’.

68  Martin Lister, ‘An Account of a Roman Monument Found in the Bisho-Prick of Durham...’, in PT, 
vol. 13, n. 145 (1683), 70. 

69  See also Robert W. Unwin, ‘A Provincial Man of Science at Work: Martin Lister, F.R.S., and His Illus-
trators 1670-1683’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 49, no. 2 (1995): 209–30.

70  Alexander Wragge-Morley, ‘Restitution, Description and Knowledge in English Architecture and Nat-
ural Philosophy, 1650–1750’, Architectural Research Quarterly 14, no. 03 (September 2010): 249, https://
doi.org/10.1017/S1359135510001004. 
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Fig. 2.12  R. Thoresby, engraved views of two Roman Altars 
found near Leeds, in PT, vol. 19, n. 231, 1697

Fig. 2.13  De Gennes, view of an automatic sowing machine, in 
PT, vol. 12, n. 140, 1678

Fig. 2.14  J. Geddes, views of the design for a bee-hive (after 
William Thomson), in PT, vol. 8, n. 96, 1673



today we might call cavalier projection—namely a flat frontal view of the object fol-

lowed by an oblique outlook of two of its sides (fig. 2.12).71 While not absolved through 

a rigid ‘Sinclairian’ technique, the two images were evidently composed by adding 

depth and shade to a front elevation by a transient use of more or less parallel lines. 

Similarly, ‘Monsieur de Gennes’ machine to automatically ‘make Linen-cloth’ designed 

around the mid-1670s and originally presented in the Journal des Sçavans was repre-

sented as a combination of a shadowed parallel-like view of the entire device together 

with its primary components, diagrammatically represented as two-dimensional additive 

information (fig. 2.13). 

Along the same lines, when William Thomson brought from Scotland to the Royal 

Society at Gresham College a beehive, Oldenburg featured an article dedicated to it in 

issue 96, the same as Sinclair’s essay. The new ‘Bee-House’, originally designed by 

John Geddes, was described and illustrated with three distinct drawings: the object ‘ly-

ing on one side’, ‘set upright’, and a detail of its innovative internal metal frame (fig. 

2.14). 72 A deep perspectival, bottom-up view of the house was paired with its external 

outlook, again using parallel lines in a sort of shadowed, oblique top-down axonometric, 

itself similar to the transparent hive drawn by young Wren in 1655 and featured in Har-

tlib’s celebrated Reformed Commonwealth of Bees.73 A physical model of the hive, later 

collected in the Society’s repository, was supposed to be a fully replicable and modular 

system to be duplicated and staked into self-sufficient bee-towers.74 In fact, by present-

ing the design in the Transactions through central, symmetrical and aligned diagrams, 

the projective techniques adopted for the beehive’s modular unit seemed to imply the 

design’s own reproducibility. The collection of different, somewhat disjointed modes of 

representation was driven by the architectural circumstances of the object at hand. Mul-

tiplying partial views of the beehive, mixing techniques of representation and carefully 

71  The first time that the term ‘Prospettiva Cavaliera’ appears in a printed text seems to be with Mallet’s 
Les Traveaux de Mars et l’art de la Guerre from 1672. See Scolari, Oblique Drawing, 302–3.

72  For a full account see D. J. Bryden, ‘John Gedde’s Bee-House and the Royal Society’, Notes and Re-
cords of the Royal Society of London 48, no. 2 (1994): 193–213.

73  Also quoted in Lisa Jardine, On a Grander Scale: The Outstanding Life of Sir Christopher Wren (New 
York: Harper, 2003), 107–8.

74  The same drawing appeared in 1675 in Geddes’ A New Discovery of an Excellent Method of Bee-hous-
es and Colonies. See Bryden, ‘John Gedde’s Bee-House and the Royal Society’, 196–97.
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Fig. 2.15  Throwout page for PT, vol. 19, n.227, 1697. In the centre and 
sides, Molyneux's scaled horns



collecting them was the visual practice through which analytical data could be gathered 

and understood.

Alongside man-made ‘inventions of Art’, this paradigm could also be used for the 

exact representation of Oldenburg’s ‘new discoveries of Nature’, namely the analysis 

and understanding of natural specimen, such as Sinclair’s original purpose to rectify 

human proportions. In 1697 Irish natural philosopher Thomas Molyneux75 sent for 

publication a long research paper on the Irish elk, accompanied by large compara-

tive illustrations of it and of two other deer horns (2.15). For Molyneux’s account, the 

value of observing the 10-foot wide elk-horns together with the much smaller stag and 

bulk-horns was entirely a problem of scaled delineation. As such, the horns take centre 

stage in a large, symmetrically assembled throwout page, represented with the other 

two specimen as a shaded frontal view, its dimensions carefully numbered through light 

dotted lines. In a box of text we are reminded that the three horns are ‘All by ye. Same 

Scale’ and ‘A Scale of 24 Inches or 2 Foot’ on top of the page provides full measurabil-

ity. Additionally, Molyneux clarified his illustrative interests in the paper itself:

The Figure I had exactly taken by a skilful Hand, to shew truly the right  

shape and size of these kind of Horns [...] and have likewise added a 

Draught of a pair of common Stags Horns [...] and another of a pair of 

common Bucks Horns [...] all done according to the same scale; that by 

this means, at one and the same time, may appear the grand disproportion 

between these sorts of Heads, and also the difference and agreement in 

their Shape (See the Table).76

In line with Oldenburg’s intentions to offer readers a collection of objects ‘under one 

view’, Molyneux counted on the drawing’s measurability to cater ‘at one and the same 

time’ proposopograpical proportionality à-la-Sinclair. 

Similarly, in 1684 John Wallis sent a brief account describing two chimney pieces 

he saw in Northamptonshire. Wallis was interested in the ‘peculiar sort of Arch-work 

thereon’ and sent a ‘draught, of one of them, to be designed’, which was engraved for 

75  Thomas was the younger brother of William Molyneux, also a prominent Irish natural philosopher. 
See Theodore Hoppen, ‘The Royal Society and Ireland William Molyneux, F.R.S. (1656-1698)’, Notes 
and Records of the Royal Society of London 18, no. 2 (1963), http://www.jstor.org/stable/531268.

76  Thomas Molyneux, ‘A Discourse Concerning the Large Horns Frequently Found under Ground in Ire-
land’, in PT, vol.  19, n. 227 (1696), 492-93.
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Fig. 2.16  J. Wallis, elevation of an arched chimney piece from 
Northamptonshire, in PT, vol. 14, n. 166, 1684



issue 166 (fig. 2.16). Wallis was fascinated by the extraordinary breadth of the mantel 

piece, measuring 18 feet, which he argued was possible by interlocking the stones with 

a crooked joint and by unloading the upper weight through a second acute arch on the 

top of the flat mantel. The illustration he provided illuminated the unusual architecture 

of the chimneypiece by dissecting it from the rest of the building, anatomically selecting 

its stonework through a diagrammatic, lightly shadowed elevation, featuring a Gothic 

window as the sole reference point. Similarly, Robert Southwel’s account of a cavern 

in Gloucestershire, near Bristol, published in 1683 at the beginning of the 143rd issue 

included the ‘Profile and Ground-Plot’ of the 75 by 41 yards natural grotto. The brief 

description of the underground space, today known as Pen Park Hole, relied heavily 

on the graphic representation of the cave, made through a scaled plan and section (fig. 

2.17). The two, vertically aligned, were drawn to scale in detail and included trees on 

the surface, shadows along the edges, a ‘pattern’ of rock formations along the grounds 

and letters indicating the access point, a small lake, an old watermark and other natural 

features. The drawing also included a scale in yards and a large compass rose, orienting 

the plan. In his small representation of the natural formation, Southwel otherwise ap-

propriated the same analytical techniques predicated by Sinclair ten years earlier, in turn 

approaching the study of natural environments as the object of a painterly architectural 

study.77 Just like Molyneux’s projected horns, Southwel made his own visual object flat, 

parallel, measurable and to scale.

As it will further illustrated in the rest of the chapter, the journal’s visual paradigms 

of exactitude, while embraced on a wider level, were actually hardly standardised. De-

spite a clear tendency to promote certain kinds of mechanised observation, the variety 

and diversity of the Transactions’ visual realms prove above all their exploratory nature. 

The journal’s unmediated range of illustrations can powerfully speak of an early modern 

obsession for specificity, at the same time evoking an association with geometry and 

projectivity. As argued by Harbison, ‘New ranges of complexity in the physical world 

first revealed in the Baroque, in part through new machinery of observation, powerful 

lenses of more detailed taxonomies, make such maniacal concentration seem possible 

and also worthwhile’.78 Such culture was often an undisclosed modus operandi heavily 

77  Evans, The Projective Cast, 118. 

78  Harbison, Reflections on Baroque, 147.
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Fig. 2.17  R. Southwel, plan and section of Pen Park Hole, in PT, vol. 13, n. 
143, 1683



influenced by its modes of production, which deserves to be acknowledged as a crucial 

component of late seventeenth-century experimental and artistic culture. 

Industries of Picture-making

In the early months of 1686, the 179th issue of the Transactions featured a large 

table of colour pigments. The famous article, entitled ‘A Catalogue of Simple and Mixt 

Colours’, presented a foldable sheet with a total of 128 coloured swatches, each cat-

egorised with its type and name in several languages (fig. 2.18). Following was a de-

scription of the simple colours. ‘Smalt’, for instance, ‘is made of Zaffer and Pot-ashes, 

calcined together in a Glass-furnace’; ‘Burn Oker is the common yellow Oker burnt is 

the open fire’; ‘Ceruse is the Rust of Lead made by a vaporous Calcination’.79 The au-

thor of the article was Richard Waller, one of most active illustrators in the circle of the 

early Royal Society. Waller was also Secretary to the Society from 1691-93 and edited 

the Transactions from 1691-1693. He was a man of many interests and talents, in such 

multifaceted ways that it has often been complex to identify him as a proper natural 

philosopher. He was praised for his ‘artistic’ inclinations alongside a rigorous investiga-

tive attitude, so much so that John Evelyn commented that ‘His house is an Academy of 

it selfe’.80 Indeed, Waller was a passionate collector of specimen and a skilled draughts-

man and was involved in a number of editorial projects, most famously the English 

translation of Claude Perrault’s Memoirs for a Natural History of Animals in 1688, for 

which he copied and rescaled all the engravings.

In line with his interests in representation and reproduction, Waller’s objectives with 

the table of colours was to establish a standardised system for the visual description 

of natural things. ‘Thus to describe a Plant [he proposed] it may be seen which of the 

simple or mixt Colours come nearest to it, and then the Word affixt to that Colour may 

be made use of, which the reader, if desirous, may look in his Table and find together 

the Pattern thereof.’81 In other words, the table of colours was not to be used to simply 

reproduce them, but rather as a guide, a chart to better describe what was observed. 

79  Richard Waller, ‘Table of Mixt Colours’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 179 (1686), 26-27.

80  Margaret J. M. Ezell, ‘Richard Waller, S. R. S.: “In the Pursuit of Nature”’, Notes and Records of the 
Royal Society of London 38, no. 2 (1984): 220.

81  Waller, ‘Table of Mixt Colours’, 25.
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Fig. 2.18  R. Waller, 'Catalogue of Simple and Mixt Colours', in PT, vol. 16, 
n. 179, 1686



Waller’s careful description of each colour, which he wrote in English, Greek and 

Latin, was also meant to understand the origins of each pigment, detailing its process of 

production, as well as optimising its descriptive uses. In this sense, Waller’s intentions 

were not at all dissimilar from Sinclair’s. Just as the prosopographical parallelogram, 

the table of colours was proposing a generalisable, mechanised strategy for accurately 

describing the world. As the parallelogram saved and enhanced proportionality, the 

table facilitated immediacy in reproducing the nuances of colouration. Hence the more 

ephemeral qualities of nature could be maintained, reproduced and expressed in univer-

sal terms for ‘any vulgar hand’.

Not unlike Sinclair then, Waller’s table was very much part of the Society’s interests 

in optics and visual reproduction investigated in the previous section.82 Importantly, it 

was probably the first ever English table to propose a descriptive account on natural 

colours.83 Moreover, Waller’s table was the first and only article in the early life of the 

Transactions which made use of colour at all. As such, it also offers an important case 

into the dynamics of visual production and image-making within the journal. As an-

ticipated in the previous chapter, the process of making and reproducing images in the 

Transactions was complex and in many ways it reflected the conflicting paradigms of 

authorship, ownership and approval in force around the Royal Society.84 Drawings were 

produced regularly, either to be discussed in meetings or for recording and archival pur-

poses.85 Findings, specimen, inventions and other objects then either became sketches, 

or were directly presented as such. As mentioned before, Oldenburg was an advocate of 

draughts and sketches to contribute to the Transactions’ visual apparatus. For example, 

in as early as 1667 he explicitly requested more vivid representations of Persian stones 

and reliefs:

82  See ‘A Scientific History of Colours’, (makingscience.royalsociety.org, retrieved 30/04/2018).

83  See for instance Patrick Baty, The Anatomy of Colour. The History of Heritage Paints and Pigments, 
(London: Thames and Hudson 2017) 32-33, 35. For an interesting argument on the relationship between 
chromolithography and architectural history, see Tavares, The Anatomy of the Architectural Book, 26.

84  For instance, Geddes’ beehive mentioned earlier was apparently reproduced in the Transactions with-
out the author’s  approval, which prompted him to patent the design and to reprint it in a purpose-made 
publication. See D. J. Bryden, ‘John Gedde’s Bee-House and the Royal Society’. See also Pamela O. 
Long, ‘Invention, Authorship, “Intellectual Property,” and the Origin of Patents: Notes toward a Concep-
tual History’, Technology and Culture 32, no. 4 (October 1991): 846, https://doi.org/10.2307/3106154.

85  See for example Waller’s numerous botanical drawings in MS/131.
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Whether there being already good descriptions in Words of the Excellent 

Pictures and Basse Relieves, that are about Persepolis and Chimilnar, yet 

none very particular, some may not be found sufficiently skill’d, in those 

parts, that might be engaged to make a Draught of the Place, and the 

Stories there pictured and carved?86

At the same time, as mentioned in the previous chapter the industry of printing was 

an important prerogative of the Society and largely informed their own project for a 

history of trades. Drawings were often translated into reproducible material, normally 

in the form of wood or copperplate engravings or etchings copied more or less faith-

fully from the drawings and produced by a number of authors. These plates could be 

used for books, pamphlets or journals, deploying a variety of techniques, from intaglio 

to etching.87 In 1662, the same year that the Royal Society received its Charter, founding 

fellow John Evelyn had famously presented to the Society his De Sculptura, an adapta-

tion of Bosse’s 1642 Traicté des Manières de Graver. Bosse’s book was the first ever to 

present techniques and methods for engraving and remained a standard for more than a 

century, certainly also influencing Moxon’s editorial venture.88 Evelyn himself was not 

only an avid collector of prints, but during his early life had produced landscape engrav-

ings, arguably the first ever in Britain.89 As it has already been mentioned in the first 

chapter, early modern printing practices around the Royal Society’s intellectual circle 

retained underlying connections with the architectural realm. Moxon’s architect/master 

printer demonstrates how modes of thinking and doing on one side could be conceptual-

ised and branched through the other.

86  Oldenburg, ‘Inquiries on Persia’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1667), 420.

87  See for instance Sachiko Kusukawa, ‘Picturing Knowledge in the Early Royal Society: The Examples 
of Richard Waller and Henry Hunt’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 65, no. 3 (20 September 
2011): 273–94, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2010.0094; Sachiko Kusukawa, ‘Drawings of Fossils by 
Robert Hooke and Richard Waller’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 67, no. 2 (20 June 2013): 
123–38, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2013.0013. See also David Freedberg, The eye of the lynx: Galileo, 
his friends, and the beginnings of modern natural history (University of Chicago Press, 2002). 

88  Roger Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’, The Book Col-
lector 53, no. 2 (2004): 223–24; William Ivins, Prints and Visual Communication (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1953), 74–75.

89  See Craig Hanson, The English Virtuoso: Art, Medicine, and Antiquarianism in the Age of Empiricism 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 81.
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Fig. 2.19 W. Lodge (possibly F. Place), ink and watercolour sketch of the 
Multangular Tower in York, 1683. RS MS/131/57. Actual size

Fig. 2.20  M. Lister, view of the Multangular Tower in York, engraved by 
John Savage, in PT, vol. 13, n. 149, 1683. Actual size



The Philosophical Transactions was a primary component of the Society’s print-

ing industry. However, as Kusukawa argues, ‘engravings in Philosophical Transactions 

were not necessarily faithful renderings of the original records, but rather they reflected 

selections and interventions in the process of publication’.90 For instance, while original 

drawings were often made in pen and enriched using colour, engravings in the journal 

were always monochromatic. As such, what was published in the journal inevitably ap-

peared as a simplified, often diverging version of an original object of discussion. For 

example, while researching Roman antiquities in York in the early 1680s, Martin Lister 

found a portion of a Roman wall, of which he had a sketch made, either by William 

Lodge or Francis Place, and sent to the Royal Society in 1683 (fig. 2.19).91 The view 

illustrated the Multangular Tower, a ten-sided brick and stone fortification dating from 

the 4thc. In his account, Lister was investigating Roman brickwork and its archaeology 

within the Vitruvian tradition. The illustration was then engraved by John Savage and 

published in issue 149 (fig. 2.20).92 As illustrated with the case of his Roman altars, Lis-

ter was an avid contributor to the Transactions and his copperplates, it has been proven, 

were produced by a number of individuals, most notably his two daughters Susanna and 

Anna.93 As argued by Walker, Lister was an accurate and attentive illustrator, and his 

drawings were often unusually detailed. The orderly manner with which Lister decid-

edly illustrated the brickwork on the Roman wall however betrays the instrumentality 

of the drawing to support his archaeological argument on the technologies of Roman 

bricklaying.94 Moreover, the many gentle shadings that his draughtsman displayed in 

the original watercolour were inevitably lost once translated by Savage onto the copper-

plate.95 Indeed, the two versions exhibit the same level of detail as they are essentially 

90  Kusukawa, ‘Picturing Knowledge’, 9. 

91  For a full account of Lister’s essay on the tower, see Matthew Walker, Architects and Intellectual Cul-
ture in Post-Restoration England (Oxford University Press, 2017), 108–19. 

92  Very little is known of John Savage and his plate of the Multangular Tower is currently the first known 
evidence of his activity.

93  Anna Marie Roos, ‘The Art of Science: A “Rediscovery” of the Lister Copperplates’, Notes and Re-
cords of the Royal Society 66, no. 1 (20 March 2012): 12–17, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2011.0053; Un-
win, ‘A Provincial Man of Science at Work’.

94  See Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, 119–20.

95  Anthony Griffiths, ‘Savage, John’, in ONDB (2004).
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the same size, suggesting the attempt at a literal translation from drawing to engraving.96 

However the nuanced chiaroscuros of the watercolour are inevitably turned into a binary 

composition of black ink lines over blank paper, betraying the unavoidable shift in aes-

thetic effect. Savage’s version of the Roman wall casts different information, as well as, 

it should be added, dramatic impact. 

Similarly, the tiny illustration made in 1673 of a Swiss ‘Icy Mountain’ (fig. 2.21) 

was a  landscape engraving picturing the inhabited valley, a few houses, a river and the 

tall glaciers in the back. The illustrated account, received from Bern by Henry Justel 

and forwarded to Oldenburg in September 1673,97 was a further investigation into the 

geological behaviors of permanent ices, already noted in a letter from Zurich four years 

earlier in issue 49. The small picture, measuring 14x11cm, was meant to give an idea 

of the ‘great holes and caverns’ cracking in the perennial ice of Swiss mountains. The 

highly contrasted panorama of the Canton’s mountainous environment was here propos-

ing a dramatic scenery, stressing the contrast between the huts, the rivulet, ‘pretty deep 

and extremely cold’, and ‘the Mountain it self, which is very high, and extends it self 

every year more and more over the neighboring meadows’. The original image sent by 

Justel, again similar in size and shape, appears as a spontaneous and quick painterly 

sketch outlined with thick strokes in pen and a few tracts in black ink (fig. 2.22). While 

the protocols of reproduction were evidently similar to Lister’s tower, the stronger 

divide between sketch and engraving of the Swiss glacier suggests here a somewhat 

reverse process of enhancement, one in which the engraved etching acquired further, 

albeit more speculative, layers of detail in the thinner and denser tracing of shadows and 

rocky formations.98 Lister’s and Justel’s cases hence suggest that the processes of visual 

reproduction could actually go both ways, either by simplifying a refined watercolor for 

printing purposes or by intensifying a rough sketch with the graver.

‘Drawings [Kusukawa further suggests] even after they had been published in 

Philosophical Transactions, retained their significance to the Society as a source of 

knowledge. Such a practice should caution us from focusing exclusively on Philosophi-

cal Transactions and its engravings as being representative of the early Royal Society’s 

96  The original measuring 30,4 by 19,6 cm and the engraving 29,8 by 18,8 cm.

97  See Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1673 - 1674, 10:210–11, 215-217 (let-
ters 2325, 2328). 

98  Royal Society Early Letters, EL/I1/70.
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Fig. 2.21 H. Justel, illustration of the Swiss 'Icy Mountain', in PT, vol. 8, n. 
100, 1673. Actual size

Fig. 2.22 Pen and ink sketch of the Swiss 'Icy Mountain', 1673. 
RS EL/I1/70. Actual size



use of images.’99 Indeed, as the two examples of Lister and Justel illustrate, the visual 

apparatuses displayed in the Philosophical Transactions need to be investigated along-

side, rather than entirely within the Royal Society’s visual tradition, as they evidently 

establish their own visual framework within a periodical journal. Authorship itself was 

extremely complex, as observer, draughtsman and etcher were rarely the same person 

and often acted outside the Royal Society’s official entourage. Natural philosophers and 

travellers often had to call for the expertise of a professional draughtsman or at least a 

skilled sketcher to produce for them a drawing that was qualitatively sufficient for an 

effective reading, as well as also effectively translatable into an engraved plate. After a 

decision for publication was taken, normally during weekly meetings at Gresham Col-

lege, a drawing was then manually copied in reverse on a metal plaque and made into an 

imprinted matrix.100 As already mentioned, printers and engravers acted independently 

as the technology involved in printing a copperplate as opposed to a raised type-set were 

significantly different. For instance, late seventeenth-century printing presses could pro-

duce up to 3.000 impressions of text per day from a raised type-set, while with a copper-

plate only a few hundred prints could be made in the same time.101 

Be it as it may, as investigated in the previous section engraved or etched illus-

trations, laid out in foldable throwout pages often many times larger than the quarto 

spreads of the Transactions constituted a key component for the journal’s communica-

tion strategies. In a way, images had a similar power than the mechanical instruments 

from which they often came. ‘Like a telescope [Kennedy argues] pictures brought geo-

graphically distant objects closer into the very libraries and drawing rooms of natural 

philosophers, where things could be discussed in comfort’.102 These hundreds of illus-

trated pages, appearing in nearly every issue of the journal, often resulted from compos-

ing and arranging all images of an issue in one large folded sheet. The result was then 

a scattered collection of objects—machines and maps, bones and dissected animals, 

99  Kusukawa, ‘Picturing Knowledge’, 13.

100  The history of the Transactions’ plates could be a fascinating one to trace. Little is known but, as 
recorded by Kusukawa, all plates for the journal were apparently ‘surrendered to the nation during World 
War I’ and are now lost. Kusukawa, ‘Picturing Knowledge’.

101  Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’, 217–20.

102  Alasdair Kennedy, ‘In Search of the “True Prospect”: Making and Knowing the Giant’s Causeway as 
a Field Site in the Seventeenth Century’, The British Journal for the History of Science 41, no. 1 (2008): 
26.
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Fig. 2.23  Throwout page for PT, v. 14, n. 159, 1684, engraved Michael 
Burghers



landscapes and microscopic organisms—laid out in a two-dimensional translation of the 

laboratory table of an early modern natural philosopher, a visual transaction between 

authors, objects and pages. When it came to mount the often unsigned engravings onto 

these large throwout pages, Oldenburg appeared to be largely in control of the pro-

cesses of design and pagination. Afterwards, with the Transactions’ new directions from 

1683, the illustrated pages of the journal started being signed by a number of engravers, 

often working at unison on the same issue.103 This approach, clearly the result of both 

economic and editorial needs, is exemplified by the large throwout page for issue 159, 

published 1684 under the editorship of Robert Plot (fig. 2.23). On the left, the drawing 

of the front of a left hand evidences the lines of the pores on the fingertips and upper 

palm. In the centre, right under the calligraphic title page, an enhancement of those lines 

shows the disposition of the pores along the ridges, what the author Nehemiah Grew 

calls ‘Grain of the skin’. Underneath, drawings by Leeuwenhoek of microscopic obser-

vations and on the far right an algebraic figure by John Collins complete the picture.

As argued by Gaskell, the design process that goes into arranging the copper-

plates in throwout pages should be understood as a crucial component in the making 

of early modern books as it heavily impacted the ways in which these were perceived 

and read.104 For instance, when approaching the layout of the Transactions’ spreads, it 

becomes apparent that a certain interest in figurative composition and design was not 

at all absent from the editor’s intentions. Oldenburg was himself a curious reader of art 

theory and included in his journal reviews of books such as Félibien’s Entretiens sur les 

vies des Peintres anciens et modernes (issue 21, 1666) and Evelyn’s translation of Fré-

art’s An Idea of the Perfection of painting (issue 39, 1668). Evelyn’s edition, Oldenburg 

commented, ‘will doubtless animate many among us to acquire a perfection in Pictures, 

Draughts and Chalcography, equal to our growth in all sorts of Optical Aydes, and to 

the fulness of our modern Discoveries’. ‘What art [Oldenburg asked rhetorically] can 

be more helpful or more pleasing to a Philosophical Traveller, an Architect and every 

ingenious Mechanician?’105

103  For more on the issue of authorship in early modern engraving, see for example Lorraine Daston and 
Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York: MIT Press, 2007), 86–89.

104  Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Collaboration’, 228.

105  For more on the Royal Society’s interests in the figurative arts, with special attention at William 
Aliongby, see Hanson, The English Virtuoso, 93-on. 
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Fig. 2.24  Throwout page for PT, v. 15, n. 178, 1685, engraved by Michael 
Burghers 



In 1685, the Transactions n. 178 opened with a further example of these interests. 

The first of three consecutive throwouts, about 32x22cm, featured four illustrations 

(fig. 2.24). In the centre bottom a ‘water engin’  was pictured together with a detail of 

its internal working. These were framed by two ‘Porphyry Pillars’, tall obelisks richly 

inscribed with hieroglyphs. In the centre, the title for the 178th issue and the figure 

numbers were written in a painterly manner. The hydraulic pump, designed by French 

engineer Denis Papin (who would later become the inventor of the steam pump), was 

drawn by William Tenon both in a shadowy perspective manner and as its flatter, more 

technical twin. Similarly, the two obelisks suggest two different intentions. On the right 

is a three-dimensional shadowed perspective of a pillar from Alexandria, while on the 

left is a flat elevation of one found near Cairo, with dark inscriptions, the ground level 

clearly delineated, a small compass rose and even an indication of the level of the Nile’s 

water rise. The symmetry of the illustration, its proportions and composition are striking 

as they clearly result from a carefully designed ensemble, not unlike the large plate fea-

turing Molyneux’s Elk-horns. The obelisks and the pressure pumps are made to navigate 

the page in an orderly, highly calculated fashion. The iconology itself cannot but evoke 

Bacon’s frontispiece for his Instauratio Magna, engraved by the Dutch Simon van de 

Passe nearly 70 years earlier (fig. 2.25). In Bacon’s frontispiece, two Doric columns 

stand on tall pedestals to frame the picture, with a ship in the middle figuratively cross-

ing the threshold the known world. The overall construction of the Transactions’ image, 

the disposition of each object, the highly calligraphic title, as well as its symbolic con-

notation, suggest a more or less direct reference to Bacon’s important book. 

The Transactions’ 178th image tables were most likely composed by William Mus-

grave in its last assignment as editor of the journal. Musgrave, elected Secretary of the 

Society and editor of the Transactions for the year 1685, was a physician with active 

interests in antiquarianism, as demonstrated by his later publication on Anglo-Roman 

ruins Antiquitates Britanno-Belgicae (1720). Musgrave however likely worked together 

with Michael Burghers, who engraved the illustrations for issue 178. Born in Amster-

dam in the late 1640s, Burghers was based in Oxford since 1673 and soon gained virtual 

monopoly of the engraving industry until his death in 1727.106 His style has been de-

scribed as ‘still’ and ‘tasteless’, but he worked intensely in reproducing drawings and 

plates for the journal (see fig. 2.16, 2.23). 

106  Anthony Griffiths, ‘Burghers, Michael’, in ONDB (2004).
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Fig. 2.25  S. van de Passe, Frontispiece for Bacon's Instauratio Magna, 
London 1620



As mentioned earlier, images such as these could easily gain a life of their own and 

often came from complex spatial transactions and iterations of correspondence and 

copying between different authors. Indeed, Burghers’ Egyptian pillars were the later ad-

dition to an earlier article by Churchman and Oxford orientalist Robert Huntington, sent 

from Dublin in 1684.107 Huntington (1637-1701), was Chaplain in Aleppo from 1670 

to 1681 and travelled through the Mediterranean for more than ten years before set-

tling back in Oxford in 1682. The paper, briefly describing his findings on north African 

porphyry collected during the 1670s, only included a brief account of these pillars: ‘The 

Draughts [Huntington specified] I here send you will excuse all farther description’. 

Importantly, the two draughts were not made by Huntington himself: ‘One of them was 

very well taken by Monsieur Brute a French Druggerman; the other by a Dutch Painter, 

who you’l see, has but little commended his Art’.108 These drawings however were not 

published with Huntington’s written account from 1684 but a year later in Burghers’ 

plate. We read at the end of Huntington 1684 paper that ‘The cuts of these Pillars are not 

prefixt to this Paper, because said to be engraven and publish’d elsewhere’.109 While we 

do not know why the pillars were in the end published in the Transactions, the case is 

meaningful in unfolding the complex dynamics of image-making in the journal. 

Another example of an intricate process of transposition can be seen in issue 150 

from 1683, when Burghers authored a complex and dramatic engraving of fossils from 

Somersetshire (fig. 2.26). The plate illustrated John Beaumont’s article on the same 

specimen published seven years earlier in issue 129. Back then, Oldenburg had failed 

to find someone capable to reproduce Beaumont’s rocks: ‘I then complained [narrates 

Beaumont in 1683] of my want of an artist, whereby I might have furnish’d him with 

the design of those Rock-plants which I there describe; such design being little less than 

absolutely necessary, for giving a clear and satisfactory Apprehension of the things there 

express’d’.110 After Oldenburg’s death, and after the journal was interrupted for four 

years, the drawings were eventually produced by Richard Waller himself, and subse-

quently engraved by Burghers. The dramatic contrasts of light and shadows, the tight, 

107  Robert Huntington, ‘A Letter from Dublin to the Publisher of These Tracts, Concerning the Porphyry 
Pillars in Egypt’ in PT, vol. 14, n. 161 (1684), 624-29.

108  Robert Huntington, ‘A Letter from Dublin to the Publisher of these Tracts, concerning the Porphyry 
Pillars in Egypt’, in PT, vol. 14, n. 161 (1684), 627.

109  Huntington, 629.

110  John Beaumont, ‘A Further Account of Some Rock-Plants...’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 150 (1683),  276.
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Fig. 2.26  J. Beaumont, illustration of fossils, in PT vol. 13, n. 150, 1683, 
engraved by Michael Burghers



painterly chiaroscuro of each of the 55 rock formations illustrates Waller’s skill and 

Burgher’s heavy touch, in what is certainly one of the most densely engraved pages of 

the early Transactions.

These illustrations are meaningful examples of the complicated processes of pro-

duction and transaction that the journal had to rely on in order to illustrate articles. The 

two Egyptian pillars, after having been noticed and measured by Huntington, were then 

sketched by two different draughtsmen, kept and personally brought back to England 

years later, presented to the Royal Society to view and discuss, subsequently forwarded 

to Burghers in Oxford months later to engrave and mount onto the journal’s page for 

an ad hoc publication, independent from Huntington’s written account. Similarly, 

Beaumont’s specimens were first described in an essay in 1676, then drawn by Richard 

Waller after a hiatus of seven years and a new editorship, engraved by Burghers and 

published as their own article. Such dynamic, timely and conflicting processes of trans-

action were typical in the journal’s visual production and were often resulting from im-

ages acting with several degrees of independence from written articles. Waller’s account 

of colour pigments, with its rare polychromatic table, was no exception. The article end-

ed with explicit instructions for the printer: ‘The Table of Colours is to be inserted after 

this leaf, which ought to be done with Guard and a White-leaf between after the book is 

bound, left otherwise the Colours by beating stick together.’111 Producing Waller’s article 

must have been especially complicated, and it demonstrates the effort put into creating 

a visual display as much as possible explicit, loquacious and independently verbal. As 

Kusukawa adds, ‘Waller’s colour chart may thus be interpreted as an effort to compen-

sate for a shortcoming of engravings as well as reflecting the ways in which the Society 

investigated colour in this period.’112 

Similarly striking was the strategy adopted to illustrate Townley’s micrometer in 

1667. The engraved plate (fig. 2.8) included an additional leaf printed on the bottom 

of the page, consisting of a flat wooden cover bolted with two long metal screws. This 

‘moveable Cover’ was 

to be cut off by the Bookseller by the pricked Line (xxx) from the Paper, 

and to be fitly placed on Figure I. according to the pricked Line (yyyy) 

111  Waller, ‘Table of Mixt Colours’, 25.

112  Kusukawa, ‘Picturing Knowledge’, 12.
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Fig. 2.27  Townley's schematics for the micrometer with folding piece cut 
and pasted (see fig. 2.8)

Fig. 2.28 Drawing (above) of the micrometer attached to a telescope sent 
to the Royal Society and R. Hooke's own preparatory sketch (below) for 

Townley's foldable micrometer from 1667. RS CP/2/13



answering thereto; that by the taking off, as it were, or folding up of this 

Cover, the inward contrivance of the Screws and Sight may appear.

Hooke devised a cut-paste system to visually reproduce with enhanced degrees of 

physical accuracy the properties of the measuring instrument, which he was copying 

after a model he had himself stored in the repository (2.27). As such, the drawing oper-

ated very much as its own ‘paper instrument’ functioning as a set of visual transactions: 

appending spatial complexity to a mass-produced two-dimensional artefact; challenging 

the relations between writer, bookseller and reader by deploying further visual agencies; 

echoing once more Oldenburg’s paradigm for an experiential form of reading ‘under 

one view’ (fig. 2.28).113

As the case of Hooke proves, several were the draughtsmen and engravers employed 

throughout the first decades of the journal, themselves showing different approaches in 

interpreting the Transactions’ visual tasks. William Faithorne (1620-1690), engraver 

and printer from the 1650s, is a note-worthy example, although his production for the 

journal was not as intense as Burghers’. Faithorne has been considered ‘the finest na-

tive-born engraver working before the eighteenth century’.114 Most famously, in 1669 he 

authored a large map of southern France published in issue 149 (see fig. 3.6). In 1670 he 

also produced the original engravings for Moxon’s Practical Perspective (see fig. 1.10) 

and had published an earlier translation of Bosse’s aforementioned book on engraving, 

entitled The Art of Graveing and Etching, after which Evelyn had simplified his own 

version to avoid competition. Faithorne was close to drawing enthusiasts such as Eve-

lyn and Robert Hooke, who used to borrow his books. Another notable engraver for the 

Transactions was John Sturt (1658-1730), who started working for the journal at a very 

young age. His name started appearing in the journal since the early 1680s and later in 

his life he became an intense book illustrator. Sturt worked on many important publica-

tions on visual representation, drawing and projection, such as the first English transla-

tion of Gerard Audran’s Perspective of the Human Body (1683). He also engraved John 

James’ translations of Andrea Pozzo’s Rules and Examples of Perspective (1707) and 

famously Claude Perrault’s first English translation of his Treatise on the Five Orders 

of Architecture (1708). Sturt was particularly interested in the techniques of geometric 

113  This case has been investigated at length by M. C. Hunter. See Hunter, Wicked Intelligence, 69–79.

114  Anthony Griffiths, ‘Faithorne, William’, in ODNB (2004). 
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Fig. 2.29  Throwout page for PT, v. 15, n. 173, 1685, illustrating 
Leeuwenhoek's observations of salts and Papin's pressure pump (right)



drawing and around 1697 he even opened a drawing school in St. Paul’s Churchyard, 

purposely publishing a teaching book on drawing.115 Over the course of his career, Sturt 

sought public recognition as an engraver of some architectural significance. For his 

work in Pozzo’s Rules he requested an ‘Approbation’ to his engravings and managed 

to have it signed by Wren, Vanbrough and Hawksmoor. Sturt’s approach was arguably 

more diagrammatic than Burghers’. His engravings for Leeuwenhoek’s microscopic 

observations in issue 170 and 173 (fig. 2.9, 2.29), as well as the collection of antiqui-

ties and graphs in issue 176 (fig. 2.30) are boxed in an orderly manner, each component 

carefully segregated through the use of separating lines.

 The examples of Burghers, Faithorne and Sturt demonstrate the engravers’ searches 

for visual effect in a context where illustrations were often independent instruments of 

knowledge whose reproducibility actively effected their perception. Engravers did not 

have any means at their disposal other than chisels, gouges, blades and other tools for 

sculpting on a metal plaque. The illusion of depth, shadows, protrusions and in general 

the idea of three-dimensionality was promoted only through the interplay of black and 

white lines. 

The Transactions, it has been argued, showcased illustrative material which in many 

instances owned its own self-regulating legitimacy as active technologies for diffusing 

philosophical information. As such, difficulties relating to the production, reproduction 

and respective conditions of drawings hugely impacted the ways they looked. Differ-

ent abilities of the engravers contributed in creating a collection of varied, different and 

often contrasting images with different levels of pictorial and diagrammatic patterns 

of data. The same types of object could then be produced in different ways, indicating 

diverging sensibilities and expertise of both draughtsmen and engravers. As the Trans-

actions operated through often flattening technologies within the world of early modern 

printing, Waller’s table of colours as well as Hooke’s foldable drawing for the microm-

eter should then be understood as attempts to bridge a fundamental gap between a realm 

of artistic visual production and the industries for their scientific reproduction. Through 

Waller’s table, coloration could be added to drawing through a standardized process, 

making the act of looking at once duplicable and universal. It is worth noting now in 

more detail the manifold strategies adopted to charge images with additional layers of 

visual data necessary for philosophical investigations.

115  Richard Sharp, ‘Sturt, John’, in ODNB (2004).
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Fig. 2.30 Throwout page for PT, v.15, n. 176, 1685, illustrating R. Wallis' 
geometrical secants (above) and antiquities presented to the Society (below)



‘More lively Counterfaits’

In November 1665, Oldenburg published a letter sent to John Evelyn by an anony-

mous correspondent from Paris. The article presented ‘a Way of Making More Lively 

Counterfaits of Nature in Wax, Then are Extant in Painting: And of a New Kinde of 

Maps in a Low Relievo’.116 The article briefly introduced the technique of wax-model-

ling and colouring as an effective way of faithfully reproducing natural specimen and of 

sculpting maps in relief, with ‘the Town, the Fort, the little House, Platform, and Can-

ons mounted’. The results, Evelyn argued, were much more convincing than figurative 

drawing and so lifelike ‘that they kill all things of this Art I ever beheld’. The plan-relief 

was one of the very first of its kind. As recalled by Scolari, it was around this time that 

French practitioners started using three-dimensional maps to display military architec-

ture, a system which in the eighteenth century also came to be associated with a form of 

parallel projection.117 Not unlike Sinclair’s parallelogram or Waller’s colour table, Eve-

lyn was proposing a new instrument to enhance modes of building knowledge through 

its representations. In Evelyn’s case, it was the reproduction through material manipula-

tion that allowed for a fuller understanding of the world, so much so that drawing, by 

comparison, even lost its purpose. Of the same nature was an account, also published in 

issue 7, presenting a way to painting stone, inspired by Kircher’s Seu Mundus Subter-

raneus, recently published and reviewed in the journal that same year. The technique, 

already practiced in Oxford by William Byrd and Wren, allowed for the production of 

artificially coloured stones with a special paint so that ‘some stones reputed to be natu-

ral [...] had most lively pictures not only upon them, but passing thorow their whole 

substance’.118 

116  John Evelyn, ‘An Advertisement of a Way of Making More Lively Counterfaits of Nature in Wax, 
Then are Extant in Painting: And of a New Kinde of Maps in a Low Relievo; Both Practised in France’, in 
PT, Vol. 1, n. 6 (1665), 99-100.

117  Scolari, Oblique Drawing, 158.

118  ‘An Experiment of a Way of Preparing a Liquor, That Shall Sink into, and Colour the Whole Body 
of Marble, Causing a Picture, Drawn on a Surface, to Appear Also in the Inmost Parts of the Stone’, in 
PT, vol. 1, n. 7, (1665), 125-127; See also J. C. Cole, ‘The Painting or Staining of Marble as Practised by 
William Byrd of Oxford and others’, in Oxoniensia, XVII-XVIII (1952) 193-199; Fabio Barry, ‘“Painting 
in Stone”: Early Modern Experiments in a Metamedium’, The Art Bulletin 99, no. 3 (3 July 2017): 40–43, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/00043079.2017.1292869.
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As I suggested earlier, reproducing nature, whether through drawing or model-

ling, was an experimental project in itself and a valuable investigative mission. As with 

Sinclair’s automatic mechanism for parallel representation, inventive strategies for the 

accumulation and synthesis of proper illustrative accounts could evidence both specula-

tive and literal contacts with aspects of architectural representation. Notably, Wren’s 

interests towards architecture were greatly driven by his talents for drawing and his 

interests in models.119 In 1664 he authored the outstanding drawings for Willis’ Cerebri 

Anatome, while in 1661 he produced for the King a wax model of the moon in order to 

map its surface, one of the very first in the history of astronomy.120 Not unlike Evelyn’s 

instructions for wax modelling, Wren’s selenography was meant to promote a new and 

‘true’ understanding of the Moon’s surface, more precise than any existing telescopic 

record.121 Similarly, in 1677 the Transactions featured ‘the Description of a Celestial 

Globe, Artificially Made, Shewing the Apparent Motions, from East to West, and from 

West to East, of the Sun, Moon, and Fixed Stars’.122 This portable steel model, only four 

inches in diameter, was made by Parisian watchmaker Didier L’Alleman, who motorised 

it so that it would produce a full rotation in 24 hours, showing constellations, the moon 

and the rising sun.123 And again, in early 1687 Johann Weikhard von Valvasor, a natu-

ral philosopher from Carniola, published in the Transactions ‘The Method of Casting 

Statues in Metal [...] of An Extraordinary Thinness, beyond Any Thing Hitherto Known 

or Practised’. The letter was illustrated by an intricate diagram of the system involving a 

119  For further accounts on architectural drawing around Wren’s office, see Anthony Geraghty, ‘Intro-
ducing Thomas Laine: Draughtsman to Sir Christopher Wren’, Architectural History 42 (1999): 240–45, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/1568711; Anthony Geraghty, ‘Wren’s Preliminary Design for the Sheldonian 
Theatre’, Architectural History 45 (2002): 275–88, https://doi.org/10.2307/1568785; Anthony Geraghty, 
‘Edward Woodroofe: Sir Christopher Wren’s First Draughtsman’, The Burlington Magazine 143, no. 1181 
(2001): 474–79.

120  Anthony Gerbino and Stephen Johnston, Compass and Rule: Architecture as Mathematical Practice 
in England 1500-1750 (Yale University Press, 2009), 86; John Summerson, ‘Wren. Why Architecture?’, 
in The Unromantic Castle and Other Essays (London: Thames and Hudson, 1990), 63–68.

121  See Christopher Wren jr., Parentalia (London 1750), 210.

122  Didier L’Alleman, ‘The Description of a Celestial Globe, Artificially Made...’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 136 
(1677), 895-907.

123  Of a completely different nature was Palmer and Moxon’s ‘English Globe’, advertised the following 
year, which was ‘fix’d and immoveable’ but much more useful for geographical and astronomical calcula-
tions. See ‘An Advertisement of the Monthly Continuation of the Mechanick Exercises; by Mr. Joseph 
Moxon’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 138 (1678), 988.
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clay mould and metal tubes and spacers running along the statue, a collection of letters 

indicating the various components described in the dense text (fig. 2.31).

As for the journal’s insistence on mechanising vision, forms of ‘artificialised’ nature 

and experiments on the mechanics of art were embraced as empirical gateways to truth. 

Such man-made devices all had the same intention of adding a practical dimension to 

the act of seeing and to explore new forms of doing. Understanding nature could acquire 

a more substantial meaning through the additional dimension of a physical experience. 

Complex visual products such as parallel views or wax sculptures were ‘more lively 

Counterfaits’ than traditional drawings because, it appeared, they allowed for a richer 

and more complex perception on the part of the viewer. Earlier in the century Huygens 

had made a similar observation on Cornelis Drebbel’s camera obscura, powerfully 

commenting that ‘all painting is dead in comparison’.124 For Sinclair, Waller, Evelyn or 

Huygens the performativity of observation was the crucial component through which 

the assertiveness of natural facts could be tested. Constructing an experience of figures, 

illustrations, models and in general new modes of reproducing the world was the im-

portant transaction between subject and object, between critical observers and the world 

around them. In the Great Instauration, Bacon insisted on this visual spatial relation-

ship: ‘all depends on keeping the eye steadily fixed upon the facts of nature and so 

receiving their images simply as they are.’125 Similarly, Hooke’s 1668 camera obscura 

introduced earlier was presented in the Transactions as a ‘performance’, particularly 

useful for ‘Apparitions and Disappearances, Motions, Changes, and Actions’, that could 

even be presented as ‘super-natural and miraculous’.126 Hooke may in fact have been 

thinking of Bacon’s Solomon House introduced in the previous chapter, which included 

‘houses of deceits of the senses; where we represent [...] apparitions, impostures, and 

illusions; and their fallacies’. Indeed, for both Hooke and Bacon ‘miraculous’ tricks 

were welcomed as long as they also disclosed their truth ‘pure as it is’. Similarly, in the 

124  Alpers, The Art of Describing, 12.

125  Quoted in Alpers, 82.

126  See Simon Schaffer, ‘Machine Philosophy: Demonstration Devices in Georgian Mechanics’, Osiris 
9 (1994): 157–82; Arthur K. Wheelock, ‘Constantijn Huygens and Early Attitudes towards the Camera 
Obscura’, History of Photography 1, no. 2 (April 1977): 93–103, https://doi.org/10.1080/03087298.1977.
10442893; Steadman, Vermeer’s Camera; Wolfgang Lefèvre, Inside the Camera Obscura. Optics and Art 
Under the Spell of the Projected Image (Max Plank, 2007). 
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Fig. 2.31  Throwout page for PT, vol. 16, n. 186, 1686. Detail illustrating J. 
W. von Valvasor's method for casting statues



preface of his influential Mémoires, translated into English in 1688, Claude Perrault 

argued that 

Now altho’ we stick only to this Description, and this lively Painting, 

which we have endeavoured to perform simply, and without any 

Ornament, and have no other intention, than to discover things such as 

we have found them, and even as in a Glass, which adds nothing of its 

own, and which represents onely what has been presented to it.127

For Perrault, faithfulness and lack of ‘Ornament’ in representing the world produced 

mirror-like images, purely reflecting what was seen. Seeing could become an act de-

pendent on collectiveness and quintessentially spatial. As such, active scrutiny could 

actually add to the perception and acquisition of knowledge. Observation then was not 

an ‘objective’ act, the term itself being anachronistic, but otherwise deeply informed 

by its own epistemology.128 In other words, seeing was not neutral. ‘The act of looking 

[Meghan Doherty argues regarding early modern microscopic observations] is not a 

benign act. [...] What the viewer is presented then is a view of an object that is not what 

was put on the stage of the microscope, but rather what resulted from the act of looking 

through the microscope’.129 The Albertian paradigm can then be recast here once more 

as an early modern form of visual transaction. From the outward looks of an object as 

perspectiva naturalis, its understanding was filtered into perspectiva artificialis through 

the manifold layers—technological, representational, relational—of the Transactions’ 

visual industry. As Hultzsch suggests, ‘The thing was to be represented as it was ob-

served, not as it had been told previously; the aim was a kind of objectivity, or truthful-

ness, achieved through subjectivity’.130 In other words, the mediation of the individual 

was the instrument through which an experience could become acceptable by a commu-

nity. Draughtsmen, engravers and model-makers alike mediated between what was seen 

firsthand and what readers would accept as truthful. 

127  Claude Perrault, Memoirs for a Natural History of Animals, (London 1688), ‘Preface’.

128  See for example Daston and Galison, Objectivity, 55-on.

129  Meghan C. Doherty, ‘Discovering the “True Form”: Hooke’s Micrographia and the Visual Vocabu-
lary of Engraved Portraits’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 66, no. 3 (2012): 215, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41723306.

130  Anne Hultzsch, Architecture, Travellers and Writers: Constructing Histories of Perception 1640-
1950 (London: Routledge, 2014), 35.
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Fig. 2.32  H. Cole, engraving of his view of the Giant's Causeways in Ireland, 
in PT, vol. 18, n. 212, 1694



Consequentially, the ways in which such objects were represented was in itself the 

object of a complex early modern exploration. As Harbison has argued, a Baroque kind 

of mentality can be outlined in the attitudes towards diversifying views and promoting 

visual specificity: ‘Baroque subjectivism often looks like self-conscious cultivation of 

odd perspectives, more like a kind of science than true self-absorption’.131 What should 

be stressed here is the different techniques with which antiquities, machines, landscapes 

and specimen were reproduced for the readers of the Philosophical Transactions. These, 

I argue, establish a continuity between Sinclair’s, Wallis’, Evelyn’s and other experi-

mental experiences in the Transactions which were evocative of, as well as often em-

bedded with, early modern compositional interests, a transaction of the kind suggested 

by Harbison. Cultivating ‘odd perspectives’, partial views and new and experimental 

ways of looking was an underlying notion in the Transactions’ visual production.

A powerful example to illustrate such ‘odd perspectives’ appeared in 1694 with 

the first illustration of Ireland’s Giant’s Causeways published in the 212th issue of the 

journal. The picture depicted a schematic bird’s eye view of the famous promontory in 

Northen Ireland, detailed with its characteristic forest of natural rocky formations in the 

foreground, which was at the very centre of its philosophical interest (fig. 2.32). The 

picture was drawn on site by Christopher Cole from Dublin. Cole’s drawing focussed on 

the coastal character of the site, framed by a smooth hilly landscape in the background 

and a blank, even seascape in the foreground giving way to a detailed visual account 

of the Causeway’s rocky geology. What immediately appears odd however is the off-

centred, strangely tilted viewpoint of the picture, some way between a mid-view land-

scape drawing and a large vista. Cole’s drawing, in fact, adopted a non-univocal view-

point, collecting separate prospects and consequently merging the views into one single 

perspectival drawing. Dubliner clergyman Samuel Foley, who wrote a short account to 

which his friend Cole’s drawing was attached in 1694, commented that Cole 

has not drawn the Causway as a Prospect, nor as a Survey or Platform, 

which he thought would not answer his Design, and that he has no other 

name for it but a Draught, which he took after this sort: He supposed the 

Hills and Causway, & c. Epitomized to the same height and bigness the 

131  Harbison, Reflections on Baroque, 50.
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Fig. 2.33 E. Sandys, engraving of his 'True Prospect' of the Giant's Causeways 
accompanying William's Molyneux's account, in PT, vol. 19, n. 235, 1696



Draught shews them, and this he fancied the most Intelligible way to 

express it.132 

The drawing, engraved in Dublin by Edwin Sandys, engraver for the Irish Philo-

sophical Society, was then sent to London to the attention of Richard Waller. As sug-

gested by Alasdair Kennedy, Cole produced two, perhaps three individual, separate 

views of the landscape, subsequently uniting them into his final composition.133 Evi-

dently, this was an unusual approach to representation, as demonstrated by the fact that 

Foley had no standard way to verbally describe Cole’s picture. This was neither a ‘Pros-

pect’, nor a ‘Survey’ or a ‘Platform’, it was neither diagrammatic not pictorial, neither 

a map nor a perspective view, but rather something in between, a collection of selected 

viewpoints highlighting certain topographical qualities of the landscape. The drawing 

was in fact curious but hard to appreciate in its accuracy. For Thomas Molyneux, who 

would soon be elected fellow of the Royal Society for its precise diagrams of the elk-

horns (fig. 2.15), Cole was ‘no extraordinary Artist’ and in 1697 he sent a second, ‘True 

Prospect’ of the Causeway. The large picture, 47x29cm, commissioned the year before 

to Sandys, again represented a bird’s eye view of the coast of Northern Ireland from the 

north, this time using a more traditional view point (fig. 2.33). The natural environment 

appears more homogeneously detailed, featuring rocky cliffs, buildings in the back-

ground and inhabitants in the foreground. The picture was then enriched with scaled 

details of the Causeway’s columns, their geometrical composition and a closer view in 

perspective. A year later, Molyneux continued his enquiry by sending a further account 

of his observations on the Causeway. The drawing attached was a more detailed collec-

tion of some of the Causeway’s columns, sectioned and reproduced through a sort of 

parallel view (fig. 2.34). 

It was through the accumulation of partial views and visual narratives by several 

individuals that Molyneux was conclusively able to argue that the Causeway ‘must 

certainly be the Architecture of the Regular Hand of Nature’.134 At the same time, thanks 

to Foley, Cole, Molyneux and Sandys, the Causeway gained the status of a true philo-

132  Samuel Foley, ‘Answers to Sir Richard Bulkeley’s queries relating to the Giant’s Causway...’, in ‘An 
Account of the Giants Causway in the North of Ireland...’, in PT, vol. 18, n. 212 (1694), 175.

133  Kennedy, ‘In Search of the “True Prospect”’, 28–29.

134  Thomas Molyneux, ‘Some notes upon the foregoing account of the Giants Causway, serving to fur-
ther illustrate the same’, in ‘An Account of the Giants Causway in the North of Ireland...’, in PT, vol. 18, 
n. 212 (1694), 177.

138  

Fig. 2.34  Details of the Causeways' pillars accompanying Molyneux's 
article, in PT, vol. 21, n. 241, 1698



sophical object, attracting interest throughout the eighteenth century.135 As with Evelyn’s 

wax maps, it was through the exploration of new ways of representing the world that 

this could be effectively understood. Cole’s experiment with perspective, together with 

Molyneux’s additive pictures, produced the fragmentary visual information about the 

Causeway able to build up a more complete and complex understanding of its imperme-

able natural architecture. Assembling views, composing pictures and collecting frag-

ments onto the printed page of the Transactions was the way to build and construct a 

more vital and ‘lively counterfeits’ of natural knowledge.136

In the Transactions, the rules of perspective were disclosed in all their uncertainty. 

It’s worth noting that in Britain, perspective drawing as a geometrically defined set of 

practices arrived only during the second half of the seventeenth century, and did so 

greatly through architectural milieus.137 The first publication on perspective dates from 

1611, when the second book of Serlio’s Tutte l’Opere d’Architettura et Prospettiva was 

translated into English from the Dutch.138 It remained the only book on the subject until 

1670, when Moxon published his Practical Perspective, which as mentioned in the pre-

vious chapter was the only original treatise on perspective representation for almost half 

a century.139 Therefore, if over the second half of the 1600s the rules of perspective were 

timidly finding their place within the pictorial world, investigating the visualisation of 

architectural objects was quickly becoming a prerogative for the English practitioner 

who, in Wren’s words ‘ought, above all things, to be well skilled in Perspective’.140 As 

argued by Evans, perspective itself was deviant and pertained to a history of deceit-

135  See for instance Richard Pococke, ‘An Account of the Giants Causeway in Ireland...’ in PT, vol. 45 
(1748), 124-127; Richard Pococke, ‘A Farther Account of the Giant’s Causeway in the County of Antrim 
in Ireland...’, in PT, vol. 48 (1754), 226-237.

136  As noted by Di Palma, Michael Burghers encountered a very similar problem when illustrating 
Robert Plot’s Natural History of Staffordshire, for which the amount of detail in the account could not be 
fulfilled by individual perspective views. See Vittoria Di Palma, ‘Fragmentation, Multiplication, Permu-
tation: Natural Histories and Sylvan Aesthetics from Bacon to Evelyn’, in Fragments: Architecture and 
the Unfinished. Essays Presented to Robin Middleton, ed. Barry Bergdoll and Werner Oechslin (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 2006), 240–41.

137  Kemp, The Science of Art, 148.

138  Kirsti Andersen, The Geometry of an Art: The History of the Mathematical Theory of Perspective 
from Alberti to Monge (New York: Springer, 2007), 489–90.

139  Moxon’s book was soon eclipsed by the English translation of Dubreuil’s Perspective Pratique 
(1617), published in London in 1673.

140  Wren here is probably referring, more than to perspectival representation, to the effect that buildings 
have on the viewer’s perception. See Lydia Soo, Wren’s ‘Tracts’ on Architecture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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Fig. 2.35 N. Witsen, illustration for his account on the shifting fluxes of 
Batavian rivers, for PT, vol. 22, n. 264, 1700 Fig. 2.36 Illustration of Mine caves in Devon, in PT, vol. 6, n. 69, 1671



fulness.141 The Transactions’ collections were, as argued by Galison, ‘meant to hinder 

premature generalizations and promote exact observation of particulars’, operating very 

much within a networked realm of experimental representation.142

Through these transactions, images did not necessarily abide to any standardized 

mode of representation. More importantly, they did not have to: as with the paral-

lelogram’s unregimented parallel lines, bird’s eye perspectival views with multiples 

converging points were an acceptable way to conveying a more complete picture. 

Landscapes and panoramas often laid in between the pictorial and the schematic, made 

through ad hoc methods and often including details in additive ways. Two further 

examples demonstrate such attitude. The first is the report of an earthquake in Batavia, 

Netherlands, sent by Nicolaes Witsen and published in issue 264, 1700. A large draw-

ing depicts two mountains and several rivers descending towards the valley in between 

(fig. 2.35). In the background, the illustration details rocky cliffs, palm trees, terrain and 

water with a dynamic use of shapes and contrasts. Moving downwards the picture soon 

becomes an ethereal diagram of riverine flows, until only a schematic view of the riv-

erbeds remain. Moving towards the viewer, the heightened perspective effect is almost 

flattened, something between a plan and perspective view. Similarly, the ‘scheme’ pub-

lished with a long essay on mining and digging in issue 69, 1671, indicated the typical 

shapes and locations of caves and mining holes superimposed onto the diagrammatic, 

almost symbolic outline of the mountainous landscape of Dartmoor (fig. 2.36). A flat-

tened outline of the underground passages was overlaid onto a delineative panorama in 

the background, accompanied by cardinal points along the margins.

As already investigated in the previous section, the Transactions offered a gallery 

of diverse modes of representation originating from different relational contexts. An 

account sent in 1692 by Valvasor included a large bird’s eye view of lake Cerknika in 

Carniola, in current Slovenia (fig. 2.37). In order to further explain the geology and 

behavior of its subterranean caves and tunnels, through which the lake is regularly 

drained, the illustration also included a smaller, more detailed view of the entrance and 

a very schematic plan of the caves. This representation was meaningful: Valvasor had 

University Press, 2008), 155-on; Geraghty, ‘Nicholas Hawksmoor’s Drawing Technique of the 1690s and 
John Locke’s “Essay Concerning Human Understanding”’.

141  Evans, The Projective Cast, 123-on.

142  Daston and Galison, Objectivity, 67.
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Fig. 2.37  J. W. von Valvasor, illustration from his account on Lake Cerknika, 
in PT, vol. 16, n. 191, 1687



become a member of the Royal Society in 1687 thanks to this hydrological study on the 

lake Cerknika and these drawing publicly embodied his philosophical prowess. All three 

illustrations were in fact copied after engravings made for Valvasor’s opus magnus Die 

Ehre deß Hertzogthums Crain (The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola) in 1689 and were 

sent individually to the Royal Society.143 The picture, defined by the author as a ‘Map’, 

stands in fact somewhere between a perspective and a topographic illustration. Simi-

larly to Witsen’s description of Batavia’s rivers and Valvasor’s own representation of 

the sculptural mould mentioned earlier, his oblique map of the lake stands somewhere 

between the diagrammatic, the pictorial and the abstract scheme. As argued by Rees, the 

distinction between early modern oblique views and cartographic maps was not only 

far from being solved, but their relationship was still mutually fertile.144 Scolari has also 

suggested that perspective drawing itself was born out of the Renaissance necessity for 

architectural surveying.145 Importantly, when presenting his three-dimensional wax map, 

Evelyn insisted that ‘This new, delightful, and most instructive form of Map, or Wooden 

Country, you are to look upon either horizontally or sidelong’. Portions of the earth 

could be explored either from above or experienced through an angled view. Evelyn’s 

wax ‘rilievo’ was at once a map and a landscape and there was no need to distinct and 

differentiate them. Samuel Foley’s doubtful description of Cole’s multi-view perspec-

tive therefore mirrors an early modern dismissal of generalised nomenclatures, instead 

embracing the contingencies of ad hoc representations ‘under one view’. 

Martin Lister’s ‘Ingenious Proposal for a New Sort of Maps of Countrys’ published 

in 1684 further epitomized such detachedly subjective attitude. Lister proposed to de-

vise a ‘Soil or Mineral Map’ where grounds of different mineral constitution could be 

visually identifiable.

 The same Map of England  [Lister suggested] may [...] be distinguisht 

into Countries, with the River and some of the noted Towns put in. The 

Soil might either be coloured by a variety of Lines, or Etchings; but the 

143  See Royal Society MS/131/70A.

144  Ronald Rees, ‘Historical Links between Cartography and Art’, Geographical Review 70, no. 1 (Janu-
ary 1980): 67–68, https://doi.org/10.2307/214368.

145  Ptolemy for instance had already established a system for cartographic analysis where the observer 
could rely on some form of perspectival view, a method that Alberti was familiar with. Scolari, Oblique 
Drawing, 207; Alpers, The Art of Describing, 133–34.
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great care must be, very exactly to note upon the Map, where such and 

such Soiles are bounded.146

Lister continued by arguing how this could be an efficient way to know the earth 

fully, as sands are ‘the Universal Cover of the face of the Earth’. Lister then proposed 

an indexed tree-branch ‘Table of Sand’ and a ‘Table of Clays’, complete with colours 

and geographical locations of England’s sand and clay terrains. Similarly to Waller’s 

reference table for illustrative colouring, new graphic representations of nature could be 

invented in answer to the specific needs of philosophical histories.147 

Through the selective illustrative strategies of the Transactions, the very distinction 

of artistic and scientific approaches to image-making tended to lose its meaning. Tradi-

tionally located within the historic mediation between imagination and accuracy, such 

paradigm becomes blurred and instead acquires a subtler exploratory sense, constituting 

its value as transaction.148 Evoking Sinclair’s continuative use of his visor to acquire 

proportionality, the attribute ‘ad vivum’ became the engine for a collective effort to 

assemble partial snapshots of reality, in turn individually crafted for their own intrinsic 

value. Importantly both the natural sciences and architecture, Alpers argues, ‘had to be 

scanned by the eye’, through different deployments of prosopographical parallelisms. In 

other words, ‘The eye of the northern viewer inserts itself into the world.’149 

We should then consider two further notable examples of such mediated and trans-

actional ways of looking. Edmund Halley’s celebrated ‘Historical Account of the Trade 

Winds’ from 1686 featured a large Mercator projection of the Atlantic Ocean and a con-

stellation of arrows indicating the direction of trade winds (fig. 2.38).150 The map was 

elaborated after collecting data from sea captains and was therefore not only a useful 

instrument for mariners and traders, as it charted with an unusual degree of precision the 

146  Martin Lister, ‘An Ingenious Proposal for a New Sort of Maps of Countrys...’, in PT, vol. 14, n. 164 
(1684), 739.

147  See Eva Germaine Rimington Taylor, ‘Robert Hooke and the Cartographical Projects of the Late 
Seventeenth Century (1666-1696)’, The Geographical Journal 90, no. 6 (December 1937): 529, https://
doi.org/10.2307/1787651. 

148  See for instance Swan, ‘Ad Vivum, Naer Het Leven , from the Life’.

149  Alpers, The Art of Describing, 85.

150  Trade Winds were called this way because they carried with them ships trading from Europe to 
America. Edmund Halley, ‘An Historical Account of the Trade Winds...’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 183 (1686), 
153-168.
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Fig. 2.38  E. Halley, map for the 'Historical Account' on the Trade Winds and 
detail of the same, in PT, vol. 16, n. 183, 1686



direction of seasonal winds through the oceans, but it was also a successful experiment 

in visualising quantitative information through unexplored graphic tools. Halley was 

in fact possibly the first to chart isolines, represented with small arrows. Indicating, in 

Halley’s own words, ‘at one view’ the direction of world’s winds, this was at once one 

of the very first ever data maps and very much in line with Oldenburg’s transactional in-

tentions.151 Of the same nature was Picard’s and La Hire’s famous map of France, com-

pleted in 1682 after a five-year-long survey of the country. In 1693 John Sturt authored 

a half-sized reproduction of the famous map for the Transactions (fig. 2.39). It was 

presented in the journal as ‘the most exact of all Modern ones that have been published; 

only to make it appear, how different observations are from the Relations and Memoirs, 

upon which the most excellent Geographers, are obliged to go to work’.152 The objective 

was not to show a precise and correct layout of France but mostly to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of direct observation adopted by the French astronomers, which famously 

prompted the King to complain on the Country’s considerable territorial ‘losses’ that the 

scientific trip had produced. As such, the map lacked topographical information (rel-

evant meridians, cities and roads in the mainland) but was rather a selective, fragmented 

collection of specific data gathered through the survey.

The journal’s visual apparatus was meant to invite observers in through the act of 

looking, always pushing for a closer, more attentive gaze. The search for ‘lively coun-

terfeits’ encouraged by Evelyn was embraced in the Transactions by conceptualizing a 

selective vocabulary of visual information. As Harbison suggests, ‘It is as if our eye has 

become a microscope which cannot take in much at once, but sees that little with new-

found intentness’.153 Far from idealisation and theoretical abstractions, the Transactions’ 

visual designs proved a far greater interest in drawing out pieces of a tangible environ-

151  See Edward Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Cheshre: Graphic Press, 2001), 
23; Alan Cook, ‘Edmond Halley and Visual Representation of Natural Philosophy’, in Wolfgang Lefèvre, 
Jürgen Renn, Urs Schoepflin ed., The Power of Images in Early Modern Science, (Basel: Birkhauser, 
2003); Lorraine Daston, ‘Super-Vision: Weather Watching and Table Reading in the Early Modern Royal 
Society and Académie Royale Des Sciences’, Huntington Library Quarterly 78, no. 2 (2015): 189, https://
doi.org/10.1353/hlq.2015.0032. 

152  ‘An Account of the Map of France, According to the Observations of M M. Picard, and de la Hire...’, 
in PT, vol. 19, n. 226, (1695), 443-444.

153  Harbison, Reflections on Baroque, 147.
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Fig. 2.39  J. Sturt, map of France after J. Picard and P. La Hire (1682), in PT, 
vol. 19, n. 226, 1697



ment. It was a universe inhabited by instrumental imperfections, scattered around what 

Bacon called ‘the woods and enclosures of particulars’.154

Conclusions

Imposing a relentless and careful motion by the observer with its moving pointer, 

the Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum was in fact a very uncomfortable device. 

Moreover, once put into practice, its parallel strategy hardly delivered as precise an im-

age as originally planned (fig. 2.40). The eye, ‘kept free to move’, hence appears as the 

instrument for a representational paradigm-shift in the form of early modern didactic 

discussion through explorative philosophical performance.155 Instruments such as the 

parallelogram, this chapter has argued, were presented in the periodical pages of the 

Transactions as investigative tools for understanding the world by presenting ‘under one 

view’ its manifold characters. I have shown how such explorative contents suggest ar-

chitectural transactions by unfolding alternative agencies of the illustrated printed page, 

echoing traditions of architectural representation and often debated in their applicability. 

The process of visual mechanisation proposed by Sinclair was meant to disclose an en-

hanced and sophisticated, specific and condensed view of the world. Optical interests of 

the early Transactions, I have successively argued, were in fact a generalised invitation 

to see the world through visors and scopes, specs and sights, turning the act of seeing 

into projective explorations. I have then shown how the conflicting, timely and often 

partly untraceable thread from observer to draughtsman, from engraver to printer, con-

stituted an active and valuable component in a process of exploratory visual circumstan-

tiality and in itself a form of visual transaction. Finally, I have illustrated how the very 

techniques and visual strategies adopted for representing such a world were a testament 

to their own investigation. Linking back to Sinclair’s strategy for parallel enhancement, 

these techniques tended to escape a unified definition and instead need to be understood 

as contingent visual inquiries. As with Sinclair’s parallelogram, Waller’s colour chart or 

Evelyn’s wax models, echoes of architectural imagery arise in the Transactions through 

ideas of optical enhancement, projectivity and visual mechanisation. Perspectival views, 

154  Francis Bacon, Advancement of Learning (London 1605), 369-370.

155  Unlike other instances of instruments reproduced, such as the micrometer, we have no evidence of 
the parallelogram ever being rebuilt at the Royal Society. From Sinclair’s ‘experiential’ account, however, 
it seems that he in fact produced his device and experimented with it.
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Fig. 2.40  Left: reconstruction of Sinclair’s Parallelogrammum according 
to his essay. Above is the vertical board and parallelogram attached to it, 
made with wooden parts and simple metal joints. Below is the dioptrical 
viewer, featuring the two successive frames. Importantly, Sinclair’s essay 
did not include measurements to scale its instrument. The drawing board 

has been sized to accommodate reproductions of the human figure. 

Middle: Portrait of female figure using the Parallelogrammum 
Propographicum. Much of the precision of Sinclair’s method comes 
from manoeuvrability, which as result does not necessarily match the 
orthographical accuracy so strongly presented in his essay. Importantly, the 
illustration presented here has been scaled down from a 1:1 reproduction.

Right: Comparison between a model’s photographic depiction and its 
representation using the Parallelogrammum, evidencing the distinction 

between a perspectival view and its flat ‘elevation’.



parallel drawings and diagrammatic illustrations were recast as odd products of empiri-

cist visual and transactional explorations. 

As it will be investigated further in the next chapter, the very notion of place and 

environment was used in its manifold qualities to challenge the veracity of its models. 

From York’s Multangular Tower to Carniola’s lake Cerknika, the geographies of the 

world were unfolded by framing visual glimpses of time and place. The Transactions’ 

‘spatial’ conditions towards image-making are well illustrated by a view of the ruins of 

Palmyra, published in the journal in 1695 (fig. 2.41). The 70cm-long engraving, folded 

many times to fit in the quarto pages of the journal, was copied after a sketch made on 

site by a group of British merchants who visited Palmyra in 1691. The drawing, depict-

ing a view of the ruinous city from the north, presents a complex and cryptic archaeo-

logical landscape, filled with blocks of stone, columns and pillars and the remains of 

ancient temples. As it will be illustrated henceforth, if the technologies of seeing and 

of visual reproduction discussed above should be recognised as their own field of early 

modern search, their embedded questions of veracity and authorship can be related to 

paradigms of writing for the communication of distant information. Especially through 

historical accounts and travel narratives, these conditions powerfully illuminate the role 

played by built environments in the making of a periodical kind of empirical knowl-

edge. The large depiction of Palmyra, together with the rich written account accompany-

ing it, will therefore be deployed in the following pages as a significant example of the 

Transactions’ investigative approach towards places, distant in geography and history, 

and of the architectural transactions deriving from it.
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Fig. 2.41 View of the Ruines of Palmyra', in PT, vol. 19, n. 217, 1695. 
Actual size
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TRANSACTION III

‘Suited to Time and Place’

 

Introduction 

This chapter is primarily concerned with the compilation of the Transactions’ writ-

ten accounts, in the forms of letters, travel reports and literary reviews. It investigates 

the ways in which such accounts came into being through the remote experiences of 

travellers, experimenters and other contributors and through different forms of record-

ing such as letters, diaries and books. The chapter illustrates the efficiency and limits of 

written reports in establishing a system of narrative transactions through the deployment 

and use of forms of personal recording. As such, writings about architecture emerge as 

fundamental components of the journal’s collective enterprise and as ways to access 

both distant times, through the study of ancient buildings and antiquities, and distant 

places, thanks to the collection of travelogues and other types of written reports. Ar-

chitecture, this chapter ultimately argues, appears in the journal through a transaction 

between subject matter and the methods and processes adopted to translate experiences 

into writing.

The chapter starts by detailing William Halifax’s accounts on his journey to Palmyra 

in 1691, introduced at the end of the previous chapter. I investigate this case in order 

to present the Transactions’ contribution to the study of ancient architecture and to 

introduce the strategies for recording and transposing distant information about build-

ings. The chapter will then examine further examples of the journal’s role in efficiently 

producing knowledge about the past through antiquarian reports of ancient buildings 

and artefacts. It successively presents cases and modes of narrative transaction adopted 

to display content relating to buildings and construction in their specificities, such as 

dwellings and cities from distant places, designs for husbandry and large infrastructures. 

Finally, the chapter illustrates the Transactions’ interests in architectural communication 

through linguistic designs and books reviews, building transactional forms of contact 

between localised empirical knowledge and a wide public.

As anticipated at the end of the previous chapter, the continuity between the present 

chapter and the latter can be hardly overemphasised. Palmyra’s striking illustration is 

discussed in detail here, together with other examples, to stress how visual and written 
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elements were adopted and related in the journal. However, the proximity of the Trans-

actions’ texts and images should not conceal the divergent complexities of both their 

making and of their consumption. Just as images could easily perform independently 

from texts, this chapter will also present textual material as a primary and often self-

reliant source for architecture, charged with its own significance as a transaction.

A journey to Palmyra

In the morning of 4 October, 1691, a group of 30 men arrived to the ancient city of 

Palmyra, in the middle of the Syrian desert.1 They had departed six days earlier, on 29 

September, from Aleppo and had proceeded south-east into the dry wilderness, with the 

aid of servants and a local guide. The company stayed in the city for four days, leav-

ing in the early morning of 8 October. They made their way east and, after reaching the 

river Euphrates, proceeded north along the river, getting back to Aleppo on the 16th.

This short journey, lasting 18 days, was the first documented western encounter with 

Palmyra (also known as Tadmor in Arabic) after hundreds of years. More importantly, 

this was the first ever archaeological journey to the city, made with the sole intention 

of studying its remains. The party who made this historical expedition was part of the 

British Levant Company, working in the trading centre of Aleppo. The Levant Company 

had existed for more than a century and had stations all around the Mediterranean coasts 

of the Middle-East, controlling commerce with the Orient. They were mostly merchants 

and traders and called themselves ‘Franks’, stressing their continental origins and distin-

guishing themselves from the ‘Arabs’ of the Orient.2

A first attempt to reach the city had already been made in the summer of 1678, when 

sixteen of these English merchants, together with twenty-four servants, had departed 

from Aleppo on 18 July. Among them was Robert Huntington, British orientalist, Chap-

lain in Aleppo from 1670 to 1681 and already contributor to the Transactions in 1684 

1  A longer version of this section had been published as Gregorio Astengo, ‘The Rediscovery of Palmyra 
and Its Dissemination in Philosophical Transactions’, Notes and Records: The Royal Society Journal of 
the History of Science 70, no. 3 (20 September 2016): 209–30, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2015.0059.

2  See Alfred C. Wood, A History of the Levant Company (London: Cass,1935). For a colourful account of 
the life of these men in Aleppo, see The Diary of Henry Teonge, anno 1675-1679 (London 1825).
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(see ch. 2).3 They approached Palmyra on the 23rd, but soon found themselves trapped 

and threatened by the local Prince, the Emir Melkam (or Milheym), who feared they 

would reveal his position to the Turks. They were forced to pay their way out of the 

city with almost everything they owned and returned to Aleppo on 29 July, having lost 

most of their possessions and having collected nearly no information about the city. The 

second attempt, made 13 years later, was more fortunate. The city was still inhabited by 

Arabs, but the company was assured security and was given supplies and assistance by 

the local King, Assyne. 

Accounts of these two travels were attentively recorded and brought to England 

some years later. They were all published in the Transactions, in issues 217 and 218, in 

October, November and December 1695. They consisted in a letter and an extract from 

two travel journals. The letter contained a thorough description of the city, the very first 

ever made, while the travel journals described both Huntington’s disastrous journey of 

1678 and the successful one of 1691. The importance of these accounts’ written reports 

lays not only in their historical significance, illuminating an early modern approach 

towards the study of ancient architecture, but also in the ways in which remote architec-

ture was observed and described. 

The letter, published in issue 217, was written by William Halifax during the 1691 

expedition.4 Halifax was a member of Corpus College, Oxford, and graduated in 1678. 

Like Huntington, Halifax too was a man of church: he was Chaplain of Aleppo from 

January 1688 until December 1695, when he resigned and came back to London.5 The 

travel journals, published in issue 218, belonged to two Freemen of the Company,6 

Timothy Lanoy and Aaron Goodyear, who took part in both Huntington’s failed journey 

3  Simon Mills, ‘The English Chaplains at Aleppo: Exploration and Scholarship between England and the 
Ottoman Empire, 1620–1760’, Bulletin for the Council for British Research in the Levant 6, no. 1 (De-
cember 2011): 13–20, https://doi.org/10.1179/175272711X13140949020716.

4  William Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage from Aleppo to Palmyra in Syria; Sent by the Reverend 
Mr. William Halifax to Dr. Edw. Bernard (Late) Savilian Professor of Astronomy in Oxford, and by Him 
Communicated to Dr. Thomas Smith. Reg. Soc. S.’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217 (1695), 83-110.

5  John B. Pearson, Biographical Sketches of the Chaplains to the Levant Company, 1611-1706 (Cam-
bridge, 1883), 24.

6  Factors had to undertake a period of seven years of apprenticeship (three in London and four in the Le-
vant) after which they would become free traders and had the Company’s permission to act as factors for 
the merchants in London. Members of the Levant Company could act independently, although they often 
chose to work in partnerships. Wood, A History of the Levant Company, 215-216.
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of 1678 and Halifax’s successful one of 1691.7 The journals were brought back to Lon-

don in person by Lanoy and Goodyear, giving a very attentive relation of the journeys 

from and back to Aleppo and dedicating just a few sentences to the city itself. This last 

entry included a large unsigned engraving depicting a ‘View’ of the city of Palmyra (fig. 

2.41).8 This was the first recorded image of Palmyra and it captured in one view, al-

most 180° wide, the whole city. Described as a ‘large and Curious design in paint of the 

famous ruins of Palmyra’, the original hand-painted illustration was shown to the Royal 

Society by Lanoy and Goodyear in October 1695, while ‘another Copy of the Ruins of 

Palmyra’ was presented the following month.9 The engraving published in the Transac-

tions was reproduced, probably in a smaller format, from the ‘design in paint’ discussed 

at Gresham College, reflecting once more the visual protocols presented in the previous 

chapter. The painting had itself been copied after a sketch made on site by a member of 

the expedition. The author of the drawing may have been Gerard Hofstede Van Essen, 

a Dutch artist who, while still in Syria, produced an additional painting, more than four 

metres long and almost one metre high, depicting a very similar view of Palmyra.10 This 

painting, dated 1693, was sent from Aleppo to Amsterdam, to the attention of historian 

and politician Gisbert Cuper.11 The drawing discussed at Gresham and the painting 

probably came from the same master sketch. For this reason, it has been assumed that 

Hofstede was part of the 1691 expedition and that he was in fact the primary author of 

the engraved illustration published in the Transactions.12 

7  ‘An extract of two several voyages of the English Merchants of the Factory of Aleppo, to Tadmor, An-
ciently Call’d Palmyra’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 218 (1695), 129-160.

8  ‘A view of the Ruines of Palmyra alias Tadmor, taken on the Southern Side’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 218 
(1695).

9  JBO/9, 199, 202. See also EL/WS/55. The drawing published in the Transactions was not the only one 
produced by the company during their stay in Palmyra. On 20 November 1695 ‘Mr. Lanoy produced to 
the Society […] the additional draught of a Temple therein and of one of the funeral Monuments there, for 
which he had the thanks of the Society’. Of these three drawings, only one was published, and the other 
two are now lost. See JBO/9, 202.

10  The painting is currently held (and used to hang) in the Library of the University of Amsterdam (im-
age number 1001209971).

11  Bianca Chen, ‘Digging for Antiquities with Diplomats: Gisbert Cuper (1644-1716) and His Social 
Capital’, Republics of Letters: A Journal for the Study of Knowledge, Politics, and the Arts 1 (2009): 
13–15.

12  Ian Browning, Palmyra (London: Chatto & Windus, 1979), n. 25, 54-55, fig. 18.
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Fig. 3.1 Spreads from W. Halifax's account on Palmyra, in PT, vol. 19, n. 
217, 1695 (Royal Society Archives)

Despite it being quite a crude depiction of the city, not without certain proportional 

inaccuracies, the engraving still proposes a unique and useful view of a late seven-

teenth-century archaeological site, at the same time further illuminating the system of 

image-production and consolidation operating around the Royal Society and through the 

journal. The drawing roughly followed the path that the explorers took during their visit 

to the city, making use of ‘visual checkpoints’, as these kind of illustrations often did: 

from the far left, at The Temple Now Inhabited (the Temple of Bel), all the way through 

the Porphyry Pillars and The Portico (the Colonnade Street), to the far right, where we 

find the Little Temple (the Temple of Baal-Shamin), The Sepulchres and The Castle on 

top of the hill. These were very similar to the ones used by Halifax in his long piece of 

travel-writing, where he followed the company’s steps throughout the city. Halifax’s 

relation was itself divided into ten sections, indicated in the pages of the Transactions 

in small letters on the side of the text: ‘Tadmor Castle’, ‘The Valley of Salt’, ‘Tadmor’, 

‘The Temple’, ‘A Mosque’, ‘An Obelisk’, ‘The Banquetting-House’, ‘The Palace’, ‘The 

little Temple’, ‘The Sepulchres’ (fig. 3.1). The relationship between text and image, it 

hence appears, had chiefly an illustrative intention, establishing continuity, coherence 

and accuracy between the narrative unfolded by Halifax and that illustrated by Van Es-

sen. Rather than adding specifics to Halifax’s narrative as a visual translation, the large 

engraving seemed to act more as the painterly accompaniment to the text. Drawing and 

text, it should also be added, reflected different authorships, possibly, but not neces-

sarily, working in direct collaboration, making therefore the establishment of a direct 

relationship between the two uncertain to say the least.

This becomes even more apparent once we read Halifax’s long written account 

which, closely tracing with large degrees of first-person detail the survey conducted by 

the party through the ruinous city, ultimately acquires its own visual primacy. The party, 

arriving from the north, was immediately welcomed by the view of the late medieval 

Castle of Fakhr-al-Din al-Ma’ani, also known as Palmyra Castle or Tadmor Castle, built 

in the late 16thc on top of a high hill overlooking the city from the north-west (Halifax 

doubtfully proposes 1585 as the date of its completion). After having admired the view 

of the city and its surroundings from the top of the hill, the group started their account 

from the south-east, more precisely from the Temple of Bel, originally dedicated in 32 

A.D. and the greatest and best-preserved construction in Palmyra. The main temple, an 

octastyle peripteral building, was positioned in the middle of a great Temenos of about 
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200x200m with a portico and a high wall enclosing it. Halifax recognised the overlays 

and additions to the original building, made mostly with elements taken from the an-

cient temple. He described the western wall as ‘most of it broken down’, and the main 

gate ‘a new Building upon an old’. The original Propylaea in front of this gate were in 

fact walled with ‘old Stones and many Pillars broken or sawn asunder, being rolled into 

the Fabrick, and ill cemented’, leaving a narrow entrance in the middle. When entering 

the Temenos through this gate, the company was understandably amazed by the ‘state-

liness’ of the complex. Halifax admired the inner side of the gate, a ‘Magnificent En-

trance’ with beautiful stones ‘carved with Vines and Clusters of Grapes, exceeding bold 

and to the Life’. However, what the merchants found inside the Temenos did not please 

them: the place was in fact inhabited by a few hundred ‘poor, miserable, dirty People’, 

including the Sheik, who lived in ‘little Hutts made of dirt’. The sight surprised and 

disappointed the visitors, as ‘Certainly the World it self cannot afford the like mixture of 

Remains of the greatest State and Magnificence, together with the extremity of Filth and 

Poverty’.13 This ‘spacious double Piazza or Cloyster’, Halifax conjectured ‘to have been 

an open Court, in the midst whereof stands the Temple’. Over the door of the Temple 

they admired the ‘excellent Carvings’ of a ‘large Spread-Eagle’ and ‘some little Angles 

or Cupids’. The Temple itself had been converted into a Mosque, with ‘new Ornaments’ 

and ‘Arabick Inscriptions’. Before ‘hastening to other Sights’, they noted other ‘Relicks 

of much greater Artifice and Beauty’ on the northern side of the building.

Once outside this temple, the visit proceeded north-west towards the Monumental 

Arch, passing by an abandoned Mosque and a group of pillars. From the Arch, trian-

gular in plan, began the Great Colonnade, corresponding to the roman Decumanus. It 

ran north-west for several hundred metres. While walking along the colonnade, they 

passed by the Baths of Diocletian, mistaken for a Banqueting House.14 The group then 

advanced through this long ‘Piazza’, passing by the Theatre, which they mistook for 

a ‘Royal Palace’.15 This was ‘so entirely ruined’ that Halifax could not judge on ‘its 

13  This village in the ruins existed since the twelfth century. It was forcedly dismantled by the French 
government in the late 1920s, when Palmyra was thoroughly excavated and turned into an archaeological 
site.

14  Halifax noted that these pillars were made ‘of one entire stone’. This is quite a unique feature that dis-
tinguishes the portico of Diocletian’s Baths from most buildings in Palmyra. See also Browning, Palmyra, 
60. 

15  The ‘several Openings for Gates’ that they observed along the western side of the ‘Piazza’ are prob-
ably the archways to the transverse streets and the entrances to the stage of the theatre. The main doorway 
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Ancient Splendour’. After having broken off a few slivers of stone to take with them, 

Halifax briefly mentioned the aqueduct, a ‘Current of hot sulphureous Waters’ running 

along the main road, with several ‘Passages down to them’.

The attention of the writer then turned towards the northern part of the city and what 

he described as an undefined ‘Wood of Marble Pillars’. Halifax was able to recognise a 

group of eleven of these to form a rectangular plan. This little scheme, sketched inside 

his text, was probably one of the many wealthy houses that once occupied the northern 

side of the city (see fig. 1.2). They then walked to the Temple of Baal-Shamin, which 

they called ‘Little Temple’. This ‘very curious’ prostyle tetrastyle building with a deep 

porch was completed in the second century with both classical and middle-eastern fea-

tures, such as windows opened on the sides.16

The company finally made their way into the so-called Valley of Tombs, the ne-

cropolis located on the western side of Palmyra. Here they came across a few dozen 

square towers, as high as 15 metres, ‘all of the same Form, but of different Splendour 

and Greatness’. After having led us ‘up and down’ Palmyra, the company left the city. 

Halifax briefly narrated the encounter with a few old buildings along their way, before 

meeting again with the King of the Arabs and arriving safely to Aleppo. The travel di-

ary of Lanoy and Goodyear briefly described their state of mind when concluding the 

survey:

having tired ourselves with roving from Ruine to Ruine, and romaging 

among old Stones, from which little Knowledge could be obtained […] 

we departed from Tadmor, being very well satisfied with what we had 

seen, and glad to have escaped so dreaded a Place, without any trouble or 

pretences upon us; but else with some regret, for having left a great many 

things behind, that deserved amore particular and curious inspection.17

Indeed, what led Halifax and the company to undertake such a long and dangerous 

journey was a mix of archaeological fascination, not uncommon in late seventeenth-

that led into the building was adorned with four columns, that just as Halifax described were ‘not standing 
in a Line with the others of the Wall, but placed by couples in Front of the Gate’.

16  John B. Ward-Perkins, Roman Imperial Architecture (London: Yale University Press, 1981), 360.

17  ‘An extract of two several voyages’,146.
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century England,18 and a more general desire to discover what was considered at the 

time a truly mysterious city.19 Palmyra was uniquely located in the middle of the desert, 

showing very little natural advantages but at the same time featuring an incredibly rich 

and grandiose architecture. Halifax noted this apparent contradiction during his visit, 

writing that

The city of Tadmor [is] ill contrived for a place of Trade, being far from 

the Sea, and without the Advantage of any River. Yet the Magnificence of 

the Place shews they have not wanted Riches among them.20

The city featured an interestingly hybrid architecture, more orthodox than other 

Roman provinces in Syria but of uniquely grand proportions.21 The English company 

was aware of the existence of this ‘minor Atlantis’22 and when they first set eyes on its 

remains Halifax commented: 

You have the prospect of such Magnificent Ruines, that if it be Lawful to 

frame a Conjecture of the Original Beauty of the place, by what is still 

remaining, I question somewhat whether any City in the World could 

have challenged Precedence over this in its Glory.23

18  Matthew C. Hunter, Wicked Intelligence: Visual Art and the Science of Experiment in Restoration 
London (University of Chicago Press, 2013); Walter E. Houghton, ‘The English Virtuoso in the Sev-
enteenth Century: Part I’, Journal of the History of Ideas 3, no. 1 (January 1942): 51–73, https://doi.
org/10.2307/2707461; Walter E. Houghton, ‘The English Virtuoso in the Seventeenth Century: Part II’, 
Journal of the History of Ideas 3, no. 2 (April 1942): 190–219, https://doi.org/10.2307/2707177; Ste-
phen Bann, Under the Sign: John Bargrave as Collector, Traveler, and Witness (Ann Arbor: University 
of Michigan Press, 1995); Graham Parry, The Trophies of Time: English Antiquarians of the Seventeenth 
Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). Lydia Soo, ‘The English in the Levant: Social Net-
works and the Study of Architecture’, in Olivia Horsfall Turner ed., ‘The Mirror of Great Britain’: Na-
tional Identity in Seventeenth-Century British Architecture (London: Spire Books, 2012), 209-231.

19  Palmyra flourished between the first and third centuries as an important commercial crossroads, ben-
efiting from its strategic location within the Roman Eastern trade. It had fallen after Queen Zenobia, the 
famous ruler of Palmyra, was defeated by the Romans during the second half of the third century. When 
Halifax and his company visited it, it had been virtually abandoned for hundreds of years. See for instance 
Marta Zuchowska, ‘Palmyra and the Far Eastern Trade’, in Palmyrene Studies, XII (2013) 381-398.

20  Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage’, 96.

21  Ward-Perkins, Roman Imperial Architecture, 354.

22  Timothy M. Clarke, ‘The Discovery of Palmyra’, in Architectural Review, vol. 101 (1947), 89.

23 ‘A Relation of the Voyage’, 91.
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Halifax’s ecstatic comments, as well as his descriptive colourful account of the visit 

and detailed notes on the qualities of Palmyra’s ruins, conveyed the expressiveness of 

a first-person description, produced solely through observation and memory. The unin-

formed, pristine nature of Halifax’s story was duly noted by Hans Sloane, who curated 

Halifax’s narrative as editor of the journal, at the end of the article: 

The Reverend and Learned Author of this Account, cannot with Justice 

be censured, if some Minute Particulars of the History of this Place, 

have escaped his Memory, being obliged to write without recourse to the 

Books proper for his purpose, which were not to be had in that Country.24

The absence of textual material, documentation and previous information immedi-

ately eliminated any possible preconceptions or superstitions, making the report rel-

evant and authoritative. It should be noted that books treating the history and culture of 

Palmyra were not at all absent, one example being Jacob Spon’s Curious Researches 

of Antiquity, published in 1683 and reviewed in detail in the Transactions in issue 153. 

Halifax himself was an erudite man with some knowledge of exact sciences, having 

translated in 1685 Deschales’ Euclid, published in French the previous year.25 Hence the 

specificity of Halifax’s contents was presented as coming entirely from the writer’s own 

intellectual inclinations and from the journey’s unpredictable contingencies.26 The travel 

journals of Lanoy and Goodyear acquired great importance in this sense. They said al-

most nothing of the city itself, ‘from which little knowledge could be obtained’, but they 

presented a detailed narrative of both travels, to and from Palmyra, therefore giving a 

complete picture of the events that took place in the summer 1678 and the fall 1691. The 

travellers described the environment that they passed through to get to the city, includ-

ing local landmarks and natural surroundings, some ancient inscriptions, local people 

and villages, churches and aqueducts, castles and ruins, flora and fauna. 

The Transactions’ importance given to first-hand written accounts such as these 

closely related to the communication of scientific facts and experiments made at the 

Royal Society during the 1660s and 1670s. These were often written and published in 

24  Hans Sloane, in Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage’, 110.

25  Pearson, Biographical Sketches, 24.

26  See Lydia Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity. Wren and His Circle and the Study of Natural History, Anti-
quarianism and Architecture at the Royal Society’ (PhD dissertation, Princeton University, 1989), 148.
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the form of reports with rather personal qualities.27 Similar dynamics can be easily ob-

served through other architectural reports in the Transactions, investigated hereinafter, 

as they insisted on their origin as first-hand observations. For instance Thomas Smith, 

to whom Halifax addressed his relation in 1695, was himself a fervent observational 

narrator. When he travelled to Constantinople in 1668, he similarly published in the 

journal both a ‘historical account’ from his three-year-long stay as well as his long and 

detailed travelogues, producing a complete narrative of events and places.28 As stated by 

Hultzsch, ‘the seventeenth century saw the rise of an emphasis on the aesthetic based on 

first-hand experiences’.29 Far from a modern sense of the scientific ‘objective’, speci-

ficity and personal narrative were regularly deployed as strategies putting the reader 

in the travellers’ position both in place and time, enhancing a sort of bodily and visual 

shift.30 In other words, presenting scientific accounts as factual events could make them 

more real, turning the reader into the viewer through a sort of authorial transaction. 

Consequently, the projection on to the reader’s mind of direct perceptions was crucially 

facilitated by the notion of a first-hand, unbiased account. As it will be shown in this 

chapter, accounts based on personal observations constituted a major component of the 

Transactions’ philosophical interests precisely because they could facilitate spatio-tem-

poral transactions on the part of the reader. As such, they chiefly promoted an unfiltered 

observation of built environments, as bearers of factual meaning and as transactional 

objects of knowledge. Architectural written accounts such as Halifax’s are investigated 

here both as transferrals of past wisdoms to present use and as gatherers of architectural 

researches across the globe. 

27  See Peter Dear, ‘Totius in Verba: Rhetoric and Authority in the Early Royal Society’, Isis 76, no. 2 
(1985): 144–61; Anne Hultzsch, Architecture, Travellers and Writers: Constructing Histories of Percep-
tion 1640-1950 (London: Routledge, 2014), 44–45.

28  Thomas Smith, ‘Historical Observations Relating to Constantinople...’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 152 (1683), 
335-346; ‘An Account of the City of Prusa in Bithynia, and a Continuation of the Historical Observations 
Relating to Constantinople...’, in PT, vol. 14, n. 155 (1684), 431-454; ‘A Journal of a Voyage from Eng-
land to Constantinople, Made in the Year 1668’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 230 (1695), 597–619.

29  Hultzsch, Architecture, Travellers and Writers, 58.

30  A further note on this is provided in Edward N. Kaufman, ‘Architecture and Travel in the Age of Brit-
ish Eclecticism’, in Architecture and Its Image. Four Centuries of Architectural Representation. Works 
from the Collection of the Canadian Centre for Architecture, ed. Eve Blau and Edward N. Kaufman 
(Montreal: Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1989), 67–69. Kaufman insists on the comprehensive nature 
of eighteenth-century travel accounts, which mirrored the curiosity of earlier ones such as Halifax’s.



‘Good Old Helps’

In 1666, Oldenburg wrote in the Preface to the third year of the Transactions that 

Tis our main business, as well as to retrieve all valuable Antiquities, as to 

supply fresh Discoveries: to recover good Old Helps, as well as to devise 

new. All our artificies are designed, and appropriated, to unlock all the 

Repositories of Nature.31

For Oldenburg, looking at the past was just as important as looking at the present. 

An empiricist approach did not exclude a close study of ancient wisdoms, as long as this 

was done without preconceptions and with an open mind. In answering the accusations 

of ‘neglecting and dispensing all Antiquities’, in 1671 Oldenburg added a long state-

ment in favor of antiquarian researches, celebrating Pliny, Vitruvius, Phidias and Archi-

medes and praising John Greaves’ Pyramidographia (1646) and his Discourse on the 

Roman Foot and Denarius (1649) for their ‘faithful and punctual manner’.32 For Olden-

burg, the Transactions was meant to set up a continuous conversation between past and 

present. The empirical discourse was developed through an experimental methodology 

encompassing notions of time, where the natural philosopher would exit the laboratory 

and report back from distant ages and destinations. As the confirmative character of 

such reports was key, Halifax’s example demonstrates how appreciating the revealing 

achievements of ancient civilizations could be chiefly done through buildings.

We wish [Oldenburg continued] an exact scrutiny into Old Authors, 

to give us an accurate Accompt of the Temple of Belus, the Garden of 

Semiramis, the Bridge over Euphrates, the Walls and Towers in Babylon 

and Ninive, and the Obeliskes and other Wonders of the Assyrian 

Monarchy: of the Persian Cyrus his Palace, and the Groves, Orchards, 

and spacious Amaenities of the Medes and Persians: of the Pharos 

of Alexandria; the Mausolea; the Colossus of Rhodes; the Image of 

Olympick Jupiter; the Temple of Diana, and other Monuments of Greece: 

Of the Roman Theatres and Amphi-theaters, their August and Pompous 

31  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to third Year’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1666), 413-4.

32  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the seventh Year’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 69 (1671), 2089-2093.
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Structures, Arches, Acquae-ducts; their Encroachments into the Seas, and 

their Confinements of the Seas into Saline Lakes by artificial Mountains 

and disturbed Rocks.33

Halifax’s narrative of Palmyra, with its observational attention for details of its built 

landscape, offered just what the Transactions was designed for: insightful descriptive 

narratives taken ‘ad vivum’ of faraway, mythical architectures from distant times. 

This was, in fact, a fairly well-known tradition in English empiricism. Earlier in 

the century, Francis Bacon had already invited the use of travel diaries, suggesting the 

observation of ‘monuments’, ‘walls and fortifications of cities and towns’ and ‘antiq-

uities and ruins’.34 For Bacon, ancient authority was important in locating a historical 

continuity of knowledge and to establish its progress.35 As noted by Ackerman, ‘In 

the Renaissance, ancient authority and empirical investigation were incompatible; the 

triumph of the seventeenth century was the creation of a scientia in which the two might 

be reconciled’.36 In other words, natural philosophy was not the mere rejection of the 

past, but instead embraced the careful dissection of its most profound truths, obtained 

by digging into history’s deepest matters of fact. 

For this New Philosophy [Oldenburg further stated in 1671] we were 

disciplined by the laudable Examples of the most Ancient Sages of the 

Past. And we had the same or the like Guides (no less than the same old 

authority) to licence our addiction to Mathematicks and Mechanicks, 

for Military, Civil or Naval Architecture; from the soundest Foundations 

of Holy Cities, Temples, Thrones of Wisdome, Palaces of Glory, and 

Monumental Pillars, to the curious Sculptures and other inspired 

Workmanship of Aholiab and Bezaleel.37 

Indeed, the scope of the Society’s interests in the rigorous study of ancestral archi-

tecture was embodied at its earliest in an obsession with Biblical buildings. Oldenburg 

33  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the seventh Year’, 2090-2091.

34  Francis Bacon, ‘On Travel’, in Essays (London 1625).

35  Paolo Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700 (Milano: Feltrinelli, 2002), 94–95.

36  James S. Ackerman, ‘On Scientia’, Daedalus 94, no. 1, (1965): 17.

37  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the seventh Year’, 2089.
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presented his fascination with ancient myths as a way to legitimize the Society’s secu-

larity. For instance, Aholiab and Bezaleel mentioned above were the architect and chief 

artisan of the Ark of the Covenant and the Tabernacle. Biblical themes such as these 

were primordial objects of study anticipating the paradigms of compositional genesis 

introduced in John Wood’s The Origin of Building (1741).38 The most popular of all 

biblical architectures was certainly Solomon’s Temple, ‘the flower of architecture’.39 

Investigated at length by Villalpando at the end of the previous century, the Temple 

then became a crucial tile in Bacon’s New Atlantis and was later one of the inspirations 

for the foundation of the Royal Society (see. ch. 1). Newton, Locke, Wren, Fréart and 

Perrault had all engaged in deciphering the orders and the mysterious architecture of 

the Temple.40 Similarly, Halifax may have been equally eager to establish a link with 

Palmyra’s grandiose city, which since Pliny’s Naturalis Historia was said to have been 

built by King Solomon himself. 

If Solomon’s Temple was one of the most notable architectural objects of Biblical 

antiquity, the Transactions was otherwise the instrument for disseminating the most 

diverse antiquarian researches for the use of current natural knowledge. Such interests 

were encompassing and despite never acquiring full resonance, the role they occupied 

for the Transactions cannot be ignored.41 Walker has argued that the Transactions was in 

fact ‘the principal forum for the sharing of antiquarian material in late the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth century’.42 In early 1694, prefacing his ‘Discourse Tending to 

Prove at What Time and Place, Julius Cesar Made His First Descent upon Britain’, Ed-

mund Halley reminded the readers that ‘Chronological and Historical Matters, may not 

seem so properly the Subject of these Tracts’. Halley, however, was no stranger to such 

‘historical matters’, being equally interested in geography, astronomy and history. When 

he was in Rome in 1681, he recorded Greek and Roman units in order to locate archaeo-

38  See Joseph Rykwert, The First Moderns: The Architects of the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: The 
MIT Press, 1983), 12.

39  Fréart de Chambray, quoted in Rykwert, 76.

40  See Joseph Levine, Between the Ancients and Moderns: Baroque Culture in Restoration England 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 167–69; Lydia Soo, Wren’s ‘Tracts’ on Architecture (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 188–95; Rykwert, The First Moderns, 9–10, 156–57.

41  Michael Hunter, ‘The Royal Society and the Origins of British Archaeology: II’, Antiquity 45, no. 179 
(1971): 188, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003598X00069489.

42  Matthew Walker, ‘Writing About Romano-British Architecture in the Seventeenth Century’, in Karl 
Enenkel, ed., The Quest for an Appropriate Past in Literature, Art and Architecture (Brill, 2018), 688.
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logical sites in Britain.43 At this time he was also trying to map cities and regions of the 

Roman world through astronomical methods, producing in the 1690s a large map of 

Britain.44 When trying to establish Cesar’s arrival on the British isles, Halley cross-ref-

erenced historical accounts with geographical data such as tide level, season and astro-

nomical conditions.45 His plan was to use history to inform modern natural philosophy, 

giving to ancient texts an everlasting and prominent role in shaping scientific knowl-

edge.46 Inspired by Halifax’s account, in 1695 Halley also published in the Transactions 

an article on Palmyra right after Goodyear’s and Lanoy’s travel’s journals.47 Halley’s 

15-page article gave a concise history of the city, a short study into its geographical 

position and ‘some few Remarks’ on the inscriptions found by Halifax’s company. At 

the end of his essay, Halley also called the attention to the latitude of Aleppo, wrongly 

calculated by Kepler in his Tavolae Rudolphine in 1627.

Halley’s historico-geographical projects further testify to the permeability of anti-

quarianism into other early modern philosophical practices. Similarly, John Greaves’ 

‘Account of the Latitude of Constantinople, and Rhodes’ from 1685 was used as prompt 

for Thomas Smith’s ‘historical account’ on Constantinople mentioned earlier.48 After a 

long account of the history of the city, its complex religious background and its urban 

layout, Smith noted the city’s correct latitude, found ‘by latter and better observation’ 

thanks to Greaves’ works.49 Investigations into antiquities and ancient monuments were 

approached conversationally between places, authors and times with the same attitude 

as collective experiments in a laboratory. As already stated, such studies had the impor-

tant goal of establishing a historical thread for the experimental programmes developed 

at the Society. Similarly to Halley and Smith, in 1684 Robert Plot published in issue 166 

43  Alan Cook, ‘Rome and the Royal Society, 1660-1740’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of Lon-
don 58, no. 1 (2004): 16.

44  Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, 130–32.

45  Halley concluded that Cesar landed in Britain on 26 August at the Downs.

46  Allan Chapman, ‘Edmond Halley’s Use of Historical Evidence in the Advancement of Science’, Notes 
and Records of the Royal Society of London 48, no. 2 (1994): 167–91.

47  Edmund Halley, ‘Some Account of the Ancient State of the City of Palmyra, with Short Remarks upon 
the Inscriptions Found there’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 218 (1696), 160-175.

48  John Greaves, ‘An Account of the Latitude of Constantinople, and Rhodes, Written by the Learned Mr 
John Greaves, Sometime Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford, and Directed to the Most 
Reverend James Ussher, Arch-Bishop of Armagh’, in PT, vol. 15, n. 178 (1685), 1295–1300.

49  Smith, ‘Historical Observations’, 341.
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his ‘Discourse concerning the Sepulchral Lamps of the Ancients’, where he illustrated 

his experiments with different materials and combustibles to determine ancient systems 

for perpetual illumination.50 

Varied collections of findings were similarly revered, as ‘purely historical inves-

tigation [Soo has suggested] could reveal important scientific learning’.51 In 1685, for 

instance, Roman and Egyptian antiquities were ‘communicated’ to the Royal Society 

and directly reproduced in the journal (fig. 2.30).52 In 1697 and 1698 the Transactions 

featured a series of letters sent by Ralph Thoresby to Evelyn, Martin Lister and others 

with his findings around Yorkshire. These included a couple of Roman altars, briefly de-

scribed and engraved (fig. 2.12), various pottery and coins he found in a Roman burial 

ground in York and a Roman shield, which Thoresby compared to another he possessed 

to make ‘a more particular inspection into their texture’.53 In 1694 Lister published 

two large drawings of the ruins of Persepolis sent to him by Nicolaes Witsen (fig. 3.2), 

fulfilling the curiosity of all ‘Lovers of Antiquity’ as well as Oldenburg’s decade-long 

request for drawings of the place (see ch. 2).54 The two large perspectival illustrations 

were composed ‘upon the place’ by Engelbert Kaempfer, German traveller who passed 

by during his voyage to the orient and to Japan.55

The same experimental character projected onto ancient objects was to be found in 

more purely descriptive accounts of ruinous sites. At the end of his account on the geog-

raphy of Lake Ness published in 1699, James Fraser briefly noted the presence of sev-

eral ruins of ancient ‘pagan Temples or High Places of Idolatry’, ‘orbicular round, and 

50  Robert Plot, ‘A Discourse Concerning the Sepulchral Lamps of the Ancients...’, in PT, vol. 14, n. 166 
(1684), 806-811.

51  Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, 126.

52  ‘An explanation of the Figures of Several Antiquities...’, in PT, vol. 15, n. 176 (1685), 1201-1202. 

53  Ralph Thoresby, ‘Part of a Letter [...] concerning Two Roman Altars Lately Found in the North of 
England...’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 231 (1695), 663-664; ‘Part of Two Letters [...] about Some Roman Antiqui-
ties Found in Yorkshire’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 234, (1695), 738-740; ‘Part of a Letter [...] Concerning a Ro-
man Shield’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 241 (1698), 205-208; ‘Part of a Letter [...] Concerning Some Roman Antiq-
uities Lately Found in Yorkshire’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 244 (1698), 310-31.

54  Nicolaes Witsen, ‘A Letter from Monsieur N. Witsen to Dr. Martin Lister, with Two Draughts of the 
Famous Persepolis’, in PT, vol. 18, n. 210 (1694), 117-118.

55  For more see J. Willem Drijvers, ‘Cornelis de Bruijn (1652-1727) ve Perspolis’ in Yeniden Keşfi’, 
in Toplumsal Tarih, 199 (2010), 34-41; David Mervant, ‘ A closed country in the open seas: Engelbert 
Kaempfer’s Japanese solution for European modernity’s predicament’, in History of European Ideas, 35, 
3 (2009), 321-329.
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Fig. 3.2 E. Kaempfer, illustrations after his sketches of Persepolis, PT, vol. 
18, n. 210, 1694



at the west end two high Stones like Pyramids’, with ‘an outward and inward Circle of 

lesser Stones, or only of Earth, and a trench round about, and a Mote in the middle’.56 In 

1700 English antiquary Abraham de la Pryme (1671-1704) published a long account on 

a Roman paved street in Lincolnshire. His description followed closely the path of the 

road, ‘which runs [...] almost directly in a straight line from London to Humber-side.’ 

The ancient causey, ‘paved with great Stones set edge way, very close to one another’, 

ran along ‘the foundations of many Roman Buildings’, the ‘vestigia’ of many ancient 

structures and the remains of a Julian Bower, a Roman turf maze.57 

De la Pryme’s description of the Roman path was important both in its typological 

specificity and because it opened up conversations on the nature of ancient presences on 

British land. Pure explorations into particular remains of past civilisations could in-

form current researches.58 As facilitators of a chronological shift, special kinds of ruins 

were notable for sustaining their own passing of time. Similarly to commercial streets, 

tombs and sepulchres had great importance. In ‘a letter [...] concerning the Catacombs 

of Rome and Naples’, army surgeon John Monro noted how ‘a matter that has so much 

exercis’d the Pens of the Moderns, shou’d be totally neglected by the Ancients: Neither 

the name nor the thing is found in the latter, whereas among the former, Antiquaries and 

Travellers are full of them.’59 In his article, Monro insisted on the architectural relevance 

of Catacombs for contemporary researches, ‘where decency and distinction of quality is 

nicely observed’. In Monro’s argument, ancient catacombs where to be considered typo-

logically. Unlike more common Roman mass graves, known as Puticoli, ‘the Moles, the 

56  James Fraser, ‘Part of a Letter Wrote by Mr. James Fraser, Minister of Kirkhil, near Invernes, to Ja. 
Wallace at Edinburgh, Concerning the Lake Ness, Etc’, in PT, vol. 21 n. 254 (1699), 232.

57  Abraham de la Pryme, ‘A Letter from the Reverend Mr Abraham de la Pryme, to the Very Reverend 
Dr G. D. of Y. and F. R. S. concerning Some Roman Antiquities in Lincolnshire’ in PT, vol. 22, n. 263 
(1700), 561-567 . De la Pryme also added an account of some large Roman mosaics he found excavat-
ing some ruins between Roxby and Winterton, in Lincolnshire, made of ‘small square bits of Brick, Slate 
or Cauk, set in curious figures and order and [...] only of three colours, red blue and white’. ‘The whole 
pavement [de la Pryme noted] consists of Circles, and Quadrangular, and many uneven figures, with rows 
of the aforesaid Stones [...]: in some of which Circles and Figures was Urns, in other Flowers, in other 
interchangeable Knots’. De la Pryme, 557-8.

58  The tiles found by de la Pryme in Winterton and Roxby were more thoroughly excavated, engraved 
and published by the Society of Antiquaries in their journal Vetusta Monumenta in 1789. See ‘Three tes-
selated Roman pavements found at Winterton in Lincolnshire, 1747; with one at Roxby in that neighbor-
hood’, in Vetusta Monumenta, vol. II, pl. 9 (1789).

59  John Monro, ‘A Letter from Mr John Monro to the Publisher, concerning the Catacombs of Rome and 
Naples’, in PT, vol. 22, n. 265 (1700), 643.
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Sepulchre, the Monument &c. was in the primary intention made for and dedicated to 

the Soul.’60

Monro’s attention to the architectural features of catacombs for the interests of 

contemporary antiquarians reflected earlier accounts made with the intention of record-

ing the significance of ancient burials. As mentioned before, during Halifax’s survey of 

Palmyra, the company did not miss the ancient Necropolis. The account noted two of 

these tombs and a long visual description was dedicated to one of them, highlighting the 

architectural articulation of its internal burial rooms.61 Similarly, in 1686 the Transac-

tions published in issue 185 a ‘Verbal Process upon the Discovery of an Antient Sepul-

chre’ found in the French village of Cocherel. The long description of the tomb, accom-

panied by a drawing, indicated size and shape of each stone constituting the tomb (fig. 

3.3).62 The narrative also indicated the several stones and pots found under the bodies as 

well as ashes underneath the tomb, which confused the writer—’it seems difficult how 

to reconcile the two Ceremonies of Burying and Burning’.63

If the temporal transactions that these reports offered were openly stated as part of 

the journal’s editorial mission, it should be stressed at this point that the authorial cus-

toms of early modern explorers was largely formed tangentially. Results such as Pal-

myra’s reports were born out of personal interests and curiosity. As Halifax’s case sug-

gests, commercial and religious missions in particular, somewhat economically secure 

and politically mediated, offered the perfect opportunity to visit foreign lands and take 

note of their ancient architecture. British Levant Company member Timothy Lanoy, for 

60  Monro, 647-649.

61  ‘We entred one of these [Sepulchres] by a Door on the South side, from which was a Walk cross the 
whole Building just in the middle. But the floor was broke up, and so gave us a sight of a Vault below, di-
vided after the same manner. The Spaces on each hand were again sub-divided into six Partitions by thick 
Walls, each Partition being capable of receiving the largest Corps: and piling them one above another, as 
their way appears to have been, each of those Spaces might contain at least six or seven Bodies. For the 
lowest, second and third Stories, those Partitions were uniform, and altogether the same: save from the 
second Floor, which answered the main entrance, one Partition was served as Stair-Case. Higher than this, 
the Building, being something contracted towards the top, would not afford space for the continuation of 
the same method: Therefore the two uppermost Rooms were not so parted, nor perhaps ever had any Bod-
ies laid in them. Unless it was that of the Founder alone, whose Statue wrapt up in Funeral Apparel, and 
in lying Posture, is placed in a Nich, or rather window in the Front of the Monument, so as to be visible 
both within and without.’ Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage’, 107.

62  ‘The Verbal Process upon the Discovery of an Antient Sepulchre, in the Village of Cocherel’, in PT, 
vol. 16, n. 185 (1686), 221-226.

63  ‘The Verbal Process’, 226.
Fig. 3.3 Illustration of an ancient sepulchre in Cocherel in PT, vol. 16, n. 

185, 1686
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instance, had been in Aleppo since the mid-1670s, while Aaron Goodyear had also been 

trading in Aleppo ‘with permission of the Levant Company’ from as early as 1670.64 

Similarly, Chaplains such as Halifax and Huntington were often led to carry out their 

duty abroad by an adventurous interest in the classical world and in ancient antiquities.65 

When visiting the catacombs of Palmyra, Halifax initially thought them to be possibly 

ancient church steeples, which would have meant a great deal to the chaplain as old 

‘footsteps of Christianity’. Palmyra in fact was an appropriate object of study, as it re-

flected the mythical subject matter of a pre-Christian civilization. Similarly, in 1671 the 

Transactions published a short account on the temples of Luxor and Karnack, sent the 

year before by French Missionaries moving through upper Egypt. They observed that 

‘the Alleys are of the largeness of a pal-mall’, and saw ‘Temples so spacious that 3000 

people may stand on the roof with ease’.66 The chaplain’s interests were far from tele-

ological and instead embraced a late seventeenth-century theological mentality where 

the final causes of human artifice were located in craftsmanship. In a historical search 

for the mechanical nature of the world, religious motivation shared the methodological 

drive of scientific stimulation.67 Of course, this also meant that these travels were rarely 

the primary responsibility of their authors, who often had to rush their survey to the det-

riment of comprehensiveness. The French Missionary’s account from Karnack was ‘not 

the fiftieth part of what was to be seen [...] our design not being curiosity, but to satisfie 

the charge of the Mission among the Christian Cophthes of that Countrey’.68 Likewise, 

when leaving Palmyra, Halifax and his company ‘left a great many things behind, that 

deserved a more particular and curious inspection’. Hans Sloane noted that ‘There may 

be many other Instructive Remarks made thereon, which still deserve the Consideration 

of the Learned, and from such the Publick may yet expect a further Account.’69

64  National Archives: SP 100/73 Part 1(2) and Part 1(3). Lanoy and Goodyear appear regularly in the 
meetings of the Levant Company throughout the 1670s and 1680s.

65  Wood, A History of the Levant Company, 223-224.

66  ‘A Narrative of Some Observations Lately Made by Certain Missionaries in the Upper Egypt...’, in 
PT, vol. 6, n. 71, (1671), 2151-2153.

67  Brian W. Ogilvie, ‘Natural History, Ethics, and Physico-Theology’, in Gianna Pomata ed., Historia: 
Empiricism and Erudition in Early Modern Europe (MIT Press, 2005), 96–98.

68  ‘A Narrative of Some Observations’, 2152.

69  Hans Sloane (?), in Edmund Halley, ‘Some Account of the Ancient State of the City of Palmyra’, in 
PT, vol. 19, n. 218 (1696), 175.
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The inevitable partiality of the Transactions’ antiquarian essays was still meant 

to produce accountable, usable material. The operational value of these findings was 

facilitated by transcribing as much information as directly as possible, for instance in 

the form of measurements. Large portions of travel accounts were often occupied by 

numbers, offering useful glimpses into the scale, shape and proportions of ancient archi-

tectures. Antiquaries and travellers, John Monro noted in 1700 when discussing ancient 

sepulchres, ‘take all their dimensions, measure their height, their breath and their length, 

they survey all the little rooms, search every hole and corner’. Taking accurate measures 

of buildings was an essential component in the search of antiquarian authority pro-

moted by the Transactions. John Greaves’ Discourse on the Roman Foot and Denarius 

was important for Oldenburg precisely because it provided the bases for understanding 

and using Roman units. For Oldenburg, these were ‘so well traced out, that they may 

rectifie and ascertain the Measures in other Historians and Antiquaries’. Many more 

accounts in the Transactions, long or short, included some measures, often scattered 

around the narrative. Francis Vernon’s diary, published by Oldenburg in 1676, recounted 

the journey he had made the year before together with antiquaries George Wheeler and 

Jacob Spon through Istria, Dalmatia, Greece and Smyrna between 1675 and 1677. As 

illustrated by Walker, Vernon’s account was filled with measures of the Parthenon and 

other temples at the Acropolis.70 So were Lister’s observations on York’s Multangular 

Tower from 1683, for which he used Greaves’ Discourse in order to build an erudite 

critique over some imprecise passages in Daniele Barbaro’s edition of Vitruvius.71 De 

La Pryme’s account on the Roman street specified that it was ‘seven yards broad in Eng-

lish measure’,72 while Thoresby mentioned that the floor of the burial place he found in 

York was covered ‘with Bricks night Two Inches thick, Eight in breath and length, being 

Aequilaterally Square, upon which was a second Pavement of the same Roman Bricks’. 

‘Those who cover’d the Vault [Thoresby added] were the most remarkable that ever I 

saw, being above two Foot square, and of a proportionable thickness.’ 

70  Francis Vernon, ‘Mr. Francis Vernons Letter, Written to the Publisher Januar. 10th. 1675/6 giving a 
Short Account of Some of his Observations in His Travels...’, in PT, vol. 11, n. 124 (1676), 576-578. See 
Matthew Walker, ‘Francis Vernon, the Early Royal Society and the First English Encounter with Ancient 
Greek Architecture’, Architectural History 56 (2013): 37–39.

71  Matthew Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England (Oxford University 
Press, 2017), 114–16.

72  De la Pryme, ‘A Letter’, 562. 
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Halifax’s company also took extensive measurements of Palmyra by using a quad-

rant.73 Measurements were taken of the Temple of Bel and the Temenos, ‘a square of 

220 yards each side’.74 Halifax here deduced the number and height of the pilasters 

on the outside wall, by looking at those still standing: the Temenos was measured ‘in 

Length more 33 yards, and in Breadth 13 or 14’, and ‘adorned with Pilasters within and 

without, to the number […] of 62 on a side’.75 The company measured the whole length 

of Palmyra’s colonnaded street: ‘938 Yards according to our Measuring, and 40 foot in 

breadth’. The street was ‘enclosed with two rows of stately Marble Pillars, 26 foot high, 

and 8 or 9 about’. From looking at the 129 still standing, and ‘by a moderate Calculate’, 

they deduced that the total number of pillars was originally around 560.76 The descrip-

tive and circumstantial character of these reports focused primarily on the observable, 

mirroring the Royal Society’s interests in exactness and precision. As noted at the end 

of his report, the description of Cocherel’s sepulcher was even certified by a delegate of 

the Parliament and ‘Published in the form of Law’.

The multifarious aspects of the Transactions’ antiquarian reports invited the engage-

ment of the reader into forms of temporal transaction, proposed through unmediated 

observational accounts of typological architectural specificities firmly presented as 

mirrors of the past. Clear narratives through detailed geographical, temporal and physi-

cal transactions could reveal the true nature of antiquity. When Robert Huntington sent 

his paper from Dublin in 1684 describing the obelisks he saw in Egypt (fig. 2.24), he 

was not interested in offering speculative interpretations or suggestive propositions on 

the nature of his findings: ‘Nor do I intend to speak concerning the nature or composi-

tion of stones in general, or of Porphyry more particularly: But meerly as to matter of 

Fact, so far chiefly as it fell under my own Cognisance, i.e. if you please, rather like an 

73  Generally adopted to measure the height of the stars during navigation, the quadrant could also be 
used efficiently to mathematically measure the height of a wall or column through the angular ratio be-
tween their base and their summit.

74  This measurement was in fact quite correct: the outer wall is a square of around 224 yards each side.

75  I presume that Halifax counted 31 pilasters outside of the wall and 31 inside, therefore doubling the 
actual number of elements.

76  Wren himself must have been familiar with Halifax’s account, as for him the ruins of Palmyra ‘show 
nothing at present to Travellers, but incredible Numbers of Pillars of the Dorick Order, some yet standing, 
some broken, which were certainly the Remains of long porticoes to shade the streets’. As mentioned in 
the introduction, this strongly suggests that his Tracts were in fact written after 1695. See ‘Tract III’, in 
Christopher Wren jr., Parentalia (London 1750), 359.
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Historian than a Philosopher’.77 In other words, Huntington was here interested in what 

was tangibly observable from a historian’s perspective. Similarly, the rare recordings of 

ancient Indian architecture compiled by John Fryer between 1672-1681 were presented 

in the Transactions in 1698, to the satisfaction of the journals’ editor Hans Sloane. ‘’Tis 

very remarkable in these letters [Sloane noted] that the Author has given us so many 

instances of those prodigious Works of Antiquity which seems to have much out-lasted 

the History of the Authors of them’.78 As recalled by Hunter:

The Royal Society also advanced technique, for it is to its archaeologists 

that we owe the beginnings of the modern excavation report, in the sense 

that deliberate excavation was described in a detailed published record.79

Oldenburg’s previous statements similarly stressed the journal’s interest in direct 

observation of primary, material history. Indeed, the late seventeenth century saw the 

rise of antiquarian studies as an identifiable, independent practice with its own specific 

methods. The Royal Society was one of the centres of this change, in which scholarly 

philological analyses made way for first-person fieldwork and material investigations 

as the primary and most reliable sources of knowledge.80 Articles dealing with roman 

streets and walls, catacombs, altars and ruinous cities were relevant because of their 

circumstantial, primary tangible quality, hence allowing for an unmediated mental 

projection and transaction onto a truthful past. Archaeology as a discipline was building 

its own synthetic methodology made of organized findings, more distinctive analyti-

cal rigour, critical insights and comparative approaches.81 John Aubrey (1626-1697), 

Fellow of the Royal Society from 1663, was perhaps the foremost representative of 

this shift. With its unpublished Monumenta Britannica, compiled during the 1670s, he 

heralded the Society’s engagement with antiquarianism with an empirical methodology 

77  PT, vol. 14, n. 161, 1684, 624.

78  PT, vol. 20, n. 244, 344.

79  Michael Hunter, ‘The Royal Society and the Origins of British Archaeology: I’, Antiquity 45, no. 178 
(1971): 116, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003598X0006926X.

80  See, for example, Alain Schnapp, The discovery of the past (London: British Museum Press, 1996), 
esp. ch. 3: Hunter, 113–21; Hunter, ‘The Royal Society and the Origins of British Archaeology’, 1971, 
187–92; Parry, The Trophies of Time.

81  See, for example, Michael Hunter, John Aubrey and the realm of learning (London: Duckworth, 
1975).
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made of material data collection.82 Especially before the establishment of the Society of 

Antiquaries in 1717, the Royal Society operated as one of the centres of the most mod-

ern trends in archaeology, and the Transactions was the primary public channel for its 

dissemination.83 Piggott has likewise noted how the Royal Society represented a peak 

in British antiquarianism and archaeology thanks an empirical and classical detachment 

forming many leading antiquaries of the time.84 

Martin Lister, with his wide-ranging investigative skills and interests, constitutes 

an excellent example of such investigative mind. His account of York’s Multangular 

tower, for instance, with its detailed theoretical discussion on roman technology and its 

instrumental visual complement, demonstrated a curiosity in investigating the Vitruvian 

tradition at large, stemming from the close observation of the building’s architectural 

features.85 Drawing upon the specific brickwork of a Roman fortification, Lister soon 

developed a general discussion on the isodomum method of bricklaying, questioning the 

veracity of Vitruvius’ instructions thereon. The descriptive specificity of the Multangular 

Tower and its vivid, perspectival view (figs. 2.19, 2.20) were then supposed to prompt 

a much larger discussion on bricklaying, arguing for the superiority of contemporary 

buildings—’our men at this day have taught the world better things’.86 The architectural 

‘good old helps’ professed by Oldenburg were here called upon in order to expand into 

a practical analysis and a scholarly comparative study on construction. Similarly, after 

82  For more on Aubrey see K. J. Williams, The Antiquary. John Aubrey’s Historical Scholarship (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2016), Olivia Horsfall Turner, ‘“The Windows of This Church Are of Several 
Fashions”: Architectural Form and Historical Method in John Aubrey’s “Chronologia Architectonica”’, 
Architectural History 5 (2011): 171–93.

83  After the foundation of the Society of Antiquaries, the Royal Society even contemplated merging the 
two, suggesting that under the presidency of Hans Sloane there was an interest in maintaining an antiquar-
ian programme. Arthur MacGregor, ‘Forming an Identity: the Early Society and its Context, 1707–51’, in 
Susan Pearce, Visions of Antiquity, the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1707–2007 (London: Society of 
Antiquaries, 2007), 45–73; William B. Ashworth, Jr., ‘Natural History and the Emblematic World View’, 
in David C. Lindberg and Robert S. Westman ed., Reappraisals of the Scientific Revolution (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 303–32; Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restora-
tion England, 104.

84  Stuart Piggott, Ruins in a landscape. Essays in antiquarianism (Edinburgh University Press, 1976), 
20, 117-118.

85  See for instance Walker, ‘Writing About Romano-British Architecture in the Seventeenth Century’, in 
Enenkel, The Quest for an Appropriate Past in Literature, Art and Architecture, 702–3.

86  Martin Lister, ‘ Some Observations upon the Ruins of a Roman Wall and Multangular-Tower at 
York...’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 149 (1683), 240. Lister’s account and his discussion on Vitruvius has been dis-
cussed at length in Walker, Architects and Intellectual Culture in Post-Restoration England, 107–19.
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his visit to the ruins of Tycho Brahe’s observatory on the island of Hven in 1700, Royal 

Society Fellow Patrick Gordon noted how unfitted the topography of the island was to 

build an observatory. ‘How neat [he argued] that Observatory was when entire [...] is 

uncertain, but this, methinks, is pretty certain, that the Island of Ween [...] was none of 

fittest for Astronomical Observations [...] because the Island lyes low and is Land-lockt 

on [nearly] all points of the compass.’87 

Similarly, on the northern side of the Temple of Bel in Palmyra Halifax observed ‘a 

Dome or a Cupola’, which measured ‘above six Foot in Diameter’. This structure was 

‘found above to be of one piece’ and Halifax conjectured whether it was ‘hewn out of a 

Rock entire, or made of some Artificial Cement or Composition, by Time hardened into 

a Lapideous Substance’. While Halifax was inclined to believe the latter, the ceiling of 

the northern shrine, as well as the southern one, was in fact obtained from a single stone 

slab, in the middle of which stood the deep cupola.88 This passage likewise suggests a 

practical interest towards structural behaviours and in particular the Roman use of ce-

ment. Likewise, Thoresby took the opportunity of his account of York’s Roman tomb 

to discuss its brickwork, mentioning a ‘sort of Roman Bricks [...] in the Ruins of Kirk-

stall Abby [...] which come nighest those mentioned by Vitruvius, being Eight Inches 

broad, and almost double the length’. Observing ancient ruins first-hand, excavating and 

analyzing old buildings and engaging in detailed comparative studies was a precious 

resource for ‘unlocking all Repositories of Nature’. 

Original, practical insights could be developed for the use of the contemporary 

architect by mediating a transactional time-lapse through written reports. In August 

1683, naturalist Tancred Robinson sent a letter to Martin Lister from Montpellier. In it, 

he remarked several monumental structures he had visited in southern France, including 

the Roman Pont du Gard, the amphitheatre at Nimes and the bridge at Pont-St.-Esprit, 

which Lister had mentioned to him before his departure.89 Robinson sent a sketch and 

a short description of the bridge, which Lister submitted to the Transactions two years 

87  Patrick Gordon, ‘Part of a Letter from the Reverend Mr Gourdon E. R. S. to the Publisher, concerning 
a Cataract Near Gottenburg and the Remains of the Observatory of the Famous Tycho Brahe’, in PT, vol. 
22, n. 266 (1700), 692.

88  Browning, Palmyra, 122, fig. 18.

89  Bodleian Library MS Lister 35, 098; Royal Society LBO/9/31.
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later for issue 160 (fig. 3.4).90 The bridge, which Robinson thought to be Roman, was in 

bad conditions, ‘crooked bowing in many places and making several unequal angles’. 

The author however was able to notice the composition of the bridge’s ‘Pedestals’, built 

with an aerodynamic, pyramidal shape as to ‘break gradually the mighty force of the 

Rhosne, and to render its passage easy and inoffensive to the feet of the great Arches’. 

Robinson’s short account concluded that ‘whether there is any particular Architecture 

within the Pedestals, or at the feet of the Arches within them, or in the general fabric of 

the Bridge itself, I cannot tell’.91 Lister added his own comment to the letter, shedding 

some light on this point and writing that these pedestals were in fact acting as ‘Horizon-

tal Arches’, distributing the force of the river sideways. Lister eventually suggested that 

such structure ‘might be of great use and advantage in building our Bridges in York-

shire’. The same year Lister submitted a second letter from Robinson for issue 163, pre-

senting a comparative study of similar bridges, such as those in Rome, where Robinson 

was in 1684, many of which presented similar designs to Pont-St.-Esprit. The ‘Modern 

Bridge at Avignon’, Robinson also argued, was in such ruinous state because its design 

had failed to account for the violence of the river: ‘it was not Multangular’, it lacked 

the smaller arches of St-Esprit which allowed for a larger flux and ‘the Pedestals (or as 

you [Lister] very properly call them Horizontal Arches) were not so Geometrically and 

exactly laid’. Lister’s architectural elucidation on the pedestals’ structural behavior were 

important contribution to the Transactions’ methodology, as they could put into practi-

cal use the observational nature of antiquarian reports. In other words, modern bridges 

could be improved by using similar structural strategies as Roman architecture.

Architectural exchanges of this kind occupied a good part of these antiquarian ac-

counts as bearers of practical information for the study of old materials and structures, 

with the goal of refining contemporary knowledge. In some instances, such knowledge 

was even put in practice directly. In his Opera Mathematica (1694) John Wallis fa-

mously experimented with Serlio’s beam floor and other wooden structures inspired by 

Renaissance architecture.92 Significantly, Wallis may have been the author of the design 

90  Tankred Robinson, ‘A Letter from Mr. Tankred Robinson to Dr. M. L. Aug. 4.1683. Concerning the 
Bridge at St. Esprit in France’ in PT, vol. 14, n. 160 (1683), 584-5.

91  Robinson, 585.

92  Serlio’s structure was first sketched much earlier by Villard De Honnecourt. See David Yeomans, ‘The 
Serlio Floor and Its Derivations’, Architectural Research Quarterly 2, no. 03 (March 1997), https://doi.
org/10.1017/S1359135500001445; Guy T. Houlsby, ‘John Wallis and the Numerical Analysis of Struc-
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T. Robinson's account, in PT, vol. 13, n. 160, 1685, and engraved by Michael 

Burghers

Fig. 3.5 J. Wallis (?), design for a timber bridge, in PT, vol. 13, n. 163, 1685



for a strutted timber bridge, presented anonymously in 1685 for issue 163 following 

Robinson’s enquiry into ancient bridge-building (fig. 3.5).93 The pillar-less structure, 

spanning to as long as 70 feet, used secondary wooden beams and pulleys to distribute 

the weight of the bridge onto two primary supports, positioned obliquely against the 

riverbanks. This short article further suggests a close intellectual continuity between 

Robinson’s historical analyses of bridges compiled during his travels and new structural 

designs experimented around similar intellectual circles (in this case the Oxford Philo-

sophical Society).

In the Transactions, the old and the new had the unique opportunity to be put side-

by-side, with architectural reports illustrating the past to inform the present. As stated by 

Oldenburg himself, the journal was meant to study 

long-lasting Materials for the Mechanical Arts of Architecture, Sculpture, 

and other Ornaments. And these Long lived Men had need to know 

lasting materials, and solid work, if they intended to build for their own 

safety or to leave Monuments for their Posterity.94

As, in the words of Wren, ‘architecture aims at eternity’, ancient monuments were 

the best way to learn how to consecrate buildings in time. The literary visualisation 

of ancient buildings and the unmediated historical reproduction of their ‘long-lasting 

materials’ allowed for experimental enquiries to be well-located in time. Through the 

Transactions’ literary protocols, the past hence acquired the philosophical credibility of 

an empiricist experience, mediated as it was by descriptive specificity, typological cu-

riosity, authorial disinterestedness and communicative immediacy. The journal allowed 

for such transactional processes, namely the transferral of chronological qualities from 

architectural artefacts, largely thanks to its own sequential value, a publishing life where 

time was itself the occasion for a continuative conversation on print. Alongside tempo-

ral impressions, such conversation, it will be argued hereinafter, largely relied on the use 

and understanding of geographical relations.

tures’, Nexus Network Journal 16, no. 1 (1 April 2014): 207–17, https://doi.org/10.1007/s00004-014-
0179-7; Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, 60–61. 

93  David Yeomans, The Development of Timber as a Structural Material (London: Routledge 1999), 340.

94  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the Seventh Year’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 69 (1671), 2090.
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‘Merchants of Light’

As argued earlier in this chapter, Halifax’s account provides a detailed look into 

how the Transactions intended and published researches into ancient architecture in 

reports. Similarly to Halifax, the journal’s several other contributions on ancient build-

ings and monuments prove a general curiosity towards historical architecture, mostly as 

a component or a result of specific travel reports, received by the Society in the forms 

of directly addressed letters and diaries as well as more far-removed correspondence. 

Halifax’s account, for instance, passed by a number of hands. It was originally sent to 

Edward Bernard in Oxford and ‘by Him Communicated to’ Thomas Smith for the at-

tention of the Royal Society. Resulting from secondary and tertiary handling, the cases 

of Halifax and Huntington, Thomas Smith, Tancred Robinson, John Monro and others, 

illustrate the conditions of these reports as complex threads and transactions of interna-

tional communication and at the same time originating largely from the direct, personal 

witness of places and buildings. The journal’s publishing mission acted as the engine to 

produce public architectural accounts as forms of transactions. Indeed, the Transactions 

had established a firm stance for the promotion of travel writing and the transmission of 

accounts from distant territories. One of the first objectives of the Royal Society was the 

compilation of inclusive ‘natural histories’, projects designed to comprehensively study 

regional natural and human phenomena from historical and experimental perspectives.95 

Such analytical investigations were originally facilitated by Oldenburg establishing 

a successful network of international correspondence, taking advantage of people and 

goods travelling around the globe.96 Fellows of the Royal Society were themselves an 

95  Examples include Robert Plot’s Natural History of Oxfordshire (London, 1677), and his Natural His-
tory of Staffordshire (London, 1686). See Eugene W. Gudger, ‘Pliny’s Historia Naturalis. The Most Popu-
lar Natural History Ever Published’, Isis 6, no. 3 (1924): 269–81; Sachiko Kusukawa, ‘Patron’s Review. 
The Role of Images in the Development of Renaissance Natural History’, Archives of Natural History 38, 
no. 2 (October 2011): 189–213, https://doi.org/10.3366/anh.2011.0028; Stan Mendyk, ‘Robert Plot: Brit-
ain’s “Genial Father of County Natural Histories”’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, 
no. 2 (1985): 159–77.

96  See for instance Harold J Cook, Assessing the Truth: Correspondence and Information at the End of 
the Golden Age (Leiden: Primavera Pers, 2013); Iordan Avramov, ‘An Apprenticeship in Scientific Com-
munication: The Early Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg (1656-63)’, Notes and Records of the Royal 
Society of London 53, no. 2 (1999): 187–201; Marie Boas Hall, ‘Oldenburg and the Art of Scientific Com-
munication’, The British Journal for the History of Science 2, no. 4 (1965): 277–90.
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international party.97 Between Londoners spending time abroad and foreign fellows, the 

Society was a truly cross-continental group.98 For instance Timothy Lanoy, merchant of 

the British Levant Company, was deeply connected with the Royal Society as his father, 

Benjamin Lannoy, was Consul of Aleppo from 1659 to 1672 and had been acting as 

‘agent’ to Henry Oldenburg during the 1660s. It was to Benjamin that Oldenburg had 

originally requested illustrations of Persepolis in 1668.99 Huguenot Henry Justel, secre-

tary to Louis XIV, was Oldenburg’s French correspondent from Paris until the latter’s 

death.100 Christiaan Huygens was an early foreign members of the Royal Society and en-

tertained close, albeit unsteady, connections, especially with Oldenburg (ch. 4).101 Other 

travellers included Evelyn, Ray and Halley, who all went to Rome at different times and 

stayed at the English College collecting important accounts on classical buildings.102 

Correspondence and networking was itself an evident form of transaction, as the 

architectural content and subject matter deriving from it was identified through its cir-

cumstances, places and times and through the relations between actors involved. Henry 

Oldenburg considered his journal as an active repository of such transactions. His public 

97  Fellows were actually ambivalent on this matter. In 1660 Oldenburg himself admitted that ‘Whether 
Foreigners will be admitted I doubt very much, though some say so’. Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, 
eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1642 - 1662, vol. 1 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 
1965), 406. Ultimately however, whether not official fellows of the Society, a large corpus of international 
contributions passed through the meeting places of Gresham College, which in turn relied largely on for-
eign correspondence and contacts.

98  Frank R. Freemon, ‘American Colonial Scientists Who Published in the “Philosophical Transactions” 
of the Royal Society’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, no. 2 (1985): 191–206; Dan-
iel Carey, ‘Compiling Nature’s History: Travellers and Travel Narratives in the Early Royal Society’, An-
nals of Science 54, no. 3 (May 1997): 269–92, https://doi.org/10.1080/00033799700200211.

99  See Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1666-1667, vol. 
3 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1966), 340–41, 461–62; Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., 
The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-1668, vol. 4 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1967), 
419, 510–13; Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, 143–45. Diary of Henry Teonge, 160.

100  Henry Justel moved to London in 1681 as a consequence of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

101  Rupert Hall, ‘Huygens and Newton’, In The Anglo-Dutch Contribution to the Civilization of Early 
Modern Society (London, 1976); Maria Boas Hall, ‘Huygens’ Scientific Contacts with England’, in Henk  
Bos, ed., Studies on Chrisitiaan Huygens (Lisse 1980), 66-82; Mordechai Feingold, ‘Huygens and the 
Royal Society’, in De zeventiende eeuw. Jaargang 12 (1996) 22-34.

102  See Cook, ‘Rome and the Royal Society, 1660-1740’, 14–17; John Gascoigne, ‘The Royal Society, 
Natural History and the Peoples of the “New World(s)”, 1660–1800’, The British Journal for the History 
of Science 42, no. 04 (December 2009): 539–62, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007087409002210. John Ev-
elyn took some of these ashes and brought them to the Royal Society shortly after. See Evelyn, ‘A Rela-
tion of the Raining of Ashes, in the Archipelago, upon the Eruption of Mount Vesuvius, Some Years Ago’, 
in PT, vol. 1, n. 21 (1666), 377.
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appeal for travellers to produce written reports from far-away places during their time at 

sea, featured in 1665 for issue 8 of the Transactions, was in a way similar to his defence 

of history and the past as an source of empirical knowledge. These ‘Directions for Sea-

Men’, originally drawn up by Lawrence Rooke, included mapping the weather, tides 

and depths of the seas, as well as making ‘Plotts and Draughts of prospect of Coasts, 

Promontories, Islands and Ports’. In an ‘Appendix’ to these directions, published in the 

following issue, Robert Hooke also provided instructions to make instruments for these 

observations. In 1666 then, Robert Boyle famously produced his ‘General Heads for a 

Natural History of a Countrey’, specifically meant for the compilation of narratives on 

foreign lands.103 For Boyle, ‘Composing a good Natural History’ was the basis ‘to super-

struct, in time a Solid and Useful Philosophy upon’. His categories of enquiry, ‘Suprat-

erraneous’, ‘Terrestrial’ and ‘Subterraneous’, were meant to cover the different aspects 

of the natural world and to offer travellers guidance as to what to focus on during their 

investigations.104 Boyle’s guidelines were also meaningful as one of the very first ‘query 

lists’, a type of writing which later on became a regular entry in the Transactions’ pag-

es.105 Given their novel intentionality, Oldenburg’s and Boyle’s may be considered early 

modern ‘call for papers’, enquiries inviting individuals to send correspondences from 

faraway lands and composing forms of transactions through content as well as writing 

style.106 

Importantly, Boyle’s intimations towards travel relied on the possibility of interna-

tional mobility, which in its modern sense blossomed largely during the late seventeenth 

103  Robert Boyle, ‘General Heads for a Natural History of a Countrey, Great or Small’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 
11 (1665), 186-189.

104  Peter Anstey and Michael Hunter, ‘Robert Boyle’s “Designe about Natural History”’, Early Science 
and Medicine 13, no. 2 (1 April 2008): 83–126, https://doi.org/10.1163/157338208X263435.

105  For example ‘Directions for Sea-Men, Bound for Far Voyages’ in PT, vol. 1, n. 8 (1665), 140-143; 
‘An Appendix to the Directions for Seamen, Bound for Far Voyages’ in PT, Vol. 1, n. 9 (1666), 147-149. 
For more, see E. Yale, ‘Making Lists: the Social and Material Technologies in the Making of Seventeenth-
Century Natural History’, in Pamela Smith, Amy Meyers, Harold Cook, eds., Ways of Making and 
Knowing. The Material Culture of Empirical Knowledge (Ann Abour: University of Michigan Press, 
2014), 280-283; Daniel Carey, ‘Inquiries, Heads and Directions: Orienting Early Modern Travel’, in Judy 
Hayden, ed., Travel Narratives, the New Science, and Literary Discourse, 1569–1750 (London: Rutledge 
2012), 47-51.

106  Some of these lists include, for example, ‘Inquiries of Persia’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1667), 420; ‘In-
quiries on Greenland...’, vol. 2, n. 29 (1667), 554-555; ‘Queries Concerning Vegetation...’, in PT, vol. 3, 
n. 40 (1668), 797-801; ‘Some directions and Inquiries [...] concerning the Mines...’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 58 
(1670), 1189-1196; ‘Divers Rural and Oeconomical Inquiries...’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 111 (1674), 240-242; 
‘Three Queries Relating to Shells...’, in PT, vol. 17, n. 197 (1693), 641-645.
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century.107 The practice of travel-writing existed in Europe already a century earlier, 

where the English Renaissance facilitated geographical expansion as a means to develop 

international cultural discourses riding the ongoing crisis of secular authority.108 During 

this time and well into the seventeenth century, travel and travel-writing were deeply 

embedded within notions of nobility, gentry and literacy, a way to deploy methodologi-

cal and intellectual curiosity as well as moral conducts within the growing culture of 

the Grand Tour. Francis Bacon however, presenting these practices as ‘a part of educa-

tion’, developed the final connection between literate travel and the empirical mind-set 

that inspired the Royal Society. Building on the fifteenth-century apodemic genre, the 

instructional method for travellers presented in Bacon’s essay ‘On travel’ and in his New 

Atlantis were meant to free the interests of travellers by framing specific categories of 

what could be seen and recorded.109 As part of his Solomon’s House, Bacon imagined a 

selective division of great explorers, made of twelve ‘Merchants of Light [...] that sail 

into foreign countries [and] bring us the books, and abstracts, and patterns of experi-

ments of all other parts’.110 The Transactions, then, acted in many ways as a continua-

tion of Bacon’s tradition, calling for ‘Merchants of Light’, more or less self-nominated 

as a physical extension of the journals’ collective transactional nature. As one of Olden-

burg’s correspondents commented in 1677: ‘never were noble Travellers better furnish’d 

107  Edward Chaney, The Evolution of the Grand Tour: Anglo-Italian Cultural Relations Since the Re-
naissance (Taylor & Francis, 2000), 86–95.

108  Joan Paul Rubiés, ‘Instructions for Travellers: Teaching the Eye to See’, History and Anthropology 
9, no. 2–3 (March 1996): 150–53, https://doi.org/10.1080/02757206.1996.9960876. During the English 
Renaissance, Rubiés argues, ‘Travel as a form of aristocratic education, and travel as a means to national 
expansion, came together as part of a cultural transformation by which both classical and continental 
learning were put to political use.’ Rubiés, 163.

109  Anne Hultzsch, ‘An Archaeology of Perception: Verbal Descriptions of Architecture in Travel Writ-
ings’ (PhD dissertation, UCL, 2011), 73–78; Rubiés, ‘Instructions for Travellers’, 177. Roos, ‘‘Only meer 
Love to Learning’: a rediscovered travel diary of naturalist and collector James Petiver (c.1665–1718)’, 
in Journal of the History of Collections, 29, 3 (2017), 381-394; Vittoria Di Palma, ‘Fragmentation, Mul-
tiplication, Permutation: Natural Histories and Sylvan Aesthetics from Bacon to Evelyn’, in Fragments: 
Architecture and the Unfinished. Essays Presented to Robin Middleton, ed. Barry Bergdoll and Werner 
Oechslin (London: Thames and Hudson, 2006), 233–44; Frans De Bruyn, ‘The Classical Silva and the 
Generic Development of Scientific Writing in Seventeenth-Century England’, New Literary History 32, 
no. 2 (2001): 347–73, https://doi.org/10.1353/nlh.2001.0016.

110  See New Atlantis, published in Silva Silvarum (London 1627). 
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with learned and accurate Instructions, and with exact and compleat Exemplars, as ap-

pears in several of your Breviates’.111

Architecture, by its part, was regularly featured in the Transactions as a crucial 

component of such ‘natural history of countries’, mirroring the journal’s interests in 

both ancient and contemporary architectural technologies. In 1666 Oldenburg proposed 

to ‘inquire after [Turkey’s] excellent Works of Antiquity [...] and particularly what is the 

bigness and structure of the Acquaeducts’.112 In 1673 he published a list of inquiries on 

stonework, inviting experiments on the ways of making ‘artificial marble’ similar to that 

used at Baroque Palace of Nymphenburg in Munich; asking to confirm the truth about 

Vitruvius’ claim that the Romans used to dry their bricks in the sun before cooking 

them; to verify the kind of plaster used to decorate roofs and floors of Venetian houses, 

which was said to be particularly enduring; and to learn how the ancient Egyptians used 

to cut porphyry which, in Oldenburg’s words, ‘is now object of admiration to the most 

skilful workmen’.113 Similarly, in 1685 William Petty asked about the proportion of lime 

and sand in brick mortar and that of lime and hair in plaster.114 Evidently, whether these 

architectural guidances were ‘Generall’ or specific to certain aspects of knowledge, 

the answers could not be but glimpses into a full ‘history’. A real complete picture of a 

place was inevitably impossible to trace. Producing accounts of buildings from foreign 

lands ‘involved ignoring places and concentrating instead on the myriad of particulars 

atop them; it involved multiplying these particulars to the point that the places under-

neath dropped out of focus.’115 

These particulars however shone for the interest they arose and often for the origi-

nality and curiosity of the information they offered. In 1669, a rare letter sent from 

111  ‘Some Considerations of an Observing Person in the Country upon Numb. 133. of These Tracts...’, in 
PT, vol. 12, n. 136 (1677), 890.

112  ‘Inquiries on Turkey’, vol. 1, n. 20 (1666), 362.

113  Oldenburg (?), ‘Directions for Inquiries Concerning Stones and Other Materials for the Use of Build-
ing...’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 93 (1673), 6010-6012, 6014-6015.

114  William Petty, ‘A Miscellaneous Catalogue of Mean, Vulgar, Cheap and Simple Experiments...’ in 
PT, vol. 15, n. 167 (1685), 851.

115  Jason H. Pearl, ‘Geography and Authority in the Royal Society’s Instructions for Travelers’, in Travel 
Narratives, the New Science, and Literary Discourse, 1569–1750, 77.
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Japan by ‘some ingenious person’ noted that ‘The Air is very salubrious’ and ‘Their 

Mountains are fertile almost to the very top’.116

Their buildings [the writer added] are very good and commodious. The Appartments 

are all below on the ground, separated from one another by partitions of Carton painted 

in guilt, which may be foulded and removed like Skreens. Their floors are covered with 

matters, and sometimes with silken stuff, embroidered velvet, and cloth of gold. All 

their buildings are one story high. They have no other conveniences to defend them-

selves from Heat and Cold, but such are usual in Italy and Spain.117

In 1675 Oldenburg published a letter sent by a correspondent of Martin Lister, 

signed as Thomas Towns, from Barbados:

For my part [he wrote] I would wish to live in this Island, it being so 

temperate that we need not […] shut up doors at noon […] nor set our 

beds in the tops of Houses. […] Every dwelling-house […] looks like a 

handsome Town; most being now built in Stone, and covered with Pan-

tile or Slate […]. Indeed the whole island appears in a manner like a 

scatter’d Town which the perpetual green Fields and Woods makes the 

place very pleasant.118

In 1676 we learn from British surgeon Thomas Glover about Native Americans in 

Virginia:

their habitations [he noted] are Cabins about nine or ten foot high, which 

are made after this manner: They fix Poles into the ground, and bring the 

116  ‘Some Observations Concerning Japan, Made by an Ingenious Person, That Hath Many Years Re-
sided in That Country...’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 49 (1669), 984. This was probably a Dutch traveller mentioned 
several times in the correspondence between Oldenburg and Henry Justel between the summer 1668 and 
the winter 1669. The man, at the time residing in The Hague, had lived in Japan for 17 years and was in 
direct contact with Justel, who acted as intermediary for Oldenburg’s queries. He was most likely part of 
the Dutch India Company and had resided in Nagasaki, at the time the only port open to Western ships. 
See Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-1668, 4:letters 865, 877, 894, 898; Ru-
pert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1668-1669, vol. 5 (Madi-
son: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1968), letters 1084, 1108.

117  ‘Some Observations Concerning Japan’, 986.

118  ‘An Extract of a Letter of Mr. Listers, Containing Some Observations Made at the Barbado’s...’, in 
PT, vol. 10, n. 117 (1675), 399-400. Lister’s correspondent may have been John Vaughan, Governor of 
Jamaica from 1675-1678 and later President of the Royal Society from 1686-1689. Bodleian Library, MS 
Lister 35 fol. 31.
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tops of them one within another, and so tie them together: the outside of 

these poles they line with bark to defend them from the injuries of the 

weather, but they leave a hole on the top, right in the middle of the Cabin 

for the smoak to go out; round the inside of their Cabins they have banks 

of Earth cast up, which serve instead of stools and beds.119

In 1693 John Clayton, Oxford graduate and clergyman in Jamestown, was able to 

publish a series of letters in issues 201, 205 and 206 that he had sent to the Royal Soci-

ety in 1688, narrating more ‘observables’ about Virginia, where he had sailed two years 

before as a representative of the Church of England. Clayton included some notes on the 

fort of Jamestown, the first permanent English settlement on the east coast of America. 

Clayton was not impressed with the new fortification, rebuilt after the rebellion on 1676:

Now [Clayton noted] they have built a silly sort of a Fort, that is, a 

Brick wall in the shape of a Half-Moon, at the beginning of the swamp. 

[...] There was indeed an Old Fort of Earth in the Town, being a sort 

of Tetragone, with something like Bastions at the four corners as I 

remember. [...] that new one spoke of, in Brick, [...] seems little better 

than a blind wall, to shoot Wild Ducks and Geese.120 

In his 1668-1671 ‘historical account’ of Constantinople, published in 1683, Thomas 

Smith thoroughly described the city’s urban layout, its walls and gates, the conditions 

of the sea around the Bosporus, its climate and geography. ‘In Constantinople [Smith 

noted] there are several narrow streets of trade, closed up with sheds and pent-houses’ 

and ‘In Sancta Sophia there are pillars so great that a man can scarce fathom them at 

twice’.121 The following year, Smith continued his account of the city, adding several 

details on the government, social habits and education of the Turks as well as some 

remarks on their private living habits: 

119  Thomas Glover, ‘An Account of Virginia...’, in PT, vol. 11, n. 126 (1676), 632.

120  John Clayton, ‘Mr. John Clayton, [...] Giving a Farther Account of the Soil, and Other Observables 
of Virginia’, in PT, vol. 17, n. 206 (1693), 983. See also Emily Mann, ‘To Build and Fortify: Defensive 
Architecture in the Early Atlantic Colonies’, in Building the British Atlantic World. Spaces, Places, and 
Material Culture, 1600-1850, ed. Daniel Maudlin and Bernard L. Herman (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2016); Marcus Simpson and Sallie Simpson, ‘The Reverend John Clayton’s Letters to the Royal 
Society of London, 1693-1694: An Important Source for Dr. John Brickell’s “Natural History of North-
Carolina”, 1737’, The North Carolina Historical Review 54, no. 1 (1977): 1–16.

121  Smith, ‘Historical Observations Relating to Constantinople’, 340.
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The chief Furniture of their Houses are Carpets, or Mats of Grand 

Cairo, neatly wrought with Straw, spread upon the ground; they having 

no occasion of Chairs, Couches, Stools or Tables; their postures within 

doors, being different from ours. They have no Hangings, but their 

walls are whited and fet off with painting, only adorn’d with a kind of 

Porcelane; no Beds clos’d with Curtains.122

Specifics about buildings, rather than general considerations, were in the Transac-

tions objects of detailed, obsessed interest. Smaller local architectural artefacts and ‘ver-

nacular’ architecture, such as huts and wooden forts, were considered to belong to their 

country’s natural history just as great modern buildings, both serving as source of philo-

sophical interest. For instance, in May 1665 French mathematician and military officer 

Pierre Petit sent an account on the construction of a channel in southern France connect-

ing the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea.123 This was a large artificial system of 

canals and basins, today known as Canal du Midi, built between 1666 and 1681. In Feb-

ruary 1669 Oldenburg added a large map of a portion of this canal, engraved by William 

Faithorne and detailing an engineering and hydrogeological description of the project, 

which at the time was the largest and most expensive in the country after Versailles (fig. 

3.6, see also fig. 1.4).124 The central Basin of the channel, the article specified, 

is in a manner quite done. For its ornament, it is to have not only an 

elegant key, but a regular Town built round about it in after the model of 

the Place Royal of Paris; all the houses alike and equal with great Arches 

beneath, to go under cover to the Key.125

A third report was written by Louis de Froidour, French Lieutenant of Water and 

Forests, and published three years later, from which we read that the central aqueduct

is 61 fathoms broad, and is to be 25 fathoms high, and 500 fathoms long 

[…], to gain the Hills on both sides. The basis of this great work is a 

122  Smith, ‘An Account of the City of Prusa in Bithynia...’, 445. 

123  Pierre Petit, ‘A Relation of the Advice Given by Monsieur Petit, Intendant of the Fortifications of 
Normandy. Touching the Conjunction of the Ocean and Mediterranean’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 3 (1665), 41-43.

124  Oldenburg (?), ‘A Narrative of the Conjunction of the Two Seas, the Ocean and the Mediterranean, 
by a Channel...’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 56 (1669), 1123-1128.

125  ‘A Narrative of the Conjunction of the Two Seas’, 1124-1125.
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solid Body of Masonry […]. It hath only a small Opening below in the 

form of a Vault […]. Upon this body of Masonry […] there is raised a 

thick Wall from the top of this Dam […]. This Wall incloseth within its 

thickness another Vault, in the manner of a Gallery.126

The detailed description went on for several pages, specifying each of the many 

stone vaults and ramparts making this great work of engineering, ‘so well contrived 

and executed, that ‘tis thought there never was seen in the world a Body of Masonry 

more solid than this’.127 In line with such interests in large scale infrastructures, in 1685 

the Transactions published an account on the works undergoing near Versailles for the 

construction of the aqueduct de Louveciennes, completed between 1681 and 1685. 

The mighty construction, the detailed report said, ‘will have in length 7000 Fathom; 

462 whereof will 35 Fathom and 4 foot high [...]. There will be [...] 861 Arches, which, 

where they are highest, will have 12 Fathom in breath and 8 Fathom in thickness, di-

minishing to 14 foot at the top’.128 The account continued in a following issue, detailing 

the pillars and arches composing the aqueduct, providing measures, distances, composi-

tion and scale of the construction:

The Elevation of the Aqueduct of Mantenon is now set forth at but 2560 

Fathom [...]. These 2560 Fathom contain 242 Arcades, whose Aperture 

is 6 Fathom and 1/2, and the face of each Pillar sustaining the Arches 4 

Fathom; there will be then on the side of Mantenon 33 single Arches, 

afterwards 71 double ones; (as having one Arch upon another) then 46 

treble ones, which will generally be 216 foot 6 Inches high, (viz. up to the 

floor of the Channel) afterwards 72 double ones; then 20 single, which 

will reach the mound of Earth, that is 50 foot high’.129

126  Louis de Froidour, ‘Some Additions to the Narrative, That Was Publish’d Numb. 58. about the Con-
junction of the Ocean and Mediterranean by a Channel in France’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 84 (1672), 4083.

127  ‘A Narrative of the Conjunction of the Two Seas’, 1126.

128  ‘An Account of an Aqueduct Designd for Carrying the River Eure to Versaille’, in PT, vol. 15, n. 171 
(1685), 1016.

129  ‘Part of a Letter Containing a Farther Account of the Aqueduct Near Versailles, etc.’, in PT, vol. 15, 
n. 176, (1685), 1206-07.
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It becomes apparent that, along the lines of Oldenburg’s Baconian sympathies out-

lined in the first chapter, the Transactions’ architectural concerns often prioritised the 

practical purposes of buildings. Importantly, after illustrating the project for the Canal 

du Midi, Petit proposed historical precedents, namely unexecuted conjunctions between 

the Nile and Red Sea by the ancient Egyptians and between the Black Sea and Atlantic 

Ocean proposed by Charlemagne, proving both the feasibility and the modernity of the 

French infrastructure. Similarly to Robinson’s and Lister’s historical accounts on French 

and Roman bridges, detailed and minutely measured descriptions of dwellings, fortifi-

cations, aqueducts and canals projected the architectural qualities of physical environ-

ments onto the reader’s mind to promote a conversation over the structural behaviour of 

infrastructures. This was in line with Oldenburg’s ‘operative ferment’,130 observable in 

architecture by a growing interest in functional typologies, such as forts, dams and ca-

nals, richly described through detailed literary compositions. In 1666 we similarly learn 

that London’s granaries 

are built on two sides, one stands north-south, and is near 100 yards long, 

the other side may be about 50 yards long; the windows look to the North 

[…] All windows are about a yard high without any shutters and run on 

in a continued series. [Each building is] three or four Stories high. [...] 

The Ground or lower-most Story, 12 foot from the ground, [stands] upon 

Strong Pillars, fortified by spiked of Iron.131 

As in the case of Moxon, building as a practical art was considered a fundamental 

component in cementing progressive intellectual progress. Hence, detailed geographic 

transpositions of a building’s physical circumstance were intended to fortify a universal 

‘natural history’ through descriptive projection and transactions of material qualities. 

Accounts of old and new artefacts relied heavily on reports of the built environment to 

encourage a kind of once-removed direct observation, a paradigm that Stephen Shapin 

has called ‘virtual witnessing’.132 As in the case of the Society’s designs for collective 

experimental milieus illustrated in the first chapter, to ‘carry the eyes, and the imagina-

130  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the sixth Year’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 57 (1670), 1150. See also the Introduction to 
this thesis.

131  ‘A Description of Several Kinds of Granaries...’, in PT, vol. 2 (1666), 464-465.

132  Steven Shapin, ‘Pump and Circumstance: Robert Boyle’s Literary Technology’, Social Studies of Sci-
ence 14, no. 4 (1984): 490–91.
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tions’ of journal readers towards places of discovery was the fundamental paradigm 

to establish a narrative of empirical authentication. Information about places had to be 

efficiently transported and transmitted without losing credibility, in order to be acquired 

by a remote audience with as much factuality as possible.133 Just like in the performing 

of an experiment in the collective rooms of Gresham College, the far-away milieus of 

distant reporting offered the context for a credible building description through process-

es of written transaction. In this sense, seventeenth-century writing acquired for Shapin 

the status of a visual source, a ‘literary technology’ in which the personal impressions of 

the narrator were the instrument for architectural accountability.134

What should also be noted is that accounts and travel writing contributed to the 

Transactions’ contents, alongside the scholarly culture of learned travels, largely 

through the realm of trades. Indeed, it has been pointed out that these accounts often 

resulted from the contingent opportunity of commercial or religious travels. Merchants, 

such as Timothy Lanoy or the Dutch correspondent from Japan, medical doctors or 

missionaries such as Halifax or Thomas Glover, local Governors and Ambassadors like 

Thomas Smith, were at the forefront of a heterogeneous network of contributors, an im-

portant part of the Transactions’ ‘Merchants of Light’. Indeed, as it has been illustrated 

in the case of its visual sources, the Transactions featured a complex and multifarious 

ensemble of writers with many and diverse levels of authorship, including the narrative, 

technical and often bureaucratic accounts of merchants, traders, farmers and husband-

men.135 Alongside his involvement in the Society’s ‘history of trades’ mentioned in the 

first chapter, Oldenburg was in fact also member of the Society’s ‘Georgical Committee’ 

and contributed through his journal to a national ‘History of Agriculture’ by publish-

ing his ‘Enquiries [...] to be distributed to persons Experienced in Husbandry all over 

England, Scotland, and Ireland’.136 As part of their programme for the improvement 

133  Steven Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 245–47.

134  Shapin, ‘Pump and Circumstance’, 491.

135  Julia Schleck, ‘Forming Knowledge: Natural Philosophy and English Travel Writing’, in Travel Nar-
ratives, the New Science, and Literary Discourse, 1569–1750, 64-69.

136  ‘Enquiries Concerning Agriculture’, 91-94. For more on this see Reginald Lennard, ‘English Agricul-
ture under Charles II: The Evidence of the Royal Society’s “Enquiries”’, The Economic History Review 
4, no. 1 (October 1932): 23, https://doi.org/10.2307/2590493. 23; Joan Thirsk, ‘Seventeenth-Century 
Agriculture and Social Change’, in Joan Thirsk, ed., Land, church and people : essays presented to Pro-
fessor H.P.R. Finberg (London 1970), 148. Lindsay Sharp, ‘Timber, Science, and Economic Reform in 
the Seventeenth Century’, Forestry 48, no. 1 (1975): 51–86, https://doi.org/10.1093/forestry/48.1.51. The 
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Fig. 3.7 Page (above) with Oldenburg's combinatory system for publishing 
queries on kitchen-gardens, in PT, vo. 3, n. 4, 1668 

Fig. 3.8 Above right: T. Brotherton, illustrations on the changing growth of 
young Scotch-Firr trees when partially cut, in PT, v. 9, n. 111, 1674

Fig. 3.9 Right: Evelyn's automatic 'Sembrador' ploughing machine, in PT, vol. 
5, n. 60, 1670. The invention, originally produced in Madrid by Geronimo de 
Camargo in 1664, made use of a rotating cylinder, directly activated by the 
plough's wheels, which deposited seeds 'with order and proportion'. Next, W. 
Jackson, illustration on salt-making in Cheshire, in PT, vol. 4, n. 53, 1669. The 
scheme provided a 'set' of architectural technologies and mechanical instruments, 
described in the account, for potential replication, from the furnaces for boiling 

water to the barrows to filter the salt



of trades, the Society’s concerns with husbandry, agriculture and domestic economies 

can hardly be overemphasised. The Transactions was the privileged channel for carry-

ing out this project through specific technical and often schematically written reports: 

from how to maintain green-houses and kitchen-gardens (fig. 3.7)137 to experiments on 

tree-growth (fig. 3.8);138 from strategies on how to grow vines on roofs139 to innova-

tive bee-houses (fig. 2.14); from William Jackson’s architectural technologies for salt-

making to Evelyn’s automatic ‘Sembrador’ ploughing machine (fig. 3.9).140 The types of 

narratives deployed through these letters and contributions, often drafted by or copied 

from specialised workers, were in fact the very measure to which their values could 

be established. As argued by Shapin, ‘trust in ancient authority was replaced by trust 

in assistants. Aristotle was refuted by anonymous technicians’.141 The veracity of late 

seventeenth-century essays, travellers’ tales by merchants and technical reports by me-

chanical experts and technicians, Shapin suggests, was established precisely through the 

deployment of their own specific narratives. As such, and especially when it came to the 

adoption of localised knowledge with an architectural quality, the Transactions relied on 

informed circumstantial detachment in order to produce forms of narrative transactions. 

In a ‘Preface’ to the Transactions in 1676, Oldenburg pointed at this very notion, stating 

that 

we must acknowledge many excellent, ingenious and truly Philosophical 

Histories of the Architecture, and grandeur, and scituation of Royal 

and Noble Palaces, Citties, Cittadels, Fortifications, Towns, Bridges, 

Committee also included Evelyn, Robert Boyle, John Aubrey and John Houghton, who wrote extensively 
on husbandry, agriculture and the trades through his own dedicated periodical publication, A Collection 
of Letters for the Improvement of Husbandry and Trade (1681-1683), later renamed A Collection for 
Improvement of Agriculture and Trade (1692-1703). See Anita McConnell, ‘Houghton, John’, in ODNB 
(2004).

137  ‘Queries Concerning Vegetation’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 4 (1668), 797-801. 

138  ‘Divers Rural and Oeconomical Inquiries...’, 240-242; ‘An Extract of a Letter, Sent Lately to Sir 
Robert Moray Out of Virginia, Concerning an Unusual Way of Propagating Mulberry Trees There’, in PT, 
vol. 1, n. 12 (1665), 201-202; Thomas Brotherton, ‘An Account of Several Curious Observations and Ex-
periments, concerning the Growth of Trees...’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 187 (1692), 307-313.

139  John Templer, ‘A Way of Making Vines Grow to Advantage, all Over the Roof of a House...’, in PT, 
vol. 8, n. 93 (1973), 6016.

140  John Evelyn, ‘A Letter of John Evelyn Esq [...] Concerning the Spanish Sembrador or New Engin for 
Ploughing’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 60 (1670), 1055-1065. 

141  Shapin, A Social History of Truth, 389.
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Rivers, fertile Vales, Rocks and Mountain. But some of these have a 

Consideration a part from Physiology, and do rather belong to Art and 

Artifices: And some Writers are more concern’d for Panegyricks of the 

amenities of the place, than will well sort with true and modest relations 

of the Nightbours:[…] But in our designed Natural History we have  

more need for severe, full and punctual Truth, than of Romances and 

Panegyricks.142

There was no place for romantic eulogies and apologetic narratives. Oldenburg 

wanted a precise, anatomical dissection of technologies and built environments through 

written transactional methods. These in turn promoted a deeper involvement on the 

part of the reader, resulting in more authoritative and operational architectural matter of 

fact. Similarly, John Fryer’s letters from India and Persia were revered for their modern 

methodological rigour and observational aloofness:

His method of Delivery [wrote Sloane] is not bounded by the narrow 

Limits of an Historian, nor loosely Extravagant like Poetick Fiction, but 

suited to Time and Place, so as to manifest his Diligence in observing 

and collecting, and his Sincerity in compiling what may assist the next 

Adventurers, and satisfy the present Enquirers.143

Architecture, like any object of philosophical investigation, had to be specific and 

punctual, located and ‘suited to Time and Place’ in order to promote transactions be-

tween the two. To the partial yet meticulous nature of such accounts was entrusted their 

accountability.

These matters of fact, Shapin further argues, had to rely greatly on the responsibility 

of the authors. As mentioned before, accounts often came from the distant testimony of 

improvised or even unnamed sources. Religious missions offered exclusive adventurous 

travels to chaplains, and mercantile roads were the territory for traders’ observations. 

According to Shapin ‘The condition of securing knowledge about the nature of nature 

was the possession of knowledge about the nature of people’.144 Presenting these ‘Mer-

142  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the Eleventh Year’, in PT, vol. 11, n. 123 (1676), 552.

143  Hans Sloane (?), in John Fryer, An Abstract with Some Reflections on a New Account of East-India 
and Persia...’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 244 (1698), 339.

144  Shapin, A Social History of Truth, 258.
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chants of Light’ as trustworthy would immediately introduce their accounts as products 

of an educated mind without hidden agendas. Halifax and his companions for example 

were presented as ‘Men of more than ordinary Birth and Education’, insisting on their 

origin and background as gentlemen. Similarly, the observations published in 1685 on 

the aqueduct de Louveciennes

were made by a very Intelligent person, well skilled in things of this 

Nature, as being no stranger either to the writings of the Antients, or 

the Famous Ruins and Remainders of their Fabricks in Italy, and other 

places: yet he professes himself surprized with the greatness of this 

undertaking at Versailles, and Mantenon; for the Magnificence of the 

design the number of Labourers, the excessiveness of the Expence, and 

the admirable beauty of the Work.145 

Detailing the personal circumstances of the narrator had the important objective of 

clarifying to localised readers the status of their temporally and geographically distant 

narratives. Similarly to Halifax’s un-mediated experience of Palmyra, when deliver-

ing his observations in Virginia John Clayton admitted that he could rely solely on his 

memory, having lost at sea all his ‘Books, Chemical Instruments, Glasses and Micro-

scopes’. However, whereas his accounts may be incomplete, his intentions were honour-

able, which in itself deserved full recognition:

If future relations shall in some small Points make out my Mistake, I 

thought this requisite to justifie my Candor; for I ever judg’d it villanous 

to impose in matters of Fact; but Descriptions of things that depend on 

memory may be liable to Mistakes, and yet the Sincerity of the Person 

that delivers them entire.146

The accessibility of the journal’s contents, the dissemination of its issues and its 

worldly scope inevitably clashed with the conditions of early modern forms of literary 

reporting, at once dynamically enthused and dramatically unregimented.147 Oldenburg’s 

145  ‘An Account of an Aqueduct’, 1207.

146  Clayton, ‘Mr. John Clayton’, 782.

147  Soo argued that ‘The reports published in the Transactions and travel books by Royal Society fel-
lows still provided the most easily accessible information, but due to the expense and difficulty of making 
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intentions, however, were all but hesitant. The Transactions was meant to build up a 

culture of written authority by deploying literary forms of transactions to transpose 

physical distance over a largely uncharted intellectual milieu. The architecture resulting 

from this paradigm emerged through such writing for its localised efficacy and for with-

standing its temporal partiality. As I will show hereinafter, a diffused curiosity towards 

linguistic designs reflected the Transactions’ innovative publishing approach, intended 

as a powerful tool to cement the forms of transactional architecture outlined above.

Universal Languages

The translation of experiential knowledge of times and places into public form and 

the search for an efficient communicative technology for experiments and explorative 

accounts laid in transactional modes of writing. Words could become components of a 

system, a method to present architecture between places and between past and present. 

This section is concerned with the Transactions’ range of modes of writing to explore, 

challenge and perfect methods of written communication. Such investigations were, 

once more, rooted in notions of time and place, where history and geography both had a 

role to play in the legitimisation of the old and the new.

Not too dissimilarly from the architectural numerical surveys described earlier, 

linguistic inscriptions also established important transactional threads through primary 

material evidence. In line with Oldenburg’s search for ‘Good Old Helps’, studies into 

ancient writings were informative for establishing ancient architectural truths onto the 

present. Especially from the 1690s onwards, copies of inscriptions appeared more and 

more frequently in the journal, possibly also as a result of the editors’ personal inter-

ests.148 Transcribing ancient writings, translating them and relating them to contempo-

rary religious, social and political knowledge was the most effective and reliable way 

of bringing ancient facts to the public attention. Not coincidentally, such evidence taken 

from columns and walls occupied the greatest part of Halifax’s account of Palmyra. In 

this sense, his approach was essentially that of an early modern epigraphist. Both in his 

visual records, remained limited in their accuracy, completeness, and therefore usefulness’. Soo, ‘Recon-
structing Antiquity’, 181.

148  Hans Sloane, editor of the journal from 1695, was particularly interested in antiquities, especially 
medals and coins, and his collection of specimen was later bequeathed to the nation forming an important 
basis for the Natural History Museum.

Fig. 3.10  Spreads from Halifax's account on Palmyra, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217, 
1695 (Royal Society Archives)
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relation and in the travel diaries of Lanoy and Goodyear, entire pages were dedicated to 

transcribing almost two dozen ancient inscriptions, mostly in Latin and Greek, analys-

ing the language and deducing facts about the history of the city (fig. 3.10). An inscrip-

tion in ancient Palmyrene even allowed Halifax to decipher the dead tongue.149 Inscrip-

tions were generally ‘put up in memory of some, who had behaved themselves […] 

with commendation’ but other historical facts could also be directly observed on these 

writings. For instance, Palmyra was ‘a Free State, governed by a Senate and People’ and 

‘that they were Idolaters is plain by the mention of their Country Gods’. Just like the 

surveyor’s approach towards measurements, the epigraphist’s approach towards inscrip-

tions was adopted here to bring realism, factuality and therefore accountability to the 

whole story. 

If on one hand inscriptions may not have been the main focus of the journal, on the 

other hand the frequency of their presence cannot be overlooked. In 1700, ‘The Kind ac-

ceptance, [of] Matters relating to our Nation’s Antiquity’ prompted Christopher Hunter 

to send to Martin Lister some Roman inscriptions from Durham, which he then pub-

lished in issue 266.150 When describing the newly found tomb in Cocheler, the author 

noted that it had no inscriptions, ‘which might oblige us to think that these Men had 

any knowledge of Christianity, but rather that they had some Idolatrous superstition’. 

When Lister published his account on a Roman altar in 1683, his prime objective was 

to reconstruct pieces of Roman history through the translation of its Latin inscriptions 

(fig. 2.11).151 Similarly, in 1686 Adrien Auzout sent the long transcript of three inscrip-

tions he copied from the sides of a Roman pillar to Henry Justel, who forwarded it to the 

Royal Society together with some remarks written by Isaac Vossius.152 

In 1693, then, Francis Aston wrote a letter with an even more elaborate contribution 

presenting ‘the Exact Draughts of Several Unknown Characters, Taken from the Ruines 

at Persepolis’ drawn by Stephen Flower, merchant of the East-India Company and one 

149  See Astengo, ‘The Rediscovery of Palmyra’, 12.

150  Christopher Hunter, ‘A Letter from Mr Christopher Hunter, to Dr Martin Lister, Fellow of the Coll. 
of Phys. and R. S. concerning Some Roman Inscriptions Found Near Durham, in PT, vol. 22, n. 266 
(1700), 657.

151  Martin Lister, ‘An Account of a Roman Monument Found in the Bisho-Prick of Durham...’, in PT, 
vol. 13, n. 145 (1683), 70.

152  Isaac Vossius, ‘An Uncommon Inscription Lately Found on a Very Great Basis of A Pillar, Dug Up 
At Rome...’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 183 (1686), 172-175.
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of Benjamin Lannoy’s contacts in Isfahan.153 The article was meant to fulfill a nearly 

30-year long request, published in the Transactions in 1667 as part of Oldenburg’s ‘In-

quiries for Persia’ (see ch. 2). Later that same year, Francis Aston published another of 

Flower’s papers for issue 203, which included a short account upon the Elephanta Caves 

in Pory Island and some ‘ancient characters’ Flower had copied a few decades earlier. 

‘It is probable [Aston commented] the intent of this Paper was to compare these Charac-

ters, being very ancient with them at Persepolis, the Gentleman having got together (as 

appears) several other Alphabets that had been used in the Eastern parts of the World’.154 

Copying inscriptions and philologically transcribing ancient languages from stones 

and buildings then was important to produce as much of a reliable account as possible in 

difficult conditions. Indeed, an epigraphic convention towards inscriptions had its roots 

in Renaissance scholarship. 16thc philologists had been trying to establish this primary 

material as historical evidence, testing its reliability and questioning its reproducibili-

ty.155 But this attitude was already changing during the seventeenth century as antiquari-

anism, as mentioned before, was gaining its own disciplinary recognition. Scholars such 

as John Aubrey established a new kind of investigation, made of comparative analysis 

of material sources observed for their contextual values. As Alain Schnapp suggests, 

through the second half of the seventeenth century objects had gained a substantial 

importance over textual sources as essential material evidence for the uncovering and 

understanding of historical facts.156 In this sense, Halifax’s approach was rooted in the 

secular tradition of epigraphic scholarship and might even have been considered slightly 

out of place in the Transactions. As Sloane commented when concluding the reports on 

Palmyra,

The Philosophical Reader is desired to excuse our breaking-in upon the Subject of 

these Tracts, by intermixing Historical and Philological Matters, as also our exceeding 

153  Francis Aston, ‘A Letter from Mr. F. A. Esq; R. S. S. to the Publisher, with a Paper of Mr. S. Flowers 
Containing the Exact Draughts of Several Unknown Characters, Taken from the Ruines at Persepolis’, in 
PT, vol. 17, n. 201 (1693), 775-777. See Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-
1668, 4:510–13; Soo, ‘Reconstructing Antiquity’, 143–44.

154  Flowers and Aston, ‘A Paper of Mr. Flowers, Containing Some Unknown Ancient Characters...’, in 
PT, vol. 17, n. 203 (1693), 872.

155  See for example William Stenhouse, Reading Inscriptions and Writing Ancient History. Historical 
Scholarship in the Late Renaissance (London: Institute of Classical Studies, 2005) esp. Ch. 3 and 5.

156  See for example Schnapp, The discovery of the past, esp. ch. 3.
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the bounds of an Extract: but we hope the Curiosity of the Subject, joyned to the De-

sires of the Royal Society, may make an easie apology suffice.157

Still, the presence of directly copied inscriptions from monuments and other arte-

facts could both facilitate direct witnessing as well as offering specific insights into the 

vocabularies of antiquity. In a way, by transcribing ancient inscriptions, explorers were 

giving buildings their own voice. As such, it should be understood as a fluid compo-

nent within the specific interests of the Transactions towards spatio-temporal ‘virtual 

witnessing’. For instance, between 1699 and 1700 the Transactions featured Thomas 

Lufkin’s correspondence with John Wallis on the alleged introduction of numeral figures 

in England by referring to a Roman mantelpiece found in Colchester.158 Lufkin’s letter, 

which included the drawing of a carved timber beam he found underneath the win-

dow of a Roman building (fig. 3.11), attempted at correcting Wallis’ claim that Roman 

numerals were introduced in 1133, which he mentioned at the beginning of the second 

edition of his Algebra (1693). Because Lufkin’s mantelpiece featured the Roman nu-

meral 1090, Lufkin was proving by ‘undeniable instance’ that Wallis’ claim was off by 

43 years. Wallis’ theory, originally presented in the Transactions in 1683, was itself born 

out of the material findings on a manteltree he found in a house in Northamptonshire, 

featuring the numbers 1133 (fig. 3.12). Arguing against Vossius’ and Mabillion’s claims 

that Roman numerals were acquired between the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 

Wallis was attempting to prove that the history of algorism in England was much older. 

Both Wallis and Lufkin did so by reproducing and describing in detail ancient objects, 

located in both time and place and by showing therefore ‘how little reason there is to 

suspect any thing of forgery or imposture in it’.159 Material inscriptions, in short, con-

stituted insightful historical information as physical objects ‘suited to time and place’, 

157  Hans Sloane (?), in Edmund Halley, ‘Some Account of the Ancient State of the City of Palmyra’, in 
PT, vol. 19, n. 218 (1696), 175.

158  Thomas Luffkin, ‘An Extract of a Letter from Mr. Thomas Luffkin of Colchester to Dr. Wallis, Con-
cerning the Use of the Numeral Figures in England’, in PT, vol. 21, n. 255 (1699), 287-288; John Wallis, 
‘Part of a Letter [...] Concerning the Use of the Numeral Figures in England, in the Year 1090’, in PT, vol. 
22, n. 266 (1700), 677.

159  John Wallis, ‘A Letter from Dr. John Wallis [...] Concerning an Antient Mantle-Tree in Northampton-
Shire...’, in PT, vol. 13, n. 154 (1683), 399-403.
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Fig. 3.11 Detail from throwout page illustrating the inscription found by 
Lufkin underneath an ancient Roman window in Colchester, in PT, vol. 21, 

n. 255, 1699

Fig. 3.12 J. Wallis, illustration of an ancient mantle-tree from 
Northamptonshire, in PT, vol. 13, n. 154, 1683



between the tangible and the epigraphic and fluidly included within the Royal Society’s 

early experimental projects.160

The Transactions’ interest in inscribed linguistics, ancient languages and numerical 

histories was in itself an important component of Oldenburg’s initial project because of 

its insistence on questions of modern forms of communication. Indeed, as mentioned 

before, old and distant writings could perfect literary technologies for current archi-

tectural knowledge. As suggested by Wragge-Morley, the Royal Society even adopted 

contradictory stances towards the use of rhetoric to convey ‘vividness’.161 For instance, 

Oldenburg’s review of Guarini’s Placita Philosophica in issue 20, 1665, underlined the 

focus of the treatise on natural philosophy and its occasional rhetorical qualities, such as 

its ‘defence of paradoxes’. On one hand, natural philosophers such as Locke, Willis or 

Grew tended to embrace a plain writing style, as much as possible free from rhetorical 

devices or, as Oldenburg himself stated, without ‘Romances and Panegyricks’. On the 

other hand, they still largely adopted certain colourful modes to produce as vivid images 

as possible, therefore elaborating, as argued by Shapin, a more visual form of narrative. 

William Dampier’s Account of a New Voyage round the World (1697), for example, was 

complimented in the Transactions because the author’s ‘very Intelligible and Expres-

sive’ writing style.162 Halifax himself, when narrating his journey through the ruinous 

streets of Palmyra, described first-hand the streets and buildings, directly addressing the 

reader with the frequent use of the second person.163 Halifax’s narrative promenade was 

then adopted as a constitutive means to provoke the reader’s involvement, a transaction 

between writer and reader producing the kind of detailed understanding that Oldenburg 

was similarly calling for in architectural accounts. 

As a form of intellectual scholarship with the universal mission of translating indi-

viduals’ experiences into collective instruments, writing was also inevitably informed 

160  In 1735 the Transactions featured again the two mantle pieces in an article on ancient writing which 
included more specimen from antique manuscripts. See John Ward, Francis Gulston, ‘Remarks upon an 
Antient Date...’, in PT, vol. 39, n. 439 (1735), 120-131.

161  Alexander Wragge-Morley, ‘“Vividness” in English Natural History and Anatomy, 1650-1700’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society 66, no. 4 (20 December 2012): 342–44, https://doi.org/10.1098/
rsnr.2012.0045.

162  ‘Account of a book’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 225 (1695), 426.

163  ‘As soon as you are entred within the Court, you see a the remainders of two Rows of very Noble 
Marble Pillars’; ‘Advancing then towards the north, you have before you a very tall and stately Obelisk or 
Pillar […] on each end of this, […] you see two other large pillars’; ‘Proceeding forward, […] you come 
to a magnificent entrance’. Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage’, 89, 103, 104.
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by early modern cultures of steganography and cryptography.164 As mentioned in the 

first chapter, the Royal Society and the Transactions were struggling with an inevitable 

clash between secrecy and openness, between the ownership of laboratorial discoveries 

and the ideal public reach of Gresham’s meeting rooms.165 Questions of global com-

munication therefore went hand in hand with notions of secrecy.166 In the Lectiones 

Cutlerianae for instance, Robert Hooke famously wrote ‘the true Mathematical and 

Mechanical form of all manner of Arches for Building’, as well as his revolutionary 

theory of elasticity, as encrypted anagrams.167 At the same time, George Dalgarno’s Ars 

Signorum (1661), Athanasius Kircher’s Polygraphia Nova et Universalis (1663) or Gas-

pard Schott’s Schola Steganographica (1665) are a few contemporary examples dem-

onstrating late seventeenth-century projects for linguistic universality. Most exemplary 

of the Royal Society’s attempts at an international, fully formed linguistic mechanism 

was probably John Wilkins’ Essay Towards a Universal Character, published in 1668, a 

large and expensive volume with non-alphabetical characters and symbols especially cut 

and cast for the purpose by Joseph Moxon (fig. 3.13).168 Commissioned by the Society 

itself, the book’s methodology was based on notion of sign as vector for intellectual im-

agery and soon became an important precedent in the development of classification and 

combinatory practices.169 In his review of Wilkins’ book in the Transactions Oldenburg, 

164  See for instance Manlio Brusatin, ‘Arte di Segreti e Architettura Obliqua’, in Rassegna, V, 13/1, 
‘Through the Mirror’ (1983), 38; George E. McCracken, ‘Athanasius Kircher’s Universal Polygraphy’, 
Isis 39, no. 4 (1948): 215–28.

165  Michael Hunter and Paul B. Wood, ‘Towards Solomon’s House: Rival Strategies for Reform-
ing the Early Royal Society’, History of Science 24, no. 1 (March 1986): 49–108, https://doi.
org/10.1177/007327538602400103.

166  See for example Rob Iliffe, ‘”In the warehouse”: Privacy, Priority and Property in the Early Royal 
Society’, in History of Science, xxx(1992) ; C. Macleod, ‘The 1690s Patents Boom: Invention or Stock-
Jobbing?’ The Economic History Review, vol. 39, no. 4 (1986), 549–571; Pamela O. Long, ‘Invention, 
Authorship, “Intellectual Property,” and the Origin of Patents: Notes toward a Conceptual History’, Tech-
nology and Culture 32, no. 4 (October 1991): 846, https://doi.org/10.2307/3106154.

167  The former was abcccddeeeeefggiiiiiiiillmmmmnnnnnooprrsssttttttuuuuuuuux (‘as it hangs in a 
continuous flexible form, so it will stand contiguously rigid when inverted’), the latter ceiiinosssttuu (‘ut 
tensio, sic vis’). Hooke, Lectiones Cutlerianae (London 1676), 31. See also Lisa Jardine, On a Grander 
Scale: The Outstanding Life of Sir Christopher Wren (New York: Harper, 2003), 422.

168  D. J. Bryden, ‘Moxon, Joseph’,  in ODBN (2004); Rhodri Lewis, ‘The Publication of John Wilkins’s 
Essay (1668): Some Contextual Considerations’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society 56, no. 2 (22 
May 2002): 133–46, https://doi.org/10.1098/rsnr.2002.0174.

169  See Clark Emery, ‘John Wilkins’ Universal Language’, Isis 38, no. 3/4 (1948): 174–85; Mary M. 
Slaughter, Universal Languages and Scientific Taxonomy in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge Univer-

Fig. 3.13  J. Wilkins, page from his Essay Towards a Universal Character, 
London 1668, featuring non-alphabetic typeset cut by J. Moxon
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probably recognising his own pursue towards publishing ‘clearly and truly’, noted how 

‘several of the Fellows of that Society have been nominated, and desired to peruse the 

Book with attention’.170 

Similarly, Francis Lodwick, a Flemish merchant based in London, continued 

Wilkins’ plan by publishing in 1686 his ‘Essay towards a Universal Alphabet’, which 

included a chart of letters and sounds and pedagogical guidelines to teach the alpha-

bet.171 Hooke was himself interested in the power of letters as facilitators for universal 

visualization. His ‘Observations, and Conjectures concerning the Chinese Characters’ 

published in the Transactions in 1686 discussed the visual constructs of the Chinese 

alphabet, its principles when compared with other languages and its printed reproduc-

ibility as diagrammatic sources (fig. 3.14).172 Hooke’s interests in calligraphic signs, 

which he shared with Wilkins, were in this sense entirely relatable with his designs for 

codes as exploratory threads into the possibilities of linguistic design. Similarly, Wallis’ 

epigraphic interests were fully permeated with an investigative drive that inspired his 

linguistic explorations with mutism173 or with the Society’s experiments with ‘speaking 

trumpets’ during the 1670s (fig. 3.15).174 Similarly, Waller’s table of colours illustrated 

in the previous chapter appears as its own significant thread into the potential of linguis-

tic imagery by proposing a standardised mechanism to transpose discursive description 

into visual apparatus, a sort of transaction between written and visual (see ch. 2).

sity Press, 1982). 

170  ‘An account of some books’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 35 (1668), 690.

171  Francis Lodwick, ‘An Essay towards a Universal Alphabet’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 182 (1686), 126-137. 
Rhodri Lewis, ‘The Efforts of the Aubrey Correspondence Group to Revise John Wilkins’ Essay (1668) 
and Their Context’, Historiographia Linguistica 28, no. 3 (2001): 331–64, https://doi.org/10.1075/
hl.28.3.03lew; Zsuzsanna Fagyal, ‘Phonetics and Speaking Machines.On the Mechanical Simulation of 
Human Speech in the 17th Century’, Historiographia Linguistica 28, no. 3 (2001): 289–330, https://doi.
org/10.1075/hl.28.3.02fag; Umberto Eco, La ricerca della lingua perfetta nella cultura europea (Roma; 
Bari: Laterza, 1996), chap. 13.

172  Robert Hooke, ‘Some Observations, and Conjectures Concerning the Chinese Characters’, in PT, vol. 
16, n. 180 (1686), 63–78. See also Lisa Jardine, The Curious Life of Robert Hooke: The Man Who Mea-
sured London (Harper Perennial, 2005), 286.

173  John Wallis, ‘A Letter of Dr. John Wallis to Robert Boyle Esq, Concerning the Said Doctor’s Essay 
of Teaching a Person Dumb and Deaf to Speak, and to Understand a Language...’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 61 
(1670), 1087-1099.

174  Samuel Moreland, ‘An Account of the Speaking Trumpet...’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 79 (1671), 3056-3058; 
John Conyers, ‘Extract of a Letter from Mr. John Conyers, of His Improvement of Sir Samuel Moreland’s 
Speaking Trumpet, Etc.’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 141 (1677), 1027-1029. See Svetlana Alpers, The Art of De-
scribing. Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 96. 

Fig. 3.14  R. Hooke, alphabetical table with Chinese characters, in PT, vol. 
16, n. 180, 1686
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Wilkins’ example further underlines the evident relation between the philosophical 

search for written universality and the practices and uses of books. In 1665, Oldenburg 

stated that the ‘Design of the R. Society [is] to study Nature rather than Books’. Howev-

er, as demonstrated in the first chapter of this thesis, the press was evidently considered 

the most universal channel for a modern methodology.175 Perfecting printing and circu-

lating books were predominant in fostering the Transactions’ collective conversation. 

As such, the journal was, since the very beginning, a receptacle for European printed 

sources. Over the years the journal not only collected hundreds of book reviews, listed 

at the end of nearly every issue, but was itself inspirational for further printing endeav-

ours. Halifax’s travel, which as mentioned before was itself presented as originating 

independently from printed literacy, did produce literary accolades, such as Halley’s 

article on Palmyra and more importantly Abednego Seller’s book The Antiquities of 

Palmyra, published in 1696 and presented in the Transactions later that year.176 Seller’s 

book featured some observations on the inscriptions found by Halifax and already com-

mented upon by Halley and included a reproduction of the ruins’ large engraving. A few 

years later, in 1698, Bernard, Smith and Huntington, all directly involved in the mak-

ing and dissemination of the first discovery of the city, published Inscriptiones Græcæ 

Palmyrenorum, a short pamphlet on the inscriptions found by the company in Palmyra. 

The legacy of Halifax’s journey was cemented through scholarly publications directly 

inspired by the rediscovery of Palmyra, curiously articulated chiefly around the epi-

graphic study of the ancient city’s inscribed histories. 177

Indeed, travelling was often established as a form of literary transaction, born out 

of pre-existing publications and with the objective of scholarly verification and refu-

175  Dear, ‘Totius in Verba: Rhetoric and Authority in the Early Royal Society’.

176  ‘Account of a Book’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 223 (1695), 358-360.

177  Interestingly, Halifax’s own epigraphic investigations of Palmyra also continued during his return to 
London. After having resigned from his chaplaincy in Aleppo in November 1695, Halifax arrived back 
in England in early 1696. On his way home he stopped in Rome, looking for a Palmyrene inscription that 
was copied by Jacob Spon in his Miscellanea, a collection of various antiquarian studies published in 
1674. He was not able to find the original, but he was helped by Octavian Pulleyn, former printer to the 
Royal Society during the 1660s, who joined the search in March 1696. Pulleyn then sent a letter to Lon-
don with a copy of the inscription he found in Rome. This letter, reporting the earlier ‘fruitless’ enquiry 
as well as the successful one, was published in the Transactions in May 1697, together with drawings of 
Palmyrene and other Etruscan inscriptions. See Octavian Pulleyn, ‘Part of a Letter from Mr. Octavian 
Pulleyn, dated, Rome March 16 1696, giving an account of an inscription there found in the Language of 
the Palmereni...’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 228, (1697), 537-539. See also Charles A. Rivington, ‘Early Printers to 
the Royal Society 1663-1708’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 39, no. 1 (1984): 10–11.

Fig. 3.15  Designs for a 'Speaking Trumpet', in PT, vol. 12, n. 141, 1677. 
Using large trumpets made of brass, fellows such as S. Moreland, J. Conyers 
and J. Goddard successfully spoke to each other between the gardens at the 

Arundel House and the opposite side of the Thames
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tation.178 In 1693 the Transactions presented John Ray’s Collection of Curious Travels 

and Voyages, an ensemble of miscellaneous travel accounts by such authors as Vernon, 

Huntington, Smith, Greaves and Wheeler. Its fragmentariness and vastness was for 

the journal a major quality, ‘the most Judicious and Choicest Collection that ever was 

publish’d of the Levant’.179 Similarly the following year, An Account of Several Late 

Voyages and Discoveries featured accounts by Admiral John Narborough, Captains 

Jasmen Tasman and John Wood and others voyagers from Patagonia, China and New 

Zealand, ‘to improve and compleat Geography from Original Authentick Records, and 

Memoirs of eye-Witnesses’.180 James Wallace’s Account of the Islands of Orkney was 

dedicated to ‘those who prefer the certainty of Nature to meer notional Speculation’.181 

Travelogues were presented for their literary authority, facilitating transactional forms 

of ‘virtual witnessing’.182

Largely sharing the empirical ethos of Moxon’s Mechanick Exercises, the Transac-

tions was fully committed to promote practical forms of philosophical knowledge, at 

once projected towards modernity and, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, recasting 

history as a source of mechanical wisdom. In 1671 Oldenburg praised Marcus Meibo-

mius’ De Fabrica Triremium for its informative historical account on ancient shipbuild-

ing, so much so that modern ships could ‘according to his model, be more conveniently 

built’.183 William Wotton was admired for his Reflections upon Ancient and Modern 

Learning, ‘a Vindication of that sort of Learning which it is the intention of the Royal 

Society’.184 Books on construction such as François Blondel’s 1684 Nouvelle Manière 

178  Carey, ‘Inquiries, Heads and Directions’, 46-47.

179  ‘An Account of Books’, in PT, vol. 17, n. 200 (1693), 768.

180  ‘An Account of Books’, in PT, vol. 18, n. 211 (1694), 167.

181  ‘An Abstract of a Book, viz. An Account of the Islands of Orkney...’, in PT, vol. 22, n. 261 (1700), 
543.

182  See also A Treatise of the Roman Ports and Forts in Kent by William Somner, reviewed in ‘Account 
of a Book’, in PT vol. 17, n. 198 (1693), 682-691.

183  ‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 79 (1671), 3073.

184  ‘An Account of Books’, in PT, vol. 18, n. 214 (1694), 275. Active in the Quarrel between the An-
cients and the Moderns, Wotton wrote his Reflections largely as a rigorous critique in favour of the mo-
dernity shared by the Perrault brothers and the Royal Society.
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Fig. 3.16  A. Kircher, Chinese buildings from his China Illustrata, in PT, 
vol. 1, n. 26, 1667



de Fortifier,185 Bouillet’s 1693 Traité des Moyens de Rendere les Riviers Navigables186 

and even Cassini’s new edition of La Meridiana del Tempio di San Petronio187 were all 

included in the Transactions’ literary appendixes as operational literatures on modern 

mechanical knowledge. Similarly, Kircher’s China Illustrata was independently re-

viewed by Oldenburg in 1667. The book’s architectural contributions to construction 

was highlighted by the rare reproduction of two plates, depicting a bridge and a careful-

ly sized and measured portion of the Great Wall (fig. 3.16).188 L’Architecture Navale by 

F. Dassié, published in Paris 1677 was similarly appreciated by the author’s intentions 

‘to reduce to Art [...] a Science so necessary and useful to the State’.189

Transposing an intellectual capacity into the realm of applied mechanics, ‘to reduce 

to Art a Science’, in fact occupied much of the journal’s raison d’être. This was exactly 

what Moxon was doing in the late 1670s with his Mechanick Exercises, heralding a 

culture which insisted on the operative potential and a new practical expediency of the 

academic book. When reviewing Claude Perrault’s celebrated translation of Vitruvius 

from 1673 Oldenburg, seemingly uninterested by the French translator’s controversial 

approach towards the orders, instead insisted on the immediacy of the book’s footnotes, 

‘whether they explain passages only remarquable for their obscurity; or they are about 

other things likewise obscure and difficult, but such as contain precepts necessary 

and useful to Architecture’.190 Along the same lines, Jonas Moore’s contemporaneous 

Modern Fortification was praised for its succinct and synthetic discursive qualities and 

approachability, ‘as if he had calculated this his Treatise for the meanest capacities’.191 

Famously, an English edition of Vitruvius, undertaken by Christopher Wase and Robert 

Hooke around 1670, was also announced by Oldenburg in issue 72 of the Transactions. 

Again, Oldenburg pointed out the artistic nature of the project, illustrated by many 

expensive ‘Cuts and Diagrams’ and especially remarkable for its ‘Elements of Musick, 

185  ‘An Account of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 14, n. 158 (1684), 586.

186  ‘An Account of Books’, in PT, vol. 17, n. 203 (1693), 894.

187  ‘Account of a Book’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 241 (1698), 240-243.

188  Oldenburg, “Account of Athanasii Kircheri China Illustrata’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 26 (1666), 484–488. 
A portion of the book was translated into English in 1669 by William Ogilby. See Boleslaw Szczesniak, 
‘Athanasius Kircher’s China Illustrata’, in Osiris, vol. 10 (1952), 385–411.

189  ‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 135 (1677), 880.

190  ‘An Accompt of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 10, n. 112 (1675), 282.

191  ‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 95 (1673), 6071.
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Picture in Fresco, Water-levelling or Hydrostaticks; Water-Organs or Hydraulicks; 

Astronomy and Dialing, Mechanical Powers and Engins’.192 Despite the book never 

being accomplished, this announcement is extremely relevant as it demonstrates once 

more the Transactions’ interests in producing matters relating to architectural theory 

from the predominant vantage point of the mechanical practitioner. Not coincidentally, 

the first book printed ‘by the express order of the Royal Society’ was Evelyn’s Sylva, an 

important work on husbandry dedicated to the practical improvement of tree planting, 

and a model ‘for the Good Culture of our Native Country’.193 Evelyn’s Navigation and 

Commerce, Oldenburg likewise announced, ‘Excites England’.194 Similarly, Hugh Plat’s 

1675 edition of his 1653 The Garden of Eden, meaningfully reprinted without additions, 

was presented solely ‘to sollicite and communicate Experiments and Inventions’ on 

husbandry and agriculture, while Carew Reynel’s True English Interest from 1674 was 

praised for the extent of its detail and synthetic nature.195

The issue of linguistic transaction, it has been argued, was investigated in the journal 

as an object of empirical search. It could itself be studied for its visual potential, im-

proved and perfected through historical analysis or designed entirely anew through the 

power of the modern press. This, in turn, as argued by Stevenson, importantly reflected 

contemporary preoccupations with the embedded layers of meaning and innate quali-

ties of architectural production.196 At once physically grounded and historically deline-

ated, architecture had the capacity for an immediate, unbiased transaction of construc-

tive artistic knowledge and scientific articulation. Such interests evidently matched the 

Transactions’ searches for appropriate means to collect and disseminate with universal 

192  ‘An Advertisement’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 72 (1671), 2190.

193  See Beryl Hartley, ‘Exploring and Communicating Knowledge of Trees in the Early Royal Society’, 
Notes and Records of the Royal Society 64, no. 3 (20 September 2010): 229–50, https://doi.org/10.1098/
rsnr.2009.0079.

194  ‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 104 (1674), 88. 

195  ‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 103 (1674), 31.

196  See Christine Stevenson, The City and the King: Architecture and Politics in Restoration London 
(New Haven: Paul Mellon Centre, 2013), chap. 1.The search for such ancient legacies could also be heav-
ily politicised, to the point of losing some of its scholarly logic. As argued by Caroline van Eck, when 
Inigo Jones compiled his original and highly contested survey of Stonehenge he was probably answering 
a Royal call for legitimisation rather than an antiquarian search. See Caroline Van Eck, Inigo Jones on 
Stonehenge: Architectural Representation, Memory and Narrative (Amsterdam: Architectura & Natura 
Press, 2009).
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efficacy and credibility the personal conceptions of individuals, moving these cognitions 

onto Gresham’s collective culture and onto a larger international readership.

Conclusions

This chapter has attempted to illustrate the material and procedural conditions of 

the Transactions in transposing the architectural experiences of travellers, practitioners, 

experimenters and technicians onto the public realm through forms of written reporting. 

Architectural transactions emerge from the journal’s vast system of contributions com-

ing from travelling and travel writing, correspondence and sketching, diary entries, an-

tiquarianism, trades and book making, establishing in turn an architectural culture made 

of diverse forms of authorships, narrative styles, descriptive details, places and times. 

The case of Halifax’s accounts on Palmyra has firstly presented how the Transac-

tions operated as an important source for architecture by facilitating transactions with 

distant buildings through forms of writing and drawing. Successively, such transac-

tions have been illustrated through a range of antiquarian and archaeological examples 

from the journal which effectively established historico-empirical threads informing 

current empirical experiences, which ‘evocated the past to validate and contradict the 

present’,197 and were facilitated by the journal’s architectural narrative. Concurrently, 

the chapter has presented the epistemic validity of locality and places as forms of 

architecture, already crucial for the corroboration of Greshamites’ collective demonstra-

tions. This has been illustrated by presenting a vast range of accounts, descriptions and 

reports from the Transactions originating from the realms of voyages and trades and 

the strategies adopted to produce architectural transactions, e.g. writing style, synthetic 

approaches and typological interests. Finally, the preoccupations of the journal’s con-

tributors with questions of language, communication and reading has been investigated 

through concerns with alphabetic design, the making and uses of books and the produc-

tion of architecture as art and science. This chapter has ultimately presented the network 

of transactional architecture in the journal established internationally between authors, 

objects, history, geography, books, narratives and practices, ‘Suited to Time and Place’.

Indeed, the transactional systems for architectural correspondence examined in this 

chapter should also be understood through early modern the search for literary and ar-

197  See Manfredo Tafuri, Teorie e Storia dell’Architettura, (Bari: Laterza 1968), 32. 
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chitectural modernity within the fervent European cultures of printing and building. The 

relation of such cultures upon the architectural relevance of the Transactions’ early life, 

with special focus on the Netherlands and France, will be the object of the next chapter.
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TRANSACTION IV

Philosophical Printing and Continental Building 

Introduction

This chapter examines the international dimension, accolades and connections as-

sociated with the editorial, written and illustrated worlds of the Philosophical Transac-

tions. As shown in the previous chapters, the journal was, both in practice and in spirit, 

the result of a cross-national system of correspondence, communication, travel, repro-

duction and readership. This chapter charts some of the geographies of such internation-

al affiliations. Specifically, focus is given to the conditions of France and the Nether-

lands as both major centres for scholarly, commercial and political exchanges with late 

seventeenth-century England and as fertile territories for natural philosophical experi-

mentation and its architectural consequences—London, Paris and Amsterdam were also 

the largest cities in Western Europe at the time. Architectural transactions emerge as the 

product of international relations between cities, buildings, books and periodicals and 

between practices informed by the Transactions’ multiform dimension.

Between 1650 and 1700 England, France and The Netherlands entertained an 

intense network of substantial geopolitical relations: conflicts over colonial and com-

mercial control, such as the second (1665-1667) and third (1672-1674) Anglo-Dutch 

Wars; political, religious and trade wars such as the Franco-Dutch War of 1672-78 or the 

Nine Years’ War of 1688-97, between France and an international allegiance including 

England and the Netherlands; monarchic overruling, such as the Glorious Revolution 

of 1688, where Dutch William III overturned King James II, in part to keep Louis IV 

at bay; large migrations, such as that of French Huguenots after revocation of the edict 

of Nantes in 1685, most of whom ended up either in England and in the Netherlands. It 

should come as no surprise, then, if Oldenburg’s journal, of which both the Netherlands 

and France constituted the primary foreign sources of content, was in fact both a rich 

and varied locus of learned exchanges as well as a problematic stage for international 

political tensions. In 1667, Oldenburg himself was famously imprisoned under suspi-
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cion of being a Dutch spy and the journal was notably discontinued for several years as 

a consequence as the landing of William of Orange in 1688.1

At the same time, it should also be noted that both France and the Netherlands 

played crucial roles in challenging English architecture.2 Notable cases, such as that of 

Wren, demonstrates how English architects explicitly drew from Continental sources 

to empirically propose an architectural language for London. This chapter is primarily 

dedicated to presenting similar instances where influential personalities within Europe’s 

experimental circles took important interests in buildings and design. As such, the fol-

lowing pages investigate the realms of printing and building as interconnected worlds 

with shared concerns, in this sense relaying back to the first chapter of this thesis. From 

a close study of the Transactions’ direct editorial impacts in Amsterdam and Paris, the 

chapter charts two parallel and interconnected instances where printing worlds led to-

wards built ones through ‘spatial’ displacements and institutionalised collectiveness.

First, I present the case of a pirated edition of the Philosophical Transactions, print-

ed in Amsterdam as Acta Philosophica, as demonstrative of a vast field of editorship 

that Oldenburg’s journal quickly reached, at once mirroring the transactional mission of 

the journal and questioning important notions of authorship, within a thriving material 

culture of Dutch architectural printing. Part of such culture was the Huygens family and 

their Vitruvian estate, the Hofwijck. This is presented here as both a secluded laborato-

rial place and an intellectual environment adopted for compiling Christiaan Huygens’ 

cosmological travelogue Cosmotheoros. In the second part of the chapter, present the 

erudite editorial milieu and architectural interests of the Journal des Sçavans, published 

in Paris from 1665 and often considered a counterpart to the Transactions. I then discuss 

the architectural conditions of the Académie des Sciences, again considered an impor-

tant French complement to the Royal Society, within the context of Paris’ centralized 

1  Douglas McKie, ‘The Arrest and Imprisonment of Henry Oldenburg’, Notes and Records of the Royal 
Society of London 6, no. 1 (1948): 28–47; David A. Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early 
“Philosophical Transactions”’, Libraries & Culture 25, no. 2 (1990): 243–68.

2  See for example Joseph Rykwert, The First Moderns: The Architects of the Eighteenth Century (Cam-
bridge: The MIT Press, 1983); Marjorie Rubright, ‘An Urban Palimpsest: Migrancy, Architecture, and the 
Making of an Anglo-Dutch Royal Exchange’, Dutch Crossing 33, no. 1 (April 2009): 23–43, https://doi.
org/10.1179/155909009X422482; Wouter Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture. A Survey of Dutch Ar-
chitecture, Gardens and Anglo-Dutch Architectural Relations from 1625 to 1700 (Delft: Delft University 
Press, 1980); Thijs Weststeijn, Art and Antiquity in the Netherlands and Britain: The Vernacular Arcadia 
of Franciscus Junius (1591-1677) (Boston: Brill, 2015); Gavin de Beer, ‘The Relations between Fellows 
of the Royal Society and French Men of Science When France and Britain Were at War’, Notes and Re-
cords of the Royal Society of London 9, no. 2 (1952): 244–99.
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search for the control and celebration of knowledge through designed physical arrange-

ments and their printed iconographies. Both places and publications, I argue, ultimately 

present a system of architectural transactions operating internationally through a culture 

of experiment and constitute the litmus test for understanding the Transactions’ rel-

evance between printed and built.

Printed in Dutch

In 1671, the Philosophical Transactions started appearing in bookshops in Leipzig 

and Amsterdam as bound volumes with the title Acta Philosophica. They consisted of 

selected yearly volumes of Oldenburg’s journal, translated into Latin over the previ-

ous months by John Sterpin, a French resident in Copenhagen, illustrated with plates 

made in Frankfurt and printed there by Daniel Pauli. In the following years, new edi-

tions of the Acta were produced in Amsterdam (1672, 1674 and 1681) and again in 

Frankfurt (1675). For these later editions, the translation was financed directly by two 

Dutch printers from Amsterdam, Henry and Theodore Boom and curated by German 

exile Christoph Sand.3 Both Pauli’s and Boom’s editions of the Acta Philosophica were 

a great success. Booms’ edition in particular was widely distributed through bookseller 

from Hamburg Gottfried Schulz and became popular in continental Europe. Oldenburg, 

however, was anything but satisfied by the appearance of these editions. Despite having 

himself worked over the years on the project for a Latin edition of his journal, through-

out the early 1670s he was fiercely opposed to the Dutch editorial project for the Acta. 

In his eyes, both Sterpin and Sand produced largely erroneous and incomplete transla-

tions of the Philosophical Transactions, therefore dangerously threatening the journal’s 

authority and identity. In 1671 Oldenburg agreed to publish ‘An Advertisement’ at the 

end of issue 75, written by Sterpin himself, in order to provide some public clarification. 

Intended ‘chiefly to Forrain Readers’ and therefore compiled in Latin, the short piece 

listed the chief editorial choices taken in translating the Transactions and made specific 

reference to imprecise passages, somewhat suggesting an intention to obstruct the Dutch 

3  The Booms in fact reprinted Sterpin’s text for parts of their own edition. For a full account of the Acta 
Philosophica see Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Making (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998), 514–21.
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editions by publicly distinguishing them from the original.4 Even after direct attempts 

at gaining Oldenburg’s trust however, the Acta Philosophica remained largely outside 

of the Royal Society’s approval as ‘pirated’ editions of the Philosophical Transactions. 

Oldenburg himself commented on the near impossibility of having foreign translations 

of his journal’s contents, ‘since it is very difficult for anyone to manage it properly un-

less the author himself first reviews everything before it is committed to the printer.’5 

The appearance of the Acta however remained meaningful as the outcome of the jour-

nal’s international success. In fact, the Acta Philosophica was the first foreign transla-

tion of the journal and remained so until well into the eighteenth century.6 

The volumes of both Pauli’s and Boom’s editions, collecting papers from the first 

five to six years of Transactions, all attempted at a faithful reproduction of the original. 

The pagination for instance was reminiscent of Oldenburg’s publication and the type-

face was similarly designed. The dense writing compacted through the thin pages of 

these booklets was also appropriately accompanied by larger throwout pages in different 

sizes and shapes, featuring the engravings copied from the original issues of the Trans-

actions. The formats however varied greatly, from the wide octavo of Pauli’s edition to 

the much smaller octodecimo of Boom’s 1672 edition and even some rarer quartos (fig. 

4.1). Consequently, images were also reproduced in smaller formats in order to accom-

modate the reduced size of the volumes. The result, evidently the outcome of financial 

reasons and great levels of autonomy, was a densely printed object, even more compact 

than the Transactions’ original thick collections of images and texts. Indeed, the Acta 

Philosophica were the result of an early modern form of piracy which also curiously 

stood as the most direct result of the Transactions’ literary mission. Just as the Acta 

were being produced, Oldenburg himself, when prefacing his journal, advocated for 

a collective, ‘globalised’ geography of knowledge, apparently relieved from the chal-

lenges of local competition:

And now, let envy snarle, it cannot stop the wheels of Active Philosophy, 

in no part of the known world. Not in France, either in Paris, or at 

Caen. Not in Italy, either in Milan, Naples, Florence, Venice, Bononia, 

4  John Sterpin, ‘An Advertisement Necessary to be Given to the Readers of the Latin Version, Made by 
Mr. Sterpin at Copenhagen...’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 75 (1671), 2269-2270.

5  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 519.

6  See Kronick, ‘Notes on the Printing History of the Early “Philosophical Transactions”’.

Fig. 4.1 Two editions of the Acta Philosophica. Above, throwout from 
Boom's octodecimo edition from 1672. Below, an elongated folded sheet 
with Townley's micrometer from a quarto edition published in Lipsia by 
Johann Hahn in 1675. The illustration of the instrument is missing Hooke's 

folding piece (see figs. 2.8, 2.27) (University of Amsterdam)
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or Padua. In none of the Universities, either on this on that side of the 

Seas. Madrid and Lisbon, all the best Spirits of Spain and Portugal, 

and the spatious and remote dominions to them belonging; the Imperial 

Court, and the Princes of Germany; the Northern Kings, and their best 

Luminaries; and even the frozen Muscovite and Russian, have all taken 

the Operative ferment; and it works high, and prevails every way, to the 

encouragement of all sincere Lovers of Knowledge and Vertue.7

By looking back at Oldenburg’s congratulatory prefaces, the culture of printed 

knowledge generating the Acta Philosophica does seem to stem out of a well-shared 

paradigm of informal collectiveness, similar to what the premises of Gresham College 

were allegedly trying to generate. Understandably then, the ‘United Correspondencies’ 

fomenting the Transactions’ ‘operative ferment’ produced accolades in the form of par-

tial, incomplete, imprecise and even unauthorized reproductions. As I discussed earlier, 

approximate imitation, collection and reuse of parts was in fact one of the very forces 

generating the paradigm of the learned journal. Oldenburg’s ‘Fragments’ operated much 

like printed spolia in promoting a knowledge largely made as sets of parts, from which 

re-appropriation could similarly appear.

If the culture of copying and reprinting can be epistemically associated with the 

Transactions’ collaborative nature, the specifically Dutch nature of the Acta should 

similarly be considered as an epitome of such culture. Indeed, the intellectual milieu of 

seventeenth-century Holland was largely dominated by a commercial world of material 

exchanges. For instance, the Dutch East India Company (VOC) and West India Com-

pany (WIC) dominated and embodied the very idea of intercontinental roads, inform-

ing a culture of travel and a globally-scaled economy heavily based on the movement 

of goods. The production and mercantile transportation of objects has been identified 

as one of the major intellectual drives within the so-called Dutch Golden Age.8 This, in 

turn, was also a facilitator for intellectual interactions, to which the Royal Society was 

undoubtedly close. As argued by Alpers:

7  Oldenburg, ‘Preface to the sixth Year’, in PT, vol. 5, n.57 (1670), 1150.

8  See for instance Jonathan Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall, 1477-1806 (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995); Timothy Brook, Vermeer’s Hat (London: Profile Books, 2008); Anne Gerritsen, 
‘Domesticating Goods from Overseas: Global Material Culture in the Early Modern Netherlands’, Jour-
nal of Design History 29, no. 3 (September 2016): 228–44, https://doi.org/10.1093/jdh/epw021.
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In Holland, as with the second generation of Baconians of the Royal 

Society, the intellectual ambitions of Bacon are transformed into 

commercial ventures. Craft is practiced less for knowledge than for 

possession. While the Royal Society planned and executed studies, the 

Dutch, it would appear, literally delivered the goods.9

The material and materialist transactions on which Dutch culture appeared to be 

based was the same one generating the Transactions’ transformation from the English 

quarto format into its Latin octavo doppelganger. The kind of editorial project originally 

envisioned by Oldenburg, deeply rooted in a practical and public agenda, mirrored Pau-

li’s and Boom’s ideal of producing knowledge as a portable and cheap consumer prod-

uct, not unlike Moxon’s small and unfaithfully translated Compleat Architect. Olden-

burg himself, when discussing a Latin version for his journal with printer John Martyn, 

envisaged it ‘with a small letter, for a pocket book’. The only problem with this format 

was precisely that ‘ye Dutch may not be able to print upon him with advantage’.10 

The European early modern culture of the book was the primary field on which this 

paradigm could be planted and grown, vocated as this was to embrace a practical rela-

tionship to reading.11 Moxon’s case presented earlier illustrates how, while early modern 

books were becoming instruments of work, bookmaking itself was turning into an intel-

lectual endeavour. As Johns suggests, ‘The reading of a book is no less skilful, and no 

less local, than the conducting of an experiment.’12 In other words, books were objects 

of both artistic use and scientific investigation. During the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth century, the Netherlands were at the centre of the European book market, a 

culture of trade which also fostered extensive exchanges of information and knowledge, 

9  Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing. Dutch Art in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1983), 111.

10  Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1667-1668, vol. 4 
(Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1967), 6.

11  Ann Blair, ‘Reading Strategies for Coping with Information Overload ca. 1550-1700’, Journal of 
the History of Ideas 64, no. 1 (January 2003): 11, https://doi.org/10.2307/3654293; James Raven, Helen 
Small, and Naomi Tadmor, The Practice and Representation of Reading in England (Cambridge Universi-
ty Press, 2007); Kimberley Skelton, ‘Reading as a Gentleman and an Architect: Sir Roger Pratt’s Library’, 
Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society 53 (2009): 15–50.

12  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 48.
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as well as facilitating freedom of the press.13 Israel further argues that ‘Effectively, Hol-

land was the headquarters of the European book trade’ generating, with relatively free 

printing culture, much of the intellectual culture moving across the continent.14

The Royal Society, born out of a reformed culture of experiment and informed 

by mercantile mind-sets, shared the material interests and operative ideologies of the 

Dutch. In his History of the Royal Society, Thomas Sprat praised the Hague as a place 

of free thinking and philosophical learning: ‘one place (I mean the Hague) […] may be 

soon made the very Copy of a Town in the New Atlantis; which for its pleasantness, and 

for the concourse of men of all conditions to it, may be counted above all others (except 

London) the most advantageously seated for this service.’15 For Sprat, the Hague, and by 

deduction the country as a whole, mirrored the Society’s Baconian philosophy of artistic 

trade, at a time when the Netherlands still retained a conflicted reputation in England.16 

In fact, Sprat also noted a paradigmatic divergence in the ways in which the English and 

the Dutch engaged in intellectual research. As the former embraced gentile curiosity, the 

latter ‘live [...] meanly, minding their gain alone’.17 

The international dimension of Dutch intellectual and material commerce involved 

traders as well as artists, architects and their practices with an impact over the British 

Isles that can hardly be overemphasised.18 Koen Ottenheym has pointed out the broad 

intercultural frame of architectural transactions that existed in Continental Europe.19 

13  For more see Lisa Jardine, Going Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory (London: Harper 
Collins, 2008).

14  Jonathan Israel, Radical Enlightenment. Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 1650-1750 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 127.

15  Thomas Sprat, History of Royal Society (London 1667), 89.

16  Curiously, in his famous design for the Amsterdam New Town Hall inaugurated in 1665, architect 
Jacob Van Campen probably took direct inspiration from Villalpando’s Temple of Solomon, producing a 
reference analogous to other contemporary architects in London. See P. Vlaardingerbroek, ‘An Appropri-
ated History: The Case of the Amsterdam Town Hall (1648–1667)’ in Karl Enenkel, ed., The Quest for an 
Appropriate Past in Literature, Art and Architecture (Brill, 2018), 455–81.

17  Sprat, History of the Royal Society, 88. For example, the legendary competition between the English 
India Company and the VOC largely shaped the dynamics of international trade that we know today. See 
Jardine, Going Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory, 264–65.

18  Rubright, ‘An Urban Palimpsest’.

19  Koen Ottenheym, ed., Architects without borders. Migration of architects and architectural ideas in 
Europe. 1400-1700 (Mantova: Il Rio, 2014). For a perspective on Colonial strategies in architecture, see 
Daniel Maudlin and Bernard L. Herman, eds., Building the British Atlantic World: Spaces, Places, and 
Material Culture, 1600-1850 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2016).
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Whereas such process cannot be easily quantified in complete detail, we do know that 

several hundred painters, writers and architects were travelling all around Europe, 

exchanging their skills and disseminating their craftsmanship, a dynamic reaching its 

peak between the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century.20 Moxon, for instance, 

was in Delft between 1637 and 1643 learning the skills of lettering and book-making 

with his father James. He went back to Amsterdam on later occasions during the 1650s 

and remained in touch with the printing world of the Netherlands.21 Middelburg-born 

Huguenot Balthazar Gerbier and Prague’s Wenceslaus Hollar offer two further examples 

of such internationally dynamic careers.22 Importantly then, after the Fire of London 

hundreds of foreign (meaning non-London) masons, traders and artisans were allowed 

to move into the city to work on the rebuilding, in a sort of early modern globalisation 

of building which further contributed to breaking down secular corporative systems, 

some aspect of which have been presented in the first chapter.23 Of a more curious and 

suggestive nature was the travelling museum of architectural models built in Amsterdam 

by Sephardic Rabbi Leon ‘Templo’. The collection, which apparently included a very 

detailed and highly admired model of the Temple of Solomon (hence Leon’s nickname), 

travelled around the continent and landed in London in 1675, where it was seen by 

members of the Royal Society and there remained after Leon’s death that same year.24 

Architectural theory and practice, visual art, building trades and printing cultures 

were all part of the same international, transactional system of people, objects and skills. 

20  Ottenheym, Architects without borders, 11.

21  Carey Bliss, Some Aspects of 17thc English Printing with Special Reference to Joseph Moxon (Univer-
sity of California, Los Angeles: William Adrews Clark Memorial Library, 1965).

22  Landed in the London in 1616 at the age of 24, Gerbier became a competitive architect, writer and 
masque-designer, threatening the authority of Inigo Jones himself as Surveyor of the King’s Works. Ger-
bier worked in Madrid, Paris and Delft during the mid-1620s, became a British national in 1628  and was 
an agent in Brussels from 1631-1641 and again in the Hague in the 1650s. Howard Colvin, A Biographi-
cal Dictionary of British Architects, 1600-1840 (Yale University Press, 1998). Hollar, by his part, moved 
to London in 1636, making a name for himself as a skilled etcher and a protégé of Henry Howard. He 
later spent a decade in Antwerp during the 1640s and a few years in Tangier from 1669.

23  See for example Douglas Knoop and Gwilym Peredur Jones, The London Mason in the Seventeenth 
Century (Manchester University Press, 1935); John R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation 
Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trade in London’, The Economic History Review 10, no. 3 (1958): 
381–94.

24  Asher Lewis Shane, ‘Rabbi Jacob Judah Leon (Templo) of Amsterdam (1603-1675) and His Con-
nections with England’, Transactions & Miscellanies (Jewish Historical Society of England) 25 (1975): 
120–36; Adri Offenberg, ‘Dirk van Santen and the Keur Bible: New Insights into Jacob Judah (Arye) 
Leon Templo’s Model Temple’, Studia Rosenthaliana 37 (2004): 401–22.
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In this context, the debt of English architecture towards the Netherlands, although medi-

ated by conflict, has been stressed in many instances.25 Similarly, the editorial produc-

tion of the Acta, as well as the manifold Dutch contributions to the journal and Olden-

burg’s delicate political relations, substantiate such profound relations. The Netherlands 

were at the centre of an global network of correspondence, mostly through their mer-

cantile channels of material transaction facilitated by the VOC, of which the Transac-

tions was an exemplary mirror. Halifax’s accounts on Palmyra, for instance, were fairly 

well-known within the Dutch circles of travellers and antiquarians from a very early 

stage. Coenraad Calckberner, Dutch Consul in Aleppo, sent a copy of Halifax’s docu-

ments to Gisbert Cuper in July 1692, together with coins, other artefacts and van Es-

sen’s large painting depicting the ruins of Palmyra.26 Cuper was a historian, antiquarian, 

politician and burgomaster in Deventer. By 1693, Cuper was in possession of additional 

information and original Palmyrene findings, which he wanted to publish as a complete 

commentary of Halifax’s travels after having translated it from the English. Thomas 

Smith was aware of this project: as he announced in the Transactions at the beginning 

of Halifax’s narrative, what was being published there was meant to be nothing more 

than a pleasant ‘appetizer’ (πρόπομα), until Cuper’s bigger oeuvre would appear.27 

As already presented throughout the thesis, direct Dutch contributors to the Transac-

tions were many. Nicolaes Witsen (1641-1717), for instance, was a traveller, cartogra-

pher, burgomaster and administrator for the VOC from 1693 and regularly corresponded 

with Martin Lister during the 1690s.28 Witsen was the quintessential intellectual prod-

25  See for example Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 45–55, 115–24, 189–94.

26  Bianca Chen, ‘Digging for Antiquities with Diplomats: Gisbert Cuper (1644-1716) and His Social 
Capital’, Republics of Letters: A Journal for the Study of Knowledge, Politics, and the Arts 1 (2009): 
13–15.

27  William Halifax, ‘A Relation of the Voyage from Aleppo to Palmyra in Syria; Sent by the Reverend 
Mr. William Halifax to Dr. Edw. Bernard (Late) Savilian Professor of Astronomy in Oxford, and by Him 
Communicated to Dr. Thomas Smith. Reg. Soc. S.’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 217 (1695), 83-84. In the end, Cu-
per never completed his book. A Latin translation of Halifax’s journey also appeared in 1697 in the jour-
nal Bibliotheca Librorum Novorum. See Chen, 15. English curiosity towards antiquity was often mediated 
by Dutch connections, as demonstrated by Cuper but perhaps even more prominently by Arundel. See 
Weststeijn, Art and Antiquity in the Netherlands and Britain, 31–87.

28  Eric Jorink, Reading the Book of Nature in the Dutch Golden Age, 1575-1715 (Brill, 2010), 326–47; 
Ernest Nelson, ‘Nicolaas Witsen’s Letter of 1698 to Martin Lister about a Dutch Expedition to the South 
Land (Western Australia): The Original Text and a Review of Its Significance for the History of Austra-
lian Natural History’, Archives of Natural History 21, no. 2 (June 1994): 147–67, https://doi.org/10.3366/
anh.1994.21.2.147.
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uct of Dutch mercantilism. Thanks to his contacts with the VOC (his father was board 

member of the company) Witsen was able to travel extensively to Russia, Italy and 

England and build a substantial network of contacts, which also included Cuper.29 As 

previously mentioned, in 1685 Witsen was able to send to the Royal Society rare draw-

ings of the ruins of Persepolis made from life by his agent Engelbert Kaempfer during 

the latter’s travels to the east with the VOC (fig. 2.3). Over the years, Witsen became 

a fervent contributor to the Transactions, with letters narrating a volcanic eruption in 

Molucco (Indonesia) in 1695, describing Hollandia Nova (Australia) in 1698, recount-

ing an inundation in the Mauritius Islands in 1697 or illustrating the eruption of a vol-

cano in the Low Countries in 1700 (see fig. 2.35).30 In 1691 the journal also presented 

his famous Maps of the Great Tartary, of which he sent copies to the Society (fig. 4.2). 

The map was valuable for its intellectual curiosity and attention to detail, almost at odds 

with the way Sprat had described merchants, who ‘mind nothing but the Security and 

Certainty of the Journey’.31

Still, the commoditisation of printed knowledge appeared to be largely the leading 

force for the Dutch book trade.32 Joseph Moxon, in his search for an economically prof-

itable and intellectually impactful printmaking career, must have admired such efficient 

mind-set. ‘The curious Printing of Holland [he stated at the beginning of the The Rules 

of the Three Orders of Print Letters] does indeed of all others merit the greatest Ap-

plause’. In the second volume of his Mechanick Exercises, he praised the modernity of 

Dutch printing industries, from the shaping of their letters to the making of their ink and 

their ‘New-fashion’d’ printing presses, of which he provided a full description alongside 

29  Marion Peters, ‘Nicolaes Witsen and Gijsbert Cuper: Two Seventeenth-Century Dutch Burgomasters 
and Their Gordian Knot’, Lias: Sources and Documents Relating to the Early History of Ideas 16, no. 1 
(1989): 111–51; Harold J Cook, Assessing the Truth: Correspondence and Information at the End of the 
Golden Age (Leiden: Primavera Pers, 2013), 14–17.

30  Nicolaes Witsen, ‘Part of a Letter from Mr. Nicolas Witsen, Burgermaster of Amsterdam; Giving a 
Farther Relation of the Horrible Burning of Some Mountains of the Molucco Islands’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 
228 (1695), 529-532; ‘Part of a Letter from Mr. Witsen [...] Concerning Some Late Observations in Nova 
Hollandia’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 245 (1698), 361-362; ‘Part of a Letter [...] concerning an Extraordinary 
Inundation in That Island’, in PT, vol. 20, n. 242 (1698), 268; ‘A Relation of the Bad Condition of the 
Mountains about the Tungarouse and Batavian Rivers...’, in PT, vol. 22, n. 264 (1700), 595-598.

31  Nicholas Witsen, ‘An Account of a Large and Curious Map of the Great Tartary...’, in PT, vol. 16, n. 
193 (1686), 492-494.

32  See for instance Jorink, Reading the Book of Nature, esp. ch. 6.Fig. 4.2 N. Witsen, Map of Great Tartary, 1691
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the ‘Old-fashion’d’ English one (fig. 4.3).33 Originally designed Willem Jansen Bleau 

in Amsterdam earlier in the century, the Dutch press made use of several metal compo-

nents, whereas the English was normally made of wood and as such was less durable, 

reliable and precise.34 Over the years, Moxon also translated several Dutch books, like 

A Tutor to Astronomy and Geography in 1654 from Blaeu’s Institutio Astronomica from 

1640 and Compendium Eucidis Curiosi in 1673, originally published in Amsterdam in 

1672 as Euclides Danicus. For his first independent book in 1655, The Compleat Ar-

chitect, he similarly used a Dutch model. As mentioned in the first chapter, instead of 

Vignola’s original Regola delli Cinque Ordini, Moxon’s reference was the abridgment 

compiled by Le Muet and originally published in Paris in 1638 by Elzevir as Reigles des 

Cinq Ordres.35 A Dutch edition of this book had been printed in Amsterdam in 1643 by 

Cornelis Danckerts, which is almost certainly what Moxon used as his model.

Moxon must have been familiar with Danckerts’ printing firm and he may have 

known Cornelis personally. During the 1640-50s, the Danckerts were one of the larg-

est printing and map-making companies in the country.36 Known today mostly for their 

cartographic achievements, the family was also deeply engaged with the architectural 

world. Cornelis Danckerts de Ry (1603-1656) was an architect and an innovative printer 

and engraver. In 1631 he published Hendrik de Keyser’s Architectura Moderna, the first 

original Dutch treatise on classical architecture, and produced a collection of etchings 

for Jacob van Campen’s Town Hall in Amsterdam (1656). In 1640 he also published 

Book VI of Scamozzi’s Idea dell’Architettura Universale, the first foreign translation 

of the book, and in 1646 he produced the first Dutch edition of Palladio’s Four Books, 

again based on Le Muet’s French edition.37 

33  Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises. Or, the Doctrine of Handy Works Applied to Printing (London, 
1683), 37-41. It is also notable that the first translation of Bosse’s Traicte’ des Manières de Graver from 
1662 was published just a few month later in Dutch. Frans A. Janssen, ‘The First English and the First 
Dutch Printer’s Manuals: A Comparison’, Quaerendo 30, no. 1 (1 January 2000): 154–63, https://doi.
org/10.1163/157006900X00192; Roger Gaskell, ‘Printing House and Engraving Shop: A Mysterious Col-
laboration’, The Book Collector 53, no. 2 (2004): 223.

34  Johns, The Nature of the Book, 85–87.

35  For more see Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture. 

36  Gyuri Danku and Zoltán Sümeghy, ‘The Danckerts Atlas: The Production and Chronology of Its 
Maps’, Imago Mundi 59, no. 1 (1 February 2007): 43–77, https://doi.org/10.1080/03085690600997829.

37  Andrew Hopkins and Arnold Witte, ‘From Deluxe Architectural Book to Builder’s Manual: The Dutch 
Editions of Scamozzi’s L’Idea Della Architettura Universale’, Quaerendo 26, no. 4 (1996): 276–79.

Fig. 4.3 J. Moxon, English (left) and Dutch (right) printing presses from the 
second volume of the Mechanick Exercises, 1683
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Similarly to the Moxons, the Danckerts were one of the most representative exam-

ples of a new generation of Dutch printing lineages, informed by a mechanical and prag-

matic interest and a craftsman’s understanding of architecture.38 Justus Dankerts (1635-

1701), brother of Dancker, was author in 1685 of Architectura Mechanica, a manual for 

building windmills, and Architectura Chivilis in 1660, a manual on urban construction 

later reedited by his son Theodorus (1660-1727) (fig. 4.4). Moxon’s Compleat Architect, 

as well as his later Exercises, evidently retain the same expertise of contemporary Dutch 

architectural manuals, a culture of handbooks meant at once for a large public and for 

re-evaluating the figure of the craft-builder within the culture of trades (see figs. 1.11-

1.12).39 As argued at the end of the last chapter, Oldenburg was similarly appreciative of 

architecture as a trade and intended it in a larger contextual realm including mapmaking, 

mechanics and shipbuilding. Witsen’s Naval Architecture and Conduct from 1671 was 

eulogized by Oldenburg for publicly introducing for the first time in the Netherlands the 

multifaceted aspects of Dutch shipbuilding, such as its ancient history, modern technol-

ogy, necessary building proportions, materials and equipment.40 Some years after their 

controversial publication of the Acta, Theodor and Henry Boom acquired international 

admiration for their publication of Govard Bidloo’s influential Anatomia Humani 

Corporis in 1685. Beautifully illustrated by Gerard de Lairesse, the book was briefly 

reviewed in the Transactions as a piece of visual audacity, ‘perfectly Demonstrative and 

Iconographical’.41

The Dutch culture of books mirrored the interests of London’s experimental philoso-

phers in adopting the arts and trades to inform scientific literacy.42 In architecture as in 

natural philosophy, a tradition of manual-like texts was emerging from a culture of com-

merce, based on material practices of reuse and copy, physical movement and financial 

exchanges. These aspects locate both Oldenburg’s networked publication and Dutch 

architectural culture within forms of geographical, artistic, monetary, philosophical and 

38  See Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 224–28.

39  See for example Charles van den Heuvel, ‘“De Architectura” (1599) van Charles De Beste. Het Vit-
ruvianisme in de Nederlanden in de Zestiende Eeuw’, Bulletin KNOB 94, no. 1 (1995): 11–23; Jeroen 
Goudeau, ‘Nicolaus Goldmann (1611-1665) en de praktijk van de studeerkamer’, Bulletin KNOB 94, no. 
6 (1 December 2003): 185–203, https://doi.org/10.7480/knob.94.1995.6.461.

40  ‘An Accompt of some Books’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 77 (1671), 3006.

41  ‘Accounts of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 15, n. 178 (1685), 1309.

42  Paolo Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700 (Milano: Feltrinelli, 2002), 94–100.
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Fig. 4.4 J. Danckerts, frontispiece and page from Architectura Chivilis, Amsterdam 
1660. In the frontispiece, an allegory of architecture sits on a large base, holding 
drawing instruments and a model of Amsterdam's Town Hall, completed in 1655 
after the designs by Jacob van Campen. On the right, distributive schemes for a 

two-floor detached dwelling (University of Amsterdam)



erudite transactions. These transactions are next examined in relation to the Hofwijck’s 

architectural significance to the Huygens’ printing activities.

From the Hofwijck

As early as 1624, Henry Wotton defined architecture as an ‘operative art’, whose 

main goal was ‘to build well’.43 Even before the Elements first appeared in Dutch in 

1649, Wotton had become well-known in the Netherlands as an envoy to King James I.44 

He was in the Hague in 1614, where he met a number of Dutch diplomats and virtuosi. 

Among them was 18-year-old Constantine Huygens, who would later become a true 

personification of the Dutch Golden Age. A man of many interests, Constantine was 

an avid networker and a consumer of what Jardine has identified as ‘material cultural 

transactions’, intellectual exchanges through interactions of people and objects, with a 

particular fancy for England.45 The experimental world of London was Constantine’s 

first and major source of foreign learning. He visited the city in 1618, 1621, 1623-24 

and again in the 1660s. There, he was heavily influenced by early Baconians such as 

Cornelis Drebbel and later on embraced the institutional investigative programme of  

Royal Society.46

Among his many talents in music, visual art and poetry, Constantine also had also an 

active interest in architecture and cultivated it through ‘material cultural transactions’. 

It was thanks to his intercession to Wren that Leon ‘Templo’ was able to ship his archi-

tectural collection to London in 1675.47 Earlier on, when he was in his 30s Constantine 

also bought and renovated the castle of Zuilichem and collaborated with architect Jacob 

43  Henry Wotton, Elements of Architecture (London, 1624), 1.

44  Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 228.

45  Lisa Jardine, Temptation in the Archives (UCL Press, 2015), 48–56, https://doi.
org/10.14324/111.9781910634035; Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 61.

46  Alfred G. Bachrach, Sir Constantine Huygens and Britain: 1596–1687: A Pattern of Cultural Ex-
change (Springer Netherlands, 1962); Rosalie L. Colie, ‘Some Thankfulnesse to Constantine’. A Study of 
English Influence upon the Early Works of Constantijn Huygens (Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands, 1956), 
92–127.

47  Jardine, Going Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory, 279–80.
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van Campen in the designs for his own house in The Hague.48 Between 1653 and 1665 

he was able to build the Zee-Straet, one of the first paved country roads in the Nether-

lands, between the Hague and Scheveningen.49 Finally, in 1632 Constantine bought a 

plot of land in Voorburg, near the Hague, and assigned van Campen to design a country-

house and an extensive garden, which was completed in the early 1640s. Nicknamed 

by Constantine ‘Hofwijck’, the house deserves special attention as both the by-product 

of a curios Dutch philosophical mind and an intellectually secluded yet internation-

ally impactful architecture of experiment, directly mirroring the English cultures of 

printing and building explored in the first chapter. The Hofwijck consisted of a three-

storey cubic block of red brick with a pyramidal roof. Each side of the building had a 

symmetrical alternation of rectangular windows and decorative plasterwork depicting 

classical niches. The block was located in the middle of a square pond and was accessi-

ble through a small bridge and a classically pedimented entrance. The elongated garden 

where the house stood was then designed as a longitudinal ensemble of paths, ponds and 

follies (fig. 4.5).

If the Huygens’ House in the Hague can be described as a ‘self-contained repose-

ful building’, the Hofwijck was an even more placid architectural embodiment of the 

Roman hortus.50 As declared by Constantine himself the location, size and arrangement 

of house and garden were meant to literally mirror the proportions of the human figure, 

directly referencing his own interpretation of Vitruvian ratios. According to Constan-

tine, the Hofwijck was derived from an Aristotelian and Neoplatonic vision of nature, 

one in which both human and universal harmony could be reflected in the proportionate 

disposition of ponds, rivers, trees and hedges.51 The revolutionary symmetry of the city 

48  For more on Constantine Huygens’ project for his house in the Hague see Koen Ottenheym, ‘De cor-
respondentie tussen Rubens en Huygens over architectuur’, Bulletin KNOB 96, no. 1 (1 February 2002): 
1–11; Frans Blom, H. Bruin, and Koen Ottenheym, Domus: het huis van Constantijn Huygens in Den 
Haag (Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 1999); Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 61–63; Gerrit Kamphuis, 
‘Constantijn Huygens, Bouwheer of Bouwmeester?’, Oud Holland 77, no. 3/4 (1962): 151–80.

49  For more see Jaap Evert Abrahamse, ‘A Roman Road in the Dutch Republic: Jacob van Campen’s 
“Via Appia” in the Countryside of Utrecht’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 70, no. 4 
(December 2011): 442–65, https://doi.org/10.1525/jsah.2011.70.4.442.

50  ‘Wijcken’ means to escape, in this case from the ‘Hof’, the Court. ‘Wijck’ is also a refuge, a locus 
with a ‘hof’, a garden. Kuyper, Dutch Classicist Architecture, 63; Wybe Kuitert, ‘Japanese Robes, “Shar-
awadgi”, and the Landscape Discourse of Sir William Temple and Constantijn Huygens’, Garden History 
41, no. 2 (2013): 175.

51  Robert van Pelt, ‘Man and Cosmos in Huygens’ Hofwijck’, Art History 4, no. 2 (June 1981): 150–74, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8365.1981.tb00708.x.
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house in the Hague was then paralleled by the Hofwijck’s plainly literal interpretation of 

geometry through cosmological Vitruvianism. The name Hofwijck reflected this dual-

ity, the term loosely meaning ‘court retreat’.52 Its classical name ‘Vitaulium’ reveals an 

even more complex word-play, with ‘vitalium aula’ meaning ‘court of life’, ‘vitaulium 

aulam’ meaning ‘vicinities of the court’ and ‘vitruvii aula’ meaning ‘court of Vitru-

vius’.53 The literary identities of the Hofwijck were perhaps best represented as a public 

statement through Constantine’s ad-hoc publication, consisting of a long epic poem 

entitled Hofwijck, dedicated to the building and accompanied by a large visual depic-

tion of its grounds and architectural details (fig. 4.6). Indeed, if the project was meant 

as a country-house, a place for contemplation isolated from the frantic urban life of the 

Hague, seventeenth-century Dutch manors such as the Hofwjick were also a common 

real estate investment in line the financial mercantilism of the VOC.54 The Hofwijck 

reflected such duality, being both a retreat from the city and a place for recognition and 

international visits, such as William Temple or Anthony Leeuwenhoek.55 

Over the course of the seventeenth century, Constantine’s concerns with architecture 

were passed down to his two sons, Constantine Jr. and Christiaan. Both played compa-

rable, if not more prominent roles in establishing a network of personal and professional 

relationships with London’s experimental entourage.56 Both brothers were also inter-

ested in architectural matters. In 1690 Constantine Jr. famously acquired a collection of 

folios, known today as the Codex Huygens, which at the time was thought to be made 

52  See van Pelt, 151.

53  Kees van der Leer and Henk Boers, Huygens’ Hofwijck. De Buitenplaats van Constantijn & Chris-
tiaan (The Hague: Walburg Press, 2002), 82.

54  For his design, it appears, Constantine was even inspired by Japanese fashion coming directly from 
the culture trade. See Kuitert, ‘Japanese Robes, “Sharawadgi”, and the Landscape Discourse of Sir Wil-
liam Temple and Constantijn Huygens’, 166–68. Dutch intellectuals and merchants in close contact with 
this material realm of commercial exchange often showcased their globalised attitudes through visual 
depictions of taste. For instance, Nicolaes Witsen, Gisbert Cuper as well as William Temple and Johannes 
Hudde, director of the VOC, were all portrayed wearing a Japanese-style, Dutch-made rok, as a sign of a 
global network of domesticated exoticism. See Gerritsen, ‘Domesticating Goods from Overseas’, 233–34.

55  Kuitert, ‘Japanese Robes, “Sharawadgi”, and the Landscape Discourse of Sir William Temple and 
Constantijn Huygens’. 

56  Importantly, since the mid 1650s Constantine was tutor and later Secretary to William III of Orange, a 
position which in fact strategically positioned him between The Netherlands and England and made him 
well-known and influential in both countries. See Rudolf M. Dekker, Family, Culture and Society in the 
Diary of Constantijn Huygens Jr, Secretary to Stadholder-King William of Orange (Brill, 2013), 52–58.
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Fig. 4.6 C. Huygens, Hofwijck and its grounds, in Hofwijck, 1653



by Leonardo himself.57 Christiaan, for his part, belonged to that class of mechanical phi-

losophers whose hands-on approach often entailed architectural interests. When he was 

in Paris, he grew close to the experimental skills of Claude Perrault and when in London 

he met with Wren and enjoyed visiting many of his buildings’ construction sites. He also 

attended meetings of the Royal Society at Gresham College, appropriately commenting 

that their repository was ‘extensive but poorly maintained’.58

Both brothers also had a special attachment to the Hofwijck (figs. 4.7). Shortly 

after their father’s death in 1687, Christiaan took up residence at the Hofwijck, where 

he stayed, at times reluctantly, until his own death in 1695.59 Despite being a rather 

introspective place, for Christiaan the Hofwijck operated in all respects as a locus for 

experimental and philosophical research, in some ways reflecting the collective, hands-

on qualities of the Royal Society’s meeting places, of which he was well aware. As soon 

as he moved into the house, Christiaan started thinking of extending the premises to 

accommodate his large collection of instruments and books.60 Over the years Christiaan 

also entertained guests such as John Locke,61 engaged with Leibniz in discussions on 

architectural education and Vitruvius’ theories62 and kept an international correspond-

ence. For instance in July 1696 Leeuwenhoek  reported in the Transactions on his 

communications with ‘Christiaan of Zulyghem [Zuilichem] [...] from his Country-house 

called Hofwyk’.63 Finally, at the Hofwijck Christiaan completed his last book, entitled 

Cosmotheoros. Predicated on Copernican theories of planetary motion, the book offered 

a long narrative speculation on the plurality of worlds, proposing the complete parity 

between earth and the other known planets and advocating for the possibility of intel-

57 See Erwin Panofsky, Codex Huygens and Leonardo Da Vinci’s Art Theory (London: The Warburg In-
stitute, 1940).

58  Jardine, Temptation in the Archives, 48–56.

59  Jardine, 28.

60  van der Leer and Boers, Huygens’ Hofwijck. De Buitenplaats van Constantijn & Christiaan, 105.

61  van der Leer and Boers, 106–14.

62  Johannes Bosscha jr, Oeuvres complètes de Christiaan Huygens, Tome IX. Correspondance 1685-1690 
(The Hague 1901), 448 n. 2601; Tome X. Correspondance 1691-1695 (The Hague 1905), 204 n. 2852. 
Here Leibniz was asking Huygens to suggest someone to teach architecture at the academy of Wolsenbut-
tel.

63  Anthony Leewenhoek, ‘An Extract of a Letter from Mr. Leewenhoek...’, in PT, vol. 19, n. 221 (1696), 
269.

Fig. 4.7 Above: Constantine Huygens jr., ink and wash drawing of the 
Hofwijck, 1660. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RP-T-1885-A-543. Below: 
Christiaan Huygens, pen and wash drawing of the Hofwijck, 1681. Leiden 

University, ms. HUG 9, fol. 5r.
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ligent life throughout the universe.64 The book was one of his most successful accom-

plishments and was translated in many languages throughout the following decades.65 

Christiaan’s exercise in relativity is significant both as his last oeuvre, somehow sum-

ming up his natural philosophical views, and as a treatise on interstellar travel written 

entirely within the secluded gardens of the Hofwijck, emphasizing the secular relation-

ship between early modern Vitruvianism and cosmology.66 Indeed, the Cosmotheoros 

was in many ways the narrative of a journey, evidently an imaginative one, but im-

portant nonetheless. As such, it is a kind of non-fictional discourse which may find its 

best categorization along Halifax’s subjective travel narrative. In fact, the conjectural 

character of Huygens’ imaginary journey was countered by its narrative modeling, dem-

onstrated through the largely physical and personal commentary of his cosmological 

travels and further legitimated by directly referring to the technologies of astronomical 

observation in the Hofwijck’s laboratorial milieus.67 Christiaan embraced a materialist, 

‘spatial’ interest in cosmology.68 In the Vitruvian isolation of the Hofwijck, he imagined 

exploring first-hand a constellation of planets inhabited by ingenious creatures, reflect-

ing our own habits in the most primordial of all skills, architecture. ‘If those inhabit-

ants of other planets are anything like us [Huygens argued] first we have good Reason 

to believe they build themselves Houses. [...] why may we not suppose [he continues] 

the Planetary Inhabitants to be as good Architects, have as noble Houses, and as stately 

Palaces as our selves?’69 

64  Angus Armitage, ‘The Celestial Worlds Discover’d. By Christian Huygens’, The British Journal for 
the History of Science 4, no. 4 (December 1969): 406–7, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007087400010335.

65  English (1698), Dutch (1699), French (1702), German (1703), Russian (1717). See Joan van der 
Schoot, ‘Interpreting the Kosmotheoros (1698). A Historiographical Essay on Theology and Philoso-
phy in the Work of Christiaan Huygens’, De Zeventiende Eeuw 30, no. 1 (2014): 20–39, http://dx.doi.
org/10.18352/dze.9729.

66  See for example Denis Cosgrove, ‘Ptolemy and Vitruvius: Spatial Representation in the Sixteenth-
century Texts and Commentaries’, in Antoine Picon and Alessandra Ponte, eds., Architecture and the Sci-
ences: Exchanging Metaphors (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2003), 20–51; van Pelt, ‘Man 
and Cosmos in Huygens’ Hofwijck’.

67  I am here referring primarily to Frédérique Ait-touati, Fictions of the Cosmos: Science and Literature 
in the Seventeenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), chaps 4 ‘Huygens. The Theo-
retical Voyage of the Cosmotheoros’, 95–130.

68  This was similarly mirrored in his brother Constantine’s illustrated projects such as the Novi Orbis. 
See Alpers, The Art of Describing, 6–7.

69  Christiaan Huygens, The Celestial World Discover’d (London, 1698), 81-82.
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Importantly, Huygens’ architectural narratives in the Cosmotheoros are also rel-

evant as the book effectively links back to London and to the pages of the Philosophi-

cal Transactions. The book was meaningfully dedicated to both William of Orange and 

Christiaan’s brother Constantine, who moved to the Hofwijck after Christiaan’s death in 

1695 and prepared the book for the press shortly before dying himself in 1697 (fig. 4.8). 

The book can therefore be largely considered a family effort, reflecting the same collec-

tive attitude as the Dankerts’ book-trading dynasty and Christiaan’s own experiments 

with the printing-press.70 The Cosmotheoros was almost immediately translated anony-

mously into English as The Celestial Worlds Disover’d and printed in London in 1698. 

The following year, the Transactions featured an extensive eight-page-long review of 

the volume, making it the largest entry by any Huygens ever published in the journal. 

Written probably by Hans Sloane, the account praised Christiaan’s ‘probable Conjec-

tures’ on ‘the Form, Structure and Fabrick of the Universe’ as a successful material 

modeling based on deductive philosophy, profoundly grounded upon the experimenter’s 

life-long experience with direct observation. 

The Cosmotheoros was not the first European oeuvre on cosmological speculation. 

John Wilkins’ hypothesis on astronomical urbanisation in his Discovery of a World in 

the Moone (1638), as well as some of his later obsessions with linguistic universality 

reflect comparable preoccupations.71 Similarly, Adrien Auzout’s early article for the 

Transactions entitled ‘Speculations of the changes, likely to be discovered in the Earth 

and Moon, by their respective inhabitants’ suggests an intellectual continuity in relati-

vising our own planetary existence.72 The success of Huygens’ Cosmotheoros however 

provides us with the ultimate embodiment of Dutch intellect, a subjective yet experi-

ment-based, speculative yet grounded attitude towards a globalised understanding of the 

world transposed onto the printed page, a culture certainly shared by Oldenburg’s edito-

70  Eric Kindel, ‘Delight of Men and Gods: Christiaan Huygens’s New Method of Printing’, Journal of 
the Printing Historical Society, 2009, 5–40.

71  Dorothy Stimson, ‘Dr. Wilkins and the Royal Society’, The Journal of Modern History 3, no. 4 
(1931): 539–63.

72  Auzout was fantasising about the Moon’s ‘supposed inhabitants’ as a way to look onto earth from a 
different vantage point, one in which he could appreciate seasonal changes, the movements of the clouds 
and the growth of the trees. Evelyn had the same idea some years earlier when he was designing the 
coat of arm for the Royal Society. Among his early sketches from 1660, he designed a terrestrial globe 
surmounted by an eye, with the words ‘Rerum Cogniscere Causas’ (the known causes of things). See 
Michael Hunter, Establishing the New Science: The Experience of the Early Royal Society (London: Boy-
dell, 1989), 41–42.

Fig. 4.8 Chritiaan Huygens, frontispiece for the Cosmotheoros, The Hague 
1698
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rial project and by his contributors. Just as the Cosmotheoros’ cosmological intentions 

stemming out of the Hofwjick’s isolation, the Acta Philosophica then operated a kind 

of transactional globalization, a selective transposition of the journal’s collective nature 

into the intentional market of Dutch printing. The conversation between the Acta’s con-

troversial making and the Hofwijck’s planetary Vitruvianism should be best understood 

as the successful product of a world-scaled architectural transaction of tangible connois-

seurship.73 The Royal Society’s collective meeting places and the Hofwijck’s rooms for 

Chrisitaan’s more remote universal beholding share the seed of a located and typologi-

cal search for universality, reflecting the Transactions’ own interactive mission. 

In fact, the Cosmotheoros also needs to be presented as a more practical reaction to 

Huygens’ departure from Paris, where rejection of the Edit of Nantes in 1685 had forced 

him to leave the Académie des Sciences. This could be the reason why the book was 

started in French but ultimately completed in Latin, the same international language of 

specialists adopted by Sterpin for his Acta Philosophica. Importantly, Huygens’ health 

conditions did not seem to agree with the frantic urban life of Paris. In 1670 he was 

so worried about his own well-being that he donated his papers to Francis Vernon to 

bring safely to London in case of his death, at the same time strengthening his relation-

ship with Oldenburg through a common acquaintance—coincidentally, Vernon would 

later greatly contribute to the Transactions’ architectural reputation.74 Despite his weak 

conditions and his conflicted feeling towards urban life, Huygens was still able to spend 

nearly his entire life between the Netherlands, France and England—he was Paris in 

1655, 1660, 1663-64 and 1666-81 and travelled to London in 1661, 1663, 1673 and 

1689.75 Member of both the Académie des Sciences and the Royal Society, his achieve-

ments celebrate an international, transactional network of research, pivoting between 

73  It should also be noted that Constantine Jr. in particular kept reading the Transactions and asking 
Oldenburg for copies well after their appearance as Acta. Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Cor-
respondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1676-1677, vol. 13 (Madison, Wis: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1983), 
36, 71, 97.

74  Arthur Bell, Christian Huygens and the Development of Science in the Seventeenth Century (Edward 
Arnold, 1950), 65–66; Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 
1669-1670, vol. 6 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1969), 5–6. See also Matthew Walker, ‘Francis 
Vernon, the Early Royal Society and the First English Encounter with Ancient Greek Architecture’, Archi-
tectural History 56 (2013): 29–61.

75  When himself in London in 1661 however, Huygens was not impressed by the ‘badly built’ capital, 
‘nothing by comparison with Paris’. Quoted in Lisa Jardine, On a Grander Scale: The Outstanding Life of 
Sir Christopher Wren (New York: Harper, 2003), 143.
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Paris and London and culminating in the secluded provinciality of his Vitruvian Hofwi-

jck. 

The significant transactional connections between the worlds of printing and build-

ing, as presented in the first chapter, lie here in the ‘spatial’ potential of built environ-

ments to facilitate both material displacements and ephemeral intellectual projections 

for the benefit of international readers.76 The case of Paris is now investigated as the 

important counterpart in establishing architectural transactions between printed and 

built and between England and the Netherlands.

‘À l’example de Paris’

As the small booklets of the Acta Philosophica appeared in Amsterdam, another 

journal was being sold illegitimately in bookshops nearby. The Journal des Sçavans, 

originally printed in Paris under the privilege of the Sun King himself, started being re-

printed by the Elzevir printing house in octodecimo, the same size as Boom’s Acta, from 

the 1680s onwards. The small volumes, produced on thick stock paper and signed with 

the pseudonym ‘Pierre Le Grand’, were copied word by word in their original language, 

as French was the idiom of the Dutch élite.77 Elzevir’s Journal was representative of the 

extensive amount of French periodicals produced in the Netherlands during the late sev-

enteenth century, an amount that no other country rivalled.78 In Paris, on the other hand, 

book-burning was still the norm until the death of Louis XIV in 1715 and, as a result, 

so was book-smuggling from the Netherlands, whose publications were often known as 

‘livres de Hollande’.79 

76  Paradigmatic in this sense is Constantine’s involvement in the early 1670s with designing the inscrip-
tion for Christopher Wren’s Monument to the Great Fire of London. See Jardine, Going Dutch: How En-
gland Plundered Holland’s Glory, 275–78.

77  Otto Lankhorst, ‘Le Rôle des librairie-imprimeurs néerlandais dans l’edition des journaux litteraire 
de langue française (1684-1750)’, in Hans Bots, ed., La Diffusion et la Lecture des Journaux de Langue 
Française sous l’Ancien Régime, (Maarssen, Holland University Press 1988), 1-10.

78  Israel, Radical Enlightenment. Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 1650-1750, 145.

79  Exemplary is the case of Galileo’s manuscripts for his Discorsi, smuggled into the Netherlands and 
the printed in 1638 in Leiden to avoid persecution by the Roman Inquisition and printed by Elzevir. For 
more on the complex history of distribution and movement of books, see for example Roeland Harms, 
Joad Raymond, and Jeroen Salman, Not Dead Things: The Dissemination of Popular Print in England 
and Wales, Italy, and the Low Countries, 1500-1820 (Brill, 2013).
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Originally created by Gallicanist and Jansenist lawyer Denis de Sallo and printed 

in quarto by Jean Cusson, the Journal des Sçavans was initially founded just a few 

months before the Transactions, in the early Spring 1665. As such, it has often been 

regarded in some sense as the French counterpart to Oldenburg’s journal, as the periodi-

cal format reflected a common strive for immediacy and public reach.80 In fact, both 

Oldenburg and De Sallo were aware of each other’s publications and quietly pushed for 

priority when the occasion arose. While the former acknowledged the foundation of the 

Transactions ‘à l’example de Paris’ at the end of March 1665, the latter formerly men-

tioned the Journal as a follower of the English example a few year later: ‘The ingenious 

French have drawn the same Yoke with us, in publishing their Journal des Scavans; and 

the Romans have followed our example in their Giornale de Letterati’.81  

In De Sallo’s words, the primary goal of his Journal was to show ‘ce qui se passe 

de nuoveau and la Republique des Lettres’.82 Indeed, the success of De Sallo’s editorial 

project, which spurred arguably more direct accolades than Oldenburg’s journal, operat-

ed within the so-called Republic of Letters, which came into prominence during the late 

seventeenth century as an international network of scholarly communications, mostly 

throughout French-speaking countries including the Netherlands.83 J.-P. Vittu has called 

the Journal a ‘chambre d’écho des lettrés et des savants’,84 adding that ‘le Journal des 

80  Roger Philip McCutcheon, ‘The “Journal Des Scavans” and the “Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society”’, Studies in Philology 21, no. 4 (1924): 626–28.

81  De Sallo, ‘Philosophical Transactions’, in Journal des Sçavans (henceforth JdS) (1665), 156; Olden-
burg, ‘Preface to the fifth Year’, in PT, vol. 4, n.45 (1669), 898.

82  De Sallo, ‘Au Lecteur’, in JdS (1665).

83  Jean-Pierre Vittu, ‘Du journal des savants aux mémoires pour l’histoire des sciences et des beaux-arts 
: l’esquisse d’un système Européen des périodiques savants, presses universitaires de France’, in Dix-sep-
tième siècle, n. 228 (2003), 527-545. While the network of philosophical correspondence developed with-
in the Republic of Letters overlapped with other diplomatic, aristocratic and scientific communication, I 
insist here on the distinction in intent and focus of said literary production. See Mario Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, 
Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, Critical Inquiry 22, no. 2 (January 
1996): 197, https://doi.org/10.1086/448789; Hans Bots and Françoise Waquet, Commercium litterarium, 
1600-1750: la communication dans la République des lettres : conférences des colloqes tenus à Paris 
1992 et à Nimègue 1993 (APA-Holland University Press, 1994). 

84  Jean-Pierre Vittu, ‘La formation d’une institution scientifique : le Journal des Savants de 1665 à 1714: 
Second article. L’instrument central de la République des Lettres’, Journal des savants 2, no. 1 (2002): 
349–77, https://doi.org/10.3406/jds.2002.1659. See also Vittu, ‘Diffusion et Réception du Journal des Sa-
vans de 1665 à 1714’ in Bots, La Diffusion et la Lecture des Journaux de Langue Française sous l’Ancien 
Régime, 167-176.
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Savants remplissait une fonction de légitimation dans la République lettrée’.85 For De 

Sallo then, the Journal was mostly a news outlet, particularly for Parisian books and 

obituaries, philosophical matters being normally not a priority.86 While sharing certain 

material characters, such as format, periodicity and a more or less broad literacy, the 

Journal, it hence appears, ultimately belonged to a largely different intellectual milieu 

than the Transactions, dedicated as the latter was to promote investigative content. Still, 

the rapport between the two cannot be overlooked as it powerfully illuminates a ‘coun-

terpoint’ conception of architectural matters. For this reason, and given its impact on the 

international printing scene, it is appropriate to briefly explore the Journal’s architec-

tural contents and to examine its relationships with the English milieu. 

As an ‘echo chamber’ for the Republic of Letters, the Journal presented architecture 

as a result of its informative nature, largely in the form of book reviews and eulogies. 

For example, on 24 February 1681 Pierre Cureau de la Chambre famously published 

his ‘Eloge de M. le Cavalier Bernin’ a few weeks after Bernini’s death.87 For the death 

of Fréart de Chambray in 1676, his Parallèle de l’Architecture Antique avec la Mod-

erne was presented in a celebratory essay 27 years after its first appearance.88 Indeed, 

as the Journal was chiefly a receptacle for local erudite publications, it was filled with 

reviews of original architectural books, of which Paris was an internationally renowned 

capital. Desgodet’s Edifices Antiques de Rome was presented in May 1682 as a model of 

analytic architectural exactitude, while Caramuel’s Architectura Civil Recta y Obliqua 

was reviewed later that year.89 Claude Perrault’s Dix Livres d’Architecture were given 

a lengthy review in December 1674 which even included two samples of its illustrated 

pieces of modern construction machinery (fig. 4.9).90 His Ordonnance des Cinq Especes 

85  Vittu, 369, 372.

86  Sietske Fransen, Niall Hodson, and Karl A.E. Enenkel, Translating Early Modern Science, vol. 51, In-
tersections. Interdisciplinary Studies in Early Modern Cultures (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 95.

87  Pierre Cureau de la Chambre, ‘Eloge de M. Le Cavalier Bernin’, in JdS, V (1681), 52. See also 
Maarten Delbeke, ‘Elevated twins and the vicious sublime: Gianlorenzo Bernini and Louis XIV’, in In-
tersections, 24, ‘Translations of the sublime : the early modern reception and dissemination of Longinus’ 
Peri Hupsous in rhetoric, the visual arts, architecture, and the theatre’ (Brill 2012), 118.

88  ‘Parallele de l’Architecture Antique avec la Moderne...’, in JdS, III (1677), 29-30.

89  ‘Les Edifices Antique de Rome...’, in JdS, XIII (1682), 147-151.

90  ‘Les Dix Livres d’Architecture...’, in JdS (1674), 1-6.
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Fig. 4.9 C. Perrault, illustrations with Vitruvian machinery copied from Dix 
Livres de Vitruve, in Journal Des Scavans, 1674

Fig. 4.10 (right) P. Bullet, Pantometre, in Journal des Scavans, 1676



des Colonnes was also presented in July 1683 as a rigorous ‘supplement’ to Vitruvius.91 

Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture was solemnly introduced in August 167692 and his Nou-

velle Manière de Fortifier was briefly reviewed in August 1683.93 Pierre Bullet’s Traité 

de l’Usage du Pantometre was presented in 1676 together with a small plate illustrating 

the device, purposely rescaled from the book (fig. 4.10). Louis Savot’s L’Architecture 

Francoise des Batiments Particulers was presented in 167694 and Felibien’s Des Princi-

pes de l’Architecture was reviewed in September of that same year.95 

These few examples already testify upon the Journal’s fruitful interests in architec-

tural literacy, which actively spurred the diffusion of its periodisation throughout the 

eighteenth century.96 However the scholarly nature of the Journal ultimately stressed 

erudite architectural thinking to the detriment of hands-on experimentation. In her anal-

ysis of the Transactions’ translations into the Journal, Doherty insists on the different 

type of audience that the two journals were aiming at. On the one hand, the Journal des 

Sçavans was chiefly speaking to a community of intellectuals interested in the theoreti-

cal workings of nature mostly through forms of mathematical reasoning. On the other 

hand, the Transactions was largely producing investigational material, often open to 

non-specialised natural philosophers, as well as men of trades and even seamen (see ch. 

3).97 The apparent solidity in constructing a more regulated, if not institutionalised, body 

of articles then seemed to clash with, or at least could be questioned by, the accumula-

tory and seeming sterility of its contents.98 In 1664 Prince Leopold of Tuscany, founder 

of the Accademia del Cimento in 1657, commented that the project of the Journal was 

91  ‘Ordonnance de Cinq Especes de Colonnes...’, in JdS, XIX (1683), 217-221.

92  ‘Cours d’Architecture...’, in Jds, XVI (1676), 187-188.

93  ‘Nouvelle Maniere de Fortifier...’, in JdS, XXII (1683), 261-262.

94  ‘L’Architecture Francoise...’, in JdS, XV (1676), 178-179.

95  ‘Des Principes de l’Architecture...’, in JdS, XVIII (1676), 205-209.

96  Nathalie Sarrabezolles, ‘L’Actualite Architecturale dans la presse francaise (1750-1794)’, in Béatrice 
Bouvier and Jean-Michel Leniaud, eds., Les périodiques d’architecture, XVIII-XX siècle, (Paris: Publica-
tions de l’École nationale des chartes, 2018), 19-38.

97  Meghan Doherty, ‘Ordinary Skill in Cutts: Visual Translation In Early Modern Learned Journals’, in 
Fransen, Hodson, and A. E. Enenkel, eds, Translating Early Modern Science, Intersection 51 (2017): 110.

98  See Christian Licoppe, ‘The Crystallization of a New Narrative Form in Experimental Reports (1660–
1690)’, Science in Context 7, no. 02 (1994): 205–44, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0269889700001678.
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‘a jumble of many things not well digested, or not well understood’.99 Similarly, when 

corresponding with Oldenburg, Chritistiaan Huygens was ‘annoyed that our Mr. Gallois 

does not continue his journal with the same faithfulness that you do yours.’100

It should be noted at this point that, unlike the Transactions’ closeness to the Royal 

Society, the Journal was born independently from the Parisian Académie des Sciences, 

founded by Colbert in 1666, months after the Journal’s first issue. While on one hand 

the Royal Society and the Académie des Sciences entertained close contacts and shared 

members, the latter’s scientific activities did not entail anything comparable to the 

former’s periodical project. Relationships between the two did exist, but mostly thanks 

to contingent editorial intercession. As early as January 1666, Henry Justel, the most 

reliable of Oldenburg’s Parisian correspondents, asked him to send copies of the Trans-

actions for rapid translation in the Journal, under the new direction of Jean Gallois.101 

Gallois, who succeded De Sallo in 1666 after only 13 issues, was a member of the 

Académie des Sciences, the Académie Française and the Académie des Inscriptions and 

as such was in close contact with the institutionalised world of French intellectuals. In 

1693 he also edited a short-lived periodical publication called Mémoires de Mathema-

tiques et de Physique, Tirez des Registres de l’Academie Royale des Sciences, probably 

inspired by the Transactions—brief abridgments of the Mémoires were soon added to 

the Journal des Scavans.102

As a result, between 1666 and 1701 the Journal included extracts from the registers 

of the Académie des Sciences, mostly experimental pieces of machinery, and nearly 100 

articles from the Transactions, printed towards the end of each issue under the heading 

‘Extrait du Journal d’Angleterre’. These started appearing quite regularly, with much 

more focus on cadence than on content. Still, it was again through a process of intense 

copying and reprinting that the Journal’s interests in erudition partook in similar forms 

of architectural curiosity as the Transactions. For example, the extract from Francis 

99  ‘una farragine di moltissime cose non ben digerite, o non ben capite’.

100  Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg: 1671 - 1672, vol. 
8 (Madison, Wis.: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1971), 316.

101  Anthony Turner, ‘An Interrupted Story: French Translations from “Philosophical Transactions” in 
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 62, no. 4 
(2008): 342.

102  See JdS, II (1693), 23-24; XI (1693), 132; XIII (1693), 155-56; XVI (1693), 190-1; XXVI (1693), 
302-3. 
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Vernon’s diary published by Oldenburg in 1675 was copied in two consecutive issues of 

the Journal in July and August 1676.103 An advertisement for Nehemia Grew’s Museum 

Regalis Societatis appeared in July 1682 and again March 1683.104 Moxon’s Mechanick 

Exercises were synthetically reviewed in the Journal on 20 January 1681 for ‘those who 

despise the invention of mills just because the horse who works there is often blind’.105 

The Cosmotheoros was also reviewed in 1698, a year before the Transactions, with the 

new editor of the Journal Louis Cousin commenting that Christiaan Huygens ‘elevated 

himself through his meditation above the planet we inhabit’.106 Thanks to the Republic 

of Letters’ efficient international literary network, Gisbert Cuper was even able to an-

nounce the earliest news of Halifax’s discovery of Palmyra, mentioned in the previous 

section, in the Journal as early as June 1692. A group of English gentlemen were said 

to have seen 400 marble or porphyry columns, temples still intact, tombs and Greek and 

Latin inscriptions.107 A longer account of Halifax’s journey was then presented in 1699 

for the review of the Inscriptiones Græcæ Palmyrenorum, the short pamphlet on Pal-

myrene inscriptions compiled in 1698 by Edward Bernard, Thomas Smith and Robert 

Huntington (see ch. 3).108

In turn, the Transactions featured extracts of articles pulled from the Journal. For 

instance the hydraulic pressure machine, an early fire-hose, presented in the Journal in 

1675 was copied and translated into English in the Transactions in issue 128 the follow-

103  ‘Extract d’un Journal d’Angleterre...’, in JdS, XIV (1676), 167-168; XV (1676), 179-180. Vernon 
was himself in Paris 1669-1670 and met with members of the Académie des Sciences such as Huygens, 
Cassini and Gallois. He visited the construction site of the Observatoire. Hall and Hall, The Correspon-
dence of Henry Oldenburg 1669-1670, 6:5–7, 501–7.

104  ‘Musaeum Regalis Societatis...’, in JdS, XX (1682), 231-235; VII (1683), 79-81. The first review 
was copied from the Acta Eruditorum. 

105  ‘Mechanick Exercises...’, in JdS, II (1681), 20-21. The quote was pulled from Moxon’s own preface.

106  ‘[Huygens] s’est élevé par sa meditation au dessus du globe que nous habitons’. ‘Christiani Hugenii 
Cosmotheoros...’, in JdS, VII (1699), 89.

107  ‘On m’a mandé d’Alep, que des Gentils-hommes Anglois touchez de la curiosité de visiter les ruines 
de Palmyra, y avoient trouvé quatre cent colonnes de marbre ou de porphire, des temples encore entiers, 
des tombeaux, des inscriptions Greques & Latines, desquelles j’espere recevoir bientôt des copies’. ‘Ex-
trait d’Une Lettre de Mr. Cuper, à Mr. l’Abbé Nicaise’, in JdS, XV (1692), 298. A report of this short ac-
count was then copied the following year by John Ray in his Collection of Curious Travels and Voyages, 
printed in London in 1693 (pp. 155-156). 

108  ‘Inscriptiones Graecae Palmirenorum...’, in JdS, XVII (1699), 193-195.
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ing year.109 Reports of a conference held at the Académie de Peinture in 1667 were cop-

ied almost word-by-word from the Journal and published in the Transactions in 1669.110 

Indeed, the Transactions’ reliance on the Journal for news from the French Academies 

was an important one, as the latter operated under secular forms of confidence and isola-

tion evidently at odds with Oldenburg’s project of ‘United Correspondencies’.111 Such 

apparent covertness was even more evident by the representational role of other French 

publications. In fact, if the relationships between the Journal and the Académie des Sci-

ences was occasional, other forms of serial printing were otherwise major projects for 

the scientific institution. As one of the appendixes of an illuminated absolutist monar-

chy, the Académie des Sciences was not only dedicated to perfecting experimental life, 

but also to its advertising through expensive publications via the well established Royal 

Press (Imprimerie Royale) at the Louvre. For instance, Claude Perrault’s 1671 Mé-

moires pour Servir à l’Histoire Naturelle des Animaux, a collection of richly illustrated 

animal dissections performed on the anatomy tables at the King’s library, became one of 

the symbols of the Académie’s success. The book, republished in 1676, was advertised 

multiple times in the Transactions and translated into English in 1688 by Alexander 

Pitfield with engravings copied by Richard Waller (see ch. 2).112 Oldenburg admired the 

Académie’s collectiveness and their detached and serious phenomenological approach. 

The Mémoires contained, he stressed, ‘no matter of fact but such as hath been verified 

by a whole Assembly’.113

Voluminous publishing enterprises such as this embodied a public effort which 

mirrored the philosophy and programmatic interests of the Transactions’ community 

109  ‘Description d’une machine...’, in JdS, XXIII (1675), 265-268; A Description of an Hydraulique 
Engin, Taken out of the Register of the Royal Academy of the Sciences of Paris’, in PT, vol. 11, n. 128 
(1676), 679-81. The machine, kept in the cabinet of the King’s library, was ‘brought by a foreigner four or 
five years earlier’, possibly by Dutch Jan van der Heyden, regarded as the inventor of the fire hose, who 
designed a similar machine in the early 1670s. See Peter Sutton and Jonathan Bikker, Jan van Der Hey-
den (1637-1712) (London: Yale University Press, 2006), 71–76.

110  ‘A Relation of the Conferences Held at Paris in the Academy Royal for the Improvement of the Arts 
of Painting and Sculpture’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 47 (1669), 953-956; ‘Conference de l’Academie Royale de 
Peinture & Sculpture...’, in JdS (1669), 13-17. 

111  Raymond Birn, ‘Le Journal des Savants sous l’Ancien Régime’, Journal des savants 1, no. 1 (1965): 
15–35, https://doi.org/10.3406/jds.1965.1091.

112  See PT, vol. 4, n. 49 (1669), 987-1000; vol. 10, n. 112 (1675), 261-272; vol. 11, n. 124 (1676), 599-
603.

113  ‘An Account of Some books’, in PT, vol. 11 (1676), 591.
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in London. This intentionality, however, was far from the disenchanted principles that 

originally guided the Transactions’ scattered material. The king, a ‘remote legitimiser’, 

was fully in control of his Académie’s outcomes through Colbert’s management. Un-

til its formal statute of 1699, a crucial event which Sloane carefully reported in the 

Transactions,114 the Académie des Sciences was acting unofficially and largely in secret, 

as demonstrated by Oldenburg’s failed attempts at establishing contacts with its secre-

tary.115 As a consequence of its new statutory regulations, the Académie even published 

the celebratory 11-volume series Histoire et Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Sci-

ences, dedicated to laying down its history and to monographically collecting texts and 

researches by fellows—Claude Perrault’s Mémoires were republished in volume III.116

The process of standardisation of the Académie’s institution, combined with its 

decade-long insistence on the press as a major investment for public legitimisation, was 

perhaps best epitomised by the design of the Romain du Roy, a typeface adopted in 1693 

for all new royal publications. The committee assembled to produce the design was 

supervised by the Académie des Sciences and the type was completed in 1694 and later 

reviewed in 1702.117 Each letter was built from a square grid of 48x48 segments, for a 

total of 2304 units (fig. 4.11). Rykwert noted that ‘the committee for the scientific print-

ing type reclassified and systematised letterforms away from their calligraphic origins’, 

the same rational ethos of Perrault’s positive design for architectural orders.118 In other 

words, the new typeface for the Royal Press reflected the intentions for standardisation 

which inspired the creation of the academies themselves. As the printed manifestation of 

a regulatory project coming from a scientific institution, the Romain du Roy may even 

be associated to Moxon’s architectural preoccupations for proportionate reproducibility 

presented in his Regulae (fig. 1.14). Similarly to Moxon’s Exercises, Jacques Jaugeon, 

‘Pensionnaire Mechanicien’ at the Académie des Sciences and head of the committee 

for the Romain du Roy, authored a yet inedited volume on the typeface, collecting the 

114  Étienne F. Geoffroy, ‘Part of a Letter from Mons. Geoffroy [...] to Dr. Sloane, Giving an Account of 
the New Regulations of the Royal Academy of Sciences, at Paris’, in PT, vol. 12, n. 251 (1699), 144-145.

115  Hall and Hall, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg 1669-1670, 6:Introduction, xxiii.

116  The volumes were reviewed in the JdS in January 1699. See ‘Regiae Scientiarum Academiae Histo-
ria...’, in JdS, III (1699), 32-36; IV (1699), 37-41.

117  Auguste Bernard, Histoire de l’Imprimerie Royale du Louvre (Paris 1867), 77-80. See alsoRykwert, 
The First Moderns, 39–42.

118  Rykwert, 42.Fig. 4.11 L. Simmonneau, engraved lettering for the Romain du Roy, 1694
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historical precedents, typological studies and practical methods for printing the Ro-

main. The volume, completed in 1704, again became the first of a series of publications 

by the Académie des Sciences, the largest after the Mémoires, entitled Description et 

Perfection des Arts et Métiers.119 The series, not published until 1761, was dedicated to 

promoting the mechanical arts, such as printing and woodcutting, with dozens of plates 

produced in preparation (fig. 4.12). Not unlike the Mechanick Exercises, the Descrip-

tion was meant to promote the advancement of French mechanical arts and is therefore 

largely considered a precedent to Diderot’s Encyclopédie.120 Unlike Moxon’s self-prop-

agandistic yet collective attitude however, the French encyclopedic project still retained 

the celebratory dynamics of the Ancien Régime. Reaching ‘une perfection jusqu’à pre-

sent inconnue’, Jaugeon’s rational approach to the printing industries was filled with the 

Sun King’s personal image as sponsor and sole patron of the mechanic arts.121 

This same tendency towards a unilateral paradigm driving the public reach of the 

Académie des Sciences seemed to permeate the congregation of scholars at the Aca-

démie d’Architecture, founded in 1671. Regular séances were meant to inform large 

editorial projects, chiefly on architectural theory, produced between institutions and 

individuals and sponsoring the architects’ intellectual primacy. The first of these was 

Blondel’s 1675 Cours d’Architecture, a primer of sorts for the Académie’s pedagogical 

programme to teach ‘les règles les plus justes et les plus correctes de l’architecture’.122 

Oldenburg read the book and reviewed the first volume in the Transactions that same 

year, praising the academician’s understanding of the multifaceted practices that the 

architect needed:

119  Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Français 9157. See also Maurice Daumas and René Tresse, ‘La 
Description des Arts et Métiers de l’Académie des Sciences et le sort de ses planches gravées en taille 
douce.’, Revue d’histoire des sciences 7, no. 2 (1954): 163–71, https://doi.org/10.3406/rhs.1954.3408.; 
Madeleine Pinault Sorensen, ‘Les Dessinateurs de l’Académie Royale es Sciences’ in Christiane De-
meulenaere-Douyère, Eric Brian eds., Règlement, Usages et Science dans la France de l’Absolutisme. 
A l’occasion du troisième centenaire du règlement instituant l’Académie royale des sciences, 26 janvier 
1699 : actes du colloque international (Paris: Tec & Doc 2002), 154-164.

120  Georges Huard, ‘Les planches de l’Encyclopédie et celles de la Description des Arts et Métiers de 
l’Académie des Sciences’, in Revue d’histoire des sciences et de leurs applications, 4, 3-4 (1951) 238-
249.

121  The first book published with the Romain du Roy was a collection of celebratory coins entitled Mé-
dailles sur les Principaux Evènements du Règne de Louis le Grand (1702).

122  François Blondel, Cours d’Architecture.., (Paris 1675) ‘Preface’.

Fig. 4.12 J. Jaugeon, construction of capital letters, in Description et 
Perfection des Arts et Métiers, 1704. Bibliothéque Nationale de France, 

Français 9157
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 Because the knowledge of the precepts of Architecture is not sufficient 

by itself alone to make an Architect, this Skill supporting many other 

accomplishments, the said King hath appointed that in the same Academy 

should be taught the other Sciences that are absolutely necessary to the 

Architect, such as Geometry, Arithmetick, the Mechanicks, Hydraulics, 

Gnomonicks, Fortification, Perspective and the like.123

 Blondel was himself a member of both the Académie d’Architecture and the Aca-

démie des Sciences and as such was familiar with Oldenburg’s largely mechanical views 

on architectural education. As students of architecture needed more than just a theory 

of linguistic composition, the Académie des Sciences, Oldenburg seemed to suggest, 

may be a more productive place of learning. Certainly with his Royal Society in mind, 

for Oldenburg architectural knowledge could find fertile grounds in an institution where 

a more fluent and undifferentiated transactional research was at play (see ch. 3). When 

discussing Blondel’s own mechanical approach to architecture, Gerbino has stressed 

the ‘important seventeenth-century trend, not limited to England, in which certain 

mathematicians actively endeavoured, if not to collapse the distinction between high 

and low mathematics, at least to incorporate the practical under an expanding theoreti-

cal rubric.’124 Still, the reality of the French milieu, Gerbino also admits, was a rational 

one where the establishment of a theoretical framework, such as in the cases of Blon-

del or Desargues, had precedence over plain trial-and-error. Within this environment, 

where ‘artisans were clearly excluded’, ‘little progress could have been achieved with-

out the backing of the Monarchy’.125 Claude Perrault’s famous translation of Vitruvius 

123  ‘An Account of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 10, n. 122 (1675), 549.

124  Anthony Gerbino, ‘François Blondel and the “Résolution Des Quatre Principaux Problèmes 
d’architecture” (1673)’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 64, no. 4 (December 2005): 
501, https://doi.org/10.2307/25068202.

125  Roger Hahn, Anatomy of a Scientific Institution: Paris Academy of Sciences, 1666-1803 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1971), 15, 46; Gerbino, ‘François Blondel and the “Résolution Des Quatre 
Principaux Problèmes d’architecture” (1673)’, 501–4. It should be noted, for example, that the first task 
of the Académie d’Architecture was to establish ‘ce que c’est qu’on nomme Bon goust’ (what it is that we 
call good taste). The answer to that, produced in the second meeting (January 1672) was, unsurprisingly, 
a celebratory one: ‘La veritable règle pour conoistre les choses de bon gourst parmi celles qui plaisent est 
de considérer ce qui a toujours plus advantage aux personnes intelligentes, dont le mérite c’est de fair co-
noistre par leurs ouvrages ou par leurs escrits’. The ‘intelligent persons’ were, no doubt, the great masters 
of the past, such as Vitruvius, Scamozzi, Vignola, Serlio, Alberti, which the academicians immediately 
started studying with great attention. They may have also meant themselves: l’Académie d’Architecture 
was made, by definition, of ‘personnes intelligentes’. See Blondel, Cours d’Architecture, ‘Preface’. The 
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from 1673 began with the vague (and incorrectly translated) statement ‘L’architecture 

est une science’, again suggesting a highly intellectual and distinguished definition 

of architecture.126 In other words, both the Académie des Sciences and the Académie 

d’Architecture were similarly exclusive clubs, open to the educated and the wealthy.127 

Locating the Académie

Oldenburg’s interpretation on Blondel’s Cours d’Architecture evidently reflected 

his own ideal of an architectural academy, rather than the one existing in Paris. In order 

to better understand these diverging parallelisms, it is helpful to explore the physical 

manifestations of the Académie’s epistemology which, not unlike its London’s coun-

terpart investigated in the first chapter, was being discussed since the 1650s. According 

to Avramov, it was actually in Paris during this time that Oldenburg, already a skilled 

international correspondent, developed a more punctual interest in natural philosophy. 

Through acquaintances such as Justel and Thevenot, Oldenburg came in contact with 

early projects for collegiate institutions, most famously the Montmor academy, which 

Epistle of the first edition of the book was read by Blondel in front of the Academy before going to print 
in July 1675.

126  Claude Perrault, Les Dix Livres de Vitruve (Paris 1673), 2. Perrault used this instance to insert a 
footnoted critique to Vitruvius’ vague definition of architecture as intellectually charged. For Perrault, 
Vitruvius wanted ‘to overstress the merits and dignity of this science’. Perrault’s critical note further ad-
dresses Vitruvius’ architecture as ‘that of all the sciences to which the Greeks had given a name which 
means superiority and intendancy upon the others’. For more on this se also Lydia Soo, Wren’s ‘Tracts’ on 
Architecture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 196–97. However, Perrault made a mistake 
in both grammar and syntax. The Latin sentence ‘Architecti est scientia’ is correctly translated as ‘the 
knowledge of the architect’. Not only the subject of the sentence is ‘scientia’ and evidently not ‘architec-
ti’, but the former needs to be understood in its ancient Latin root, indicating a general form ‘knowledge’. 
This was a common mistake, although not a universal one. For example, both Cesariano in 1521 and 
Durantino in 1524 translated it correctly, while Netwon in 1791 wrote ‘Architecture is an Art’. Perrault 
most likely referenced to earlier translations of Vitruvius, but the mistake however stands as a meaning-
ful statement to the significance of architecture as a ‘science’. To this day I haven’t found any substantial 
literature dealing with this important detail.

127  Unlike the minutes of meetings of the Royal Society, the proceedings of the AdS (procés-verbaux) 
mirror such disciplinary distinction. They are divided into two groups, the Académie de Mathématique 
and Académie de Physique. The first dealt mainly with geometry and algebra, the second with dissections 
and machinery. The two groups, which of course shared some members, otherwise met on two distinct 
days of the week: the first one on Wednesdays, the second on Saturdays. Whoever stood outside the social 
and intellectual borders conforming these groups was automatically ruled out, weirdly in the name of pure 
Baconian experimentation. For this reason, prejudiced and close-minded Cartesians and Jesuits were also 
kept out. Rossi, I filosofi e le macchine 1400-1700, 119–20.
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evidently impacted his own vision during the Society’s early life.128 In Paris this seemed 

to be a similar preoccupation. For instance, in 1663 Samuel de Sorbière aggressively 

pointed out the necessity for a proper, physical place to host the activities of a newly 

created academy of learning.129 

Since the formal foundation of the Académie des Sciences in 1666, fellows were 

provided with several premises around the city. For instance, at the Jardin du Roy, the 

royal botanical gardens established in the 1620s next to the Seine, the company per-

formed medical and anatomical demonstrations and had an entire room for skeletons.130 

More famously, the Observatoire Royal was purposely built for the Academicians’ use 

at the outskirts of the city and inaugurated in 1677 after Perrault’s designs. As such, it 

has been identified as the architectural embodiment of the Academie’s methodological 

programme.131 It had laboratories, an observatory on the roof, lodgings, meeting rooms, 

openings running through the floors to experiment with falling bodies and a sundial 

inscribed on the floor. However, although fulfilling many important needs of a modern 

scientific institution, the Observatiore never actually became the Académie’s permanent 

house as it was too far from the centre of Paris.132 Despite being fully equipped, the 

building evidently did not fully fit into the academicians’ urban and institutional lives. 

A third, perhaps more important location for the Académie’s meeting hence needs to be 

accounted for. This was the King’s own library, where the company started meeting in 

1667 after moving from Colbert’s library in the adjacent block in rue Vivienne.133 There, 

the company occupied five rooms on the ground floor. These included a small labora-

128  Iordan Avramov, ‘An Apprenticeship in Scientific Communication: The Early Correspondence of 
Henry Oldenburg (1656-63)’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 53, no. 2 (1999): 193–
95.

129  Hahn, Anatomy of a Scientific Institution, 7–8.

130  Anita Guerrini, The Courtiers’ Anatomists. Animals and Humans in Louis XIV’s Paris (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 2015), 206.

131  For more see Antoine Picon, Claude Perrault, 1613-1688. Ou la curiosité d’un classique (Paris: Pi-
card, 1988), 197–223.

132  In his history of the building, Jean-Dominique Cassini, grandnephew of the first director of the Ob-
servatoire Giovanni Domenico Cassini, confirmed  that ‘[…] la tenue des assemblées de ce Corps savant 
dans un lieu aussi éloigné du centre de la Capitale ne pouvait guère avoir lieu’. Gian Domenico Cassini 
IV, Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire des sciences et à celle de l’Observatoire de Paris (Paris 1810) 184.

133  Joseph Schiller, ‘Les laboratoires d’anatomie et de botanique à l’Académie des Sciences au XVIIe 
siècle’, Revue d’histoire des sciences et de leurs applications 17, no. 2 (1964): 97–114, https://doi.
org/10.3406/rhs.1964.2321.
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tory, the King’s vast collection of books and the ‘Cabinet du Roi’, the royal cabinet of 

curiosities.134 The company could entertain in private meetings and experiments, closed 

to the public and only attended by Colbert, his emissaries or the King’s librarians, such 

as Jean-Paul Bignon, later president of the Académie des Sciences.135 In the same build-

ing the King also established the Emprimerie Royale and its engravers, meaning that the 

Académie, unlike the Royal Society, could not print with its own imprimatur.136 Finally, 

the King’s lodgings in the upper floors of rue Vivienne were used as residence for some 

of the Acadèmie’s pensionnaires. André de Monceaux, traveller and Colbert’s agent in 

the east, was living there during the 1660s with Chrisitiaan Huygens, informally nomi-

nated by Colbert guardian (gardien) of the Bibliothèque as early as 1663.137 

In order to fully understand the representational meaning of the Académie’s archi-

tectural structure, it may be useful to refer to its visualisations. Indeed, the relationship 

between early modern cultures of printed and built acquires here an even more sub-

stantial significance as the former was the public manifestation of an idealised version 

of the latter. Publications such as Blondel’s Cours or Perrault’s Mémoires shared an 

intentionality in translating certain political and intellectual agendas of the State into 

visible printed form precisely through ‘spatial’ constructs. And, as it happened, visual 

immediacy had total priority over verisimilitude. For instance, Blondel’s design for the 

Porte S.-Denis opened his Cours in dramatically enlarged proportions, with citizens 

unrealistically shrunk under the monumental size of the construction (fig. 4.13). Care-

134  At the time, the Bibliothèque du Roy was surpassed only by the Bibiothèque Mazarine, the first 
modern grande bibliothèque fully open to erudites for study and research. Gabriel Naudé, keeper of the 
Mazarine, published in 1644 his Advis pour dresser une bibliothéque, translated by John Evelyn in 1661 
as Instructions concerning erecting of a library (see ch. 1). The Bibliothèque du Roy underwent vast 
renovation between 1668 and 1683 and was also sponsored by a vast multivolume catalogue published 
1688. Israel, Radical Enlightenment. Philosophy and the Making of Modernity 1650-1750, 118–20; Jack 
A. Clarke, ‘Gabriel Naudé and the Foundations of the Scholarly Library’, The Library Quarterly 39, no. 
4 (October 1969): 331–43, https://doi.org/10.1086/619792; Erin Grant, ‘Two Views on the Increasing 
Importance of Library Access in the Seventeenth Century: Gabriel Naudé and Claude Clement’, Georgia 
Library Quarterly 50, no. 4 (2013): 1–6.

135  During the 1670s and 1680s experiments and sessions were also held in other private locations, such 
as the domiciles of surgeon Louis Gayant and apothecary Claude Bourdelin. Schiller, ‘Les laboratoires 
d’anatomie’, 104.

136  See Guerrini, The Courtiers’ Anatomists, 93.

137  Christiaan Huygens admired Monceaux’s architectural drawings and pushed for him to meet with 
Wren and Oldenburg and for nomination to the Royal Society. Schiller, ‘Les laboratoires d’anatomie’, 
103; Guy Meynell, ‘André de Monceaux, F.R.S. 1670’, Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 
47, no. 1 (1993): 11–15. 
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fully avoiding any reference to real measures, the etching was a fantastic representation 

to honour Louis XIV.138 Even more significant was Perrault’s Mémoires, which similarly 

offered the chief example of a rich publication celebrating the validity of intellectual 

institutionalization through architectural assemblage. The volume, richly illustrated by 

LeClerc, opened with a large full-page etching of the King’s first visit to the Académie 

des Sciences, a famous image used time and again (fig. 4.14).139 Here the King stands in 

the midst of a hectic group of philosophes in a room filled with instruments: giant solar 

lens, plans for fortifications, an armillary sphere and skeletons looming over the crowd 

on the back wall. Outside, we get a glimpse of the Jardin du Roi and the Observatoire 

Royal. 

Again, the picture is a symbolic montage of buildings and places in reality scattered 

around the city.140 More importantly, the very relationship between visitor and host in 

LeClerc’s etching is a blurred one. In fact the tall, wainscoted, high-windowed room 

where the King and his scientists stand is the monarch’s own private library, which sug-

gests that the academicians, rather than Louis XIV, are in fact the guests. What Leclerc’s 

illustration seems to confirm is that on one hand, the State was providing to the Aca-

démie the essential material equipment, primarily in the form of buildings and printed 

paper, for the advancement of an experimental programme. At the same time however, 

it was doing so in its own terms, by offering the country’s most private lodgings and by 

reinforcing the government’s image on anything that came out of its printing presses.141 

The Académie des Sciences was famously working within the state’s political frame-

work, often performing dissections for the entertainment of the Court.142 It is notable 

138  For more see Andre Tavares, The Anatomy of the Architectural Book (Zurich, Switzerland: Lars 
Muller Publishers, 2015), 336–39.

139  For example, it appeared in Denis Dodart’s Mémoires Pour servir à l’Histoire des Plantes (Paris 
1676).

140  Importantly, the King did not actually visit the Académie’s laboratories until 1681 and 1682, for two 
very brief appearances at the library and the observatory. See Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and 
Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, 217.The unsanitary conditions of the dissection laboratories 
were also idealized through other etchings depicting a calm and ordered ambiance at the Jardin du Roi. 
Picon, Claude Perrault, 54–55.

141  See Guy Meynell, ‘The Académie Des Sciences at the Rue Vivienne, 1666-1699’, Archives Interna-
tionales D’histoire Des Sciences 44, no. 132 (1994): 22–37. Michael Heffernan, ‘The Spaces of Science 
and the Sciences of Space: Geography and Astronomy in the Paris Academy of Sciences’, in Paul Stock, 
The Uses of Space in Early Modern History (Springer, 2015), 125–50.

142  Schiller, ‘Les laboratoires d’anatomie’, 104. In 1681 Guichard Joseph Duverney went to Versailles to 
perform the dissection of 17-year-old elephant and crocodile. 
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that until 1672 the company was referred to in the Journal des Scavans simply as an ‘as-

semblée’ and ‘those who meet in the royal library’ and their articles, even after Gallois’ 

appointment, were often presented without recognising authorship.143

The architectural control that guided the management of physical and imprint 

dynamics around the Académie, as well as the standardisation of book-production and 

typeface mentioned before, were echoes of Colbert’s much larger project for refashion-

ing Paris’ intellectual scape through a ‘system’ of academies.144 These notably included 

the Académie des Inscriptions (1663), the Académie de France à Rome (1666), the Aca-

démie de Musique (1669) and the above-mentioned Académie d’Architecture (1671). 

Similarly to the Académie des Sciences, these were largely dependable on a royal salary 

and as such were kept close to the King, both ideologically and physically. The acad-

emies had the crucial mission of establishing a universal French manner and of contrib-

uting to the nation’s intellectual identity. For instance, the Académie d’Architecture was 

the first created with the explicit mission of educating French architects through Blon-

del’s Cours. Importantly then, nearly all academies were originally located at the Palais 

Royal, a monumental ensemble completed in 1639 by Jacques Lemercier for Cardinal 

Richelieu (fig. 4.15). This was a central location, close to the Louvre, to Colbert’s own 

apartments and to the King’s library, both opposite the north side of the Palais, and once 

more reflecting forms of national control. 

Almost immediately after their establishment, then, nearly all the academies started 

converging towards the Louvre. The Academie Française was moved there in 1672, the 

Académie des Inscriptions in 1685, the Académie d’Architecture and the Académie de 

Sculpture in 1692. The Académie des Sciences was moved there in 1699 in occasion of 

its statutory restructuring. The move and architectural rearrangement of the academies 

was an important event and involved architects such as Robert de Cotte, later deputy 

to Mansart.145 By the end of the seventeenth century the Louvre, permanently vacated 

143  Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Science’, 218, 220–21.

144  See for example William Doyle, ‘Colbert et les offices’, Histoire, économie et société 19, no. 4 
(2000): 469–80, https://doi.org/10.3406/hes.2000.2130; Philippe Minard, La Fortune du colbertisme: 
État et industrie dans la France des Lumières (Paris: Fayard, 1998); Jacob Soll, The Information Mas-
ter: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
2011).

145  ‘J’ai donné ordre au Sr. De Cotte d’aller demain à Paris voir Mr. L’abbé Bignon at visitter les 
endroits du Louvre qui pourront convenir à l’assemblée que l’académie des sciences doit faire après 
pasques’, quoted in Claude Frèmontier-Murphy, ‘La construction monarchique d’un lieu neuter: L’Acadé-
mie royale des Sciences au palais du Louvre’, in Règlement, Usages et Science, 171.Fig. 4.15 A. Perelle, south front of the Palais Royal, 1679
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by the King in 1682 in favour of Versailles, became the sole heart of France’s arts and 

sciences (fig. 4.16). For the Académie des Sciences, a change in architectural scenery 

also entailed a change in experimental paradigm. For example, once its meetings were 

moved to the Louvre, the Académie des Sciences ceased to have a directly accessible 

laboratory. Their séances were located in the antechamber of the King’s apartments, 

a luxurious room of 162sqm located in the south-west corner of the Cour Carrée and 

originally decorated by Louis Le Vau in 1654. Once a month, meetings were hosted 

as public presentations, with tribunes installed to welcome an audience of visitors and 

courtiers and walls decorated with blue damask and a giant portrait of the King.146 

Clearly, the Louvre was meant as a public display of France’s status as the capital of 

modern learning rather than an operational working space. A proper cabinet for the Aca-

démie’s machinery, models, inventions and specimen was also missing and was built at 

the Louvre as late as the 1730s (fig. 4.17).147 Collective experimental science was to be 

publicly visible in all its spectacle, a further gear in Colbert’s intellectual industry. If the 

Académie’s original methodological position was close to a sort of phenomenological 

positivism, after 1699, Hahn has argued, any sort of Baconian attitude was abandoned. 

Anonymous publications were dismissed and a tradition of individual publications was 

conversely initiated, favouring a more rigorous hierarchical regulation.148 This evidently 

swiped out any hands-on serendipity and in turn made the constructive nature of the 

academy more rigid and strict.

Much more than the efficient but isolated Observatoire, the Louvre appeared in 

this light as the ultimate architectural by-product of Colbert’s dictatorship of the arts, 

a ‘spatial’ transactional system to collect, control and showcase France’s intellectual 

grandeur. As early as 1665 Wren, visiting Paris as a 33-year-old fellow of the Royal 

Society, noted the building’s potential as ‘a School of Architecture, the best probably, 

at this Day in Europe’.149 Indeed, the Louvre was the most publicly impressive building 

site of the capital, with slow construction lasting until well into the eighteenth century. 

Christiaan Huygens, visiting the stone quarry in Meudon in 1673, wrote to Oldenburg 

146  Frèmontier-Murphy, ‘La construction monarchique d’un lieu neutre’, 176-78.

147  At that time the Académie also compiled a catalogue, the Machines et Inventions approuvées par 
l’Académie Royale des Sciences. The first volume appeared in 1735 and covered the years 1666-1699. 
Frèmontier-Murphy, 192-203.

148  Hahn, Anatomy of a Scientific Institution, 32.

149  See Wren, Parentalia, 261.
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Map de Paris, 1739. For the map Tourgot chose a parallel view, already 

known in French as 'Perspective Cavaliere' (see ch. 2)

Fig. 4.17  S. LeClerc, 'Cabinet Géometrique', 1711. British Museum 
1917,1208.71.272



about the impressive building industries involved in the transportation of the 624-cubic-

feet stones.150 As such, its construction site and architectural composition had strong 

political significance. Damisch has suggested that, when deciding the final designs for 

the east façade, the court may have considered the option of Perrault’s colonnade, or 

more ambiguously a peristyle, as a way to promote the urban image of a more perme-

able and benevolent regime.151 Nearly 30 years after Wren’s visit to the Louvre, in 1698 

LeClerc produced possibly the most explicit visual representation of its academic voca-

tion, at once mirroring an idealised universality and celebrating its controlled realisation 

(fig. 4.18). Entitled L’Académie des Sciences et des Beaux-Arts, this celebratory etching 

depicts a collegiate institution of men of arts and sciences, busy in all kinds of practices. 

Every field of enquiry appears to be represented, from astronomy to anatomy to painting 

and architecture. What unites all the 160 and more scholars in the picture, aside from 

their Greek clothing, is their fictional location, a classical colonnaded system of peri-

styles, squares and gardens, clearly reminiscent of the Louvre. It appears in fact that the 

entire scope of all intellectual pursuits is appropriated through its architecture, a sort of 

Raphaelian ‘school’ of the Ancien Régime.152

The Parisian institutionalisation of knowledge, propagated through a balanced trans-

action between celebratory prints and carefully situated buildings, can be efficiently re-

viewed in conclusion to this chapter by looking at the written impressions of one of the 

150  Bosscha jr, Oeuvres complètes de Christiaan Huygens, Tome VII. Correspondance 1670-1675 (The 
Hague 1897), 349. 

151  Hubert Damisch, ‘Perrault’s Colonnade and the Functions of the Classical Order’, in Noah’s Ark, Es-
says on Architecture (MIT Press, 2016), 75-90.

152  Maxime Préaud, ‘« L’Académie des sciences et des beaux-arts »: le testament graphique de Sébas-
tien Leclerc’, RACAR: revue d’art canadienne / Canadian Art Review 10, no. 1 (1983): 73–81. Before 
the foundation of the Académie des Sciences, Huygens, together with Thévenot, Auzout and Petit were 
discussing a more generalised Compagnie des Sciences et des Arts, possibly inspired by London’s milieu. 
It followed a Baconian programme and included geometry, mechanics, astronomy as well as architecture, 
sculpture and drawing. See ‘Project de la Compagnie des Sciences et des Arts’, in Bosscha jr, Oeuvres 
complètes de Christiaan Huygens, Tome IV. Correspondance 1662-1663 (The Hague 1891), 325-329. 
Another proposal was the General Academy (Académie Generale) proposed by Charles Perrault, predi-
cated on a more traditional distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’ knowledge and focussing primarily on 
history, philosophy and mathematics. According to his biographer Adrein Baillet, towards the end of life 
Decartes had also proposed the foundation of a great school of arts and sciences that could accommodate 
both intellectuals as well as artisans. Built at the Collège Royal and in other public places, the institution 
was meant to bring together theory and practice, machines and roundtables. In Descartes’ mind, however, 
these two branches were not equal: experts in mathematics and physics were supposed to lead the way to 
artisans and builders. Hahn, Anatomy of a Scientific Institution, 10–12.
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Fig. 4.18 S. LeClerc, 'L’Académie des Sciences et des Beaux-Arts', 1698



Transactions’ most active contributors.153 Martin Lister, travelling to Paris in the early 

Spring 1698, offers us the most complete account of late seventeenth century Paris from 

the perspective of a well-rounded, architecturally driven English natural philosopher. 

Visiting the capital at the time when LeClerc was just completing his etching, Lister too 

admired the nearly finished Louvre, ‘the most Magnificent Palace, perhaps that ever was 

built’.154 Lister was in Paris for about six months and had time to entertain with some 

members of the Académie des Sciences about the current state of their scientific labora-

tories and other architectural matters. He asked about the papers of the late astronomer 

Adrien Auzout, who, he noted, ‘had studied Vitruvius for more than 40 years together 

mostly upon the place and at Rome.’155 He met with Cassini at the Observatoire—’This 

Building is very fine, and great Art is used in the Vaulted Cut Roofs and Winding Stair-

cases. The Stones are laid inside, outside, with the most regularity I ever saw in any 

Modern Building’—and discussed with Joseph Tournefort, keeper of the Jardin du 

Roi—’a very great Piece of Ground, well furnisht with Plants, and open also to walk in, 

to all People of Note’.156 Colbert’s library, he commented, ‘is the neatest Library in Par-

is, very large, and exceedingly well furnisht’. 

At the same time however, Lister was aware of the apparent idiosyncratic attitude 

of scientific personnel, scarce and apparently unwelcoming: ‘I cannot say much of 

the meeting of these Gentlemen of the Acad. Royal. des Sciences, there are but few of 

153  It has been argued in fact that, through the complex and often delicate dynamics of corporate editing 
and publishing, Oldenburg was not too dissimilar from the kind of intellectual control operated under an 
absolute monarchy. Biagioli, ‘Etiquette, Interdependence, and Sociability in Seventeenth-Century Sci-
ence’, 210–11.

154  Martin Lister, A Journey to Paris (London 1699), 42.

155  Lister, 28-29. Lister also recalls that ‘Monsieur d’Azout was very Curious and understanding in 
Architecture, for which purpose he was 17 years in Italy by times; I do remember when he was in Eng-
land about 14 years ago, he shewed me the Design of several of our Buildings drawn by himself; but of 
that of the Banquetting-House at Whitehall, he expressed himself in very extraordinary Terms, telling 
me, it was the most Regular, and most Finisht Piece Of Modern Workmanship he had seen on this side 
the Alpes, that he could not enough praise it: That Inigo Jones, the Architect, had a true relish of what 
was Noble in that Art.’ Lister, 99-100. Auzout was actually a proper architectural scholar and a talented 
draughtsman. It was he who prompted the King Louis XIV about the necessity to build the Observatoire 
and it was thanks to his intercession that Wren was able to briefly meet with Bernini in 1665. Jardine, On 
a Grander Scale, 245, 246–47; Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall, eds., The Correspondence of Henry 
Oldenburg: 1663-1665, vol. 2 (Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1966), 480; Lydia Soo, ‘Reconstruct-
ing Antiquity. Wren and His Circle and the Study of Natural History, Antiquarianism and Architecture at 
the Royal Society’ (PhD dissertation, Princeton University, 1989), 129–30. 

156  Lister, 183.
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them, about 12 or 16 Members; all Pensioned by the King in some manner or other.’157 

In the Spring 1698, Lister was briefly shown to Christiaan Huygens’ old apartment. He 

commented that it ‘was very Noble, and well for Air, upon the Garden: But here he fell 

Melancholy, and Died of it in Holland.’158 The vastness of the King’s library, he added, 

similarly came with an aura of secrecy.159 For experiments and publications, Lister 

pointed out, ‘the Money is forthwith reimbursed by the King.’, to the point that ‘the 

Booksellers at Paris are very unwilling, or not able to Print Natural Histories but all is 

done at the Kings Charge, and in his Presses’.160 The Transactions appears in Lister’s 

report as the touchstone for evaluating Louis XIV’s philosophical company. Compared 

to Paris’ short-lived and otherwise costly and rigid publications, Oldenburg’s well-sold 

journal was ‘one of the best Copies which hath been Printed in this Age; it is now Sold 

for 13 l. Sterling, and not many remaining to be had of them neither’.161 Instead of the 

Journal des Sçavans, in Paris Lister purchased the two volumes of Gallois’ expensive 

Mémoires de Mathematiques et de Physique, commenting that it had been ‘endeavoured 

after the manner of ours in London’ and cost ‘as I may say, for two years Philosophick 

Transactions’.162 Lister was also aware of the international potential of the Transac-

tions’ architectural material. To his Parisian neighbour Jean Mabillon, Lister reported 

‘the Account we had brought us of Palmyra, and the Tracts that were writ of it, and that 

more was intended to be publisht about it’.163 During this time Lister also continued his 

observations on Roman bricklaying started years before in York:

I saw but one Piece in Paris of the Ruines of an Old Roman Building ; 

it was in La Rue de la Harpe. The Vaults are very high and large. The 

manner of Building is near the same I formerly caused exactly to be 

figured and described at York, and which is publisht in the Philosophic 

Transactions; That is, the inside and outside of the Walls are composed 

157  Lister, 78.

158  Lister, 110.

159  Lister, 104, 126.

160  Lister, 75, 79.

161  Lister, 79.

162  Lister, 135-136; Turner, ‘An Interrupted Story’, 344.

163  Lister, 120.
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of six Rows of small square Stones, and then 4 rows of flat, thin and 

broad Roman Bricks, and so alternatively from the top to the bottom; 

Which makes it probable it was built after Severus’s time, for this was 

the African manner of Building, as Vitruvius tells us ; and therefore-might 

well be, what Tradition here says of it, viz. part of Julian the Emperor›s 

Palace, or Thermae.164

Through Lister’s account, we get meaningful glimpses into the conditions of Paris’ 

early modern scientific world. Paris’ built environment was the important frame for 

perceiving the conditions of the Académie’s early life, with both experimental practices 

and their physical settings playing a role in deciphering the city itself. The Philosophi-

cal Transactions, in turn, constituted for Lister a reference point for understanding the 

similar languages of Paris and London, caught as they were between the fundamental 

ideal of a stable printing industry and the unsteady conditions of places for natural phi-

losophy.

Conclusions

This chapter has investigated the multifarious cross-national dialectics between 

individuals and companies, contemplative secrecy and public domains, architectural 

publishing and built environments and their multiform uses. First, with the Acta Philo-

sophica I have illustrated the Transactions’ global dimension through a Dutch modus 

operandi largely informed by material and commercial transactions and cemented 

through diverse contributions to the journal, such as the case of Nicolaes Witsen. By 

locating these cases within realms of Dutch architectural book production (e.g. the 

Danckerts family) I have established further threads with England (e.g. the Moxon fam-

ily) as transactions between acts of corresponding, reading and collecting, editing and 

printing, copying and translating. Next, the case of the Huygens’ experimental careers 

has been presented through a dynamic seventeenth-century European culture of move-

ment of skills and practices and displacements of people and objects. The Hofwijck 

emerges as a building significantly belonging to such network of transactions, as both a 

secluded place for cosmological contemplation and a centre for intellectual production 

164  Lister, 55-56.
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and of exchanges between printed and built. Christiaan Huygens’ Cosmotheoros embod-

ied such exchanges as an interstellar travel narrative appreciated in the Transactions as 

both imaginary speculation and grounded experimental account. Successively, the case 

of the Journal des Sçavans has introduced the Parisian editorial milieu through tensions 

between a material network of relations, for example with the Transactions, and the 

publishing strategies for the King’s company of intellectuals, such as in the case of the 

Romain du Roy. Tensions between controlled privacy and celebratory public imagery 

have been examined through a cross-reading of the built places and rooms for experi-

ment of the Académie des Sciences and their published outcomes. Stone and paper 

hence emerge as additional forms of transaction between collective institutions and their 

official representations.

This chapter has suggested that the codification of empirical publications and exper-

imental places mirrored similar preoccupations for creativity and status that Oldenburg 

was projecting through his Transactions and with the plans for a Royal Society College. 

Individualistic and commercial interests, as projected by the Acta and the Hofwijck, and 

the regimented institutionalisation of the Parisian Journal and its academies reflect the 

international explorations funded through Oldenburg’s publication. The architectural 

relevance of the Philosophical Transactions ultimately lays here in its unique media-

tions between individual and collective, between fragmentary and consolidated, be-

tween printed and built.
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CONCLUSIONS

Throughout this thesis I have presented the early Philosophical Transactions as an 

important source and for studying early modern architecture in England. Adopting the 

title of the journal, architecture is explored through content and processes as forms of 

transactions. It hence emerges from a multiplicity of interactions and exchanges, col-

laborations and conflicts, communications and correspondences between subjects, arte-

facts, ideas, methods and places. In addition, throughout four chapters I have shown that 

under-researched cases of architectural significance exist in the experimental accounts, 

designs, writings, drawings, composition and diffusion of the journal, extending under-

standings of architecture as transactions. 

Seventeenth-century architecture in London and around the Royal Society is firstly 

presented as practices, methods and references generated by forms of editorship and 

book making and mediated by collective laboratory designs and collegiate experiments. 

The Philosophical Transactions is therefore presented as the result of collaborative 

design processes between editors, writers, illustrators and practitioners. Investigating the 

literary projects of Henry Oldenburg and Joseph Moxon, the journal has been located 

within a realm of writing and publishing informed by the building worlds of post-1666 

London. Furthermore, the making of the Philosophical Transactions, together with the 

debated meeting places for the Royal Society, has illustrated tensions and exchanges be-

tween collectives and individuals, between the collaborative establishment of a purpose-

ly designed institution and the validation of editorial projects. Transactional relations 

have then been outlined as empirical searches between printed and built, between the 

design and significance of texts and images and the conception of buildings. Through 

the Transactions, seventeenth-century architecture in London ultimately stems out as 

an experimental search for design methods and a system to produce at once places and 

pages.

Secondly, through experiences with mechanisation, technology and technique, as-

sociations with modes of architectural drawing are investigated in the Transactions’ 

subject matter and making. Optical experiments with projections and perspectives, like 

Sinclair’s Parallelogram, show how the Philosophical Transactions evidenced affinities 

with architectural representation through methodological connections between visuali-

sations, measurability and proportion. Furthermore, collaborative authorships between 

draughtsmen, engravers, printers and readers, such as in the case of Richard Waller’s 
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Table of Colours, the micrometer or with the Multangular Tower, show original trans-

actional processes in the making and use of illustrative apparatuses. Finally, implemen-

tations in the Transactions’ visual agencies, like in the multiple views of the Giants’ 

Causeways or in various forms of map-making, demonstrate an explorative search for 

diverse and ad hoc illustrations in order to serve the scholar and the practitioner. The 

Transactions’ significance for early modern architectural representation, then, ultimately 

lays in its multiform methodological analogies and affiliations, at once intellectual and 

practical, for animating and guiding the conception, making and reading of original 

visual content. 

The next transaction presents the journal’s architectural contribution as a collection 

of correspondences, reports and accounts from distant places and times. Descriptions of 

ancient buildings and ruins reveal both their objects of study, such as the cases of Pal-

myra and Persepolis, and the ways in which these ancient architectures were presented, 

such as in Halifax’s complex written accounts. By cultivating both these aspects, the 

Transactions contributed to seventeenth-century English architectural culture by active-

ly liaising with the past through written forms of transaction, such as fragments of first-

person narratives and detailed circumstantial descriptions of places. Further accounts 

from remote locations, such as travel reports from France, Japan, India and north Amer-

ica, have demonstrated the importance of the journal for collecting relations on previ-

ously unknown buildings and places. These cases also show how different authors, such 

as merchants, chaplains, traders, medical officers and foreign correspondents, actively 

contributed to the journal’s architectural relevance through specific writings for a col-

lective readership. Linguistic communication and design researches further illuminate 

these processes of written exploration between remote place and times. Architecture has 

here been investigated as a network of published perceptual descriptions, a search to 

establish connections between places, to revive the past and to transfer individual and 

specific experiences of architecture to a collective.

The final transaction traces the European dimension of the Philosophical Transac-

tions through international processes of editorial translation, abridgment, reuse and 

adaptation. Through the cases of the Acta Philosophica and the Journal des Sçavans, I 

illustrate exchanges between translators, correspondents and foreign readers, reflecting 

the economic, intellectual and political dynamics of architectural publishing between 

London, Amsterdam and Paris. At once intertwined and distinguished from the English 

milieu, the Dutch and French printing worlds illuminate how the Philosophical Transac-
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tions contributed to and were dependent on transnational exchanges between institutions 

(such as the Parisian Academies), literary activities (such as in the cases of the Dankerts 

family, of Huygens’ literary production or for the Imprimerie du Roi) and buildings 

(such as the Hofwijck and the French academic institutions). Linking back to the first 

chapter’s transactions between printing and building in London, parallel relations in the 

Netherlands and Paris demonstrate how the Transactions’ architectural significance can 

be traced to a network of printed material and built spaces.

By examining the Philosophical Transactions as a significant resource for studying 

architecture, the thesis has therefore presented the journal in a new light as original evi-

dence for a history of early modern English architecture. A thorough investigation into 

the material qualities, composition and manufacture of the journal identifies its origin 

and composition alongside architectural processes and methods of thinking and doing, 

as illustrated by the cases of Moxon and Oldenburg himself. The thesis demonstrates the 

journal’s originality for an architectural history of early modern England by a detailed 

investigation of complex, curios and often unknown historical primary sources. Original 

designs, such as the ‘Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum’, the extensive accounts on 

Palmyra, representations of the micrometer and of the Giants’ Causeway, architectural 

narratives from Japan and the Americas and editorial interactions with the architectural 

worlds of the Netherlands and France, show how the journal originally contributed to 

seventeenth-century architectural culture in London and around the Royal Society. As 

such, the Transactions is significant for architecture both within and in addition to its 

natural-philosophical importance.

By articulating my research into the architecture of the journal as sets of transac-

tions, I have also expanded current understandings of early modern architecture in 

London by extending conceptions of the practice and of the practitioner. By illuminating 

numerous unexplored primary sources, I have argued that the Philosophical Transac-

tions proposes a view of late seventeenth-century English architecture as a collection of 

differently formalised collective efforts, evidenced in a natural-philosophical publication 

through the use of explorative forms of design, building, communication, visualisation, 

editing, writing and printing. This notion of architectural transaction invites a broader 

appreciation of the interests, methods, applications and outcomes of architectural pro-

duction as presented in the publication. Architecture is understood as a multifaceted, 

non-codified, explorative activity as the outcome of early modern empirical operations, 
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such as commercial and religious travel writing, mechanical experiments and optical 

instrumentation, collegiate gatherings and buildings, editorial designs, copying and 

abridgments. Through the Philosophical Transactions’ modal mechanisms, notions of 

seventeenth-century architecture are extended beyond the limits of an early profession 

and are instead understood mostly as open-ended, practical endeavours. 

As a result, the figure of the architect, alongside its practice, is itself the object of 

a transactional system, the beneficiary of Oldenburg’s ‘variety and Store of Material’. 

Informing multiform pursuits for the early modern British architectural practitioner, the 

Philosophical Transactions tended to widen its territory of action alongside such figures 

as the editor and the printer (e.g. Henry Oldenburg, John Sterpin, Joseph Moxon and the 

Dankerts) the draughtsman, the writer and the engraver (e.g. Michael Burghers, Jacques 

Jaugeon and Edwin Sandys), the commercial traveller and the antiquarian (e.g. Martin 

Lister, John Clayton, William Halifax and Nicolaes Witsen), the mathematical artist, 

the mechanical artisan and the natural scientist (e.g. George Sinclair, Richard Townley, 

William Thomson and Richard Waller). Through the Transactions, the architect is traced 

as a diversified practitioner, engaged in intellectual explorations and in their hands-on 

applications. Architectural principles adopted to explore representations, compositions 

and historical understandings can be acquired through natural philosophical studies such 

as optics, geometry and antiquarianism. These principles can also be experimented with 

through physical and mechanical activities such as printing, manufacturing and travel. 

In this sense, Roger North’s description of the builder as a ‘chameleon’ presented in the 

introduction of the thesis evokes the Transactions’ reconsideration of the architect and 

of architecture as a shifting practice. This is evident, for example, in Joseph Moxon’s 

identification of the master printer as an architectural thinker; in Halifax’s history of 

Palmyra originating from a religious mission; in Sinclair’s mechanical exploration into 

exact proportionality. The Transactions illuminate a realm of experiential and circum-

stantial architecture, superseding any sort of dogmatic or ideological conception of 

architectural ruling. Instead, Oldenburg’s emblematic ‘variety’ can enrich current under-

standings of architectural practice by stressing its empirical, interconnected and transac-

tional nature. As such, in the early Philosophical Transactions, architecture is explored 

for what it can be, rather than for what it ought to be.
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APPENDIX

Chronological list of selected articles from the Philosophcal Transactions (1665-

1700) examined, mentioned or considered in the thesis.

Henry Oldenburg, ‘Epistle Dedicatory’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 1 (1665)

‘The Introduction’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 1 (1665): 1-2

‘An Accompt of the Improvement of Optick Glasses’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 1 (1665): 2-3

Walter Pope, ‘Extract of a Letter, Lately Written from Venice, by the Learned Doctor 

Walter Pope, to the Reverend Dean of Rippon, Doctor John Wilkins, Concerning the 

Mines of Mercury in Friuli; And a Way of Producing Wind by the Fall of Water’, in 

PT, vol. 1 n. 2 (1665): 21-26 

‘An Account of Micrographia, or the Physiological Descriptions of Minute Bodies, 

Made by Magnifying Glasses’, in PT, vol. 1 n. 2 (1665): 27-32

Pierre Petit ‘A Relation of the Advice Given by Monsieur Petit, Intendant of the Fortifi-

cations of Normandy. Touching the Conjunction of the Ocean and Mediterranean’, 

in PT, vol. 1, n. 3 (1665): 41-43

Adrien Auzout, ‘Monsieur Auzout’s Judgment Touching the Apertures of Object-Glass-

es, and Their Proportions, in Respect of the Several Lengths of Telescopes’, in PT, 

vol. 1, n. 3 (1665): 55-56

‘Of a Means to Illuminate an Object in What Proportion One Pleaseth; And of the Dis-

tances Requisite to Burn Bodies by the Sun’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 4 (1665): 69-70 

Robert Moray, ‘A Way to Break Easily and Speedily the Hardest Rocks, Communicated 

by the Same Person, as He Received It from Monsieur Du Son, the Inventor’, in PT, 

vol. 1, n. 5 (1665): 82-85

‘Enquiries Concerning Agriculture’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 5 (1665): 91-94

John Evelyn, ‘An Advertisement of a Way of Making More Lively Counterfaits of 

Nature in Wax, Then Are Extant in Painting: And of a New Kinde of Maps in a Low 

Relievo; Both Practised in France’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 6 (1665): 99-100

Adrien Auzout, ‘Monsieur Auzout’s Speculations of the Changes, Likely to Be Dis-

covered in the Earth and Moon, by Their Respective Inhabitants’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 7 

(1665): 120-23

‘Directions for Sea-Men, Bound for Far Voyages’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 8 (1665): 140-43 
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‘An Appendix to the Directions for Seamen, Bound for Far Voyages’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 9 

(1665): 147-49

‘Observations Continued upon the Barometer, or Rather Ballance of the Air’, in PT, vol. 

1, n. 9 (1665): 163-66

Robert Boyle, ‘General Heads for a Natural History of a Countrey, Great or Small, Im-

parted Likewise by Mr. Boyle’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 11 (1665): 186-89

‘Of Some Books Lately Publish’t’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 14 (1665): 248-54

‘An Account of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 15 (1665): 261-62

‘Articles of Inquiries Touching Mines’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 19 (1665): 330-43

‘Inquiries for Turky’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 20 (1665): 360-62

‘An Account of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 1, n. 21 (1665): 381-84 

‘A Preface to the Third Year of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1666): 409-15

‘Inquiries for Suratte, and Other Parts of the East-Indies’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 23 (1666): 

415-22

Richard Towneley, ‘An Extract of a Letter, Written by Mr. Richard Towneley to Dr. 

Croon, Touching the Invention of Dividing a Foot into Many Thousand Parts, for 

Mathematical Purposes’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 25 (1666): 457-58

Robert Hooke, ‘More Wayes for the Same Purpose, Intimated by M. Hook’, in PT, vol. 

2, n. 25 (1666): 459

‘A Description of Several Kinds of Granaries, as Those of London, of Dantzick, and in 

Muscovy’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 25 (1666): 464-67

‘Account of Athanasii Kircheri China Illustrata’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 26 (1666): 484-88

‘A Description of an Instrument for Dividing a Foot into Many Thousand Parts, and 

Thereby Measuring the Diameters of Planets to a Great Exactness, &c. as It Was 

Promised, Numb. 25’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 29 (1666): 541-56 

‘Enquiries for Greenland’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 29 (1666): 554-55

‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 2, n. 29 (1666): 625-28 

‘An Introduction to the Fourth Year of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 33 (1668): 629-30

Robert Hooke, ‘A Contrivance to Make the Picture of Any Thing Appear on a Wall, 

Cub-Board, or within a Picture-Frame, &c. in the Midst of a Light Room in the Day-

Time; Or in the Night-Time in Any Room That Is Enlightned with a Considerable 

Number of Candles; Devised and Communicated by the Ingenious Mr. Hook, as 

Follows’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 38 (1668): 741-43
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Samuel Colepresse ‘An Extract of a Letter Lately Written by Mr. S. Colepresse, from 

Leiden, to the Publisher, about the Making of Counterfeited Opal, and the Recovery 

of the Art of Making Red-Glass’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 38 (1668): 743-44

‘Queries Concerning Vegetation, Especially the Motion of the Juyces of Vegetables, 

Communicated by Some Curious Persons’, in PT, vol. 3, n. 40 (1668): 797-801

‘A Preface to This Fifth Year of the Transactions’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45 (1669): 893-98

‘The Description of an Instrument Invented Divers Years Ago by Dr. Christopher 

Wren, for Drawing the Out-Lines of Any Object in Perspective’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 45 

(1669): 898-99

‘A Relation of the Conferences Held at Paris in the Academy Royal for the Improve-

ment of the Arts of Painting and Sculpture, as ‘tis Found in the Iournal Des Scav-

ans’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 47 (1669): 953-56 

Muraltus, ‘Extract of a Letter, Written by Mr. Muraltus of Zurich, to M. Haak, a Fellow 

of the R. Society, Concerning the Icy and Chrystallin Mountains of Helvetia, Call’d 

the Gletscher. English’d Out of Latin by the Publisher, as Follows’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 

49 (1669): 982-83

‘Some Observations Concerning Japan, Made by an Ingenious Person, That Hath Many 

Years Resided in That Country; as They Were Communicated in French by M. 

I; Whence They Are Thus English’d by the Publisher; Who Some Months Agoe 

Accasion’d This Accompt by Some Queries, Sent to That Traveller’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 

49 (1669): 983-86

Samuel Colepresse ‘Some Considerations Touching the Variety of Slate, Together with 

a Computation of the Charges in Generall, for Covering Houses Therewith; By Mr. 

Sam. Coleprefs’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 50 (1669): 1009-011

‘A Description of Dr. Christopher Wren’s Engin, Designed for Grinding Hyperbolical 

Glasses; As It Was in a Manner Promised Numb. 48. P. 962’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 53 

(1669): 1059-060

William Jackson, ‘Some Inquiries Concerning the Salt-Springs and the Way of Salt-

Making at Nantwich in Cheshire; Answer’d by the Learned and Observing William 

Jackfon Dr. of Physick’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 53 (1669): 1060-067

Pierre Petit, ‘A Narrative of the Conjunction of the Two Seas, the Ocean and the Medi-

terranean, by a Channel, Cut out through Languedoc in France, by the Authority 

of the Most Christian King Louys XIV, and the Contrivance and Management of 
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Monsicur Riquet: Englished by the Publisher Out of the French, Lately Sent to the 

Same from Paris, Together with Printed Mapp of the Said Channel Here Contracted, 

and Explained’, in PT, vol. 4, n. 56 (1669): 1123-12

‘A Preface To the Sixth Year of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 57 (1670): 1147-150

‘Some Directions and Inquiries with Their Answers, Concerning the Mines, Minerals, 

Baths, &c. of Hungary, Transylvania, Austria, and Other Countries Neighbouring to 

Those’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 58 (1670): 1189-196

John Evelyn, ‘A Letter of John Evelyn Esq;, to the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount 

Brouncker, Chancellor to Her Majesty and President to the R. Society & C. Con-

cerning the Spanish Sembrador or New Engin for Ploughing, and Equal Sowing All 

Sorts of Grain, and Harrowing, at Once; by Which a Great Quantity of Seed-Corn 

Is Saved, and a Rich Increase Yearly Gained, Together with a Description of the 

Contrivance and Uses of This Engin, English’t Out of Spanish, and Lately Presented 

to the R. Society’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 60 (1670): 1055-065

John Wallis, ‘A Letter of Dr. John Wallis to Robert Boyle Esq, Concerning the Said 

Doctor’s Essay of Teaching a Person Dumb and Deaf to Speak, and to Understand a 

Language; Together with the Success Thereof: Which Letter Though Written Many 

Years Since, Was but Lately Obtain’d to Be Inserted Here, It Being Esteemed Very 

Well Worth to Be Preserv’d and Communicated for Publick Use’, in PT, vol. 5, n. 61 

(1670): 1087-099

‘A Preface to This Seventh Years of These Transactions’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 69 (1671): 

2087-093

‘An Accompt of Some Mineral Observations Touching the Mines of Cornwal and 

Devon; Wherein Is Described the Art of Trayning a Load; The Art and Manner of 

Digging the Ore; And the Way of Dressing and of Blowing Tin: Communicated by 

an Inquisitive Person, That Was Much Conversant in Those Mines’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 

69 (1671): 2096-113

‘Some Observations, Touching Colours, in Order to the Increase of Dyes, and the Eixa-

tion of Colours; Generously Imparted by the Author of the Four Above-Mention’d 

Letters, Who Annexed Them to That of Februar. 15. 1670’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 70 

(1671): 2132-136
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‘A Narrative of Some Observations Lately Made by Certain Missionaries in the Upper 

Egypt; Communicated in a Letter Written from Cairo the Sixth of Januar. 1670’, in 

PT, vol. 6, n. 71 (1671): 2151-153

‘An Advertisement’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 72 (1671): 2190

John Sterpin, ‘An Advertisement Necessary to Be Given to the Readers of the Latin Ver-

sion, Made by Mr. Sterpin at Copenhagen, of the Philosophical Tranfactions of A. 

1669; Printed at Franckfurt on the Main by Dan. Pauli, A. 1671’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 75 

(1671): 2269-270

‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 78 (1671): 3037-050

Samuel Moreland. ‘An Account of the Speaking Trumpet, as It Hath Been Contrived 

and Published by Sir Sam. Moreland Knight and Baronet; Together with Its Uses 

Both at Sea and Land. Printed at London An. 1671’, in PT, vol. 6, n. 79 (1671): 

3056-058

‘A Preface to the Eighth Year’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 81 (1672): 4000-003

Isaac  Newton, ‘An Accompt of a New Catadioptrical Telescope Invented by Mr. New-

ton, Fellow of the R. Society, and Professor of the Mathematiques in the University 

of Cambridge’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 81 (1672): 4004-010

Louis de Froidour, ‘Some Additions to the Narrative, That Was Publish’d Numb. 58. 

about the Conjunction of the Ocean and Mediterranean by a Channel in France; In 

Which Additions the Progress and the Designed Usefulness of That Great Undertak-

ing Are More Amply Represented: Out of a French Letter, Written by Monsieur De 

Froidour to Monsieur Barrillon, and Printed at Tholouse This Very Year’, in PT, vol. 

7, n. 84 (1672): 4080-086

‘An Accurate Description of the Lake of Geneva, Not Long Since Made by a Person 

That Had Visited It Divers Times in the Pleasantest Season of the Year; and Com-

municated to the Publisher by One of His Parisian Correspondents: Glish’d as Fol-

loweth’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 86 (1672): 5043-047

‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 86 (1672): 5047-050

‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 7, n. 89 (1672): 5125-130

‘The Preface’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 92 (1673): 5176-178

‘Directions for Inquiries Concerning Stones and Other Materiale for the Use of Build-

ing; Together with a Suggestion for Retriving the Art of Hardning and Tempering 
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Steel for Cutting Porphyre and Other Hard Marbles’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 93 (1673): 

6010-015

‘An Account of the Advantage of Virginia for Building Ships; Communicated by an 

Observing Gentleman’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 93 (1673): 6015-016

John Templer, ‘A Way of Making Vines Grow to Advantage, All Over the Roof of a 

House; Communicated by Mr. John Templer’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 93 (1673): 6016

‘An Accompt of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 93 (1673): 6042-050

William Thomson, ‘A Description of a Bee· House, Useful for Preventing the Swarm-

ing of Bees, Used in Scotland with Good Success; Whereof One, Sent by a Worthy 

Gentleman, Sir William Thomson,May Be Seen in Gresham Colledg’, in PT, vol. 8, 

n. 96 (1673): 6097-078

John Sinclair, ‘Parallelogrammum Prosopographicum Sive Modus Novus Delineandi 

per Radios Parallelos Ad Aequalitatem Orthogrophicam, Gestus, Situs, Habitusque 

Quoscunque Humani Corporis, Servata Symmetria,& Proportione Partium. Autore 

Ioanne De Sancto-Claro Scoto-Lothiano’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 96 (1673): 6079-085

‘A Farther Description and Representation of the Icy Mountain, Called the Gletscher, 

in the Canton of Berne in Helvetia; Which Was Formerly Taken Notice of in Numb. 

49. of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 8, n. 100 (1673): 6191-192 

‘The Preface to the Tenth Year of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 101 (1674): 1-3

‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 102 (1674): 31-40

‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 104 (1674): 78-88

‘An Account of Some Books’, in PT, vol. 9, n. 107 (1674): 159-68

‘Divers Rural and Oeconomical Inquiries, Recommended to Observation and Tryal’, in 

PT, vol. 9, n. 111 (1674): 240-42

‘Introduction to the Eleventh Year of These Tracts’, in PT, vol. 10, n. 112 (1675): 254-

57

‘An Accompt of Two Books’, in PT, vol. 10, n. 112 (1675): 279-84

‘Some Reflexions on the Transactions of April 1675; Sent to the Publisher in a Letter 
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